This is the first modern book about the artist David Wilkie (1785–1841), the first British painter to become an international celebrity. Based on extensive original research, it explores the ways in which Wilkie's images, so beloved by his contemporaries, engaged with a range of cultural predicaments close to their hearts.

In a series of thematic chapters whose concerns range far beyond the details of Wilkie's own career, Tromans shows how, through Wilkie's thrillingly original work, British society was able to reimagine its own everyday life, its history and its multinational Anglo-Scottish nature. Other themes covered include Wilkie's role in defining the border between painting and anatomy in the representation of the human body, and his part in transforming the pleasures of connoisseurship from an elite to a popular audience.

For the first time, all of Wilkie's major subject pictures are brought together, reproduced and discussed. With a great range of new archival material and original interpretive arguments, this book replaces David Wilkie at the centre of the visual culture of British Romanticism.
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**Chronology**

1785
Born at Cults, near Cupar, Fife; the third son of the Rev. David Wilkie by his third wife, Isabella, née Lister (daughter of a farmer in the parish).

1798
Leaves the school at Pitlessie (the only village in Cults parish) and proceeds to grammar school at nearby Kingskettle.

1799
Applies to enter the Trustees’ Academy at Edinburgh; an initial refusal was overridden by the intervention of the Earl of Leven.

1804
Wins first prize in ‘historical picture’ competition with *Diana and Callisto*; leaves Academy to return to Cults, where he supports himself by painting portraits in the style of Raeburn, charging between £5 and £10. Thomas Kinnear of Kinloch purchases *Pitlessie Fair*.

1805
Leaves for London; enters Royal Academy (RA) Schools; meets his ambitious contemporary, the historical painter B. R. Haydon. *Pitlessie Fair* seen by the Countess of Mansfield; her son then commissions the *Village Politicians*.

1806
Attends Charles Bell’s lectures on the anatomy of expression. Sir George Beaumont and the Earl of Mulgrave commission, respectively, the *Blind Fiddler* and the *Rent Day*. First exhibit at the RA annual summer exhibition, the *Village Politicians*, is a huge hit. Visits Mulgrave in Yorkshire.
1807
*Blind Fiddler* shown at the RA. Returns to Scotland for five months (May–October).

1808
*Card Players* shown at the RA. The Marquis of Lansdowne commissions the *Sick Lady*.

1809
*The Rent Day* and the *Cut Finger* shown at the RA. With Haydon, visits Devon, and Coleorton in Leicestershire to stay with Beaumont, where he makes landscape studies. Elected an Associate Member of the RA (November).

1810
*The Wardrobe Ransacked* sent to the RA exhibition, but withdrawn on the advice of senior colleagues. Wilkie is unrepresented at the summer exhibition. Suffers from nervous illness, and lives incognito while recovering. Stays with Beaumont in Essex (November–December). Begins making small replicas of some of his pictures for Mulgrave.

1811
Living quietly on King’s Road, Chelsea. Elected full Member of the RA (February), donating *Rat-Catchers* as his diploma piece. Visits family in Scotland (August–September). Moves to Kensington (October), which remains his London base for the rest of his life.

1812
Holds solo retrospective exhibition (May), featuring the *Village Holiday* and the unfinished *Blind-Man’s Buff* (a commission from the Prince Regent). Visits friends in Cambridgeshire (the Thomsons) in the late summer, and in September stays with Mulgrave in Yorkshire. Death of his father, the Rev. Wilkie (December).

1813
Shows a picture at the British Institution (BI) for the first time (*The Bag-Piper*), while *Blind-Man’s Buff* appears at the RA. With the Thomsons again in Cambridgeshire in the summer. Wilkie’s mother and sister Helen come to live with him in Kensington.

1814
*The Refusal* (an illustration to Burns) and the *Letter of Introduction* shown at the RA. Visits Paris with Haydon, where the engraving after
the *Village Politicians* wins a Gold Medal at the 1814 Salon. Visits the agricultural reformer Robert Gourlay in Wiltshire.

1815

*Distraining for Rent* exhibited at the RA and purchased by the Directors of the BI. Visits Brighton with Haydon.

1816

The *Rabbit on the Wall* and the *Broken China Jar* shown at the RA. Visits the amateur landscape painter Peregrine Nursey in Suffolk. The Duke of Wellington commissions a picture of retired soldiers. Visits the Netherlands (September).

1817

At the BI, exhibits *The Pedlar* and *Sheepwashing*, a landscape related to his visit to Wiltshire in 1814. *The Breakfast* shown at the RA. Tours Scotland (July–October), visiting Walter Scott at Abbotsford on his way back south.

1818

A nude subject, *Bathsheba*, appears at the BI, and a little group portrait of Scott and his family at the RA. With Nursey in Suffolk during the summer.

1819

*The Penny Wedding*, painted for the Regent as a pendant to *Blind-Man’s Buff*, exhibited at the RA.

1820

Three works sent for sale at the BI: another nude subject, *Bacchanalians Gathering Grapes*, and two pictures resulting from the 1817 Scottish tour, *A Veteran Highlander* and *A Highland Whisky-still*. At the RA, there appears *The Reading of a Will*, painted for the King of Bavaria.

1821

*Guess my Name* and *Newsmongers* shown at the RA. Visits Paris for the second time.

1822

*Chelsea Pensioners Receiving the London Gazette* shown at the RA, where the crush to see it is so great that a barrier has to be placed before it. With Nursey in Suffolk again during the summer. Travels to Edinburgh to witness King George IV’s state visit to Scotland (August). Stays with Sir Willoughby Gordon, a senior figure in the army and a picture-collector, on the Isle of Wight.
1823
*The Parish Beadle* shown at the RA. Appointed Limner to the King in Scotland on the death of Henry Raeburn. Visits the Whig houses of Ampthill and Woburn (September).

1824
Privately publishes a small portfolio of etchings. *Roger Piping to Jenny, from the Gentle Shepherd*, exhibited in Edinburgh. At the RA, there appear *Smugglers* and another illustration to the *Gentle Shepherd*, the *Cottage Toilette*. Sittings for the various portraits for the *Entry of the King at Holyrood*, a commemoration of the 1822 visit. To undertake more of the same, visits Scotland (September–November), where among his sitters is Scott. Deaths of Wilkie’s mother, brothers James and John, and sister Helen’s fiancé.

1825
A nervous breakdown leaves Wilkie unable to work (February). Makes out will and departs for the Continent (July). Receives unspecified medical attention in Paris before travelling on to Italy. Financial crash in Britain risks undermining Wilkie’s income from engravings.

1826
Having wintered in Rome, visits Naples (March), Bologna, Parma, Padua, Verona and Venice (April–May). Spends the summer in Germany, visits Vienna, and then back to Italy for a second winter. Begins to paint again (December): a series of scenes of pilgrims to Rome.

1827

1828
Visits Seville with Irving (April). Travels back to London via Paris, where he calls on Delacroix (June).

1829
Exhibits Roman and Spanish subjects at the RA to mixed reviews. Visits Scotland in the autumn.

1830
Stands unsuccessfully for election as President of the RA on death of Thomas Lawrence; however, succeeds Lawrence as Painter in Ordinary.
to the King, i.e. as official royal portraitist. At RA exhibition, Wilkie finally shows *George IV Received by the Nobles and People of Scotland at Holyrood House* (as well as a large portrait of *George IV in the Highland Dress of the Royal Tartan*), but it is very badly received. Paints illustrations to Scott to be engraved for the collected edition of his novels.

1831
Portraits are Wilkie’s only exhibits this year; the new King, William IV, sits for him.

1832
*The Preaching of Knox before the Lords of the Congregation, 1559*, on which Wilkie had been working since 1821, is exhibited at the RA to a dramatic reception. Stays with its owner, Sir Robert Peel (September–October). Royal sittings continue.

1833
Royal portraiture dominates the year; the Duke of Wellington also sits (May and September).

1834
Wilkie proposes to Willoughby Gordon’s daughter Julia and is refused. At the RA: four portraits and two genre scenes (*The Spanish Mother* and *Not at Home*). Wilkie is made an honorary Doctor of Canon Law by Oxford University. Visits Scotland (August–September), staying with the widow of General Sir David Baird, a hero of the French Wars; they plan a great painting to commemorate him. Calls on William Wordsworth on the return journey.

1835
Shows *Christopher Columbus Explaining the Project of his Intended Voyage* at the RA; this marks the culmination of his phase of Spanish subject matter. Tours Ireland in search of an alternative source of inspiration (August–September).

1836
The *Peep-o’-Day Boy’s Cabin*, Wilkie’s principal Irish subject, shown at the RA, along with *Napoleon with Pope Pius VII at Fontainebleau, January 1813* and the *Duke of Wellington writing to the King of France on the Eve of Waterloo*. Knighted by the Melbourne administration (June). Writes a series of lectures on painting, unpublished until included in Allan Cunningham’s 1843 biography as *Remarks on Painting*. Travels to Bristol to attend annual meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science (Wilkie attends several of these through the 1830s).
1837
Exhibits *Escape of Mary Queen of Scots from Lochleven Castle*, *The Empress Josephine and the Fortune-teller* and *The Cotter's Saturday Night*. The new Queen, Victoria, sits for Wilkie (October).

1838
Exhibits portraits (including one of the Irish nationalist leader Daniel O'Connell) and *The Bride at her Toilet on her Wedding Day*. Visits Northumberland and Scotland, where he researches the sequel he is planning to *Knox Preaching*.

1839
Works on two unfinished religious subjects: *John Knox Dispensing the Sacrament* and *Samuel and Eli*. At the RA, exhibits *Sir David Baird Discovering the Body of Sultan Tippoo Saib* and *Grace Before Meat*. Visits Scotland (September–October).

1840
Robert Peel commissions a *Self-portrait*. *Cellini Presenting a Silver Censer to Pope Paul III* is shown at the RA. Supervises RA Life Class during the summer and makes several nude studies himself. Having obtained leave of absence from Court, departs for the Holy Land (August). Travelling overland, reaches Constantinople/Istanbul in October; forced to remain there due to violence in Palestine. Paints portrait of the Sultan, the *Turkish Letter-writer* and *Tartar Courier relating news of the capture of Acre*.

1841
Leaves Constantinople for Jerusalem, travelling via Smyrna/Izmir (January), Cyprus, Beirut and Jaffa. Remains at Jerusalem from end of February into April. Makes series of studies for New Testament subjects. Leaves for return journey via Jaffa and Alexandria in Egypt to avoid reported plague in Lebanon. While waiting at Alexandria for a ship home, paints the portrait of the Pasha, Mehemet Ali, but falls ill, and dies at sea a few days after departure (1 June).
Introduction

This book is about the painter David Wilkie, the most famous of all British artists during the first half of the nineteenth century. Wilkie’s spectacular success was based upon pictures of everyday life which often seem rather modest today, certainly when compared to contemporary works such as the glorious landscapes of Constable and Turner or the huge scenes of Romantic agony by the French painters Géricault and Delacroix. Yet all of these art-historical celebrities, whose own reputations have been so much more flattered by posterity, were admirers of Wilkie, as were several monarchs and many tens of thousands of more anonymous members of his audience. To recover something of the excitement they all felt is my main aim.

This is a biographical study; but, as its title suggests, it aspires to be a social history of Wilkie’s career. I want to understand how that career was made, not only through the artist’s own talents but also through what the late Hanoverian cultural economy allowed and required. Biography as a mode of art-historical investigation has been on the back foot ever since French critical theory announced the ‘death of the author’ in the late 1960s. The approach taken here is not narrative, however, and nor does it give very much emphasis to Wilkie as a personality. Instead, taking Wilkie’s first phase of celebrity in 1806–9 as an historical phenomenon from which to begin, I move through a series of thematic chapters to explore different aspects of his most famous early works, and to ask in which directions it was subsequently possible for his imagery to move. Looking at things from the point of view of modern scholarship, perhaps it might be said that Wilkie’s occlusion in modern Art History has been partly caused by rather too little biography. Perceived as someone who wanted to please his patrons, and not at all an expressionist Romantic along the lines of a Turner, Wilkie’s first celebrated paintings are often referenced as a
cultural event of the Regency period. But I would argue that those pictures’ fuller meanings will only become clearer once the longer timeframe of the development of Wilkie’s iconography is explored.

To remake the biographical mode as a vehicle for the history of ideas was one of Wilkie’s own strategies in his larger late pictures such as Napoleon and the Pope. I hope to be able to establish some relation between such works and the more famous early paintings. Many people will recognise some of Wilkie’s very minutely executed early genre scenes such as the crisply understated Letter of Introduction of 1813. But few, perhaps, will be familiar with Columbus at La Rabida of 1835, which is painted in much lusher, deeper tones. When, in the

![Figure I.1  Self-Portrait (c.1804/5). Oil on canvas, 30 × 25 in. (76.5 × 63.5 cm). Scottish National Portrait Gallery, Edinburgh [photo: Scottish National Portrait Gallery].](image)
twentieth century, efforts were made to rehabilitate Wilkie’s reputation from the abyss of anecdotalism to which it had been consigned, this later style seemed to offer a way out. Delacroix’s sincere appreciation of Wilkie’s sketch for *John Knox Preaching* was recalled, and Wilkie himself was even construed as a kind of French Romantic manqué? This worrying over taste was superseded in the 1960s as Art History became established as a discipline in British universities and Wilkie became an academic topic. The detailed cataloguing of his paintings and drawings, however, came up against that feature of nineteenth-century British history which is both so encouraging and so daunting to researchers: that almost every possible fact will be recorded somewhere, if only the scholar will devote enough years to discovering exactly where. To date, the most satisfying comprehensive text on Wilkie in print is the catalogue to the *Tribute to Wilkie* exhibition, written and curated by Lindsay Errington. Errington’s approach to Wilkie through social and intellectual history has been my own starting point.

Wilkie became famous, then, with small, extremely detailed pictures of anonymous everyday life – that is, as a genre painter. His later, larger pictures, on the other hand, were often about famous historical individuals. This has made it easy to see Wilkie’s collapse into nervous illness in 1825, and his subsequent three years of wandering through Europe, as a watershed, with the one type of picture predominating before the hiatus and the other kind afterwards. My problem here is not so much with the chronology (which is not so very misleading) as with the failure of this conventional account to grasp the continuity between the different forms of realism to which Wilkie aspired throughout his career. Here is another basic theme of this book: the communication of the real in narrative pictures. My assumption is that convincing an audience that they are looking at something real depends upon establishing quickly among them a consensus that the image in question represents a new version of truthfulness (repeating already-established signs of realism soon leads to accusations of mannerism). For this process, the art exhibition was key. A regular feature of the London entertainment scene from the 1760s, the public exhibition allowed precisely for such an immediate new consensus – around a new notion of the real, or around any number of other novel certainties. Hence the phenomenon of the overnight success which is such a feature of exhibition culture. In France, Jean-Baptiste Greuze in 1761, and Fleury Richard in 1802, became immediate celebrities with (very different) ‘realistic’ genre scenes (see Fig. 1.4 for Greuze’s *L’Accordée de village*; Richard’s *Valentine of Milan Mourning her
Husband is now in the Hermitage, St Petersburg). Wilkie’s moment came in 1806 in London with the Village Politicians, a scene set in very recent Scottish history. After the French Revolution, which began in 1789, there followed a wave of sympathetic political activism in Britain, urgently suppressed by the authorities. Wilkie’s painting looked back, just a dozen or so years, to imagine an everyday moment at a particular, and universally recognisable, historical juncture. Thus, from the beginning, history and the everyday were twinned in Wilkie’s work. The everyday necessarily carried with it the implication of reality, but so too did the historical.

I have perhaps already been using the expression ‘everyday’ too often without due precision. The term is after all no longer itself merely an everyday one, and has aspirations to technical usage within sociology and cultural studies. That said, readers of Ben Highmore’s useful pair of volumes on this theme will see that no single theorist has yet managed to appropriate the notion to their own system, and that the everyday remains a signifier still floating free of efforts definitively to tie its meaning down. It is, in any case, according to its pioneering student, Henri Lefebvre, essentially a negative category: ‘residual, defined by “what is left over” after all distinct, superior, specialised, structured activities have been singled out by analysis’.3 This echoes the process whereby the modern conception of ‘genre painting’ had been arrived at, in the later eighteenth century, through the hiving off of the specialised categories of generic painting (still-lifes, marine pieces and so on). This negative notion, of that which may not be analysed further, was nevertheless able to take on a potentially heroic aspect in an era of totalitarianism, when the everyday might become an irreducible knot of experience, impervious to the demands of the mushrooming variety of State apparatus and commercial interests. Thus the position of the Situationist theorist and activist Guy Debord: ‘It seems to me that this phrase “critique of everyday life” could and should also be understood in this reverse sense: as everyday life’s sovereign critique of everything that is external or irrelevant to itself’.4 In Chapter 1, I argue that Wilkie sought to represent the everyday in these terms, as the authentic basis of social life. The box-like interiors of pictures such as the Blind Fiddler exclude the outside world visually and interpretatively, focusing the viewer’s attention exclusively upon the minute negotiations taking place in the space isolated by the image.5 The sense given is of society being generated, organically, from the grassroots upwards. Now, this has libertarian connotations which might be extrapolated towards the anarchism of Debord or, more comfortably, into that tradition of representing British (and later,
American) national character which David Simpson has summarised as ‘one based on common sense, on a resistance to generalized thought, and on a declared immersion in the minute complexities of a “human” nature whose essence is usually identified in an accumulation of mutually incommensurable details rather than in a single, systemized personality’. To my mind, this is Wilkie’s ethos in the ‘classic’ early pictures. As Chapter 1 goes on to claim, this ethos was undermined in the years following the conclusion in 1815 of the war between Britain and France. Wilkie’s years of greatest acclaim had been war years; and, when extreme political tensions returned to Britain in the period between Waterloo and the Reform Act of 1832, his vision of a home-grown, autonomously generated society proved no longer sustainable. Everyday life, it seems, came to need supervision.

The quotation just given from Simpson also helps to introduce Chapter 2, which concerns Wilkie’s representation of the human body, face and mind. The expressions in Wilkie’s pictures were often considered the bedrock of his realism, and here I seek to understand why. The artist was notorious for wanting always to paint from concrete models before his eyes – he had ‘a superstitious reverence for the truth’.7 Such obsessive empiricism placed Wilkie in the company of, or rather in competition with, natural scientists. The argument of Chapter 2 turns on Wilkie’s relationship with the surgeon Charles Bell and the struggle, played out in their encounter, to define the respective competences of painting and anatomy in the representation of the human form.

In Chapter 3, I address directly Wilkie’s relationship with his audiences and with the institutions which mediated that relationship. There are some gaps in this chapter which require an explanation. First, I have not gone in any detail into the question of the social make-up of Wilkie’s audience, and have emphasised instead the various perceptions of that make-up which were current in different quarters. The actual sociology and demography of the audience for painting at this period is beyond my reach. We can, however, note the basic facts regarding access to Wilkie’s imagery. The prime route to Wilkie was through the annual Royal Academy exhibitions, attendance at which during Wilkie’s early years ranged between 50,000 and 80,000 per annum, representing an audience that reached deeply into the ‘middling sorts’.8 Access to Wilkie’s pictures via public collections was deferred until such things existed in Britain, although for a time the Blind Fiddler and the Village Holiday were the only paintings by a living artist to hang in the National Gallery in London following its opening in 1824.
Reproductive engraving was the principal means by which it was possible for Wilkie’s images to reach those who may never have seen the original pictures. Actual ownership of such prints was, however, much more restricted than entry to the Academy exhibition, the former costing a couple of guineas compared to a shilling for the latter (that is, over forty times as much). As Errington put it, ‘all talk of engravings bringing art into the labourer’s cottage was merely a figure of speech’. Nevertheless, engravings could briefly reach a very popular audience when displayed, after first publication, in the street windows of the many printsellers’ shops. The details of Wilkie’s involvement with print culture form the second omission from Chapter 3. Taking the reader through the engravers, publishers, contracts and editions involved would be hard to make interesting in the context of a single-artist study. Beyond what has just been said, I will simply make reference to the great efforts that Wilkie made to retain as much control as possible over the engravings. He collaborated very closely with the engravers, published some of the prints himself, and was a pioneer in seeking to derive profit from copyright as a distinct intellectual property.

The third, related, omission from Chapter 3 is Wilkie’s audience abroad. Again, my reasoning was that covering this subject would result in a tiresome list of names and dates, amounting to little that could not be very briefly summarised. Wilkie made efforts from 1814 to tap into the Parisian print market and was immediately successful, winning a Gold Medal at that year’s Salon for the print after the Village Politicians (its engraver Abraham Raimbach was awarded the same honour). His profits from France continued in a modest way, but it was in German-speaking Europe that Wilkie actually sold paintings: at the time of his death, there were pictures of his in collections at Frankfurt, Munich (Plate 5), Vienna and Riga. Elsewhere, especially in the USA, many different artists translated the engravings after Wilkie’s pictures back into oil paint.

Chapter 4 addresses Wilkie’s historical subject matter. As I have been suggesting in this Introduction, I do not see a complete volte-face in the artist’s later work. If Wilkie’s great role was to provide images of real life, then his early genre scenes formed one way of doing this, and his historical anecdotes another. Imagining history as a site upon which to model the interaction of the personal and the political was a solution to the question of how to frame the everyday once it came to seem impossible for it to regulate itself, as it had done in Wilkie’s famous early pictures. Intimate moments from the lives of the great and famous – anecdotes of Christopher Columbus, John Knox or Napoleon Bonaparte – represented the survival of the everyday in a
modified format, as the intrusion of the real upon the grand narratives of established history. In this guise, the anecdote was to be resurrected to scholarly respectability in the 1980s by the so-called New Historicism tendency in literary studies, for which it provided an effective rhetorical means of splicing together the historical text with its social and political context. But, whether the anecdote is that form which 'uniquely lets history happen', or whether it represents the parasitism of the everyday upon history, is a question for us here.13

Having sought to maintain something of a chronological sense through Chapters 1–4, the final chapter, on Wilkie and Scotland, reflects back upon the artist’s whole career. Here, I feel it appropriate to make it plain that I am not a Scot myself and have no formal professional connection with any Scottish institution. I am a critic with a London bias to my perspective. Equally, however, I should say that I would feel far more anxious about this than I do had Wilkie himself not been based in London throughout his exhibiting career. My interest in Wilkie first came about through a desire to understand the history of popular visual culture in Britain. Hence the subtitle of this book, ‘the people’s painter’, which was chosen to reflect the belief of Wilkie’s contemporaries that he was the first universally popular British artist, whose fame had been won, in Wordsworth’s words, ‘By labours that have touched the hearts of kings, / And are endeared to simple cottagers’ (although I have already quoted Errington’s warning against this latter notion). My intention has also been to take up the challenge implied in these words from an essay on London exhibition culture by Andrew Hemingway in 1995:

Those who study the early nineteenth century know that it was not Constable’s Landscape, Noon [i.e. the Haywain] which exhibition visitors crowded round in 1821–2; it was pictures which have received nothing like the same degree of art historical attention, such as John Martin’s Belshazzar’s Feast and Wilkie’s Chelsea Pensioners Reading the Waterloo Despatch. While we may continue to treat Constable’s picture as a profound cultural symbol, the fact is that, on the evidence available, it was not one for most of his contemporaries.14

This book is an effort to redress this imbalance.

Notes

1 See Bourdieu, ‘The Biographical Illusion’, for a brief statement of the inevitable conceptual incoherences within biography. Wilkie’s friend
Allan Cunningham rapidly compiled and published an exhaustively documented three-volume Life of the painter immediately after his subject's death. I will be referring to it regularly.

For praise, along these lines, of Wilkie's later work, see especially the Bloomsbury-influenced Burlington Magazine (e.g. its coverage of the 1939 exhibition of Scottish painting at the Royal Academy in London: vol. 74, pp. 11, 68). Roger Fry, the champion of 'significant form', held the anecdotal Wilkie in contempt, but was carried away by, of all things, the oil sketch for the Entry of the King at Holyrood: 'We ought at this moment to have had a great romantic art based on Rubens, for Delacroix, who realized that conception, never made so happy a discovery in that vein as this' (French, Flemish and British Art, p. 182: first published 1934). The first major detailed reassessment of Wilkie's work, John Woodward's exhibition shown in London and Edinburgh in 1958, had the explicit aim of rehabilitating Wilkie's late work. For Delacroix's praise of Wilkie's Knox, see his letters to Pierret, 18 June 1825, and to Soulier, 6 June 1825 (Correspondance, vol. 1, pp. 160, 157–8). Delacroix managed to exhibit in London two works partially based on the Knox picture before Wilkie's painting itself was eventually shown in 1832 (L. Johnson, The Paintings of Eugène Delacroix, nos 116: Faust and Mephistopheles and 135: Murder of the Bishop of Liège).

Lefebvre, Critique of Everyday Life, p. 97 (from the foreword to the second edition, 1958).

From a 1961 seminar contribution (Highmore, Everyday Life Reader, p. 241).

Here is one of many parallels between Wilkie and Greuze. On the latter's sealed domestic spaces, see Bryson, Word and Image, pp. 128–9; and, on Greuze's dramas generally, Barker, Greuze and the Painting of Sentiment.

D. Simpson, Romanticism, Nationalism and the Revolt Against Theory, p. 4.


Hoock, The King's Artists, Table I, pp. 64–5 and 206ff.

Tribute to Wilkie, p. 99. It is difficult to be precise about edition sizes, as plates were kept in use for as long as there was demand. It was estimated, twenty-five years after its publication in 1817, that something over 4,000 impressions of the engraving of the Rent Day had been printed (ibid.) – an impressive but not epic number. Among the purchasers were designers in three-dimensional media: see Larsen, 'The “Wilkie” Views on Staffordshire'.

See Griffiths, 'Two Contracts for British Prints' and Bently, 'Art and the Making of Modern Copyright Law'.

See Jobert, 'A la recherche de l’école anglaise'.

Various levels of broader cultural background to this personalisation of history might be offered here. Walter Scott's Waverley novels, in which
history is retold through fictional sub-plots, began to appear in 1814, with the intention of explaining recent Scottish social history. More generally, the early nineteenth century had a passion for the historical biographical memoir, especially those relating to revolutionary periods (i.e. mid-seventeenth-century England, or France in the 1790s), as this format seemed best suited to understanding these periods at which there were competing, irreconcilable grand narratives (see M. S. Phillips, *Society and Sentiment*, pp. 295–321). At the most abstract level, for Michel Foucault, the emergence of a ‘desire for history’ was to be explained as a compensating tendency reacting to the downgrading of the individual consequent upon the Enlightenment’s invention of self-perpetuating discourses of anthropology, linguistics and so on (see Bann, *The Clothing of Clio*, p. 16 and *Romanticism and the Rise of History*, p. 10).

14 Hemingway, 'Art Exhibitions as Leisure-Class Rituals', p. 105.
Everyday Stories

Wilkie's triumphant early career was based on his perceived success in reinventing the European tradition of genre painting, that is, scenes of anonymous everyday life. That tradition had seen various different models, including the seventeenth-century Dutch painters of tavern scenes and bourgeois interiors; William Hogarth in early eighteenth-century England with his Modern Moral Subjects; and, in eighteenth-century France, Jean-Baptiste Greuze's emotional dramas of family life. Chapter 1 seeks to understand Wilkie's early genre pictures by comparing them in turn with these particular models. The especially novel approach that Wilkie seemed to offer was that of an intricately rendered image of British social life being built up from individuals' negotiations of ostensibly trivial events. Nothing of any importance was happening, and yet here nevertheless were the grassroots of society itself, shown, as it were, developing organically from within.

Genre painting had always been associated with naturalism, with the idea that aspects of the actual world could be authentically captured in transparent representation. But success in convincing the public of the achievement of such naturalism was difficult to maintain. If realism is ultimately, like any other artistic style, conventional, then once an artist's work had been agreed to be truthful, that artist needed only to shift style slightly for the truth to appear to vanish. This is what happened to Wilkie, although there were other reasons also for what was seen to be his retreat from realism from around 1815. In his very first ambitious genre paintings, *Pitlessie Fair* and the *Village Politicians*, Wilkie referred to the grand political narratives which hovered threateningly just off the stage of everyday life in Britain: the French Revolution and the succeeding global war with France. The artist's vision of British society endlessly renewing itself through the
basic give-and-take of quotidian social life was, among other things, evidence for Wilkie’s audience of an enduring British character which must eventually triumph over the revolutionary French enemy. But, after war with France had been concluded at Waterloo in 1815, then the enemy, so to speak, came home as class politics tore up the flimsy war-time consensus. As this chapter’s final section argues, Wilkie’s initial image of the everyday was not sustainable once there was no longer any consensus over who was and who was not properly part of society.

1.1 Pitlessie

David Wilkie became internationally famous as a painter of everyday life, but his first complex subject picture was really a portrait. A ‘portrait of a village with its people’ was how the artist himself described Pitlessie Fair (Plate 1), which he painted in 1804 on returning home after spending several years as an art student in Edinburgh.1 The village in question was the only one of any size in the parish of his father, a Church of Scotland minister, and so the collective portrait is an intimate, familiar one. This is what the people back home looked like to an extraordinarily talented young man who had been away in the capital, completing his apprenticeship, since he was 14. No wonder, then, that they look a little rough.

The occasion shown is Pitlessie’s cattle fair, held each May; but the beasts themselves scarcely have a role. The picture tells us about the ways in which the industrious folk who manage a thriving agricultural economy behave on this special day, one of the very few each year when they leave their fields and cottages to congregate together out on the village green.2 That behaviour seems to be no better than it ought. Fairs such as this were of course, according to folklore, drunken affairs, and there were increasingly calls from clergymen and social reformers for them to be better controlled or suppressed. Drink is certainly helping the day go by at Pitlessie, although its consumption is not generally open. In the right foreground, a scruffy man comforts his even scruffier boy, their raggedness perhaps connected with the bottle that pokes out from the man’s pocket; just above his head, a woman helps home her staggering husband, who has evidently overdone things; while at the right edge of the picture another man who has perhaps had a skinful urinates against the wall of a tumbledown barn (he indeed forms one part of a trio of scatological incidents, also including a woman cleaning her baby’s bum and a dog relieving itself over the artist’s signature). A crucial aspect of the appeal of the picture
is the sense it gives us of people being tacitly observed, behaving, if not quite badly, then relatively uninhibitedly.

There were some 700 souls in the Rev. David Wilkie’s care at the turn of the nineteenth century, and his son must have been familiar with a substantial number of Pitlessie’s families – their members and their stories. Many of them, however, seem to have taken exception to the idea of being represented in such an unflattering context. Wilkie’s biographer Allan Cunningham, who knew his subject well, claimed that these unwilling sitters ‘opposed many obstacles, some on the score of vanity, some on that of religion, to have their faces recorded in the scenes of a fair’. They were not mollified when the minister’s son was seen to be making studies of the villagers on the only other regular occasion when they were gathered together, for Sunday service at the parish church at Cults, a clutch of buildings up a hill outside the village. In Wilkie’s Bible, today in the National Library in Edinburgh, are some beautifully delicate figure studies, among them a man sleeping and another trying with difficulty to walk, the latter closely resembling the figure being helped by his wife in Pitlessie Fair. Cunningham reported that for this ‘profane conduct, as the rigid Presbyterians would deem it, very heavy complaints were made to the father of the youthful artist’. It seems that these sensitivities were registered by the artist, for he never publicly identified any of the figures in his painting, and when exhibiting it in London in 1812 it was blandly titled ‘The Country Fair’. Today we can say very little about which particular Pitlessie residents might have been included in the picture, although that very little remains tantalising. Wilkie’s successor as the minister at Cults in the 1830s, Thomas Crawford, naturally found the account of his parish intriguing, and recorded that it included portraits of Wilkie’s mother, sister and one of his brothers – perhaps the trio of well-dressed figures standing with their backs to us at the stall in the centre. It would certainly make sense that the young painter, well aware of the offence he was causing in some quarters, might turn his own family members’ faces away from the viewer’s gaze, thereby helping retain their privacy and respectability. Cunningham refers to the Rev. David Wilkie himself ‘standing conversing with a publican’; but, if he meant the group of men talking immediately above the man patting the boy’s head, then the clergyman is not clearly identified as such. The only reasonably certain identifications are those recorded by Wilkie’s landlady during his early years in London, Ann Coppard, to whom he gave a large watercolour study for the picture in 1813. She sold this drawing to the engraver J. W. Cook, passing on to him also some of Wilkie’s identifications of the figures,
and these were quoted by Cook in a letter written in the 1840s. According to this source, the man on horseback riding carefully through the crowd was the artist’s grandfather, perhaps intended to be shown approaching his daughter and grandchildren at the central stall. Over to the left, just next to the recruiting party, is a young man affectionately helping to hold open a bag so that a girl might put into it some apples she has just bought. This couple, one of the few motifs to be carried directly from the drawing into the painting, were also pointed out by Mrs Coppard: ‘those two people were selected by Wilkie (as he told me) in consequence of its being pretty well known in the village that they had a sort of liking for each other’.

Perhaps this gentle teasing was also present in other aspects of the picture, in ways now lost upon us, but which would explain its capacity to unsettle the artist’s neighbours. There must have been something a little unnerving about the 19-year-old who painted Pitlessie Fair, with its childish humour executed with astonishing technical competence. His talent was very obvious and urgently expressive, but undirected and with a streak of cruelty. Even as a boy, Wilkie had ‘liked better to stand and look at his companions in their games than join in their play’ and had apparently taken pleasure in silently observing the effects of discomfort on their features. As one school-fellow remembered, ‘he used to draw the heads of the boys in the school, and me among the rest – and when he saw a boy mounting the furm [bench] for no saying his psalm, he just gloried’. Later characterisations of Wilkie by his contemporaries stressed his reserve and determination not to say or do anything out of place, but those who knew him privately as a young man just as often mentioned a sense of humour with a distinct edge to it. It was said that he fell out with his first London landlady after mocking her scolding of her husband. One writer who seems to have seen much of him recalled ‘his clear, lucid, observing eyes, seeing all things – and a smile, half mirth, half mischief, lurking about his mouth’, while another found in Wilkie’s works the ‘the tranquil, and searching, and sarcastic spirit of the North’ (that is, of Scotland).

Pitlessie Fair is long and thin in proportion, suggesting a miniature panorama; and, as in a panorama, there is no obvious hierarchy of structure within its crowd of micro-narratives (at least three of which were later to be developed into separate pictures: the Village Recruit, the Blind Fiddler and the Jew’s Harp). A clearing in the centre-foreground helps give a sense of movement to the scene by forming a kind of hub; and, as in the Baroque tradition which this scheme echoes, this point of calm is occupied by a still-life, here apparently
some type of harness. Surveying the fair from a point of view mirroring our own are the figures looking out at windows, from a building on the far left, and from the double-storeyed pub which directly faces the viewer. These seem to be further cues, perhaps hardly necessary, for the viewer to feel that they are being offered, through this microcosm, an overview or summary of rural Lowland life. Should we therefore associate Pitlessie Fair with that broader tendency of the early nineteenth-century State to be all-seeing – to exert a panoptical gaze? The picture represents a new graduate’s amused reaction to the changed appearance of the folks back home, but Wilkie must also have inherited the habit of surveying his neighbours from his father, whose position as minister required him to monitor his parishioners’ conduct, and who, as a wave of radicalism inspired by the French Revolution was spreading across Scotland in the 1790s, compiled a survey of them for Sir John Sinclair’s Statistical Account of Scotland. Since then, the habit of making careful analyses of local populations had been further instilled in the authorities throughout Britain by the exigencies of war with France. Around the turn of the century had come Home Defence legislation and the first census which, in the words of Linda Colley, together ‘supplied the British state with the most ambitious and precise taxonomy of its people compiled since the Domesday Book’. Recruiting for the regular army continued as ever, referred to in Pitlessie Fair by the recruiting party, but from 1803 militias of non-regulars also began to be embodied for home service, and in the same year the Additional Forces Act allowed for the creation of a new Army of Reserve affiliated to regular regiments. To all intents and purposes, this represented the introduction of conscription; and Wilkie’s picture was thus painted at a time when the nation was undergoing mass mobilisation. There was no backwardness on the part of Scots in general to join up, and statistics show that the men of Fife in particular were drafted in large numbers. Wilkie’s elder brother John had gone to India as a soldier in the first years of the century, and in London in 1805 the artist himself was anxious that he would not have sufficient funds to pay a substitute (a common practice) should he find himself called up. Perhaps the incentive to portray Pitlessie’s fair derived in part from the sense that the simple folk who attended it were now being asked to take a share in the defence of the realm, and perhaps the interest of the picture for those who saw it in London would have lain partly in the visual extension it appeared to provide to the welter of statistics purporting to define the manpower of Britain. But if Pitlessie Fair was read as a report on the village it depicted, it cannot have seemed very reassuring. Looking at the picture in these
terms, the viewer is struck by the almost complete absence of strapping young men who might make decent soldiers: the recruiting party have one likely lad in their sights, but they seem unlikely to find many more. It may be the case that we are looking at a village already on a war footing, and from which most of the young men have already been drafted, leaving behind a Home Front comedy. Wilkie's first substantial genre painting thus included the social comedy that was traditional in images of the poor designed for the contemplation of the relatively rich, but behind that humour was – for the artist and his viewers – a clear recognition of the military demands now being made upon Scotland.

1.2 Wilkie at the Royal Academy exhibitions

Following Wilkie's move to London in 1805, it was to be Pitlessie Fair which lit the fuse of his career, leading directly to the explosive appearance of the Village Politicians (Fig. 1.1) at the Royal Academy summer exhibition of 1806, the first of four consecutive seasons during which the youthful Scot was the new superstar of the London art world. The earlier picture was displayed at the London showroom of the pianomaker Stodart (his wife was a distant relative of the artist), where it was seen by the mother of the Earl of Mansfield, the young Anglo-Scottish aristocrat who then commissioned a new picture from Wilkie which was to be the Politicians. Before the 1806 exhibition opened, news of the great things being achieved by the new arrival brought to his modest lodgings two of the leading collectors of the day, Sir George Beaumont and his friend the Earl of Mulgrave, who commissioned the pictures with which Wilkie was to enjoy further hits at the Academy in 1807 and 1809, the Blind Fiddler and Rent Day. Wilkie was soon famous and greatly in demand socially, necessitating that he undergo something of a crash course in polite metropolitan manners. The discrepancy between the Fife cattle market which had first brought him to the attention of the aristocracy, and the Mayfair drawing rooms where he soon found himself, was underlined by Wilkie when he wrote asking his father to 'Tell the people of Pitlessie that they have more honour conferred on them now than they ever had before; tell them that they are seen and admired by the first people in the kingdom'. That Wilkie's future would be as a genre specialist was already confirmed.

Wilkie's first Academy exhibits describe interruptions in the otherwise regular lives of nameless, nondescript people. Everyday routine is disrupted, and a new set of circumstances has to be negotiated. In Rent
Day, tenants gather to submit to their landlord, sweetening the pill with his food and drink; in the Blind Fiddler, an itinerant musician provokes a sequence of reactions within a single family; and in the Village Politicians the nightly routine of a lowly Scottish pub is broken by the arrival of papers from the capital bearing international news.

When the Village Politicians was shown at the large Wilkie memorial exhibition held in London in 1842, it was claimed that ‘Anything as forcible as the noisy and emphatic earnestness of the group round the table has never been seen in any work of Art, either prior or subsequent to this’. A fundamental aspect of the picture’s thrill clearly lay in those extreme facial expressions of which there are several examples in Pitlessie Fair and other, largely lost, works from Wilkie’s student days in Edinburgh. The men around the table are the ironically styled ‘politicians’. They are discussing the newly arrived Edinburgh Gazetteer (its title can be clearly read); a second pristine copy is being

Figure 1.1 Village Politicians (dated 1806). Oil on canvas, 22½ × 29¼ in. (57.2 × 74.9 cm). Earl of Mansfield [photo: The Collection of the Earl of Mansfield at Scone Palace].
myopically examined on the far left of the picture. This was a short-lived Radical paper which flourished during the ferment of the early 1790s. Robert Burns was a founding subscriber and even, so it has recently been established, a contributor, a commitment which soon landed him in trouble with the authorities once its editorial tone became notorious for revolutionary rhetoric. ‘Despotism has now been shook to the centre on the Continent’, declared the Gazetteer in 1792, ‘and before the conclusion of next summer the Tree of Liberty will occupy the soil that has long been usurped by merciless tyranny.’ The basic idea of a group of working men led astray by the potent cocktail of hard drink and irresponsible democratic speechifying is perhaps a staple of industrialised culture, but Wilkie also had a specific inspiration. In the Academy exhibition catalogue, he directed the visitor to ‘Vide Scotland’s Skaith’, that is, to refer to the popular Scots ballad by Hector Macneill, first published in 1795, just over a decade earlier. This anti-Radical narrative told the story of Will Gairlace and his wife Jean, an ordinary couple brought down by the husband’s addiction to drinking whisky and talking politics, two follies both supposedly new to Lowland Scotland and which are represented as going hand-in-hand: ‘But at this time News and Whisky / Sprang nae up at ilk road-side’. Whisky production had in fact been well established in the Lowlands since at least the 1780s; but, by the time Wilkie painted his picture, its consumption by the poor had taken on a distinctly criminal association as a series of drastic rises in duty since the outbreak of the French Wars in 1793 led to more whisky being made illegally than in licensed distilleries. As for news, in John Galt’s 1821 novel of Lowland Scottish rural life, Annals of the Parish, the narrator recalls that at the time of the Revolution, ‘Among the cotton-spinners and muslin-weavers . . . were several unsatisfied and ambitious spirits, who clubbed together, and got a London newspaper to the Cross Keys, where they were nightly in the habit of meeting and debating about the affairs of the French’. In his Politicians, Wilkie follows Macneill’s description of Will and his friends having ‘clubbed and gat the Gazetteer’. The terrible dangers of allowing working men access to opinionated newspapers outside the control of the government were obvious to conservative social commentators. In 1803, William Cobbett attributed to the Radical press the American and French Revolutions, Irish rebellion and the rise of Bonaparte, and four years later he claimed that landlords used ‘these vehicles of novelty and falsehood’ to lure men into alcoholism. From the Politicians onwards, documents abound in Wilkie’s work – newspapers, despatches and manuscripts – forming links between private spaces where the texts are
read and the public events that they relate, and reflecting his age's anxiety over the excessive proliferation and communication of information, especially over that information's authority.

On the left of the main group in Wilkie's picture is a powerful young man with a potentially dangerous-looking ploughshare at his feet, whom Wilkie must have intended to be Will in *Scotland's Skaith*. He is speaking, fired up by the heady language he has heard read to him from the *Gazetteer*, and emphasises his audacious claims with a finger jabbed into his palm. This in turn seems to encourage the man facing us, in a felt hat, to point back with the knife he has been using to slice a cheese: his is a cowardly gesture, that of a timid man who feels his courage rise only when assured of certain victory. Between them, the man in the bonnet cannot believe the audacity of his friend, while the older man on the right in spectacles (the ideologist of this revolutionary cell) calmly assesses the strategic implications of the scheme being propounded. The gullibility and malleability of the group – their entire personalities, it seems, have been overtaken absurdly easily by a brief exposure to journalism – is emphasised by contrast with the insouciance of the secondary group warming themselves by the fire in the background, and with the amused look of the landlady (Meg Howe in Macneill's poem), entering at left with more booze, smiling at her customers' foolishness, and at its effects upon her trade. Completing the narrative are the comic canine episodes on the right, and, in the form of a significant still-life, a sobering reminder of loyalty and propriety: over the politicians' heads hangs, like a sword of Damocles, the red coat of a British soldier, perhaps belonging to a landlord (although no such character appears in Macneill) who will eventually return and restore order among these bar-room republicans.

This military emblem forms one link between the *Village Politicians* and the *Village Recruit* (Fig. 1.2), a much lesser-known picture but which almost forms a pair with the image which first made Wilkie famous. Here, more or less the same group of friends find themselves in a similar pub but in a very different situation, one of them (the figure corresponding to Will in the *Politicians*) having taken up with an army recruiting party, and now preparing to spend his first King's shilling on more booze. The arrangement of grotesque expressions has been inverted in relation to the *Politicians*: now the central group have calmed down a little, and it is the men on the peripheries who grimace. As with the *Politicians*, the basic theme of the *Recruit* – the commencement of a military career in a pub – was familiar enough, but again there was a cue in Macneill. At the conclusion of *Scotland's Skaith*, Will, having failed to mend his ways, and
having caused his wife also to hit the bottle, cannot pay the rent, is evicted and has no choice but to join the army while his wife and children set off to wander the countryside as homeless beggars. In the sequel to Scotland’s Skaith, The Waes o’ War, Will does well as a soldier, loses a leg, and on being retired home is ‘Placed at length on Chelsea’s bounty’, that is, given a pension from the Royal Hospital in Chelsea. Finally, he and Jean, who has been taken in by the aristocratic Buccleuch family, are happily and soberly reunited. We might thus find the seeds of aspects of several of Wilkie’s later pictures in this story as told over the two instalments: the effects of defaulting on rent in Distraining for Rent, the peg-legged ‘out-pensioner’ in the Chelsea Pensioners, and most immediately the subject of the Village Recruit.

As they do in Macneill, the stories of the Politicians and the Recruit form two sides of the same coin, each representing the passivity into
which drink leads a person, leaving them open to the ambitions of others to use them, whether those taking advantage be Jacobinical hacks or plodding redcoats. As we will see in the next chapter, Wilkie retained a special fascination with blankness of expression, with a character’s inability to form a definite opinion or emotion. In some of his most famous images, this unassertive, ambivalent mentality seems one aspect of Wilkie’s vision of a well-ordered social life. But in the Politicians and the Recruit we are made to see how vulnerable that decency could be.

The Village Politicians had referred to a particular time and place: Lowland Scotland in the early 1790s. Wilkie’s next Academy exhibit, the Blind Fiddler (Fig. 1.3), had no such specific setting and instead invited the viewer to concentrate entirely upon expression without any concern for context. The interruption of the everyday is here caused not by a text but by music, provided by a blind wandering fiddler. His audience (three adults, five children and a dog) are placed at a polite or

Figure 1.3  The Blind Fiddler (dated 1806). Oil on panel, 22¼ × 31¼ in. (57.8 × 79.4 cm). Tate, London [photo: Tate].
slightly embarrassed distance. Nearest to the guests is a sceptical grandfather who has no intention of moving from his place in front of the fire, which he now shares with the fiddler’s boy, whose cold hand and face glow red in the centre of the picture. Despite the division between performer and his entourage on the left and the host family on the right, Wilkie has managed to create an arc of figures which recalls the compositions of Jean-Baptiste Greuze, whose L’Accordée de village of 1761 appeared in reverse as the Nuptial Blessing in an English print which has a child leaning on the back of a chair just as in Wilkie’s picture (Fig. 1.4). The meaning of the event taking place fluctuates as we move from face to face, variations on a theme following on from one person to the next, with an elegantly symmetrical cadence at the far right in the form of the boy mimicking the fiddler with a pair of bellows, sending us back again to the ‘beginning’ of the composition. As in the Village Politicians, and in an analogous position, Wilkie appears to have discreetly introduced a still-life element which casts a

Figure 1.4  S. Paul after Jean-Baptiste Greuze: The Nuptial Blessing (1777). Mezzotint engraving, published in London, after L’Accordée de village (painting first exhibited at the Paris Salon of 1761). Victoria and Albert Museum, London [photo: V&A Images/Victoria and Albert Museum].
subtle shadow of disapproval over the exuberance below. On the shelf directly over the old man’s disdainful head is what was identified by reviewers as the bust of a dissenting clergyman, suggestive of a culture inimical to sensual pleasures of all kinds.29 If we are to take the family as Methodists of some type (perhaps the old man is stricter than his kin), then of course this would only make the picture’s evocation of the power of music to move the personality all the stronger.

The Rent Day (Plate 2), although not shown at the Academy until 1809, was painted in 1806–7 and so follows on immediately from the Politicians and the Blind Fiddler. The composition’s structure incorporates both the dominating arc of figures of the latter and the recessed subsidiary group of the former picture – here marked off more tidily by the architecture of the room. The scene is one of ritual, of the largely unthinking repetition of an annual or quarterly cycle, brilliantly emphasised by Wilkie through the leitmotif of orally expressed absent-mindedness running across the composition, capped by the man coughing. But, as in the two previous Academy exhibits, Wilkie interrupts our pleasure in examining this array of unselfconsciousness by interposing a cue for reflection, or even a point of contradiction to the sense of the rest of the narrative. In the middle of the principal range of figures sits the only woman present. The wariness of her elder child suggests that this is not a place they are used to visiting. She is, we eventually realise, a widow, wearing black under her scarlet cape, waiting to hand over not her rent but her house key, which her baby would like to put in its mouth, having discarded its teething coral which lies on the floor (this is of precisely the type which had intrigued Hogarth, who depicted one at least twice).30 The death of her husband means the end of her tenancy, the end of the comfortable life she has been living (she and her children are well dressed), and, we can only assume, the approach of a precarious future.

The Rent Day, with its gormless men and melancholy females, concluded the sequence of four major works exhibited annually in London by Wilkie from 1806. It was shown alongside the much simpler Cut Finger (see Fig. 2.5) in 1809. In 1808, Wilkie’s sole exhibit had been the Card Players (see Fig. 3.2), a minimally narrative picture which was appreciated primarily as a tour de force of still-life painting; and we will have more to say about it on this score in Chapter 3. In 1810 came a hiatus when Wilkie sent to the Academy, but was pressured to withdraw, his small picture on the theme of transvestism, the Wardrobe Ransacked or Man with the Girl’s Cap (since lost, but see Fig. 2.6). The prancing figures of this strange work had been developed from the central motif of a much larger and more complex
composition which the artist had begun in 1809 but was not able to finish until 1811, the *Village Holiday* (Fig. 1.5), which was itself to form the centrepiece of Wilkie’s one-man exhibition of 1812.

In the *Village Holiday*, we find ourselves again in an interrupted everyday world, and again back in the realm of alcohol which Wilkie has cast as the catalyst for its series of little dramas, although the unifying and fundamental theme of these is a battle of the sexes: throughout the picture, we see women coping with men made the worse for wear by booze. Behind and to the right of the principal group, a pretty barmaid patiently listens to the entreaties of one group of drinkers while another man leans out of a window apparently about to steal her cap. On the balcony on the far left, a young girl is frightened by two men pressing her to take a drop. Next to her, another girl (elder sister of the other?) looks out of the picture to meet the gaze of the viewer, her lack of expression seeming slightly disturbing, as if she doesn’t expect us to care. The men at least are thoroughly enjoying themselves,
not least the ruddy-cheeked landlord, who is drinking with a black cus-
tomer in the bottom-left corner. The latter in turn is being entertained by the spectacle of another drinker, highlighted by his white smock, being fought over by his family and friends who seek to guide him, respectively, back home and back to his drink. For all its rococo ele-
gance, this group is very deliberately Classical in iconographic terms. It takes its cue in the first place from Joshua Reynolds’s comic portrait of *David Garrick Between the Muses of Comedy and Tragedy*, in the collection of the financier John Julius Angerstein, for whom Wilkie painted his picture. But the subject of the Choice of Hercules, on which Reynolds’s image is a bathetic variation, held a special place in the history of British art, as it had been the basis for the Earl of Shaftesbury’s effort, early in the eighteenth century, to demonstrate to artists how a Classical legend should best be transposed into a high-
minded painting. As such, it was one of the foundational texts of British academic theory, and Wilkie’s oblique referencing of it here – via the version by Reynolds, founding President of the Royal Academy – seems to amount to a claim for genre painting’s right to a place at the academic table. In a very rare interpretative comment upon one of his own paintings, however, it was the group in the bottom-right corner that Wilkie himself pointed out to the artist and diarist Joseph Farington as ‘the Moral part of his picture’. A sleeping drunk is pointed out by a lad collecting tankards, who himself seems to have stepped out of one of Murillo’s scenes of juvenile delinquents. This river god of the gutter functions as a warning of the end which poten-
tially lies in store for all the other drinkers. No wife bothers to help him up or even to chastise him, and it is left to his faithful dog to return the contemptuous looks of passers-by.

Having taken a first close look at Wilkie’s early major genre pictures, I now intend to step back a couple of paces and ask about their place in the broader scheme of what genre painting might be. Rather than offering a potted history of the iconography of the everyday, it will be more helpful to work with three models of genre imagery which were current in Britain around 1800: the picturesque, the Hogarthian and the sentimental.

1.3 Editing the genre tradition: Wilkie and the picturesque

Picturesque theory in the eighteenth century was founded on the principle that, contrary to the idealist nostrums of academic thinking as espoused in Reynolds’s *Discourses* to the Royal Academy, there were particular things in nature individually worthy of picturing. The
picturesque thus involved close attention to precise detail and to the characteristics of a particular place; its aesthetic had a tendency to enclosure or even myopia, generating pleasure through the contemplation of gradual, unforced, organic development. It followed, first, that a picturesque scene was unlikely to be found in an improved or economically useful place (hence the relative paucity of agricultural landscapes in late eighteenth-century British art\(^{34}\)); and second, that the mental work of the artist was no longer the aggregation and synthesis of natural phenomena called for by academic theory, but rather selection from, and discrimination between, the endless potential subjects offered by Nature (the guides to this process were certain of the great painters of the past, and the popular self-help aids to developing picturesque taste published by William Gilpin and others). In genre painting, the picturesque suggested the celebration of longstanding local manners and customs, and painstakingly detailed execution. Generally, the poor were preferable subjects for picturesque genre painting, as they were assumed to be less drilled in etiquette and therefore more expressive and more funny.\(^{35}\) They also tended to stay put and so seemed more organically linked to their environment. The Netherlandish painters of the seventeenth century, such as David Teniers, epitomised this tradition for several later picturesque theorists, and Wilkie’s first Academy exhibits clearly related very closely to Teniers’s work on a formal and technical level. Wilkie was indeed often referred to as the Scottish or English Teniers, with the differences that he had improved on his model by adding to it a greater variety of expression and by subtracting the offensively vulgar subject matter in which Dutch and Flemish painters were too often seen to indulge.\(^{36}\)

In the *Village Holiday*, we noted Wilkie’s indirect referencing of Shaftesbury’s dissertation on the Choice of Hercules. In his *Second Characters, or the language of forms* (unfinished at his death in 1713, and only published in the twentieth century), Shaftesbury coined an Anglicisation of a term from Pliny, *ryparography*, meaning the depiction of vulgar or sordid things, to refer to the Dutch painters of ‘boors’ (peasants) perennially popular among British collectors.\(^{37}\) As a symptomatic example of their favoured subjects, Shaftesbury specifies the blind fiddler.\(^{38}\) We would be hard pressed to show that Wilkie was deliberately referencing Shaftesbury in his own version of that subject, but the philosopher’s emblematic use of it at least suggests an eighteenth-century topos which Wilkie wished to address. *Pitlessie Fair* and the *Village Politicians* were visceral scenes of rough country life: there was nothing in any sense polite about them, and the former’s scatological
humour would have made it unexhibitable at the Royal Academy (it was first shown in London in 1812 at Wilkie’s solo exhibition). But, with the Blind Fiddler and subsequent pictures, Wilkie showed himself to be a consummate editor, or bowdleriser, of the Dutch low-life genre tradition, raising both the social standing of the characters and the moral tone of the stories. He was represented as a virtuoso in the art of picturesque selection. The critics endlessly repeated the line that Wilkie was thereby able to reform Netherlandish art, for too long (so the assumption went) the preserve of the tasteless merchant or myopic aristocratic connoisseur more interested in brushwork than human content, and to make it more generally available to an expanded public of improved taste. This talent, generalised one critic in 1820, ‘notwithstanding its negative nature (for it peculiarly consists in knowing what to omit) presides like a charm, and gives additional lustre to the other excellencies of Mr Wilkie’.39

The foil in this tradition of interpreting Wilkie was frequently the Irish-born genre painter William Mulready, one of Wilkie’s most talented competitors. In works of his such as The Fight Interrupted or The Widow were to be seen the kinds of violent or hopeless incidents which Wilkie avoided and which, in Mulready, so upset the critics who spoke of ‘this morally and personally filthy region of un-polite art’ and complained of his being ‘fond of subjects unwelcome to our feelings’.40 In stark contrast to the improved and increasingly polite public for which Wilkie was seen to paint, some of Mulready’s more painful subjects prompted the melancholy reflection that nothing had really changed since the days of the Classical texts he referred to in some of his titles and catalogue texts.41 That Wilkie avoided giving offence was not however to say that he simply selected blandly unexceptionable topics. On the contrary, it was felt that Wilkie’s sound taste allowed him into pictorial territory that would risk offending in others’ hands (although he overreached himself with the risqué Man with the Girl’s Cap). Mulready showed his Returning from the Ale-House (Fig. 1.6) at the Academy in 1809, causing the critic of the women’s magazine Ackermann’s Repository to fulminate:

Are all violations of decency and propriety to be tolerated, because the Dutch painters practised them? To our feelings, human nature does not present any more obscene or disgusting spectacle than a drunken father surrounded by his children; and yet, this is what Mr Mulready has chosen to make the subject of a picture. Here it is that Wilkie towers above all his competitors – here his fine taste is eminently conspicuous. He is content to raise our passions without ‘touching the brink of all we hate’.
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Wilkie was of course at this very time developing his own ale-house subject, the *Village Holiday*, complete with a drunken father surrounded by children, but which, when shown in 1812, was criticised for being, if anything, too pretty.

Like Mulready, and like other genre painters to whom he was compared including the late George Morland and the watercolourist Thomas Heaphy, Wilkie took potentially uncomfortable subjects. But whereas Wilkie generally defused such subjects by imagining a self-enclosed moral microcosm in which to set them, these other painters, although recognised as masters of realism, sometimes seemed to have come too close to the sordid scenes they portrayed, losing perspective upon them, even losing themselves – aesthetically or literally – within

---

**Figure 1.6**  William Mulready: *Returning from the Ale-House*, first exhibited 1809 (subsequently partially repainted and exhibited again in 1840 as *Fair Time*). Oil on canvas, 31 × 26 in. (78.7 × 66 cm). Tate, London [photo: Tate].
them. There was indeed a long-standing art-historical myth regarding this danger, going back at least as far as the Netherlandish painter Adriaen Brouwer, who notoriously was supposed to have developed a contempt for polite society and its values, preferring hard drinking with the kind of people who appear in his pictures. Similar habits were said to have been acquired by eighteenth-century British painters of low-life, including Hogarth, Paul Duffin, Francis Wheatley and, in a class of his own, Morland, who died of chronic alcoholism in 1804 and was the subject of several biographies (published during Wilkie’s first triumphant London years) which revelled in revealing the appalling degradation of his demise. The moral seemed to be that realism could only be bought at a terrible price; and Wilkie was evidently placing himself in the way of danger, for it seemed clear that a picture such as the Village Politicians, while certainly demonstrating ‘a facility in expressing the various passions . . . unrivalled in the present day’, also revealed ‘an intimate knowledge of vulgar nature’. Wilkie was seen to preserve his character through the careful selection he went on to deploy, and through a very successful projection of a public persona of the utmost respectability and sociability.

1.4 Surface and depth: Wilkie versus Hogarth

William Hogarth’s Modern Moral Subjects, as he himself labelled them, stood alone in the eighteenth century as a sui generis innovation in the visualisation of the everyday (Fig. 1.7). Taking his cue from the traditions of moralising graphic art and of satirical literature, Hogarth conjured a world which was easily recognised as that of concrete actuality, but of which every aspect was now saturated with meaning and ethical value, and in which almost everything was represented precisely as it shouldn’t be. Through a series of linked images, such as those which constituted A Rake’s Progress (1733–4) or Marriage A-la-Mode (1743), Hogarth’s characters, typically shown actually doing rather little, stumble inexorably to their fate as if cowed by the dictates of the material (still-life, sartorial, architectural) signposts of the past and the future between which it is their lot merely to form a human link. Wilkie was often linked to Hogarth’s legacy as a comparably perspicacious investigator of human foibles, but it was through drawing attention to the great differences between the two artists that the anti-establishment critics Leigh Hunt and William Hazlitt helped bring more clearly into focus what Wilkie’s art was fundamentally about. For their Radical circle, Hogarth represented the collapsing of the division between everyday life and politics, able
through his brilliant interweaving of sub-plots and symbols to express each in terms of the other. This was an achievement they welcomed wherever they found it, for instance in 1814 in the Irish writer Maria Edgeworth’s *Patronage*, of which Hunt wrote that it was ‘a new and striking thing to see a novel uniting politics with domestic life, and breaking down that barrier of dryness and mystery which interested men would keep around the former sphere’.46

Today, we have a clear notion of Hogarth as a superb painter as well as a graphic moralist; but this was not the case in Wilkie’s day, when his popular reputation was at a relative low. ‘His fame rests upon his designs’, claimed a reviewer of Cunningham’s *Lives of the Most Eminent British Painters* (a key text in the movement to rehabilitate Hogarth); ‘his being a painter was a circumstance of which that fame holds little cognizance’.47 This is not to deny that Hogarth’s more important paintings were highly valued during Wilkie’s lifetime:

![Figure 1.7  Louis-Gérard Scotin after William Hogarth: Marriage A-la-Mode, plate I: The Marriage Settlement (1745). Engraving, after painting of c. 1743. British Museum, London [photo: British Museum].](image-url)
Angerstein and Sir John Soane both paid very well for the three sets of pictures which they owned between them. When these were lent to the British Institution’s 1814 exhibition of eighteenth-century British art, of which they were a principal attraction, Wilkie saw that Hogarth ‘outshines every [British] master that has gone before him’, although in a broader art-historical context later described him as merely a follower of Jan Steen. But these were rare references to Hogarth on Wilkie’s part. Generally, Hogarth is conspicuous by his absence from his historical scheme of things; and, given the regularity with which Wilkie was blithely compared to Hogarth by his contemporaries, he can only have had mixed feelings about him.

The academic theory promoted by Reynolds had taken the lead in suppressing Hogarth’s standing. In his Discourses, Reynolds has no separate theory of genre painting. Moreover, he has a complete blind spot with regard to those recent innovations which would elevate common life, through satire or sensibility, to the status of high art. There was simply no Classical language in which to deal with such novelties, although the Classical pedigree of the concept of the parergon – the background detail – at least allowed him to conceive of Netherlandish genre painting as an entertaining diversion not fundamentally distinct from still-life. This high-handed overlooking of such a magnificently inventive and original artist opened a space for critics of Radical sympathies to interpolate an alternative prescription for a British school of artists, one in which the founding hero was Hogarth, not Reynolds and all he stood for in terms of the continuing precedence of the beautiful over the picturesque or characterful, and deference towards patronage and tradition. Cunningham was himself one such critic, his raising up of Hogarth over Reynolds having apparently been inspired by Charles Lamb, whose 1811 essay on Hogarth has often been cited as the most explicit appropriation of the artist to the democratic cause. Nowhere was Wilkie’s early art, especially its relation to Hogarth, more urgently debated than within this same circle of anti-establishment critics.

When Wilkie first came to London, he soon struck up friendships and acquaintances with several of the leading Radical journalists of the day, as often as not in the company of his close friend the painter Benjamin Robert Haydon, who liked to think that he was doing for British historical painting what Wilkie was doing for genre. As a self-styled man of genius, Haydon was delighted with the brilliance of figures such as Leigh Hunt, editor of the Examiner, and his sometime contributor William Hazlitt. Wilkie did some business with Hunt, providing a couple of illustrations for his compilation of Classic Tales, but (so says Haydon), kept his distance after Hunt was jailed for
libelling the Prince Regent in 1813. \(^{51}\) Despite this, coverage of Wilkie’s progress in the *Examiner*, on which Hunt’s brother Robert was the chief art critic, continued to be overwhelmingly positive. \(^{52}\) Robert Hunt regularly wrote in appreciation of the artist, often in Hogarthian terms, stressing Wilkie’s mastery of narrative and successful appeal to the exclusively human. \(^{53}\) ‘No link is omitted in the requisite chain of circumstance, and in the mental treat he affords us, we are not only fed but feasted’, wrote Hunt of Wilkie in 1812, recalling Hogarth’s own words in the *Analysis of Beauty* on the pleasure taken by the mind in following ‘the well-connected thread of a play, or novel, which ever increases as the plot thickens, and ends most pleas’d, when that is most distinctly unravell’d’. \(^{54}\)

It was this eliding of Hogarth and Wilkie which prompted Hazlitt, a passionate contrarian and as devoted to Hogarth as was Lamb, to publish an article which sought starkly to separate the two. This appeared in March 1815 in the *Champion*, another reforming paper. \(^{55}\) Hazlitt, who himself began his career as a painter, always preferred the art of the great masters of the past to anything that the living could muster, and here the reader is left in no doubt that he sees Hogarth as far superior to Wilkie, whom he concludes by finding ‘insipid’ in comparison, and ‘not at all equal to Teniers’ even in the technical side of things. \(^{56}\) But the piece’s real punch came in its claim that Wilkie could only describe the world of things around him, not use wit or moral intelligence to interpret it as Hogarth had done. Wilkie was ‘a serious, prosaic, literal narrator of facts, and his pictures may be considered as diaries, or minutes of what is passing constantly about us . . . Hogarth never looks at any object but to find out a moral or a ludicrous effect. Wilkie never looks at any object but to see that it is there.’ \(^{57}\) In the following month came a follow-up jab from Leigh Hunt, who, in a letter to the *Champion*, returns to the case of Hogarth vs Wilkie and claims of the latter that ‘compared with the other, he sees only surfaces’. ‘It is the fault of Wilkie’, concludes Hunt, ‘that his pictures mean nothing beyond themselves, or that he himself at least clearly means to insinuate nothing beyond them.’ \(^{58}\) Hazlitt allowed that the artist had the Classical virtue of being indifferent to nothing that was human: ‘His mind takes an interest in, and it gives an interest to, the most familiar scenes and transactions of life.’ \(^{59}\) But, in Wilkie’s work, Hazlitt and Hunt missed Hogarth’s satire, his anger, his ability to go beyond looking and to read the world, all of which encouraged a sense that the world might be changed.

The debate within the Radical press was not yet over. To the defence of Wilkie now came none other than the editor of the *Champion*
himself, the impulsive Aberdonian John Scott. Like his contributor Hazlitt, Scott had strong links to the world of artists, being married to a daughter of the leading print publisher Paul Colnaghi. As the finances of his paper collapsed around his ears in 1815, Scott took the time to pen a rebuttal of Hazlitt and Hunt’s arguments against his fellow Scot.60 Rejecting the charge against Wilkie of superficial looking, Scott claims that the artist has profound interpretative insight, and sees as his peculiar merit his concern for, and ability to represent and in turn influence, the feelings of others. Taking issue with Hunt’s taunt of meaninglessness, Scott picks up on his claim that Wilkie’s paintings do not relate to the world beyond their frames: ‘“It is the fault of Wilkie,” it has been said, “that his pictures mean nothing beyond themselves;” but this is no fault, if within themselves they mean much. What more of meaning is required than is contained in the Blind Fiddler?’ In that picture, Scott notes the figure of the fiddler’s son warming himself at the fire as a fine dramatic idea, and is especially moved by the parents’ pleasure in the music being taken vicariously through the excitement of their baby. Taking up another of Hunt’s claims, Scott goes on,

Mr Wilkie must do more than see ‘surfaces’ to be able to seize and employ these means of exciting emotion. He must be competent to appreciate the meaning and comparative value of appearance; he must have something in his own heart telling him how the hearts of others are to be affected; he must have understanding to know the natural relationships and accidental connections of things; he must have invention empowering him to fashion and combine, from the scattered and occasional presentments of nature, a consistent and forcibly illustrated story.61

Towards the end of his apology for Wilkie, Scott deliberately plays down the painter’s technical skill as if this would better point up the moral qualities of his art. Suggesting that his colouring and finishing are poor, Scott recommends that Wilkie should visit the current British Institution exhibition of Netherlandish Old Masters to learn a thing or two from them. The artist himself had clearly been following this debate, and, on seeing Scott’s piece, was so grateful as to write him a note thanking him for this ‘defence of my character as an artist’.62 This simple phrase is very significant, for, in apparently condoning Scott’s belief that ‘within themselves they mean much’, it gives the rarest of insights into Wilkie’s own notion of how he himself saw his pictures. Wilkie seems to have held Scott in affection and respect up to the journalist’s cruelly early death in a literary duel in 1821, following
which the painter contributed to a fund for Scott’s family. As for Hazlitt and Hunt, the feud-loving Haydon claimed that Wilkie ‘never forgot’ the *Champion* articles which led to Scott’s defence, although he seems to have retained some friendly feeling for Hunt’s brother Robert, who had written so attentively on his work. When Robert Hunt joined in the general attack upon Wilkie’s controversial nude subject, *Bathsheba*, in 1818, the artist wrote to the picture’s owner that ‘The opinions of the Examiner Hunts upon Pictures as well as in Politics are in their influence decidedly upon the decline, and altho I think the one who wrote the attack upon my picture a great Goose I certainly can forgive him’.

In the politically inflammable years following the conclusion of the Napoleonic Wars in 1815, Wilkie was often to be found talking in a conservative language, regretting upheavals in both artistic and political matters. His own upbringing had been in a Scotland more or less denuded of representational politics, where political debate took place rather within the universities and the church. The dominating Moderate faction of the Church of Scotland, among which the Rev. David Wilkie was to be counted, was broadly speaking theologically and socially enlightened but politically conservative in terms of its accommodation with established landowning prerogative. Their constant preoccupation was the threat of the enthusiastic evangelical wing of the Church to disrupt the establishment with demands for the greater autonomy and purity of religious life. Wilkie inherited, and retained in London, this basic perspective. He could not but enjoy the company of generous and original men of the Left like John Scott, even for a time that of Hunt and Hazlitt, but suffered agonies of embarrassment when called upon to join in their political enthusiasms. Haydon relates in his diary an evening with Wilkie and Scott in October 1819:

> After dinner we insisted that Wilkie, the tory, the cautious tory Wilkie, should drink success to Reform! He resisted a long time, kept putting his glass up to his mouth, & begging for mercy. We then affected great candour, appealed to his gentlemanlike feelings, and I asked him with affected concern whether if it was kind to disturb the harmony of the company so. This hit told. . . . He said ‘Success to Re – re – form, (but very moderate, remember).’ We roared at our triumph.

I would contend that, if we see this determination to avoid politics while still dealing in the currency of the social as fundamental also to Wilkie’s art, then we will go a long way to seeing that art clearly – as I will now go on to seek to show.
Hogarth’s art opened out onto an existing actuality to which it related via references to identifiable people and places, and to human types which were part of common visual currency: pouring into, and shoring up, any gap between image and reality came flooding an inexhaustible supply of ideological prejudice and supposition regarding how certain kinds of people thought and acted. Once a prompt to connect an image with actuality has been given, it is impossible to stop the chain-reaction of association of ideas which ensues. Wilkie did not allow such an involved relationship between his images and current actuality to develop, nor, at this point in his career, did he have recourse to stock human types. ‘No link is omitted in the requisite chain of circumstance’, said Robert Hunt of Wilkie’s pictures; but the key word here must be seen as ‘requisite’. By drawing the chain of circumstance, that is, the terms of reference necessary to interpret the scene, tightly around the events of his momentary dramas, Wilkie achieved narrative self-sufficiency and was able to package his ‘mental treat’. Once stripped of its pejorative intentions, Leigh Hunt’s claim that Wilkie’s pictures ‘mean nothing beyond themselves’ seems after all to get to the heart of how his early genre paintings work. As Scott had retorted, what is there to complain of if within themselves they mean much?

In the Village Politicians and the Blind Fiddler, we have noted still-life elements – the soldier’s coat and the bust of a preacher – which seem to function as rather Hogarthian signposts. But these objects, of which there are few other examples, add emphasis rather than explanation, and even the significance of these two is probable rather than being certain in the way that the still-life clues in Hogarth are semantically explicit. It is significant that we do not know the profession of the father in the Blind Fiddler. His apron suggests an artisan, and the trowel which appears to poke from it suggested to a reviewer in 1807 a ‘country bricklayer’. However, Cunningham, in his Life of the artist of 1843, assumed that he was a cobbler, a suggestion objected to in the following year by a correspondent of the Art-Union, who argued on the evidence of the trowel and the vegetables in the foreground that the man must be a market-gardener. Now, if he were a cobbler, a contemporary audience might well have seen him as the type of the drunken and irresponsible artisan; and if a market-gardener, then in 1806–7 this might well have suggested celebration of the agricultural self-sufficiency that seemed likely to be necessary following the French ‘Continental System’ of exclusion of British ships from foreign ports. If we assume that Wilkie was perfectly able to tell us anything he wished regarding this character’s profession, it is (to repeat) significant
that he elects not to tell us anything conclusive, or perhaps even deliberately to confound the question with contradictory suggestions. An equally confused set of interpretations regarding the principal figures’ professions was provoked by the *Village Politicians*.72

A similar strategy emerges when we consider the setting of Wilkie’s early genre scenes. From the later nineteenth century, it became accepted wisdom that these showed life in rural Scotland; but this is far from being a straightforward question. To start with, as Hazlitt pointed out, even their being rural was an assumption: ‘Mr Wilkie paints interiors: but still you always connect them with the country’.73 Being indoors, the question of where we are naturally recedes; but if we persist in wanting an answer, a clear one is not forthcoming. In the *Blind Fiddler*, the crude child’s drawing of a soldier in red holding a sword pinned to the cupboard on the right may be, as Wilkie’s old friend and engraver John Burnet suggested (in his fictional *Progress of a Painter*), ‘the Pretender, with his highland claymore’.74 But, with such a pictorially minimal indication of Scotland, Wilkie’s London audience were left more or less free to assume that they were looking at an English scene. Vice versa, in the *Village Holiday*, often seen as Wilkie’s first explicitly English picture (it is set at the Red Lion pub), there is a bagpiper to be found knocking back a drink in the window next to the stairs on the right, while the presence of a black man so welcomed by other drinkers seems to suggest an urban rather than a village setting. In the *Pedlar*, the travelling salesman’s wares are predominantly of Scottish design, despite the cottage appearing, as has been suggested, Southern English.75

To give out definite clues about his characters’ professions or even their precise nationality risked bringing a whole range of assumptions into play, initiating a process of escalating demand for information that could only be fully satisfied by images as saturated with meaning as those of Hogarth. Anyone who did pursue such reconstructive viewing of Wilkie’s pictures was liable soon to find fault, as they discovered that the available evidence did not co-ordinate a picture of a coherent actuality. This deliberate ‘fuzzy logic’ on Wilkie’s part was sanctioned by the conventions of formal criticism which precisely required the isolation of the artwork from real life. Reviewing the Wilkie memorial exhibition in 1842, the leading early-Victorian fine-art journal the *Art-Union* observed that apparent inconsistencies in Wilkie, ‘although frequently noticed, are beneath the serious observation of the critic’.76

We have been led to this account of Wilkie’s suppression of actuality by following the debate over his relationship to Hogarth; and the
Hogarthian is in turn the second of the three models of everyday iconography against which we set out to measure Wilkie. We have stressed, in both the cases of the picturesque and the Hogarthian models, what Wilkie left out. In order to reconstruct the more positive aspects of his art, we need to turn to the last of our models, the painting of sentiment.

1.5 Wilkie and the culture of sentiment

By painting of sentiment, I mean those eighteenth-century innovations in the iconography of the everyday which had their basis in recent literary and philosophical accounts of the role of feeling in the generation of society. The leading painters of sentiment were Thomas Gainsborough and Joseph Wright, and, in France, Greuze. As Britain was transformed into a ferociously commercial and ravenously expansionist nation, the question of what held society together became of urgent interest. Old models of calculated selfishness were succeeded, in the writings of the Scottish philosophers David Hume, Adam Smith and others, by accounts which gave the passions a newly expanded role. Hume construed sympathy as a benevolent pathogen, spreading contagiously from person to person, uniting them in feeling and therefore in mind, for ‘Reason is, and ought only to be the slave of the passions’. During the middle decades of the century, the capacity to experience sympathy— that is, sensibility— was raised to cult status, most famously in the reception of the writings of Samuel Richardson and Jean-Jacques Rousseau. Although these extremes of tearfulness were soon found suspect, the language of sentiment had established itself as a literary discourse of the everyday.

In art, the culture of sentiment was on a collision course with the academic theory of history painting, the rhetoric of which was Classical, Stoic and committed to virtue in the public mode. The very notion of a public audience for high art seemed undermined by images which addressed the feelings of the private individual, and which tended to do so through the iconography of the family: hence the blind spot from which Reynolds suffered in regard to the painting of sentiment. Indeed, if we see virtue itself as being privatised during the eighteenth century—that is, realigned with the responsibilities of the private citizen in a commercialised body politic – then all looked fair for the painting of sentiment to replace historical painting as the more morally serious art form. Wilkie’s lifelong friend and foil Haydon seemed, with his preposterously maintained claims for his own bombastic historical subjects, evidence for that genre’s implosion.
The sentimental aesthetic transferred happily from literature to art and indeed encouraged the conflation of the two. Henry Mackenzie’s hugely popular novel of 1771, *The Man of Feeling*, is typical of its genre in comprising a series of tenuously linked but intense tableaux, each tightly focusing upon the hero’s exquisite pain in the face of others’ suffering. Painters were able to borrow this format, substituting the imagined viewer of their picture for the sentimental heroes and heroines of literature, whose responses, recalled by the viewer, provided precedents and therefore emotional cues. (It followed that the painter of sentiment might imagine a female viewer much more readily than might an historical painter.) As several recent historians of literary and pictorial sentiment have stressed, any charitable feelings evoked by a writer or artist typically had to negotiate, and thereby took on the patterns of, social hierarchy. Charitable feelings, like actual charitable giving, took place *de haut en bas*, and were appropriately directed towards those dignified poor whose natural nobility suggested the idea of having fallen in the world (in clear distinction to the grotesquely expressive ‘natural’ poor of the picturesque). Sentiment was further limited, explicitly in art and literature and implicitly in philosophy, by an acceptance that sensibility remained a rare and precious thing, an achievement attained in the face of an uncaring world whose role in the sentimental tableau was simply to provide the misfortune, generally unanalysed, which was the cue for feeling.

It was in France, at the time of the Revolution, that the modern term ‘genre painting’ came into focus in belated recognition of the new form of sentimental painting achieved by Greuze and his followers. *Peinture de genre* (generic painting) had covered sundry lesser categories of conventionalised imagery, but these were now hived off to leave only the category of *scènes bourgeoises* as, in the words of the critic and art administrator Quatremère de Quincy, ‘le genre proprement dit’.79 By this time, the Greuzian models of domestic melodrama and intimate scenes of female distress were admired and considered ripe for emulation in Britain, but it was not until the 1840s that the term ‘genre painting’ entered into general currency there.80 Before then, Wilkie and other painters of the everyday were classed as masters of ‘familiar’ or ‘domestic’ life.

But just as the term ‘genre’ was being given its modern meaning, the arts of sentiment were forced to re-examine their political credentials in the wake of the French Revolution. Suspicion was cast from both sides of the political divide as the Left appropriated the language of Reason against conservative-romantic sentiment, and the Right cast the notion of universal benevolence as disloyal. John Barrell has
argued that the iconography of charity took on an increasingly hard-headed aspect during these years, as the mutual duties of different social classes to one another came to be more urgently and less sentimentally defined. And, just when Greuze had come to seem ready for export, his sensibility was lumped together with the other travestied pseudo-virtues of the Revolution by British conservatives. In James Gillray’s satirical extravaganza of 1798, the New Morality, in which British fellow-travellers with the Revolution worship at a Jacobin shrine, the caricaturist reimagines Marianne as a wizened personification of Sensibilité, holding both a book labelled ‘Rousseau’ and – surely in ironic reference to Greuze’s Girl Crying over her Dead Bird – a dead chicken. In literature, we also see writers taking aim at the excesses of female sensibility, as in the distinction made by Jane Austen between Sense and Sensibility (begun in 1797) and in Wordsworth’s pleasure at having upset ‘many fine ladies’ with the rude language of his poems in Lyrical Ballads (1798).

At the beginning of the nineteenth century, the place of feeling in the representation of everyday life needed reforming, and both Wordsworth and Wilkie had solutions to offer. The two men knew each other through their mutual patron, George Beaumont, who sought to bring them together, encouraged by the fact that both had described a blind fiddler in nearly contemporary works. Wordsworth’s ‘The Power of Music’, about a musician playing to the crowds on Oxford Street in London, was one of those poems in which an ordinary, even ugly everyday event becomes an epiphany of feeling for the narrator – a model through which Wordsworth was to influence so much later poetry. In the 1800 Preface to the Lyrical Ballads, Wordsworth set out his case for his renewal of the representation of the everyday. In a word, he advocated subsuming the category of the beautiful into that of the picturesque, so that the latter would inherit all the associated Platonic prestige of the former. In a list of reasons for setting his own poems amid ‘Humble and rustic life’, Wordsworth begins with standard picturesque arguments (‘because, in that condition, the essential passions of the heart find a better soil in which they can attain their maturity, are less under restraint, and speak a plainer and more emphatic language’), before moving through mention of ‘elementary feelings’ and ‘necessary character’, to conclude with: ‘because in that condition the passions of men are incorporated with the beautiful and permanent forms of nature’. Poetry representing these forms will consequently speak ‘a more permanent, and a far more philosophical language, than that which is frequently substituted for it by Poets’. Wordsworth’s image of transcendental,
absolute forms hovering about the everyday, ready to be perceived by
the sensitive, appealed greatly to Sir George and Lady Beaumont, but
not to Wilkie. The painter was offended by Wordsworth’s high-handed
suggestion, on perceiving their shared interest in everyday iconogra-
phy, that if Wilkie should ever be at a loss for subjects, the poet
would gladly find some for him. In 1809, Wilkie was set to read
Wordsworth’s Preface by the Beaumonts but found himself unable to
accept ‘the fundamental principles of his system’.

What then was Wilkie’s alternative? We have already seen that
Wilkie’s early genre paintings typically set his characters aside from
the tides of history and politics in isolated spaces where their plain
lives were all that the viewer was offered. But what was the viewer sup-
posed to feel on looking at these people? From the Blind Fiddler
onwards, it seemed clear that Wilkie was inviting his viewers to feel
fundamentally sympathetically towards his characters, and that
although these common people were generally neither especially good
nor particularly beautiful, the very variety and complexity of their
emotional states required the viewer to interpret them as individuals,
not types. Thus the fashionable, conservative Morning Post critic rec-
ommended the Fiddler to its readers on the grounds that ‘it cannot fail
strongly to interest every mind not so depravedly fastidious, as to
refuse to enter into the feelings and amusements of the inferior classes
of society’. ‘The picture offers the hand of feeling across the class
divide, and it would be a person of unhealthily limited sympathy who
refused to take it. On the other hand, the relationship thereby tem-
porarily entered into seems destined to remain brief and superficial
(we may be put in mind of modern-day Tory politicians attending the
Notting Hill Carnival).

John Scott had used a more definitely sentimental language in his
1815 defence of Wilkie, emphasising the artist’s relationship with his
viewers (‘he must have something in his own heart telling him how the
hearts of others are to be affected’). A few years later, another politi-
cally progressive journalist and editor, Peter George Patmore (a close
friend of Hazlitt’s), made the case for Wilkie entirely on the senti-
mental model:

It is a great mistake to consider Wilkie as a comic painter, in which light he
is generally regarded by the public here. When they are standing before his
pictures, they seem to feel themselves bound to be moved to laughter by
them, as they would by a comedy or a farce; and without this, they think
they do not shew their taste: whereas laughter seems to me to be the very
last sensation these works are adapted to call forth. Speaking of the best and
most characteristic of them, I would say, that scarcely any compositions of
the art, in whatever class, are calculated to excite a greater variety of deep
and serious feelings.89

Importantly, Patmore was writing in the assumed persona of a French
visitor to London (Victoire, Count de Soligny), a mode which in this
passage is used to suggest that the British do not quite comprehend
the painting of sentiment which was first developed in France.
Certainly, there are enough close parallels between Wilkie and Greuze
for us to think of the French artist – who died in the year that Wilkie
moved to London – as perhaps the nearest precedent for his art. We
have already noted the formal parallel between the Blind Fiddler and
L’Accordée de village. We can add that both artists were provincials
seen to have had their art purified by being spared a metropolitan
training; both were seen to represent in their pictures a higher class of
the poor; both were praised for having revived Netherlandish paint-
ing; both were criticised for adopting a drab palette and for the
mechanical transcription of too much detail; both were unfairly cred-
ited after their deaths with having founded a whole national school of
trite literary painters; both took an interest in the tableau vivant and
in turn had theatrical tableaux or plays produced after their pictures;
and both were highly valued for making pictures which appeared, and
had to be judged, as if they were scenes witnessed in actual life.90

The last two points listed here are critical, as they combine to
produce what Michael Bell calls, in his study of sentimentalism in lit-
erature, the ‘contradictory dynamic at the heart of sentimentalist
fiction’: ‘The concentration on self-consciousness and intensity of
feeling requires an overt rhetoric while the belief in immediacy
requires a transparent access to the object’.91 Patmore stressed Wilkie’s
transparency, claiming that ‘We remember, and recur to, the scenes he
places before us, just as we should to the real scenes if we had been
present at them; and can hardly think of, and refer to them as any
thing but real scenes’.92 Here, he was rehearsing a staple of critical
writing on the artist.93 This ‘natural’ transparency was paradoxically
framed by Wilkie with a commensurately ‘artificial’ rhetoric of the
stage, or rather of the box (compare how many classic sentimental
scenes take place in sickrooms, courtrooms, railway-station waiting
rooms, sinking ships or prisons). Wilkie actually built little box models
of his more elaborate pictures as study aids, peopling them with clay
actors whom he lit with lamps through ‘windows’, which is one reason
for the pictures’ spaces themselves often resembling boxes.94 Anyone
overlooking the human elements of these images to ponder these
spaces might well find them oppressive, and think, as did the young George Eliot bemoaning her own domestic seclusion, of ‘a walled-in world, such as Wilkie can so well paint’.

When in 1819 another critic sought to encapsulate Wilkie’s deeper appeal, he put it this way: ‘The longer we look at his works the more we like them, because they are such faithful images of our own species, and because they reflect back upon us our own emotions and actions’. If we want to edge towards grasping what Wilkie himself felt when creating his pictures, then this notion of reflection must be key. John Scott, whose 1815 text emphasising Wilkie’s appeal to the viewer’s affections so moved the artist himself, spoke in the following year of his ‘mental sympathies of the truest and quickest kind’ which enabled him ‘to present correct reflective images of human nature’.

Wilkie’s major Academy exhibits were very often hung directly over the mantelpiece in the Great Room at Somerset House, where, in a location typically reserved for a looking-glass, the notion of their being mirrors would have been given an added physical dimension.

The idea of looking into Wilkie to examine oneself firmly places aside the charitable tradition within the painting of sentiment in favour of a socially levelled viewing field. We are invited to perceive a continuity between the feelings on show and those that we ourselves might have experienced in comparable if not identical situations (we don’t have to be as poor as the family in the Fiddler to enter into their feelings). At this point, my argument has started to take on the language of Adam Smith, who in his Theory of Moral Sentiments places the notion of the reflected moral image at the centre of his system. A person in noble isolation (as imagined by Rousseau) could never attain human self-consciousness. But, says Smith:

"Bring him into society, and he is immediately provided with the mirror which he wanted before. It is placed in the countenance and behaviour of those he lives with, which always mark when they enter into, and when they disapprove of his sentiments; and it is here that he first views the propriety and impropriety of his own passions, the beauty and deformity of his own mind."

Smith’s Theory represents a retreat, in sentimental terms, from Hume’s earlier idea of the contagion of feeling. Smith in effect brings reason, in the form of conscience, back into the picture as a regulator of sentiment. Adopting an optical rhetoric, Smith imagines a viewer observing the actions and feelings of another person (the agent); using their imagination, the viewer reconstructs the situation in which these
actions and feelings have arisen, in the process necessarily generating a common set of basic values between themselves and the agent – that is, achieving sympathy; the viewer then appeals, within themselves, to an ‘impartial spectator’, referring to ‘him’ the question of how far the viewer’s own feelings are authorised to follow those of the agent; if those feelings both follow and are authorised to do so by ‘the man within the breast, the supposed impartial spectator, the great judge and arbiter of our conduct’, then moral approval of the agent follows.99 Crucially, this sequence is deemed sufficient in itself for the generation of society, for the ‘man in the breast’ is understood to have gained the wisdom whereby he regulates via the accumulated internalisation of sympathy, defined as the result of successful efforts made to reach common ground between the viewer and the agent. This ‘triangulation of the gaze’, as Peter de Bolla has termed it, gradually calibrates fellow-feeling and establishes, as it were from within, a moral community which therefore stands ‘in need of no casuistic rules to direct our conduct’.100

Although, reduced here to a crude outline, Smith’s theory of moral sentiments may sound rather Newtonian or mechanical, his language is so suggestive and warmly attentive to human predicaments that analogies have been more forthcoming with the theatricality of self-presentation or even with Lacanian psychoanalysis’s notion of the self generated via the reciprocation of the gaze.101 Clearly, the associations with picturesque theory’s rhetoric of gradualism are central. Smith himself uses a musical analogy, thinking of individuals flattening their feelings, fine-tuning themselves to one another (as opposed to simply resonating in sympathy, as in Hume).102 I suggest that Smith’s model also shows us how it was that, in John Scott’s words, Wilkie’s pictures meant much within themselves – for, in the situations and narratives of Wilkie’s earlier genre paintings, we are shown, above all, people looking at one another and making gradual adjustments of their feelings to those around them. The viewer is invited, on essentially equal terms, to join in this process. The classic early Wilkie genre subjects can be seen as models, along Smithian lines, of how society generates itself, and by engaging properly with these models the viewer is not just entertained but also encouraged to engage their own moral inner life. Painting itself thus takes on a role in the construction of society. The nervous self-consciousness or embarrassment which is so much a part of Wilkie’s world emphasises this process. In the Blind Fiddler, we see an uneven range of reactions to an intrusion, like a band tuning up to a note offered by the leader. Gazes and glances flicker around the Village Recruit so confusedly that we are at a loss to establish a single
clear meaning to the situation, and indeed its meaning has yet to be played out.

This working out of meaning through mutual observation seems most evident in the more intimate, less populated scenes to which we will devote more attention in the following chapters: the Card Players, the Refusal, the Letter of Introduction and the Pedlar. In the Village Politicians, on the other hand, we are witnessing the incipient breakdown of social life as the men around the table turn their backs upon their neighbours and abandon their self-consciousness in submitting, not to the man within the breast, but to the man who shouts loudest. This, then, was Wilkie’s alternative to Wordsworth. The poet sought moments of beauty amid everyday banalities, while Leigh Hunt also wished to see through the everyday, not to beauty but to some obfuscated political truth. Wilkie did not so much want to see through the everyday as to understand its basic construction through the moment-by-moment interaction of varied individuals, each with their own perspective. Beauty and truth he left to the English Romantics.

Smith’s Theory was getting on for fifty years old by the time Wilkie became famous. But the author was personally correcting new editions into the 1790s; and, moreover, its influence was deeply embedded in the culture in which Wilkie was raised. A word was said earlier about the Moderates within the Church of Scotland, whose leaders, clergymen such as Hugh Blair, John Home and Alexander Carlyle, sometimes scandalised the evangelicals through their association with Enlightenment thinkers whose religious views were widely held in suspicion (Hume indeed was understood to be an atheist). The moral language of Smith thus crossed quickly into these circles, the ethics of everyday life was easily assimilated into preaching, and indeed specific passages lifted from the Theory of Moral Sentiments have been identified in late eighteenth-century Moderate sermons. The Rev. David Wilkie, himself a mathematical scholar, was a Moderate in his ecclesiastical politics, and owed his career within the Church to his namesake and distant relation William Wilkie, the eccentric Professor of Natural History at St Andrews University who was a close associate of Hume, Smith and other Enlightenment luminaries. Wilkie therefore grew up under the influence of the ideas of Smith, himself from nearby Kirkcaldy. Although philosophies of sentiment took their knocks in Scotland as in England after the French Revolution, it was only with the triumph of Walter Scott as the new, romantic and historicising voice of the Scottish literary scene in the years after the close of the French Wars in 1815 that the names of Hume and Smith came to seem decidedly old-fashioned. The models of Smith’s philosophy (as expressed in the
Theory and his Wealth of Nations) were meanwhile developed in the discourses of political economy, developments which Wilkie continued to follow. In 1818, writing to the brightest young Scottish clergyman of his own generation, Thomas Chalmers (another Fife neighbour, later spectacularly to lead a disruption of the Church of just the kind that the eighteenth-century Moderates had always feared), Wilkie noted that ‘Conversations I have had with you have often turned my attention to subjects of political economy’ and asked whether Chalmers had seen the economist David Ricardo’s new book.106

1.6 Sympathy and authority: Wilkie’s post-war genre painting

I have characterised Wilkie’s early complex genre scenes in terms of a Smithian model of society being generated within itself, the artist deliberately isolating his situations from relations with actuality which might restrict their autonomy. The outside world does not get a look-in, from which we might go on, with Leigh Hunt, to accuse Wilkie of superficiality: how can the painter of the everyday deny the politicised power relations which frame even the humblest quotidian scene? As we observed towards the beginning of this chapter, Wilkie’s very first ambitious genre subjects, Pitlessie Fair and the Village Politicians, had in fact suggested something of a dialogue between European politics and (Scottish, rural) quotidian life, but this dialogue is curtailed in subsequent works. This final section of Chapter 1 moves on to examine what happened to Wilkie’s work once political tensions within Britain became so fraught as to force the reopening of the dialogue between everyday life on one hand and politics, duty and authority on the other.

After 1814, economic downturn and mass demobilisation prised the lid off the simmering social tensions of a newly industrialised Britain, tensions long contained by the exigencies of war. There ensued a period of the most acute political antagonism as potentially revolutionary workers clashed with the representatives of terrified magistrates and landowners. These were the years of the ‘Peterloo’ murders of demonstrators by militiamen in Manchester, the passing of the drastically repressive Six Acts and the Cato Street plot to blow up Lord Liverpool’s Cabinet. In Scotland in 1819, Walter Scott set about raising a Corps of Marksmen from among his neighbours to defend themselves in case of revolution. It was against this hostile background that Robert Hunt of the Examiner found himself looking at the Rent Day with new eyes. Reviewing a new print after the picture in 1817, Hunt now wrote: ‘In
considering the work of Mr Raimbach [the engraver], let us try to suppress the thousand thoughts and emotions respecting the politically oppressed and their oppressors, which so immediately arise from the first glance at the Rent-Day.¹⁰⁷ With the defeat of the French, the newspaper headlines were now being generated at home, and social tensions within Britain were so pronounced that they became impossible to ignore, even for art critics. After 1814–15, I believe, we can also see Wilkie’s own perspective upon society, or at least upon how society might be pictured, change. He seems to lose faith in the model of carefully calibrated social relations which dominated the first phase of his career. There are several new trends in his work in the post-war years, but they have in common a move away from the format we have described of a boxed-in isolation of the everyday and internal generation of meaning, and towards an attempt to plot the bigger social or historical contexts of the everyday. First, and perhaps most straightforwardly, Wilkie falls for the cult of the Highlands, which he tours in 1817 resolving to make his pictures more Scottish; secondly, he starts to paint more outdoor scenes; thirdly, in two particularly ambitious and dramatic paintings, Distraining for Rent and the Chelsea Pensioners, he represents violent assaults upon the everyday, plotting the limits of sympathy by testing it against duty; finally, in the Reading of a Will of 1820 (Plate 5), Wilkie unexpectedly embraces the Hogarthian model of genre painting, against which he had often been measured and found wanting. (Meanwhile, Wilkie’s initial genre style was continued in a stripped-down and intensified format in pictures such as the Letter of Introduction, which I describe in Chapter 2.) I will return to Wilkie’s 1817 tour, and the subject of his Scottish iconography more generally, in Chapter 5. In the final part of this chapter, I will review how, in pictures painted in the years after 1814, the isolation and self-sufficiency of Wilkie’s everyday world was breached.

It was noted earlier that one straightforward way in which Wilkie maintained a grip upon his ‘chain of circumstance’ was to set his scenes indoors. All the pictures we have mentioned thus far are interiors, with the exceptions of Pitlessie Fair, the Village Holiday and the Chelsea Pensioners. Wilkie made heavy weather of preparing for the landscape elements of the Village Holiday, painting various little nature studies, although in the end the picture scarcely includes anything much in the way of scenery after all. Later, as a result of his friendship with the Suffolk amateur painter Peregrine Nursey, Wilkie made further studies, but again nothing of real ambition. We could add a few more examples of the artist sketching outdoors up until the mid-1820s, but a letter to his landlady and friend Mrs Coppard from Mulgrave Castle
in September 1812 suggests a limited commitment to this aspect of British romantic painting. He has, he says, been out sketching views, but finds ‘the stillness of such an occupation not quite suitable either to the climate or the season’. The only pure landscape Wilkie exhibited was *Sheepwashing* in 1817 (Fig. 1.8), which has always appeared a rather ungainly anomaly in his work. There are at least two smaller versions of the picture; and, through tracing the address of the farmer, John Davis, to whom Wilkie sent one of these, Hamish Miles was able to identify the scene as the mill at Fisherton Delamere on the river Wylye on the southern edge of Salisbury Plain (although, until now, Wilkie’s reason for being there has remained a mystery to students of his work). The substantial exhibited picture shows a shepherd boy with his dog surveying a flock of sheep being corralled from a pen, into the running water adjacent to a mill-wheel, and then back again. It is a working landscape, and as such should be related to the long ‘georgic’ strain in British landscape painting, of which Wilkie’s friend Constable was the leading contemporary exponent. The picture was flatteringly described as ‘the first English landscape devoid of manner or imitation (except of nature), that has been painted in this style’.

*Figure 1.8*  
*Sheepwashing* (first exhibited 1817). Oil on panel, 35 × 53 in. (88.9 × 134.6 cm). National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh [photo: National Gallery of Scotland].
Wilkie was in fact in Wiltshire in the summer of either 1814 or 1815 visiting an old Fife acquaintance, the radical agricultural reformer Robert Gourlay.111 Gourlay had been born into a landed family just two miles from Cults, and seems always to have known Wilkie’s family, although by 1809 the artist was writing disapprovingly of the agitational pamphlets that Gourlay had taken to publishing.112 In that year, Gourlay moved to Deptford Farm outside the village of Wylye, immediately adjacent to Fisherton Delamere, and soon fell out with his landlord, the Duke of Somerset. The Duke distrained for withheld rent in 1811, selling off the sheep which Gourlay had introduced to the local fields for the first time, and later complained that Gourlay had made the farmhouse too good for a tenant farmer.113 But Gourlay continued his campaigning, taking as his cause the rural labourers of Wylye, among whom he organised in 1815 a petition to Parliament requesting changes to the poor laws. At present, the children of all recipients of aid were expected to work through the year, and Gourlay’s demands were that those under 12 years of age should instead be spending the winter months in school.114 Clearly, Wilkie’s landscape, with its child shepherd and theme of sheep farming, has parallels with issues close to Gourlay’s heart; and it is also striking that it seems to have been in 1815 that Wilkie first made plans for a picture of a *Village School* (Fig. 1.9), a project which after various false starts remained unfinished.115

There is a further peculiar biographical connection between these two images. Cunningham described the *School* as based on Wilkie’s memories of being a student at the grammar school at Kingskettle in 1798–9 (although the presence of girls means that it is probably not literally such).116 When Gourlay travelled to Upper Canada in 1817–19 to attempt to carry his campaign of land and poor-law reform into the colonies, his principal antagonist there was to be the Bishop of Toronto, John Strachan, who as a young man had been Wilkie’s master at Kingskettle. Eventually, Gourlay was placed on trial for seditious libel at Kingston, Canada, in 1818, and the Wilkie family was seen to take the side of the accused, for one of the character witnesses for the defence was Wilkie’s brother James, since 1815 the Ordnance Storekeeper at Kingston, and who had served under Gourlay in the Fife volunteers.117 After his Canadian expedition, Gourlay returned to Wiltshire, where he was dismayed to find the condition of the poor in Wylye worse than ever. On seeing them queuing for their fortnight’s dole, he recalled that ‘Before going out to Canada, I spoke to my friend Wilkie about making “paying the poor of willy,” a subject for his pencil. I thought of thus getting attention to the effect of the poor-laws, in degrading our species, in diminishing the stature, and
worsting the appearance of God’s image. Gourlay thus aligned himself with those other radicals who wished to see Wilkie’s ability to represent everyday life appropriated to more directly political ends. Evidently, Wilkie did not take up Gourlay’s proposal as it was offered, and yet the reformer’s ideas surely nevertheless had a role in the development of *Sheepwashing* and possibly also in the *School*, even if Wilkie is unlikely to have been, in any open way, sympathetic to those ideas. Here we have evidence of the broader world entering Wilkie’s art, almost despite himself, as a result of his leaving the studio to look for subject matter. Thus *Sheepwashing* underlines the necessity and efficacy of the model that Wilkie had adopted in his early genre work, where only the tightest control of the extent of possible meaning prevented those images from taking on a potential political aspect.

If there is an echo of a political agenda in *Sheepwashing*, it is thoroughly buried under the ostensible naturalism which was its chief attraction to the reviewers. *Distraining for Rent*, shown in 1815, was however openly accused of being a dangerously political picture, and has several times been cited as evidence of Wilkie’s supposedly democratic feelings (Fig. 1.10). Aspects of the composition fit well the

---

Figure 1.9  *The Village School* (begun c. 1815/20; unfinished). Oil on panel, 40 ½ × 64½ in. (102.9 × 163.8 cm). Private collection [photo: private collection].
model of Wilkie’s early genre strategy insofar as we have groups of people seeking to reach some form of accommodation through anxiously looking at one other, with no clear reference to events beyond the immediately available story. But here negotiations are stalled; the principals, the husband and wife, play no part in the drama: it is too late for fine-tuning. Wilkie inflicts upon us with all-too convincing detail a family’s humiliation at the hands of a group of men who gather into the centre of the picture possessions of which they make a catalogue prior to carrying them off in lieu of defaulted rent. The leader of the intruders seems to be indicating the belongings set out in the foreground, principal among which is the Moses basket that has in its time been used to carry the two small children now clutching confusedly at their parents, while its latest occupant is rescued just in time by a nurse or maid from its fainting mother’s lap. The sense of drab emptiness that Wilkie has described – the painting is virtually in monochrome – helps suggest the failure of the husband and wife to make a real home in this substantial house. Their few elegant furnishings are scattered about, forlornly unable to fill the space available, suggesting that the family has been vainly overambitious.

Figure 1.10  *Distraining for Rent* (dated 1815). Oil on panel, 32 × 48\(\frac{1}{2}\) in. (81.3 × 123 cm). National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh [photo: National Gallery of Scotland].
Cunningham even tried to find Hogarthian evidence for this line of interpretation, claiming that ‘the house is not without warnings of what is coming; the idle jack, the burnt-out fire, the empty bee-hive, are so many intimations of mismanagement or slackness of industry’. One reviewer set off on this line, but doubted himself: ‘We ought to infer, perhaps, from the heavy and inactive air of the debtor himself, and from the general slovenliness of his appearance, that his distress has resulted rather from indolence than misfortune; and this is probably the moral the artist intended to convey; but of this we do not feel quite certain.’

The more conservative journals tended to keep their focus on the domestic tragedy before their eyes and did not want to think about what had caused it. Hence the genteel Repository of Arts felt that ‘This picture is calculated to rouse every tender emotion’, while the Tory Morning Post was also sympathetic.

By showing the world of harsh economic reality bursting in upon the domestic sphere in Distraining for Rent, Wilkie invited his viewers to contemplate the limits of sympathy, deconstructing his own Smithian model of pictorial ethics. Once the cocoon of everyday life had been punctured by external events, the viewer was no longer in any position to judge what they were being shown. One’s instincts were naturally to sympathise with the broken-down parents, whose collapse into separate states of despair, unable to comfort one another, is a very painful sight. But, for the ‘impartial spectator’ to do their work, we need more information than Wilkie gives us, and hence the viewer is torn between instinctive sympathy and a desire to know whether that sympathy is appropriate. No wonder that there could be no consensus on the meaning of the image and that one critic found it ‘torturing to sensibility’.

We see a comparable strategy in the Chelsea Pensioners (to which we will return more fully in Chapter 4), commissioned in 1816 by the victor of Waterloo, the Duke of Wellington (Plate 6). Initially, the Duke asked for a scene in the Netherlandish tradition of old soldiers sitting about talking over their stories. Wilkie’s evolution of the final picture was a very long and painstaking process which involved assimilating further suggestions from the Duke as well as innovations of his own, and was only completed in 1822. Set outside the Royal Chelsea Hospital for retired and invalided soldiers, Wilkie imagines the moment when a mixed bunch of serving soldiers, pensioners and their hangers-on hear the news of the final defeat of Bonaparte at Waterloo. The composition is essentially in two parts, the male group around the table and then the more mixed assembly flanking the buildings along
the right of the picture. As in *Rent Day*, however, there is a woman out of place: she has broken ranks and hurried across to join the men reading the Duke of Wellington’s despatch, scanning the list of killed and injured for herself, searching for news of her husband, so distracted that she ignores the crying baby who seconds earlier was at her breast. Her anxiety in the midst of the emotional release all about her was found intensely moving, and, despite her minimal physical presence in the composition, she was recognised by the picture’s viewers as having concentrated in her expression the pain that balanced the joy of the rest of the picture. As in *Distraining for Rent*, Wilkie forces an excruciating test upon the viewer. Of course the original audience of the picture was inclined to shower sympathy upon the woman, yet surely would not choose to relieve her anxiety by spoiling the party around her which was celebrating the liberation of Europe and the survival of the British Empire: her loss may have been a necessary one. We are again invited to experience the limits of sympathy, ultimately to confirm their place within the bounds set by public duty. The intricate calibration of feeling of Wilkie’s first pictures is succeeded in these two paintings by a baroque dramatisation of heart and mind in conflict, resulting in images which were perhaps better suited to a society undergoing the trauma of post-war Britain’s class conflict.

The *Chelsea Pensioners* was one of three outdoor urban scenes which Wilkie exhibited in succession in 1821–3. Although based in London since 1805, he had never been a painter of the metropolis as was Mulready, for example, one of several artists to depict suburban Kensington. But in the *Pensioners*, the *Newsmongers* (a minimised variation on the *Pensioners*’ theme) and the *Parish Beadle*, Wilkie was tempted out into the streets of the city. From Manet to Walter Benjamin and beyond, the effort to find a visual or verbal form to represent the metropolitan streetscape appeared the quintessential Modernist project. In the wake of the privileging of that project within our cultural canons, it is hard to imagine ourselves back into a position when there was as yet no answer to the question of what the mushrooming modern city looked like. It was only in the early 1820s, that is, at the time of Wilkie’s pictures of London, that artists and writers seemed able to grasp a vision of the metropolis recognising both its grandeur and squalor. In 1820–1, Géricault combined these qualities in his lithographs of London. The same years saw the publication of the journalist Pierce Egan’s *Life in London*, illustrated by George Cruikshank, in which a sporting gent from the country joins his cousin for a tour of the spectacles of London, from
Carlton House to an East End cockpit, via an execution at Newgate. The jaunt is approached in the form of a hunt, with plenty of exercise taken and violence dealt out, and hence the figure of Regency flâneur arrives in popular culture, in the absence of any other guise, as a country sportsman, and the streetscape is imagined as a steeplechase. Even older archetypes were necessary to form images of the city’s crowds. Its very chaos, its jumbling and jostling of social classes, meant that almost every form of order previously adopted to marshal pictorial groups seemed redundant, and artists resorted to the trope of the carnival, that ancient temporary reordering of things whereby the rich and poor were mixed up for the day.\textsuperscript{126}

The carnival, as well as representing a moment of pure freedom, a taste of revolution, can of course equally be construed as the safety-valve which allows the \textit{status quo} to persist.\textsuperscript{127} Wilkie’s early work, with its emphasis upon fairs, days off and treats such as the visit of a fiddler or pedlar, could – at least on an abstractly iconographic level – also be approached from either perspective. In the case of Wilkie’s later trio of urban compositions (Plate 6; Figures 1.11, 1.12), we see strong compensating devices in place to provide order in a potentially anarchic setting, in place of the walls of the boxed interiors from which his characters have been released. In basic structural terms, none of the three pictures really offers us a cityscape. The \textit{Chelsea Pensioners} has echoes of those carnivalesque military rituals in which the ranks are served dinner by their officers, those officers who are conspicuous by their absence from the scene (although symbolically present in the form of the signboards of the pubs, named after great generals).\textsuperscript{128} To ensure order, the dominating presence of the Hospital functions, not only iconographically, to saturate the image with appropriate ideas of loyal old soldiers and a benevolent state, but also to form a perspectival scheme that, with the addition of the terrace of pubs and shops on the right and the frontally positioned table in the foreground, suggests as much of a ‘walled-in world’ as an outdoor scene possibly could. The grouping of the figures, meanwhile, is so well regimented as to suggest an Early Renaissance vision of heaven, or, to one recent writer, the work of Jacques-Louis David.\textsuperscript{129} In the \textit{Parish Beadle} (Fig. 1.11), a comic picture about the excessive zeal of an officer of the law arresting a troupe of itinerant entertainers, the Savoyard performers seem already virtually imprisoned by the late-medieval architecture which forms such an intimidating backdrop to the scene. The low viewpoint adopted in the \textit{Newsmongers} (Fig. 1.12) has the effect of consigning the picture’s urban backdrop to the distance, resulting in a rather agoraphobic feeling. Perhaps the sense of monumentality which also results
here might indicate Wilkie’s having seen Géricault’s treatment of outcast London in his 1821 lithographs.\textsuperscript{130}

The Village Politicians, which had first made Wilkie famous back in 1806, had as its basic theme the disruptive effects of news upon everyday life: the two were represented as incompatible. By the time of the Chelsea Pensioners and the Newsmongers, however, newspapers are shown as the catalyst of community feeling. The news being read in the Newsmongers is not specified. Perhaps it is intended to be retrospective, recalling the arrival of news of British victories during the French Wars; or perhaps the story was imagined to be a more recent domestic drama – the efforts of the newly crowned King George IV to rid himself of his wife Caroline? In either case, the picture’s real message is the social unity driven by the news. Katherine Phipps, the daughter of Wilkie’s patron the Earl of Mulgrave and the niece of his brother Edmund who had commissioned the picture, wrote of its most interesting feature being the elegant blonde woman holding a key, who is shown ‘in curl papers as if just come out of her house’, not too grand to interrupt her toilette to join a group of working men to discover the details of the latest story.\textsuperscript{131} Society is thus no longer

\textbf{Figure 1.11} The Parish Beadle (dated 1823). Oil on panel, $23\frac{1}{4} \times 35\frac{1}{4}$ in. (59.7 \times 89.5 cm). Tate, London [photo: Tate].
generated autonomously from within itself, but from without; culture is created, as it were, by decree. This was a process which had been roundly condemned by Wordsworth in his 1800 Preface. Among the modern novelties of society propelling the population into a ‘savage torpor’, Wordsworth blamed above all ‘the great national events which are daily taking place, and the increasing accumulation of men in cities, where the uniformity of their occupations produces a craving for extraordinary incident, which the rapid communication of intelligence hourly gratifies’. Rather like Cobbett, whom we quoted earlier in relation to the Radical press, Wordsworth was inclined to blame the explosion of newsprint for the eradication of a more natural culture. Wilkie, in his Village Politicians, had also seemed to point up the

Figure 1.12
Newsmongers (dated 1821). Oil on panel, 17 × 14¾ in. (43.2 × 36.3 cm). Tate, London [photo: Tate].
dangers of reading too much of what appeared in the papers. But now the artist represents news as a gel between different strata of society, and as a solution to how the potentially anarchic London streets might derive an ordered culture – for, as we have already suggested, once they were liberated from their box-like interiors, Wilkie’s characters seemed to need regulation from somewhere. And as news of enemies abroad gave way to headlines about the enemy within – the dangerous lower classes who seemed to threaten revolution in the post-war years – the artist himself became increasingly drawn to criminal, underclass London.

Jew’s Row, the setting for *Chelsea Pensioners*, was known as a pretty rough place; but Wilkie spent considerable time there making sketches. A reasonably fashionable parade of shops in the eighteenth century, by the early nineteenth century Jew’s Row had declined into a down-at-heel terrace catering to the needs of the pensioners, and in 1823 was described as ‘the resort of Israelites, Prostitutes and Publicans’. Each of these types of local is referred to in the painting. Out of the window of the nearer pub stretches a soldier, upon whose back in turn leans a young woman in a cap, her face hidden. This is hardly an open depiction of prostitution, but probably a hint at it. At the other end of the terrace, under the further pub signboard, is the figure identified by reviewers as a Jewish shopkeeper, a pawnbroker or seller of second-hand clothes. He is pulling at the hand of a soldier walking with a stick and carrying a backpack, presumably recently returned from active service. Racist stereotyping encouraged the shopkeeper to be understood as luring this innocent, whom a woman in white is seeking to restrain, into his emporium ‘where he may plunder him at leisure’. Wilkie thus clearly made a deliberate attempt to impart what would be perceived as a degree of realism to the setting of the scene, to suggest his recognition of at least something of the reality of soldiers’ lives, mitigated as we have noted by the benevolently authoritarian architecture of Wren’s Hospital itself. It must have been in 1820 that Wilkie made the drawings, recorded in sales but now untraced, of the house in Cato Street where, in that year, Arthur Thistlewood and his fellow plotters were arrested before they could carry out a plan to assassinate the Cabinet. Conceivably, encouraged by his work on the *Chelsea Pensioners*, Wilkie had thought of beginning another, complementary subject from contemporary history, one which would have represented the terrifying alternative to the loyal men and women of Jew’s Row.

When painting the *Parish Beadle*, Wilkie had taken great trouble to find appropriate models, not only for the officer himself but also for
the animals. The monkey was studied from a specimen in the Exeter
'Change menagerie across the road from the Royal Academy, but
Wilkie had had to brave the slums on the edge of the City to find a
bear.136 With Robert Nursey, his sister’s fiancé, Wilkie ‘went . . . one
day to a noted place – Field Lane, bottom of Holbourn Hill in quest of
a bear, which I afterwards made a drawing of. This was a complete
Alsacia, looked a sanctuary for everything low and terrific; being two
of us, however, we got out without molestation and pockets quite
safe.’137 Field Lane was indeed one of the most notorious streets in
London, famed for its pickpockets and grossly picturesque underclass
residents – ‘the emporium of petty larceny’, as Dickens later described
it in Oliver Twist. The results of these studies fed into the picture
shown in 1823, in which the preposterous beadle jails his evidently
harmless victims who have been performing at the urban fair shown
in the background, suggesting justice turned upside down, and with
echoes of Hogarth’s Southwark Fair engraving of 1733.

Just above the beadle’s staff, posted on what Wilkie intends as the
wall of the parish gaol, is a bill headed ‘Vagrants’, the main text of
which has not been painted so as to be legible, but which can be seen
to conclude with ‘Rigour of the law’, ‘George IV’ and the date ‘April
1823’, that is, the month before the picture went on show at the
Academy, and thus in all probability that in which Wilkie painted the
words. This is another example of society’s order being imposed from
without and above. In fact, no Act of Parliament relating to vagrancy
was passed in 1823, although during the 1820s its discussion formed
part of an extremely vigorous debate over Britain’s draconian criminal
law and penal code. When Robert Peel became Home Secretary in
1822, he set about designing their reform but soon ran up against
impediments, not least to his plan to introduce a police force to replace
the existing patchwork of antiquated watchmen and beadles.
Parliament felt that this would amount to the imposition of a gen-
darmerie upon traditional freedoms, and Peel concluded that ‘the
habits and usages of the country were adapted to and formed on the
severity of our code, and he found it necessary to proceed in the miti-
gation of this severity with great caution. He thought it advantageous
to continue the severity of the law in its letter, but gradually to melio-
rate its practical application.’138 The officer shown in Wilkie’s paint-
ing – so picturesquely costumed, in strong contrast to the uniform that
the ‘Peelers’ would wear from 1829 – must have seemed to personify
an argument in favour of Peel’s planned reforms, so old-fashioned
does he look, and so determined is he to follow the law in both letter
and application.139
Peel himself started to take an interest in Wilkie’s work at the same time as he first became Home Secretary. He was taken with the Parish Beadle; but, discovering that it already had an owner, he then asked Wilkie to paint him something ‘as near to that as possible’.140 This was to be Smugglers offering run goods for sale or concealment (private collection), exhibited at the Academy in 1824, a small picture showing a group of smugglers, led by a burly, cheery man holding a small keg of spirits, entering unannounced a cottage in which a family are eating breakfast. As part of his research for the Smugglers, Wilkie managed to take his new interest in criminality one step further, by visiting some real smugglers awaiting trial at Newgate prison. In March 1823, Peel arranged for Wilkie to have access to these men, whose violent arrest had made the headlines; and, although no drawings made on the occasion appear to survive, the painter thanked his patron for the opportunity of seeing ‘the foreign smugglers, with whose picturesque costume and strongly marked seafaring characters I have been greatly interested’.141 Wilkie had set out from his ‘walled-in world’ to envisage life beyond the domestic sphere; but, once let loose, the fate of his everyday people had not been happy: marshalled into tidy compositions, dictated to by newspapers, harassed by beadles, they eventually landed up behind bars. No longer trusted to generate their own social life at home, his characters were shuttled between the structures of sympathy and authority.

In 1818, Wilkie received an especially distinguished commission, from the King of Bavaria, for a picture which was to be ‘as purely English as possible and should have nothing in it but what was strictly in my own peculiar style’.142 This could only mean a group of figures tetchily negotiating between themselves in a cubic interior; and, although, as we have seen, Wilkie was moving into new formats by the end of the 1810s, this is indeed what King Maximilian got. However, the resulting picture, Reading of a Will (Plate 5), underlines how far Wilkie had already moved from the days of the Blind Fiddler and Rent Day, for in order to fulfil the terms of the commission – that the picture should look like his early self-contained works – he now felt it necessary to fall back onto the Hogarthian model of satire and symbolism.

As with the Chelsea Pensioners, on which he worked concurrently, the composition was based around the reading of a document; and, like the Pensioners, it was taken through a whole series of oil sketches and a great many drawings, suggesting the problems that Wilkie was now encountering in marshalling such complex entanglements of figures. From the start, Wilkie imagined a scene in which the will of a
wealthy man was found to favour his voluptuous young wife (presumably his second) at the expense of others, while the widow herself is already the object of interest on the part of a new suitor. In the earliest surviving studies of the composition (Fig. 1.13), the losing party is a young man (a son by the first marriage?) shown holding onto the back of a chair for support just to the right of the seated lawyer. He and the widow, whose expanses of bared arm and neck are only rendered more erotic by her black dress, are set up as antagonists, symmetrically placed on either side of the table. Already present in Wilkie’s first scheme, and retained in the final version, were the little boy on the far left (we can assume the widow’s son) preposterously taking up his late father’s accustomed pose at the hearth and thus underlining the unnaturalness of this succession; and the officer admirer of the widow, his cane in his mouth like the waiting tenant in the Rent Day, and his bald head suggesting an age sufficiently advanced for his gallantry not to be without its practical dimension. In the final composition, Wilkie

Figure 1.13  Study for Reading of a Will (c. 1818). Pen and ink and wash on paper, 7 ¾ × 9¾ in. (18.6 × 24.5 cm). Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge [photo: Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge].
finds a replacement for the disinherited young man: a grotesquely
overdressed old woman (an unmarried sister of the deceased?) who
enters loudly on the right, complete with muff and a page carrying
outdoor shoes and lapdog. She is a ridiculous figure, but just as impor-
tantly she is clearly in no need of an inheritance, already possessed of
more money than taste, and so her being cut out of the will cannot
suggest any possibility of tragedy, as the young man in the same
predicament might have done. In the picture as Wilkie finished it, no-
one gets hurt.

The situation described, with its moment of revelation and stock
types, is evidently a theatrical one, and indeed the subject had been
suggested to Wilkie as early as 1808 by the leading comic actors Jack
Bannister and John Liston. Although it was only a decade later that
Wilkie took up the idea, several other artists had used it by then,
among them William Lizars and Edward Bird. Wilkie's version
appears to have considerably more backstory than either of these pic-
tures, and to be more fully in the Hogarthian tradition with its satire
of sex and money amplified by still-life details such as the estate map,
family tree hanging against the bookcase (recalling *Marriage A-la-
Mode*: Fig. 1.7) and the jar of leeches – sitting on the peculiar corbel on
the left – which have been used to treat the deceased in his last days.
When the picture was shown in 1820, Wilkie had this text printed in
the catalogue:

> Mr Protocol accordingly, having required silence, began to read the settle-
> ment aloud, in a slow, steady, business-like tone. The group around, in
> whose eyes hope alternately awakened and faded, were straining their
> apprehensions to get at the drift of the testator's meaning through the mist
> of technical language, in which the conveyance had involved it.

The passage was attributed merely to the 'Author of Waverley' (Walter
Scott's authorship of his historical novels remaining as yet formally
undisclosed), and Wilkie did not identify the particular source – *Guy
Mannering*, published in 1815 and the first of the Waverley novels to
be staged, in 1817. There, the will is that of Margaret Bertram of
Singleside, who leaves her entire property to Harry Bertram, who has
been missing, presumed murdered, since childhood. The news of his
possible survival is the great revelation of the reading of her will. The
character of Harry perhaps suggested the young man in the early ver-
sions of Wilkie’s picture, although the finished image is entirely dif-
ferent in dramatic content from Scott’s set-piece. The novelist’s words,
however, offered a different kind of challenge. Wilkie actually slightly
misquotes the second sentence, which should run: ‘The group around, in whose eyes hope alternately awakened and faded, and who werestraining their apprehensions to get at the drift of the testator’s meaning through the mist of technical language in which the conveyance had involved it, might have made a study for Hogarth’. Wilkie thus edited out from his text the name of his great antecedent whose influence he seems to confess so happily in the picture itself. Hogarth and Scott again appear to be conflated when we consider the question of when Wilkie’s scene is set. The lawyer’s wig, the page and the portrait on the back wall all indicate the eighteenth century. Guy Mannering is set ‘near the end of the American war’, that is around 1780, while a critic looking at Wilkie’s picture in 1820 felt that ‘The scene – the manners – the costume – everything is made to call to mind an incident, precisely as it would have taken place in the society of fifty years ago’, suggesting a period reaching back almost to the lifetime of Hogarth (who died in 1764) himself.

Towards the beginning of this section, we listed the principal symptoms of the destabilisation of Wilkie’s early model of a carefully internally regulated society: the resort to an explicitly sited setting (Scotland); an opening out onto the street (with the compensating structures which we have seen went with this); the escalation of feeling to a point where sympathy is tested to destruction (in Distraining for Rent); and a volte-face conversion to the Hogarthian model (in Reading of a Will). To this fractured picture we must now add a last aspect, to which we will return in Chapter 4: the displacement of the everyday into the past.
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Wilkie’s truth to nature was felt to be based above all on his ability to represent expressions in more subtle ways than had been achieved before. In this chapter, Wilkie’s images of the human body, face and mind are analysed, including his work in portraiture, which is the theme of the final section.

Much of Chapter 1 turned around Wilkie’s determination to keep hold of the meaning of his early (pre-1815) genre scenes – to avoid their being subordinated to political or otherwise allegorical readings. This aspiration to autonomy is again clearly apparent in this chapter, the first two sections of which describe what has always been taken to be one of the key professional relationships in Wilkie’s career: his period as a kind of pupil to the anatomist Charles Bell. (In order to set up the encounter between Wilkie and Bell in London, the first section of this chapter traces their parallel early careers in Edinburgh.) Here it is argued that, contrary to existing accounts, Wilkie did not simply defer to and learn from the scientist, but instead that he was provoked by Bell to question the borderline between, and respective competences of, art and science within the field of visual culture. Some of Wilkie’s most memorable images of faces, such as those in the Letter of Introduction or the Breakfast, for example, go against contemporary accounts of expression, including Bell’s, according to which it was art’s calling to show the mind or spirit working through the features. For Wilkie, the role of vision in social life was what was at stake, and this led him to more sophisticated interpretations of the mind–body problem than conventional art theory allowed.

2.1 Art and medicine in Edinburgh around 1800

In 1739, David Hume was taken to task by his fellow philosopher Francis Hutcheson for the lack of positive exhortation to good
behaviour in his *Treatise of Human Nature*. Hume pleaded that he was an anatomist of ethics, seeking to understand their workings, and that he left it to the moralist to represent goodness in such a light that the reader could not but be moved to aspire to it:

There are different ways of examining the Mind as well as the Body. One may consider it either as an Anatomist or as a Painter; either to discover its most secret Springs & Principles or to describe the Grace & Beauty of its Actions. I imagine it impossible to conjoin these two Views.¹

The fact that Hume adopted these professional models as emblematic antitheses suggests how clearly and certainly Scottish Enlightenment culture separated them; and his willingness to play the anatomist to the moralist's artist surely further assumes the physician's higher ranking in that culture's scheme of things. A world-famous medical school had after all lain at the heart of Edinburgh University since the 1720s; but the capital had no art institution to compare with it in prestige for another century. As part of the scramble for improvement that followed the Anglo–Scottish Union of 1707, the government established a Board of Trustees for Manufactures and Fisheries in 1727, and it was only as an adjunct to this that in 1760 Edinburgh's first surviving art school was established.² Even then, the Trustees' Academy was intended primarily to train young designers for industry, especially designers of fabric patterns, and this remained its remit until the end of the century.³ And, although there were distinguished artists among the Academy's early masters, including Alexander Runciman, the creator of Ossian's Hall at Penicuik, and David Allan, the pioneer of Scottish genre painting, their limited enthusiasm for a school with such a narrow curriculum was often all too evident.

When Wilkie came to Edinburgh in 1799 to enrol at the Trustees' Academy, however, it was as one of the first cohort of students to be admitted to a newly transformed institution, for in the previous year it had been decided to launch a fine-arts curriculum, in parallel with the design school, to help train engravers, portraitists and imaginative painters, as well as coachpainters and the like. Improvement in Scotland was now to incorporate politeness. This dual approach was maintained only very briefly before the two categories of student were brought together under the mastership of John Graham, a Scot who had been active as an historical painter in London since the early 1780s. Graham was instructed to run his new academy on the same lines as the Royal Academy Schools in London (where he himself had studied), and to teach and oversee prize competitions in pictorial composition. But,
while casts after the standard Antique sculptures were immediately acquired, there was no mention at all in Graham’s contract of a life class: as in the case of the de facto exclusion of women students, the Academy’s documents are silent on this question. This absence, which evidently had its basis in deep-seated church-sanctioned antipathy to the public exposure of the flesh, was all the more glaring given the very dramatic presence of the exposed body in the city’s Medical School and in the demonstration rooms of the flourishing extramural surgical lecturers. The impression given must almost have been that the bodies needed to teach art to the embryonic Scottish school of painters had been snatched to instruct the medical students who congregated in Edinburgh from every part of Britain and beyond.

Just as Scottish painters took quickly to Dutch and Flemish art for their models, especially in the field of genre painting, so the Edinburgh Medical School had first been established on the model of the great school at Leiden. During the ensuing decades, it gained a reputation for leading-edge research and teaching, developing what has been seen as a distinctly Scottish understanding of the nervous system as an infinitely elaborate organ of sensibility effecting the union of mind and body. Historians of science keen to demonstrate the cultural construction of medical knowledge have repeatedly linked this account to the Scottish Enlightenment’s understanding of perception’s basis in the sensibility of the nervous system, and to theories of the emotions and their role in the generation of society. As Christopher Lawrence memorably put the case in the 1970s: ‘As society was held to depend on the mutual feeling, or sympathy, between the parts, so, too, was the body. In the same way that the Edinburgh élite perceived itself, so the nervous system was seen as a structure of interacting sensibilities, binding together and controlling the whole.’ But, by the time Wilkie arrived in Edinburgh, any comfortable consensus around this general theory of sensibility had been disrupted by tensions within and between the medical professions. Most important for our interests here was the rise of the surgeon during the eighteenth century, from uneducated sawbones to high-precision pioneer of anatomical exploration. The surgeon and apothecary had traditionally been subordinates to the physician, the gentlemanly medical philosopher whose diagnoses were predicated upon delicate examination of symptoms appearing on the surface of the body of the paying private patient suffering from an imbalance within their particular person. As this pathological model was supplanted by a notion of localised diseases with lesions and symptoms common to all sufferers – a development accelerated by the flourishing of large teaching hospitals and the
consequently facilitated mass observation and statistical analysis of patients – the traditions of physic had to step aside for the new science of morbid anatomy and the surgical skills necessary to develop it. The prestige of the surgeons was further enhanced by their role in the French Wars, both as intrepid colleagues of soldiers and sailors and as authors reforming best practice in the field hospital.

Throughout his life, medical professionals were among Wilkie’s closest friends, patrons and associates. The pioneering morbid anatomist Matthew Baillie was a supporter in London, a great admirer of the *Letter of Introduction* and the owner, in turn, of the *Refusal* and then the *Pedlar*. Baillie was a nephew of William Hunter, one of the great figures of eighteenth-century medical history, a Scot who made his name as a private anatomy lecturer in London in the 1740s, marketing himself as the first such teacher to offer each student their own corpse to dissect under his supervision. Hunter subsequently rose in society as a leading accoucheur, or man-midwife (an obstetrician *avant le mot*), a long-controversial profession on account of the ungentlemanly intimacy necessitated by the practice of this novel species of physician. William Knighton, an English accoucheur, climbed the social ladder to become personal physician to the Duke of Wellington and then the Prince Regent. But, even as the effective personal secretary to the Regent after his succession as George IV, during which period he was Wilkie’s single most important patron, the whiff of social discomfort at his having been a man-midwife never quite wore off.

The medical figure who has always been seen as having had the deepest influence upon Wilkie was, however, not a patron but a fellow Scot who achieved celebrity in London as a lecturer, textbook author and researcher: Charles Bell. Bell and his elder brother John had emerged as extremely ambitious young men in the professionally and conceptually confused Edinburgh medical scene of the 1790s. Like Wilkie, they were born sons of a Church of Scotland minister, although their father had placed principle before practicality in crossing to the Episcopal Church. With equal bloody-mindedness, the Bell brothers were determined to succeed outside of Edinburgh’s medical institutional framework, as surgeons and, at least in Charles’s case, as a Whig in a city politically dominated by Tory patronage. John Bell set up as an extramural lecturer in 1790, and is generally considered the first such to have formally set out to teach surgical anatomy, that is, anatomy from the point of view of the person doing the cutting. Excluded from the opportunity to work and research at the Royal Infirmary under new regulations adopted at the turn of the century, John and his assistant brother turned with increased devotion to the publication of their
anatomical atlases, central among which was the four-volume *Anatomy of the Human Body*, begun by John in 1793 and completed by Charles in 1804. This was to remain the foremost corpus of images for British anatomical students until the 1830s. These early books — published before Charles Bell had made his most important contributions to neuroanatomical research — remain startling on account of their engraved and etched illustrations, which were, respectively, designed and executed by the brothers themselves (Fig. 2.1). As in the case of the lectures they gave, the plates were intended to be practical guides to learning from dissection, and as such definitively turn their
backs upon the great Western tradition of anatomical illustration predicated on the exquisite cadaver, as perfect in its way as its living relation, and indeed often surreally shown in lively and elegant postures. Instead, with the Bells, the medical gaze becomes literal. In the words of an historian of anatomical illustration, we are present at the actual demonstration, conducted upon a body decidedly relegated to mortality. The results make for compelling viewing, and the Bells’ work as medical illustrators has recently received serious attention from a broad range of scholars. Their images’ combination of forensic lucidity and Gothic horror appeals to modern eyes familiar with Géricault’s severed limbs and heads, with Goya’s *Disasters of War* and studies of First World War casualties such as those of Henry Tonks - not to mention the work of the Chapman brothers.

The Bells’ appropriation of the role of medical illustrator was crucial to their success, and much vaunted by themselves, but not unprecedented. In the history of anatomical illustration, there was a tradition of the physician boasting of his complete subordination of his artist collaborators. In the mid-eighteenth century, the great Leiden anatomist Albinus claimed to use Jan Wandelaer ‘like a tool’, and Jacques Fabian Gautier-Dagoty completed the conflation when he announced himself to be ‘the demonstrator, the painter, and the engraver rolled into one’. The key reason why professional artists needed to submit to the will of their anatomist employers had been that the images they worked on were rarely reports of an actually visible perspective on the body. For all their rhetoric of transparency, they were in part diagram, and so required the medical specialist’s knowledge to construct. But this changed with the Bells, whose purpose was training in surgical anatomy, and who consequently wished to eliminate all traces of the diagrammatic and to construct views of the body’s structures which might actually be simultaneously visible. The danger now was not that an artist would fail to follow the arcane logic of the diagram, but that, required to make a literal representation, he might be tempted to use his imagination too much.

The parallels between this novel literalism and the contemporary passion for directness in British landscape painting are striking, especially as we know that Charles Bell, as a boy, had been encouraged to study art by David Allan and became a passable landscape painter in watercolours. The discourses of medicine and the fine arts were, it seems, jostling one another in their bids for the centre ground of optical naturalism. But rather than train up young artists – perhaps those at the Trustees’ Academy – to work with them, the Bells retained professional title to the role of illustrator, even as that role seemed,
under their own new definition of it, to shift into the territory of the painter. Hence Charles Bell’s insistence that the anatomist should himself become a painter. In his *System of Dissections, explaining the anatomy of the human body, the manner of displaying the parts, and their varieties in disease*, published in Edinburgh in parts from 1798, Bell took the student through the problems of making visible the inner structures of the body, addressing techniques of the knife and scissors, but also explaining how to inject pigment into vessels the better to reveal their paths. Some diseased organs only revealed their pathology through changes in colour which were impossible to preserve in prepared specimens, and hence ‘Recourse must be had to painting, to give the lively tints which alone remain of the disease’.15 Charles went on to make terrifying paintings of war wounds sustained by British soldiers evacuated from Spain in 1809 and of both British and French wounded at Waterloo in 1815.16

Bell’s serious intellectual interest in the interface between fine art and medical illustration is evident most clearly of all in the book he published in 1806, and which it seems he carried with him in manuscript when leaving Edinburgh for London in 1804, on the anatomy of expression in painting. The question is therefore begged of whether the Bells in any way supplied the imagery of the bodies missing from the Trustees’ Academy to the minds of the students there. We have noted Charles Bell’s early connection to Allan, Master of the Academy between 1786 and his death in 1796. The various engravers who worked on the Bells’ books must have been in contact with the school in one way or another. Indeed, one of these printmakers, Daniel Lizars (see Fig. 2.1), placed his elder son, William, at the Academy where he was a contemporary of Wilkie’s, while another son, John, became a pupil of John Bell’s and was later a distinguished anatomy author in his own right. It also seems very likely that some at least among the students would have attended anatomy lectures and demonstrations, either in or without the University, during their time at the Academy.17 But, despite all these probable connections, there is still no definite evidence of contact between Wilkie and Bell before their paths crossed in London.18 Perhaps the highly ambitious Bell would have had little time for a gauche teenage artist, however precocious. For that very young painter, on the other hand, the Bells’ work, if he knew it, must have been a thrilling encouragement to his own interests in the viscerally physical representation of human feeling. It is now time for Wilkie to make his belated entry into this discussion of the representation of the body in turn-of-the-century Edinburgh.
Although he was supposed to be playing the role of a Scottish Joshua Reynolds, inculcating academic theory among his charges, the new Master of the Trustees’ Academy, John Graham, was evidently more keen to impress them with feats of literalism, boasting to them of the occasion when, wanting to introduce a dead ass into his large picture of *The Disobedient Prophet Slain*, he had carried one ‘up three pair of stairs to my painting-room as a model’. This had presumably been in London, where it seems he was also in the habit of picking up people on the street whose faces he thought would suit the picture he was painting. One such model had been Wilkie’s later friend and rival, the genre painter William Mulready, recruited as a pretty boy to sit for the infant Solomon. Years later, Mulready in turn recorded how this had also become Wilkie’s own practice in the metropolis: ‘Wilkie paints almost all his characters from the life. When he has fixed upon a subject for a picture he goes vigilantly looking for [models] adapted to the characters he has to introduce into his pictures, and having found such as suit his purpose he paints from them with very little variation from what he sees.’ Already, in Edinburgh, Wilkie had become notorious among his fellow students for wandering off out of the city limits into the countryside in search of ‘the natural incidents of the peasantry’, leaving his fellows behind to learn about rural life through copying prints after English painters. Hence the critic William Carey’s comment in 1817 that he had been fortunate to sidestep the sloppy shadows of Gainsborough and Morland and that ‘Wilkie, in Edinburgh, happily removed from the contagion, formed his style upon his own view of nature.’ That view was, however, inevitably informed by other art; and, if Wilkie avoided more recent English models, it was largely in order to revert to the precedents of David Allan (see Fig. 5.1) and to the seventeenth-century Netherlandish masters, to Adriaen van Ostade above all, whose example is strongly felt in the few genre scenes from Wilkie’s student days to survive. Wilkie himself was clear that there was no paradox in painting from nature through the optic of what he had assimilated from existing art (here perhaps he was closer to Reynolds in his thinking than was his master Graham). In January 1805, he asked Thomas Macdonald, a Trustees’ Academy fellow and later his factotum in London, to thank a mutual friend on his behalf: ‘tell him I find the etchings he gave me of very great use – they assist me much in copying Nature.’

John Burnet, an Edinburgh companion of Wilkie’s, later his engraver and a key historian of these early years, recalled that Wilkie compensated for the lack of a life model at the Trustees’ Academy by exploring outside the city, but also by turning his gaze back upon
himself. In the afternoons, when most of the students returned to the trades to which they were apprenticed, Wilkie went back to his lodgings ‘to what he called his life academy’, where he would make studies from his own face and body.26 ‘This mode of study’, claimed Burnet, ‘enabled him to give correctly those muscles of the face that indicate a mixed expression’,27 that is, to describe the kind of ambivalent emotional states which had not traditionally featured in the canons of ‘passions’ set out in treatises on painting. In London, again according to Burnet, Wilkie was compelled to maintain this form of self-study, ‘as he found it was impossible to get his models to give him either action or expression’,28 suggesting that even when on his walks he found the right head for a certain role in a picture, getting a novice model to pose in character remained a problem. (This awkwardness of Wilkie’s when faced with the problem of painting the face of someone who was unable or unwilling to act up to a part was to be a recurring problem in his career as a portraitist, to which we will return at the end of this chapter.) Copying from his own form in a looking-glass was one of those technical processes – like his use of a kind of toy theatre – for which Wilkie became particularly renowned despite there being nothing especially novel about them in the history of art. Wilkie was unusual only in the persistence of his studies and in his evident pleasure in being found carrying out exercises which most mature artists would have considered slightly beneath their dignity. His delight in being interrupted while drawing himself is well attested. As a student, he would encourage visitors to come in and observe him until he had finished, while later in London Haydon found him naked, unabashedly making a drawing of his knee, and the actor Jack Bannister was taken aback when making a call to come across the artist wearing a dress, again drawing himself ‘in character’ as an old woman and again seemingly pleased to have been encountered thus attired.29 Few surviving drawings can be identified with Wilkie’s anatomical self-portraiture, although a full-length nude study formerly in the Oppé collection, apparently dating from about 1806, seems to be an example.30

The facial contortions that Wilkie evidently studied in his reflected one-person life academy came to form the fundamental basis for his early art. Burnet spoke of ‘mixed expression’, and we will be returning to this important idea, but it should equally be stressed that in Wilkie’s early work the human face is often twisted into shapes so awkward as to challenge deliberately the limits of pictorial decency. Especially, Wilkie became a specialist in oral drama and comedy as teeth are clenched and bared, mouths gape and tongues loll. In Chapter 1, we
noted how in *Rent Day* gaping, chewing, coughing mouths form a theme throughout the composition. Wilkie’s own mouth was often commented upon as his most expressive and memorable feature, as the only evidence that his mind was fast at work behind a sober public face. ‘His mind had an under-current of observant, and peculiarly Scottish, humour,’ recalled a journalist a few years after the artist’s death, ‘which seldom had vent in words except among near friends, although it not unfrequently twinkled in his keen blue eyes, and sometimes so moved the muscles of his mouth as to render it not difficult to guess his thoughts.’ Haydon, one of those near friends, had immediately noticed Wilkie’s ‘vulgar humorous mouth’, while John Gibson Lockhart recalled ‘the singular mixture of sagacity, determination, and rich quaint humour about his mouth’. These accounts of the artist’s own minimally but lucidly expressive face put us in mind of several of his subdued pictures of the 1810s in which it seems possible to read much from very little (see Plate 3 and Fig. 2.9).

But the pictures painted back in his student days, of which few survive, were built around extreme expressions. In 1803, Wilkie won second prize in Graham’s composition competition with an illustration to the terrible scene in *Macbeth* where hired killers appear at Macduff’s castle in Fife to murder his wife and children. The picture had as its central interest the face of Macduff’s little son who gallantly tries to defend his mother, although the viewer would have known that all were to be butchered. Another lost picture, based on John Home’s controversial mid-eighteenth-century melodrama *Douglas*, was centred on an ‘enthusiastic listener’ taking in exaggerated stories of remembered military escapades. The motif of the incredulous audience reappeared of course in the *Village Politicians* and the *Village Recruit*, and in London in 1807 the collector William Wells approached Wilkie with a commission to paint the scene in Shakespeare’s *King John* where Hubert de Burgh describes the wild rumours of an imminent French invasion and their effects upon the populace: ‘And he that speaks doth gibe the hearer’s wrist, / Whilst he that hears makes fearful action / With wrinkled brows, with nods, with rolling eyes.’ Although Wilkie eventually declined the commission on the basis that he wanted to avoid illustration generally, the suggestion shows that the representation of sudden, involuntary reaction to surprise had become something like Wilkie’s trademark.

Wilkie’s fascination was with the body misbehaving itself, with showing the face in an abandon of expression, suddenly grotesquely opened up by the impact of sensory experience. It almost seems that the effect he aimed at was not so much the rising and sustained
passion of the textbook theory of expression, associated with heroics and tragedy, but more the immediate physical reaction to a stimulus which, at least since Descartes, had been construed as a lesser, animal form of facial contortion, one more to do with the irritable character of the nerves than with the mind speaking through the body. Shock or pain are not passions, one difference being, as Adam Smith had observed, that ‘Nothing is so soon forgot as pain’, which is why we are not unduly upset by the howling child in the Cut Finger (Fig. 2.5). This question of the seat of the emotions was part of a larger concern of the student Wilkie with exploring the character of sensibility in its physical sense. A classic example in eighteenth-century culture’s fascination with this question had been the blush, that giveaway confession of feeling which overrode a person’s capacity to mask or affect expression and it was this that Wilkie made the key feature of his first-prize-winning composition entry in 1804, Diana and Callisto (Fig. 2.2). The story, of the discovery of the pregnancy of one of the hunting goddess’s handmaidens as a result of being raped by Jupiter, was from Ovid: ‘Alas, how difficult it is not to betray guilt by one’s looks! . . . she [Callisto] remained silent, and by her blushes gave clear indication of the wrong she had suffered.’ Wilkie thus had the authority of a Classical text for his emphasis upon the nymph’s reddened complexion, but allowing the body to speak so openly was not considered polite in a serious picture – it was simply too fleshly. Again, it is John Burnet who records the impact of this innovation at the Trustees’ Academy. The picture’s central figure, Callisto, ‘was made to blush with so deep a colour in the ear and the upper part of the neck as gave Graham an opportunity . . . for descanting on the difficulty of introducing the peculiarities of familiar life into the higher branches of the art’. Indeed, it seems clear that Wilkie at this point was deliberately mixing up the recipes for historical and genre painting. In one of several scenes painted in Edinburgh illustrating Allan Ramsay’s The Gentle Shepherd, Patie Disbelieves Sir William’s Prophecy (Fig. 2.3), we have a composition with much in common with the Diana and Callisto, although now with the grand gestural rhetoric of classic history painting acted out in a humble Scottish cottage. But again, more central to Wilkie’s interests than the exploration of generic hybrids was his desire to comprehend the meaning of expression, to think over the different ways in which this might be conceived and represented, especially to reflect upon the transitive implication of the concept: what kind of thing, exactly, did an expression express? Different discourses – of art history, of anthropology, of anatomy, of neurology – gave different kinds of answer to this problem. When
Wilkie and Charles Bell came together in 1806 in London, maybe or maybe not for the first time, the result was an intriguing engagement between these discourses and a consequent negotiation of the boundaries between them.

### 2.2 Artists and anatomists in London

The course at the reformed Trustees’ Academy had been free but fixed at two years’ duration. In 1801, Wilkie had applied to remain for a second course, and then in 1803–4 had stayed on for a fifth year, it seems as a kind of postgraduate teaching assistant to Graham. Following a frustrating period seeking to establish himself as a portraitist in Scotland, he decided to go south in 1805. In London, Wilkie’s poverty meant that he had to move fast to avoid the likelihood...
of a retreat home, and he lost no time in seeking out family connections, identifying possible retail outlets for his work, and enrolling at the Royal Academy Schools where he was able, at last, to study in a proper life class. Having already spent five years as an art student, in a small school where tuition would have been intimate, there was indeed little that the Academy Schools had to offer Wilkie other than the life models. There was no tuition in painting *per se*, no collection of Old Masters to study, and no anatomy, at least not since the first years of the century when the Professor of Anatomy, John Sheldon, had fallen into insanity.43 The overseer or Keeper of the Schools, and Professor of Painting, was the veteran Swiss painter of literary melodrama, Henry Fuseli, whose romanticism was such that he more or less disapproved of art education, certainly of anything like emulation.

If Wilkie heard much from Fuseli on the subject of expression, it would have been along the lines of the treatise on physiognomy by his

---

Figure 2.3  *Patie Disbelieves Sir William’s Prophecy* (from *The Gentle Shepherd*) (c. 1803). Oil on panel, 10¼ × 13¼ in. (27.3 × 33.6 cm) Duke of Buccleuch and Queensberry [photo: By kind permission of His Grace the Duke of Buccleuch and Queensberry, KT].
old friend Johann Caspar Lavater which had been a great popular success in Britain after a translation into English, illustrated in part by Fuseli, appeared in 1789. Physiognomy, the skill of judging character from the face, was an ancient notion, but one which had come, in the Early Modern period, to be associated with quackery at best and the occult at worst: it had even been legally prohibited to profess the art in England. In the eighteenth century, physiognomy was revived as an aspiring science, unsure of its foundations but undeniably of huge appeal to the greatly expanded European reading public. Lavater's sprawling work did not aspire to be in any sense rigorous, and precious few principles can be extracted from it; but its very amateurism and open-endedness were keys to its success, as they suggested that all might become physiognomists. The subject continued to be talked about with irreverent fascination throughout the nineteenth century, often associated with the thrill of amateur detective work, spotting subtle signs of racial or moral degeneracy in the features of ostensibly respectable individuals. In art, the work of Victorian narrative painters such as William Powell Frith immediately comes to mind, but already in 1791 a genre painting exhibited at the Academy had become a favourite with the crowds with its account of criminal physiognomy. Of Francis Bourgeois's *County Gaol, with convicts awaiting transportation*, it was admiringly written by a critic that ‘The Felon who fronts us, is indeed a Malefactor, and as a Gentleman present neatly remarked, the very Dog has strong marks of theft about him’. (Before this conflation of public art exhibitions and the newly popular amateur physiognomy, there had of course been Hogarth, who may have been influenced by the earliest ‘scientific’ British physiognomist, James Parsons.) Determined as he was to immerse himself in London's vast opportunities for learning, Wilkie had soon found his way into several private collections of Old Master paintings, where he lost himself in savouring their delicious surfaces. Now he also sought some private instruction in anatomy to improve upon or at least augment the popular physiognomics of the period. This was a straightforward enough ambition given London's flourishing medical lecturing culture. Along with a group of friends from the Academy, Wilkie and his sidekick Haydon clubbed together to pay Charles Bell to give them a course of lectures on anatomy for the artist early in 1806.

Charles Bell had come to London in 1804 with the plan to continue his work as a private lecturer and textbook author on anatomy (his cue was perhaps the completion of the Bell brothers' *Anatomy of the Human Body* in that year). His path was very much in the tracks of William Hunter, whose Windmill Street anatomy school Bell was to
take over in 1812. But, beyond this, Bell was desperately ambitious to make himself famous with some great breakthrough in neuroanatomical research, and once established in London was very soon engaged in experiments to determine the routes and functions of the main spinal nerve clusters. His brief account of one experiment which he hoped would realise that breakthrough was privately printed in 1811 as *Idea of a New Anatomy of the Brain*. Meanwhile, his exploration of the nervous system had already led him to map the nerves of the face and then to take an interest in expression. As we have already seen, Bell brought with him to London the manuscript of what became the *Essays on the Anatomy of Expression in Painting*, which he published in 1806. Again, it seems only fair to assume that Wilkie must have known at least something of Bell’s interests in order to select him as the most appropriate teacher on the subject, although Haydon had been an enthusiastic fan of the *Anatomy of the Human Body* since acquiring the first volume – on the bones and muscles – on arriving in London himself in 1804.

At the heart of the *Essays*, and so we assume of the lectures that Wilkie attended, lies a subtle negotiation. Bell’s opening position is that modern British painting needed reforming via anatomical study, study not presently possible at the Royal Academy Schools where aspiring artists saw only, first, the live body at rest and hence scarcely anatomically legible, and secondly the Antique cast, which Classical idealisation (‘shadowing out a state of existence in which the will possesses the most perfect freedom and activity without the exertion of the bodily frame’) again rendered useless for teaching the youngster about anatomy. Artists needed to see under the skin, they needed a dose of Hunterian education through dissection, in order convincingly to make sense of what was visible on the surface of the body. The inner structures should be expressed on the surface, just as the ultimate function of the painted body as a whole was to express the even more deeply hidden mental world. Thus Bell set out to raise his own discipline of anatomical surgery up as the rule against which the culturally prestigious British school of painting should be measured. But, in order the better to benefit from this pulling of rank, Bell was eager to construe painting in a particular, elevated role, as a spiritual exercise which was fundamentally about the description of the mind or soul. Throughout his career, Bell was anxiously concerned to reconcile his Christian religion with the materialism – the soullessness – suggested by his own anatomical art, and potentially by his research into the nervous system which led him to emphasise the discrete local functions of different parts of the brain, a notion which seemed liable to reduce
the seat of the mind to the status of just another set of organs. (Indeed, phrenology, the doctrine of plotting skull formation against supposed expansion and contraction of mental organs within – a kind of physiognomy of the back of the head – was widely associated with religious and political dissent.) Bell spent much of the latter part of his career as one of the most distinguished upholders of the doctrine of divine design (natural theology) in the face of new theories of the morphology (evolution) of species. Certainly, he wanted art to benefit anatomy in professional terms, to help underwrite its cultural status; but equally he needed art to save anatomy from itself, to redeem it from the spiritless, functional model of the nervous system which his own work threatened. Hence the importance attached to expression.

Expression, understood classically, was the symbol of body submitting to soul or mind (post-Enlightenment terminology, at least, made little distinction between these two terms). In art, it was the principal means, other than sacred illustration, through which the field of representation might engage with the transcendent; and, as explicitly religious iconography declined in eighteenth-century Europe, expression became ever more central. Thomas Reid, successor to Adam Smith as Professor of Moral Philosophy at Glasgow, told his students in the 1770s that ‘this is the end of painting: to express the various passions of the mind in the face and gesture’, adding, crucially, that ‘of this every one is a proper judge’, so the expressive theory of painting was a democratic one, for we each of us can read expression, no matter how illiterate. Equally, for Bell it was ‘this emanation of the mind inspiring the features, and giving grace to the action which produces the enchanting effect in painting’; but he ties expression even more closely to beauty through his abiding desire to distinguish between the human and the animal. For Bell, expression still meant the classical passions, those extreme emotional modes – rage, despair, jealousy, joy and so on – definitively codified for European historical painters by Charles Le Brun’s famous *Conférence* published at the end of the seventeenth century. The *Essays* are indeed peppered with quotations from Virgil, Tasso and Milton. Bell has much to say about death scenes, and clearly he thinks of painting in terms of the grand manner. He has no desire to reform away these paradigms of expression, only to improve their representation via reference to anatomy. As I have already suggested, in order to benefit from the relationship with painting, anatomy required art to supply what it (anatomy) seemed to lack, that is, sure evidence of the soul. Hence Bell’s paeans to the joys of perceiving liveliness, vivacity and expression in the faces of real people and of painted ones, for here was surely the mind at work (the absence
of expression he equated with brutality). Very importantly for the question of his relationship with Wilkie, Bell has little to say about subtle, passing emotions, and concentrates instead upon demonstrating the muscular and nervous bases of the classical passions. This distinction again brings us back to the question of human uniqueness, for Bell followed traditional thinking in denying expression properly speaking in animals, which often looked as if they were expressing something but were in fact only demonstrating reactions. Expression then was uniquely a human quality, and as such spoke of humanity’s divinity and also of its beauty, for Bell equated human beauty with those features which most clearly distinguished a person from an animal: to look in any way like an animal was to be ugly.

What then can we say of the relationship between Wilkie and Bell’s lectures? To answer this, it would be well to start by clearing up a couple of questions of detail. First, it was said by Haydon that Wilkie supplied several of the drawings which Bell used to illustrate his lectures when published in 1806; but Bell himself makes it very clear that the drawings were his own, and the evidence of the engravings themselves I think confirms this. Secondly, it was claimed by Lockhart in his (often unreliable) review of Cunningham’s 1843 *Life of Wilkie* that Bell remained for years a practical guide to the artist, offering ‘innumerable happy suggestions’. But Wilkie nowhere records any such debt, and indeed in the entirety of Wilkie’s known letters and journals the only references to Bell are those referring to the surgeon’s request that Wilkie canvass on his behalf during the 1808 election of a new Professor of Anatomy at the Royal Academy (a little drama to which we will shortly return). In the 1844 edition of his work on expression, Bell recalled the late painter as his former pupil; but Wilkie had never, it seems, been so willing to acknowledge Bell as his teacher.

In the first section of this chapter, it was suggested that, as a very young artist in Edinburgh, Wilkie had explored what expression might be, painting contorted faces which did not necessarily express any sustained passion, and basing a key work on the blush, the quintessential non-muscular facial expression. In his early exhibition pictures, we see the fabric of faces and heads treated with ruthless objectivity, as in the ‘shrivelled skin’ on the old lady in the *Cut Finger*, and the contrasting child’s face ‘enlivened by veins of blue’ in the *Wardrobe Ransacked*, which seem to fulfil to some extent Bell’s appeal for artists to include such subtle touches of anatomical realism. But, despite their interests being focused on the same mind–body problems, the two men’s requirements could not be intellectually reconciled. As has been stressed, Bell wanted to marry painting to anatomy.
in order to complement the latter’s austere science with expression and hence beauty and divinity. But Wilkie’s art never fitted the role that Bell wrote for painting. As we saw in Chapter 1, Wilkie’s pictures were – in Leigh Hunt’s disparaging term – all about ‘surfaces’: about people looking at one another in social contexts, or about absent-mindedness, rather than about passions. Whereas Bell needed to isolate and promote expression as an ultimately divine category, the interest of Wilkie’s work was often that it delighted in the failure of expression. Thus Bell worked hard to place animals beyond the pale of expression; and, while Wilkie might well have entirely accepted Bell’s science on this subject, this did not prevent him from making comic capital out of dogs shown, as it were, on the brink of expression – playfully wrestling with one another (*Pitlessie Fair*), suddenly becoming aware that distracted humans had left food unattended (*Blind Fiddler*), or sniffing at intruders (*Letter of Introduction*). We will return to the differences between these conceptions of expression in the following section, but next I want to consider the broader impact of Bell’s ambitions on the London art scene.

Bell’s *Essays* were, among other things, a manifesto establishing his credentials as a candidate in advance of the election which was sure soon to be caused by the removal of the deranged Sheldon from the Professorship of Anatomy at the Academy.66 By the time the election was called, in 1808, there was already another such manifesto in print, ‘On the Connection between Anatomy and the Arts of Design’, in the Academy journal *The Artist*, by the surgeon to Westminster Hospital, Anthony Carlisle. If Bell’s *Essays* had opened with an attack on the system of study currently in place in the Schools, Carlisle’s essay was clearly an attack upon the ambitions of Bell (although his rival is not named), whom he accuses of trying to vaunt his anatomical expertise on the back of an allegiance to art. Carlisle made the case for the separation of art, which had its own forms of truth based on elegance, from anatomy, a subject from which most people recoiled in disgust (Carlisle perhaps had the Bells’ illustrations in mind). The Greeks, he stressed, had created the most perfect art without resorting to dissection, which had never formed part of Greek medicine, let alone artistic training. Therefore, concluded Carlisle:

> Teachers of anatomy should not be allowed to dictate the rules for painting and sculpture from the narrow limits of their auxiliary art, or they will induce the unwary student to draw aside the veil which gives that pleasing concealment to our nature, and thus expose to the world subjects of horror and disgust, instead of those which excite the noblest and tenderest feelings.67
This was of course what the Academy wanted to hear, and Carlisle was
duly elected to teach a subject which he avowedly believed to be more
or less useless to his students. His lectures were based on demon-
strating anatomy from living models, thus emphasising the surface
appearance of the actions of the muscles and bones, and the irrele-
vance to the artist of Bell’s deep exploration of the corpse. The
Academy thereby associated itself more with Antique culture and less
with the surgeon’s manual craft, which, for a profession aspiring to the
status of a liberal (mental) art, was all too redolent of the mechanical
aspect of the artist’s work.

Wilkie had been pressed by Bell to canvass on his behalf among the
Academicians. This was quite a favour to ask, seeing that Wilkie
himself was not yet a member of the Academy – and, as we have noted,
Wilkie does not mention Bell again after 1808. On hearing Carlisle’s
first lecture in 1809, his judgement was that this was ‘very sensible’, no
small praise in Wilkie’s lexicon, suggesting that the artist felt little
regret at Bell having lost out. The opinion of the Academy’s President,
Thomas Lawrence, who had supported Carlisle from the start, was
more explicit: ‘I am quite convinc’d’, he wrote, ‘that the Academy have
escap’d a Mischief in not electing Mr Bell, whose whole conduct has
betray’d such total want of Temper, Modesty and Judgement, as shew
him to be a very unfit man for our Society, in which there is at present
no want of intemperate spirits’. The Academy wished to preserve its
professional boundaries – this was after all a central element to its
raison d’être – and was quick to see off a threat from a popular and
undeniably hugely talented figure who felt he had a calling to redraw
those boundaries. A key weapon against Bell seems to have been the
President’s characterisation of him as ungentlemanly, perhaps a dex-
trous scalpel-wielder whose technique however outstripped his culture
(although nothing in fact could have been further from the truth).

Against this background, Wilkie’s untraced and little-remembered
painting of The Sick Lady takes on new resonances, echoing this
debate over the proper nature of the medical doctor from an artist’s
point of view. Painted in 1808 for the second Marquis of Lansdowne,
the picture was not shown at the Academy (although it was included
in Wilkie’s 1812 solo exhibition) and only became better known when
an engraving was issued as late as 1838 by its then owner, the pub-
lisher F. G. Moon, with the assertively sentimental new title The Only
Daughter (Fig. 2.4). The picture is a timeless homage to the physician,
the gentleman medic who with perfect bedside manners takes his
patient’s pulse, modestly looking away from her, indeed more or less
cut off from her by a curtain. His examination and intervention are
minimal, his assessment rather based, we can assume, on a history taken from the girl’s anxious parents, whose hope is pinned as much to the Bible open on the table as to the distinguished visitor. The idea later got around that the physician was a portrait of Carlisle, which is intriguing but unverifiable. But, even if we do not take the picture as a visual vote in favour of Carlisle, it is surely a riposte to Bell in the sense that, as he had sought to put painting in its refined but restricted place – as the provider of expression to the anatomical subject – so Wilkie here casts the medical man in a comparably limited role, as a physician unable to effect much beyond helping play out a drama of sensibility in which a tortured family looks to him for interpretation of the pulse’s signs whereby, as in the blush, the body expresses itself through the blood rather than through the facial muscles. At a stretch, we could pull the Cut Finger (Fig. 2.5) into this analysis, its knife, spilt blood, and grimacing patient forming the grotesque surgical sibling to the smooth physician of the Sick Lady. In Wilkie’s

Figure 2.4  Francis Engleheart after Wilkie: The Sick Lady (1838). Engraving (retitled The Only Daughter) after lost painting of 1808 [photo: Wellcome Library, London].
pictures, both physician and ‘surgeon’ played out their roles in a social context which he as an artist was able to dramatise: they were not possessors of an absolute expertise to which all other fields of enquiry had to submit.

Before moving on to look further at Wilkie’s own interpretations of expression, we should note one further point of tension between himself and Bell, which was played out vicariously in the work of Haydon, who allied himself closely to Bell’s cause and liked to think of himself as a fellow maverick genius held back by petty placemen.\textsuperscript{75} This tension was over the question of representing race, specifically African physiognomy. In his \textit{Essays}, Bell took issue with some of the details of racial taxonomy based on facial axis elaborated by the Dutch anatomist Pieter Camper (published in English in 1794).\textsuperscript{76} But, as with the traditional typology of expression, Bell sought not to abolish the theory but rather to refine it through experimental analysis. Like Camper, Bell does not openly press a case of racial hierarchy, but gives

\textbf{Figure 2.5} \textit{The Cut Finger} (first exhibited 1809). Oil on panel, 13\(\frac{1}{4}\) x 18\(\frac{1}{4}\) in. (34.3 x 46 cm). Private collection [photo: private collection].
a clear sense of assuming black inferiority on the basis of a supposed closer resemblance to certain animals. It followed from this, and from Bell’s definition of human beauty as the greatest distinction from the animal, that black people could not be beautiful as people, in contrast to Reynolds’s Platonic theory where each race of people, and indeed each class of any thing, had its own perfect form, and there was no necessary reason to prefer one form to another.77 In the years following the publication of Bell’s Essays in 1806 and the passing of the abolition of slave-trafficking in Britain and the USA in 1807–9, there was a fascinating flurry of work by British artists seeking to measure the African body against the animal world on one hand and against Classical ideals of heroic physique on the other. One particular man, an African-American sailor named Wilson, became the focus of these debates following his ‘discovery’ by Carlisle in 1810.78 Haydon, now the self-appointed apostle of Bell among artist-anatomists, rushed into print on the subject of the anatomy of race. Taking Bell’s teaching as his starting point, Haydon had convinced himself that the African physique was between the European and the animal, and that the heroic body, like Bell’s beautiful head, should as little resemble the animal as possible and therefore, in effect, should be as racially white as possible (Haydon’s lost large painting from Macbeth, painted for George Beaumont, was completed on this principle).79 Responding to Leigh Hunt’s emancipationist editorial on the future of ‘Negro Civilisation’ in the Examiner in August 1811, Haydon denied the possibility of any such thing, claiming that Africans’ physical structure would always, as it had in the past, prevent them from developing civilisations, which he said depended on the leadership of men of genius, of which there were no black examples. Haydon’s attempt to recruit the fine arts in support of the scientific case for racism provoked a stormy correspondence that filled pages in the Examiner for the rest of the year.80 Much of what was said turned on a racially inflected aspect of the mind–body problem, the ‘Progressionists’ more or less accepting an inferior black body but stressing the improbability of the African mind, with Haydon on the other side insisting on the yoking of the physical and the mental – as did Bell in the context of expression.

One of Haydon’s critics was Wilkie. He was, it seems, intrigued by the diagrams of racial classification of the sort familiar from Camper and Bell, and had even made studies echoing them, confessing to Haydon that ‘I have . . . got into a sort of knack of drawing the various heads that exemplify the different steps in the scale of being’.81 But nevertheless he was not standing for the racism produced by seeking
to philosophise on the basis of such doodling: to infer black inferiority from differences in skull structure was, he admonished Haydon, ‘a point the history of mankind does not bear you out in’. During this period, Wilkie was completing his *Village Holiday*, a striking feature of which is the black man shown seated in the bottom-left next to the landlord. Black figures are not rare in British art of this period, but almost always they are assigned symbolic or decorative roles – emblems of loyalty, oppression or merely of an exotic setting. Robert Hunt, writing of Wilkie’s picture in the *Examiner* in 1812, especially praised ‘The group in which the landlord is pouring out a glass of ale to partake with his guests, and in which a negro is suspending his drinking while he observes the fate of the contest to keep possession of the hesitating husband’. The fact that this black man symbolises neither animal beauty nor universal sympathy (as in the late eighteenth-century tradition of anti-slavery imagery), but is shown instead as himself an observer, rather than as a specimen, marks him as outside the mainstream iconography of blackness, and again suggests Wilkie’s reluctance to submit his art to the teachings of the anatomists.

Wilkie’s best-known black character was the gaudily dressed bandsman in the *Chelsea Pensioners* (Plate 6) who strains to hear the reading of the despatch, his craned head mirroring that of the distraught woman on the other side of the bald oyster-eater. The *Examiner* described him as ‘the Negro gazing with protruded head and teeth-staring extacy’, referring to his efforts to hear the narration, but also echoing Hazlitt’s recent rehearsal of the anatomists’ characterisation of the African physiognomy as, in comparison with the Greek, dominated by ‘sharp angles and protrusions’. Here, the man’s profile does seem to have been given an exaggerated recession, and he also has a very distinctively rounded cranium. The figure has a clear symbolic role in the *Pensioners*, standing for the racial diversity of the British Empire, amplifying the theme of geographical variety present throughout the rest of the image. But his military role is that of a kind of mascot; for bandsmen, especially drummers, of African or Arab origin were considered picturesque trophies by British regiments, and in his catalogue entry for the picture Wilkie tells the viewer that the man had been a servant to a general. In every sense, then, with this figure Wilkie seems to have relapsed into stereotypes of race, primarily because of the character’s role in an historical drama with a very determined plot and conclusion, in contrast to the *Village Holiday* where the characters occupy a self-sufficient world where they are free to negotiate their own relationships. Later, in the 1830s, black
characters again only appear as servants, now along the lines of figures from Venetian painting. An American visitor, Blanch Sully, wrote home in 1838: ‘Only to think he has a black waiter whom he introduces in many of his pictures. I suspect he came from Africa.’ This was an exaggeration, but perhaps the man she referred to was the model for the character carrying a tray of drinks in *Josephine and the Fortune-teller* (Fig. 4.5).

In Haydon and in Bell, then, Wilkie found cause to be suspicious of the ambitions of the increasingly confident discourses of ‘science’. Not that he was simply a scientific philistine. On the contrary, Wilkie, later in his career especially, took an active interest in scientific and technological developments, attending the annual conventions of the British Association for the Advancement of Science during the 1830s (it was these conferences which indeed brought the abstract term ‘scientist’ as now used into currency, on the analogy of ‘artist’). Wilkie’s familiarity with both art and science encouraged him to consider their contested boundaries and to assert the rights of his own discipline – painting – to continue to inform the broader visual culture to which scientists might feel they had the prerogative to dictate terms. This chapter has thus far been primarily concerned with Wilkie’s resistance to these claims as represented by the ideas of Bell and Haydon. I would now like to ask what it was that Wilkie offered in their place.

2.3 Representing the shifting self

Wilkie’s more ambitious student pictures, and the *Village Politicians* which opened up his career in London, were based around expressions which went beyond conventional ideas of the passions. In Chapter 1 we saw that it was remembered of the *Politicians* after Wilkie’s death that ‘Anything as forcible as the noisy and emphatic earnestness of the group round the table has never been seen in any work of Art, either prior or subsequent to this’. There seemed to be something almost animal in some of the faces there, suggesting physical reaction rather than the expression of mind, firmly underlining how very unsuited these rural labourers were to the disinterested contemplation of politics. But also in that picture there had been a hint of the turn that Wilkie’s interest in expression would soon make. On the left, a bespectacled seated man gawps as he forces his eyes myopically along the lines of text of another copy of the same newspaper being debated by the principal group. He is trying to think, or at least to process language, and as a result is mentally self-enclosed, removed from his neighbours, and in physical terms utterly unselfconscious. He
represents the complete separation of mind and body, which it had been the role of the passions to unite; and the result is gently comic, because we as viewers feel that we are made aware of something – the character’s bodily presence – which he himself has entirely lost sight of: we are made voyeurs despite his body being in a public space.

When friends of the painter tried to identify what it was in the faces he painted which was so memorable, it was this representation of thought to which they pointed. George Beaumont particularly drew the attention of the picturesque theorist Uvedale Price to the newspaper-reader in the Politicians, and the Earl of Mulgrave would have had his own Rent Day in mind when he commented that Wilkie ‘not only gave exquisitely the ordinary expressions of the human countenance but [also] those of thought and abstraction’. The poet and novelist James Hogg was perhaps thinking especially of the Refusal, which he had been excited by in Edinburgh in 1824, when he suggested a few years afterwards that there was something peculiarly Scottish in these pondering visages: ‘There is not a trait of mind among our peasantry which he has not embodied and personified in tints never to be effaced. In particular, there is a stupid effort at abstruse calculation, at which he is inimitable.’ This, then, was a central part of Wilkie’s originality – and yet, as so often, the ghost of Hogarth was looking over his shoulder, for Henry Fielding had written of him that ‘It hath been thought a vast Commendation of a Painter, to say his Figures seem to breathe; but surely, it is a much greater and nobler Applause, that they appear to think.’ In Hogarth, we can indeed read the thoughts of the different characters, but this is partly because we can easily discover the kind of thoughts they should be having from the rest of the image: the characters’ mental states are identical with the situation and the narrative. But, in most of Wilkie’s early pictures, there is precious little narrative, and it is therefore understandable that, in the snapshots of moments which he gives us, some people are revealed not to have been paying attention – the man reading the paper in the Politicians, the wife of the blind fiddler or the male figures in the Breakfast. This last picture was one of a series of vertically formatted works of the 1810s, to which we shall shortly turn, in which the basic theme is the quiet passing of thought.

An implication of Wilkie’s complicating of the relationship between mind and expression was that he seems less willing or able to tell us about the permanent characters of his figures. He certainly had little recourse to conventional character types; but, beyond this, the way in which he seeks to represent people thinking through what it is they should be feeling about the present situation, or thinking about
something entirely removed from that situation, suggested men and women whose feelings, humours and identities were in flux, yet to be decided. This original take on character was clearly related to Wilkie’s own inner life, which, as his closest friends often saw, was constantly moving, never settled into comfortable certainty. Ever conscientious to a fault, and often suffering from anxiety, Wilkie on several occasions fell into nervous illness severe enough to stop him from working. In response to the worst bouts of this illness, in 1810 and 1825, his remedy was to remove himself from professional society in London and to hide out in Chelsea in 1810–11 and then in Europe in 1825–8. During these periods, he retained a social life, but one as far as was possible entirely under his own control. Wilkie’s father, who lost two young wives in quick succession and whose career was very slow in progressing anywhere, had suffered from depression, for which he received unspecified but apparently successful medical treatment. The treatment of mental illness was one area to which the new surgical physiology had little to offer, and from which the old notions of internal imbalance of humours were difficult to banish. Our understanding today is that interventions nevertheless became more humane from around the end of the eighteenth century, as asylums were reformed, physical restraint through irons and bleeding curtailed and ‘moral therapy’ – socialising behavioural programmes – introduced. Madness was now all in the mind according to the new discipline of psychology, and the road was open to the twentieth century’s conception of the personality and to its belief in a social basis to disorders of the mind. Not that anyone, so far as we know, ever perceived either Wilkie or his father as mad; but the artist’s painful personal experience of the mind having its ways independent of social appearance surely informed his art.

Conventional representations of madness pictured it in effect as an extreme passion, the mind’s pain written out in the body’s writhing contortions. Bell, for example, gives us a drawing of a manacled prisoner squatting in raging despair like something from Fuseli. Although raving madness was often conceived in tandem with melancholy madness, as in the famous pair of statues made by Caius Cibber for the entrance of the Royal Bethlem Hospital (Bedlam) in the 1670s, in painting the latter affliction only received its classic treatment in Géricault’s portraits made at the great Paris teaching hospitals of patients suffering from monomanias. Among the conjectures that have been made regarding the relationship between Wilkie and Géricault during their acquaintance in London in 1820–1 is the suggestion that this series of portraits was partly inspired by the famous
figure of the terrified woman in the *Chelsea Pensioners* scanning the despatch for news of her husband. But her face is filled with fear, she is in the grip of a passion, whereas Géricault’s studies of monomania show people relatively tranquilly abstracted in their private trains of thought – hence their glamorous mystery (to modern eyes) as masks of impenetrable other mental worlds. Like some of Wilkie’s figures, these sitters are ‘not all there’, but rather elsewhere; and it may well have been the case that Géricault was inspired by Wilkie, but not so much through the woman in the *Pensioners* as through such a face as that of the quietly long-suffering wife of the blind fiddler. Incidentally, regarding Paris, how intriguing it would be to know more of Wilkie’s experiences during the late summer of 1825 when, *en route* to Italy, he was ‘detained for six weeks by unavailing medical experiments’ relating to his own nervous disorder in the French capital.

Aware of a subtle relation between Wilkie’s own mental world and the originality of his interpretation of expression, we should look back on the few instances of his painting himself into his early pictures in different guises. We have noted his devotion while a student to examining and drawing himself in a mirror; and Burnet claimed that this was where he really learned about the anatomy of facial expression. When painting his first exhibition pictures in London, he briefly carried this practice over into oils, as well as using his own hands as models. Abraham Raimbach, who superseded Burnet as Wilkie’s prime engraver, claimed that the shocked figure wearing a bonnet in the *Village Politicians* ‘is a likeness, much overcharged, of himself’. Wilkie appears again, but now more obviously himself and not making faces, in *Alfred Burning the Cakes* (Fig. 4.2) as the young man talking to the girl in the background (Alexander Davison, who commissioned the picture as part of a series illustrating British history, had requested each artist to include a self-portrait). In the *Blind Fiddler*, Wilkie is a teenager resting on the back of the mother’s chair. Although Burnet wrote that this red-headed sceptic was ‘the strongest likeness we possess of Wilkie when a young man’, the artist has painted himself in the role of a girl. After these examples, all from 1806, Wilkie seems to have stopped using his own face in his pictures, possibly because his former master John Graham had written warning him against it, or because his new fame meant that too many people would recognise him. Displaying oneself cross-dressing in public, albeit vicariously in a painting, was one thing if only one’s friends saw the joke, but another if the world at large were likely to follow it.

However, Wilkie’s apparent interest in cross-dressing was not so easily suppressed. We have seen how a visitor to Wilkie’s studio had
found him in drag, and how he had been delighted to be seen so. In 1809, as he ran into difficulties with the very complex *Village Holiday*, Wilkie derived a much simpler subject from its principal group, the drinker being tugged in different directions. This became *The Wardrobe Ransacked*, or *Man with the Girl’s Cap* (Fig. 2.6), which he sent to the Academy in 1810 only to be pressured to withdraw it by his supporter Beaumont and the President, Benjamin West. It seems to have been this very difficult experience, coming as it did after several years of great industry and huge

Figure 2.6  Edward Finden after Wilkie: *The Wardrobe Ransacked* (Man with the Girl’s Cap). Engraving (retitled *Theft of the Cap*) after smaller version of lost painting of 1810; from the *Amulet* annual, 1833 [photo: British Library].
success, which led to the phase of illness we have mentioned. Ostensibly, the reason why the picture was supposed to be unworthy was that it would not stand up well to the new arrival Edward Bird, a genre painter billed as the next Wilkie. But such anti-competitive behaviour would have been most out of character at the Academy, and a far more likely reason was simply that the picture was considered to be in very bad taste by patrician figures such as Beaumont and West. The painting, lost since the 1930s, showed a man just returned from a drinking bout (he had flushed cheeks), who removes his hat to replace it with a lady’s cap which he has taken from a chest of drawers; a child (his daughter?) tries to take it back. Presumably, the fur-trimmed shawl he sports also came from the chest. The Wardrobe Ransacked was thus offensive on account of the themes of transvestism and, more generally, parental drunken irresponsibility.

Furthermore, to those who knew Wilkie’s earlier exhibited pictures with their static figures, this new work must have seemed absurdly full of hopping and jumping. Beaumont had explicitly warned Wilkie against this sort of thing; but, after his first run of successes at the Academy in 1806–9, the painter seemed determined to develop more complex arrangements of figures in movement, leading to the Village Holiday and its spin-off the Wardrobe Ransacked, and to Blind-Man’s Buff (Fig. 2.7). This picture was the result of an open commission from the Regent, and was exhibited at the Academy in 1813. It shows a party of young people in a huge kitchen, cleared of furniture, playing an ancient game whose chief attraction had traditionally lain in the opportunities that it afforded for a grope and a kiss. At work on this, however, Wilkie evidently found his normal working methods compromised. Wanting to incorporate figures in dynamic, unbalanced postures, he could not readily ask a model to adopt such poses for long periods, let alone take them up himself. Theory following reality, Wilkie soon convinced himself that he could dispense with the use of models altogether – even that the Old Masters had not generally used them, drawing from Haydon the appalled cry that ‘You are completely altered in your views of Art’ and a stern warning that he would make himself a mannerist. However, it seems that Wilkie was soon made to see the error of his ways, and to realise that there was after all no short-cut to painting the elaborate rococo festivities for which he had apparently suddenly conceived a taste. He reverted to using models as far as he could, although this did not prevent the critics from worrying that this great British artist was becoming dangerously Frenchified.
2.4 Intimate genre

We can identify a sequence of festive, ludic scenes in the 1810s, comprising the Village Holiday, Wardrobe Ransacked, Blind-Man’s Buff, Rabbit on the Wall: a candle-light amusement and the Penny Wedding. Parallel and complementary to these, there was also a series in which Wilkie reduced the number of figures to a minimum, reorientated the image to an upright format, and explored the thesis that, as regards expression, less could be more. In these works, his efforts to represent the mind are at their most focused. In this section, I propose to introduce in turn this group of pictures and then look back at some of their common features.

The first of this ‘minimal series’ was the simplest and is now the best known of them all, The Letter of Introduction (Plate 3), exhibited at the Academy in 1814. A slightly scruffy gentleman scholar has been called upon, rather early in the morning, by a bland young man bearing an introduction. The older man, minimally indicated as something of an Orientalist by the Japanese Imari jar and the furled map inscribed Asia, looks with suspicion at his new friend as he opens the
letter, unsure whether it will be quite frank in its description of the visitor, while his dog is less inhibited in the expression of its scepticism. The scholar’s head, executed in Wilkie’s most precise style, was copied from that of a friend of his landlady Mrs Coppard; but it is not known who (if anyone) modelled for the younger man, and indeed his head is painted in a different style, much less finished and perhaps not copied from any living model. The older man seeks perhaps to make out something from the younger’s physiognomy, for it had been suggested in the Gentleman’s Magazine in 1808 that such interviews as this would provide useful occasions for Lavaterian science:

The giving of characters, a duty which is seldom faithfully performed, either from pique or want of discernment, might have been dispensed with, each applicant carrying a certificate in his, or her forehead, eyes, nose, or chin, and would have been readily supplied with places, according as their masters had a confidence in one feature more than another.

But the blurred features of the potential friend or employee here frustrate any precise physiognomic reading, and the very subject of the picture might be taken as the impossibility of reading much from someone’s appearance, and the consequent necessity of resorting to a history of their behaviour, although our scholar doubts that he will get an honest account of this from the letter he is about to read. Presiding over this tense situation is a bust in the top-right corner, identified by one reviewer as the political philosopher John Locke. Perhaps we are intended to imagine the image encouraging the scholar to recall those passages in Locke’s great Essay Concerning Human Understanding in which the writer appealed to the natural philosophical fellow-thinking of men which, ‘though in discourse, they perhaps confound one another’, would prevail so long as they were prepared to ‘abstract their thoughts’ in search of common ground.

A frustrated stand-off is also the subject of the Refusal (Fig. 2.8), an illustration to Burns’s song ‘Duncan Gray’, shown at the same exhibition as the Letter of Introduction. In the poem, Duncan has come to woo Maggie, who is however cool until he grows frustrated, whereupon she falls lovesick; finally the couple manage to synchronise their affections. Wilkie has purged the story of drink, which in Burns goes much of the way to explaining the confusion, to make another comedy of the frustrated gaze. Maggie’s parents observe her with tested patience, while Duncan is a nervous wreck, and children aware only of a ‘scene’ squeeze a glimpse of it through the door on the left. All eyes are on Maggie, who has precipitated a stalemate and is not sure how
to extract herself from it with dignity, while she herself looks down at her hands, making elaborate patterns with her fingers. As in the scholar of the *Letter of Introduction*, there is no ill will on her part, only some bewilderment at finding herself at the centre of a social ritual of which the rules are not entirely clear. Possibly there is a hint, in her very tidy little workbox, of a fastidiousness inhibiting her from engaging easily with the handsome but inarticulate Duncan. Any such subtleties were, however, not at the front of the minds of those who responded to the picture. The miniaturist Andrew Robertson, eager to identify a nascent high-minded Scottish school of genre painting, said that ‘In one moment it comprises the whole drama of that favourite
song, and holds out an useful model to young women . . . not only do his figures speak, but the spectator is insensibly taught to moralise. What moral did a Dutch picture ever inculcate? Presumably he thought that Wilkie was providing guidance to courtship for young ladies. James Hogg’s response, at least as semi-fictionally reported in the ‘Noctes Ambrosianae’ series in *Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine*, was cruder still: ‘Yon’s the bonniest lass ever I saw in a’ my born days. What a sonsy hawse [what a gorgeous neck]!’

During his illness of 1810, Wilkie had consulted the distinguished anatomist and royal physician Matthew Baillie, whose sisters’ house in Hampstead was one of the places where the artist was offered hospitality in that year. Baillie wished to acquire a Wilkie picture, and he and his wife had greatly liked the *Letter of Introduction*, but that had already been sold by the time it was exhibited. So, instead, the Baillies took the *Refusal*, shown alongside the *Letter* at the Academy in 1814. However, somehow it was intimated to Wilkie that the Baillies were not entirely happy with the *Refusal*, conceivably because of its fundamentally erotic topic. Determined to please his patron and physician, the artist painted for him a third picture, *The Pedlar* (Yale Center for British Art). The subject here is very much in the same style, although with no hint of sex. Another visitor, the travelling fabric salesman of the title, plays the various members of a family off against one another, captivating the ladies with his wares, while an appeal (all the more effective for being silent) is made to the father, who has his hand on his purse, unsure whether or not to render it up. His clothes, and the Scotch bonnet hanging by the door in the background, show that this little game has been played out at least once before, and that the pedlar will inevitably be the winner on this occasion.

The *Letter*, *Refusal* and *Pedlar* are all roughly the same size and form a coherent trio of pictures. We can, however, continue to extend the sequence they establish, certainly to include *The Breakfast* (Fig. 2.9), in a similar format but a little larger, and perhaps *The Errand Boy* (1818; private collection), an outdoor subject in landscape format. With other upright pictures such as *The Rabbit on the Wall* (exhibited in 1816; private collection) and *Guess my Name* (exhibited 1821; private collection), Wilkie leaves behind the comedy of the anxious gaze in favour of something more explicitly jolly. *The Breakfast*, still in the collection of the family for whom it was painted, is one of Wilkie’s masterpieces, from the point of view of both technique and original humour. Members of a well-to-do family are sharing a breakfast table of ‘the most complete English comfort’, but little else, as they studiously ignore one another to concentrate instead upon, respectively, a
newspaper, an egg and the filling of a teapot from a kettle. The tightly controlled environment, in which so much – conversation, emotion, expression – has had to be omitted in order to allow the domestic ritual to take place, is echoed in the sliver of light allowed in at the bottom-left to warm the cat, an appropriate surrogate in such an undemonstrative picture for one of Wilkie’s more common dogs. The jealous gaze of the lady upon the hot water (a bathetic satire on the violent passions?) is found again in the *Errand Boy*, where the old woman to whom the boy has brought a basket of shopping eyes him very carefully as he judges what change to admit to having returned with.

It was suggested above that Wilkie’s conception of expression was such as to work against the representation of decided feeling and fixed character. This fits with his broader avoidance of stock dramatic types, and with the pattern, identified in Chapter 1, of not telling us much at

---

**Figure 2.9 The Breakfast**
(dated 1817). Oil on panel, 29 × 26 in. (73.7 × 66 cm). Private Scottish Collection [photo: Witt Library].
all about his characters beyond what we immediately require in order to make sense of the momentary drama before us. Some of the pictures and issues that we have been discussing here lead us to add a further dimension – gender – to this deliberate imprecision regarding character, which was in such strong contrast to the exactness with which Wilkie painted heads, faces and their temporary expressions. The artist’s interest in cross-gender dressing, evident in his self-portrait within the *Fiddler* and in the *Wardrobe Ransacked*, suggests an awareness of the fragility of gender roles, of their conventional and sartorial construction. Later in his career, as a large-scale history painter, Wilkie was regularly criticised for a perceived failure adequately to depict heroic masculinity and graceful femininity. Appropriately, it was the critic of the *Gentleman’s Magazine* who felt most strongly on this subject, writing for example of *Napoleon and the Pope* that ‘the figures are not sufficiently masculine’, and in 1840 that ‘If Sir David had but a correct eye for flesh tints, and a somewhat stronger feeling for feminine beauty, he would be perfect; but, even in the *Blind Fiddler* which graces the National Gallery, these drawbacks have to be lamented’.

Ultimately, this avoidance of relying on conventional ideas of how men and women looked was part of Wilkie’s desire to show individuals working out their selves in company, moment by moment, glance by glance. In the context of scenes of domestic life, Wilkie yet further reinforces this by often avoiding any very clear indication of family relationships and the stereotyping consequent upon those roles. In some pictures, to be sure, we are shown families in which all the members’ positions – child, parent, grandparent – are entirely obvious, for instance the *Blind Fiddler*, the *Refusal* and the *Rabbit on the Wall*. But in others things are not so clear, for example in the *Card Players*, the *Pedlar*, the *Breakfast* or *Guess my Name*. The effect is not so much to challenge the role of the family group in genre painting’s address to the feelings, but rather to expand our notion of what that family group might comprise. Here again, we are encouraged to refer to Wilkie’s own circumstances, for he was a devoted family man throughout his life despite never marrying or recognising any children. After his father’s death in Scotland in 1812, the artist’s only surviving sister Helen and their mother came to live with him in London, where Helen remained until Wilkie’s death, and where they both saw much of their brother Thomas, a City merchant. Two further brothers, James and John, both died young in the mid-1820s in Canada and India respectively, leaving Wilkie *in loco parentis* with regard to John’s children, who were educated at his expense in Britain and were also
often with him in London. In turn, as a young man during his first years in London, Wilkie (who had left home at 14) clearly looked to Beaumont for paternal guidance and authority, and openly thanked his landlady and friend Ann Coppard for ‘your motherly attention’.120 Wilkie, said to be ‘totally devoid of gallantry’ by a female friend, made no very serious efforts to find a wife, and the women he seemed to fall for were well out of his reach in social terms.121 Rather as in his own life, then, several at least of Wilkie’s pictures seem to be about domestic circles not pinned down to any simple ‘nuclear’ model. The analogy between these actual and painted worlds was further developed through Wilkie’s habit of using friends and relatives as his models, and through his passion for producing amateur *tableaux vivants* or staged pictures (themes we will return to in the next chapter).

The particular pictures we have been discussing, the minimally expressive series of the 1810s, were however anything but theatrical. On the contrary, their intimate compositions seem to have been developed as a deliberate alternative to the well-spaced arcs of figures which fan out like arrangements of actors or singers in the *Blind Fiddler, Rent Day, Distraining for Rent* and *Reading of a Will*. If we adopt the absorption–theatricality antithesis proposed by Michael Fried in his study of eighteenth-century French painting, then Wilkie’s comedies of the anxious gaze fit his model of quietly enclosed worlds in which the image’s rhetoric pretends to take no notice of the viewer (Fried casts such ostensibly autonomous pictures as a kind of ancestor of Modernism’s radical isolation of the aesthetic).122 But these pictures of Wilkie’s, which today seem so psychologically astute, were not so highly valued by their original audience. One critic predicted this in 1814 when the *Letter* and the *Refusal* were shown at the Academy: ‘their stories are not bustling; their figures are but few; for these reasons they may not be so popular with the million’.123 Of the *Breakfast*, Wilkie himself had admitted that ‘It has no story in it’, and it was duly complained in the press that ‘all plot is wanting, and this is as fatal an error in pictorial as in dramatic compositions’. Even the largely sympathetic Robert Hunt in the *Examiner* saw the picture as merely ‘a portraiture of body and bodily action with but a glimmering of mind’.124 This brings us back to where we started this chapter, with the tensions between Wilkie’s and Bell’s conceptions of painting. The anatomist wanted the mind to redeem the body, for it to shine through the body. But Wilkie’s ‘portraiture of body’, with little or no explicit expression, had been an original feature in some of the characters in his earliest exhibited pictures, indicating abstracted thought and thereby, paradoxically, vicariously representing and emphasising the
mind precisely through its independence from the body. Now, in our series of the 1810s, the absence of expression was taken as the very basis of the situation, the whole focus being upon passions restrained during social negotiation. Wilkie gives us a distinctly modern social model of psychology, one which consequently had to wait until the twentieth century to be fully appreciated.

2.5 Wilkie as a portraitist

Wilkie’s work as a portraitist is a subject that has generally been written on with some sadness, for the artist never enjoyed making portraits, and painted too many that are unattractive and others which are just plain bad. In his later years, portraiture seemed to his public gradually to take the artist over, starting with his entry into formal Court employment in 1823 and accelerating with his appointment as Painter in Ordinary to the declining George IV early in 1830. This was a perception based upon the portraits which Wilkie exhibited, which indeed grew in number through the 1820s and 1830s and which did reflect a greater degree of his time being taken up with portraiture. But Wilkie had in fact always been active in the field since first beginning professional practice in 1804 on his return to Fife from the Edinburgh academy. There, he painted a series of portraits of respectable local folk, mostly in ‘three-quarters’ size (head and hands), but also including at least two larger ‘half-lengths’ (Fig. 2.10) and several miniatures.125 Inevitably, perhaps, these show the influence of Raeburn, although in the best of Wilkie’s Fife portraits there is, in place of the confident and cerebral elegance of Raeburn’s sitters, a sense of slight discomfort or at least self-consciousness which the artist no doubt perceived and failed to edit out. The result can be moving to a modern audience accustomed to the blander productions of dedicated professional portraitists, but what their first owners felt about these pictures is harder to say. In London in 1805–6, Wilkie made further portraits in a similar style, but as soon as the Village Politicians had made him famous he wrote home of this anxious period that ‘the only support I had was from painting portraits – a branch of the art in which I luckily failed’.126 But this turned out to be a very premature farewell, for his new wealthy patrons came with commissions not only for further subject pictures but also for portraits. Wilkie felt great frustration at the time taken up by likenesses such as those of Lady Mary Fitzgerald (1807–8), the Marchioness of Lansdowne (1808–9) and the Neave Family (1808–10).127 These are painted on panels on a small scale, on the pattern adopted by Wilkie...
for his genre subjects from the *Blind Fiddler* onwards, giving them the aura of precious little objects very different from the earlier, relatively loosely painted portraits on canvas. There is, however, still something of that sense of the sitters having being painted as Wilkie found them, with scarcely any abstraction towards an ideal notion of how ladies and gentlemen should look; and again perhaps they are more pleasing to audiences today than they were to those who owned them. The portrait of the Marchioness was reported by Cunningham to have been considered ‘too faithful’, while protracted negotiations over how to complete the Neave group led Wilkie to write to Mrs Coppard in November 1810 that ‘I am glad Mr Neave has become reconciled to his

**Figure 2.10**  *William Bethune-Morison with his Wife, Isobel Morison and their Daughter Isabella* (dated 1804). Oil on canvas, \(49\frac{1}{2} \times 40\frac{1}{2}\) in. \((125.7 \times 102.9\) cm). National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh [photo: National Gallery of Scotland].
unfortunate picture as he calls it. A happier project was the portrait Wilkie made of his parents on a visit home in 1807: this was apparently the first of the small portraits on panel, and was done to allow the son to keep an image of his parents with him in London (see Fig. 5.9 for Wilkie’s second version of this portrait).

Enough has been said in this chapter for it to be clear that portraiture must have been agonising for Wilkie. His whole attitude towards the head tended to treating it in the first place like any other object of still-life, and then to a taste for the grotesque on one hand and a tendency to express mental energy through anxiety on the other. The flatteringly abstracted, statically self-confident sitter was a person he could have no easy conception of. There was also the question of the presentation of gender, an area in which, as we have seen, Wilkie was blind to convention. Hence the very poor reception of his images of high-ranking ladies, which were never beautiful enough, and the strangely pretty features of some of his male portraits, such as the drawing of the author Washington Irving that Wilkie made in Seville in 1828 (private collection). Generally, he seems to have been happiest when there was some role which the sitter was to be imagined playing, or when he was portraying people for their picturesque value rather than as clients. In the latter category were the *Gipsy Mother* and the *Gamekeeper*, both painted while staying with the Beaumonts, the *Veteran Highlander* and the drawing of a Greenwich Pensioner imagined as Commodore Trunnion from Smollett’s *Peregrine Pickle* (1823). But, even in these cases, the figures, deprived of a social context in which to find themselves, are reduced to gushing their personality at us with a leer.

Given a choice, Wilkie preferred to show his respectable sitters doing something. Thus, when he had the chance to paint Walter Scott and his family at Abbotsford in 1817 (Scottish National Portrait Gallery), Wilkie showed the writer in the act of telling a story and his family as his audience (although there was still general disappointment on the part of both artist and principal sitter regarding the likenesses). In 1818, General Willoughby Gordon, one of Wilkie’s most important later patrons, commissioned a portrait of the Duke of York, whose Military Secretary he had been (National Portrait Gallery), and later a companion to it showing the Duke of Wellington (Fig. 4.3). The sitters are shown respectively reading and writing despatches. The York portrait, executed in 1822–3 in the cabinet picture mode, shows the Duke sitting reading a despatch, the cherubic ballooning out of the features helping to hide the fact that the sitter had a slightly protruding lower jaw, which Wilkie confessed he found difficult to negotiate. The companion picture of Wellington, intended to show the
hero at Waterloo, was long delayed until Wilkie could both himself
spare the time for it and obtain sittings from Wellington for the
purpose, which he was only able to do by trailing the Duke across the
country in the winter of 1835–6. Then Wilkie found that, given that
his subject was intended to be shown as he was in 1815 – now twenty
years earlier – he could not trust what he saw before him, and would,
after all this time and effort, now have to refer to earlier portraits to
supply the image of the younger Duke.133

The grander the subjects, the more farcical Wilkie’s experiences
seemed to risk becoming. His portraits of aristocracy and royalty have
indeed rarely succeeded in pleasing anyone, the exceptions being
generally those where there is enough costume – especially Scottish
costume – involved for the artist to find relief again in treating the
picture as something approaching a genre subject. Thus, the portraits
of the Earl of Kellie as Lord-Lieutenant of Fife (exhibited 1829) and
the Duke of Sussex as Earl of Inverness in the costume of a Highland
chieftain (1833) are wonderfully dramatic feudal fantasies in the
Baroque tradition. Even the preposterous George IV in the Highland
Dress of the Royal Tartan (Fig. 5.4), where, in the words of one
reviewer, the King ‘looks like an old snuff-taker’, is exciting as a drama
of form emerging from shadow.134 This indeed was a standard line in
press criticism of Wilkie’s late portraits, that although they looked
nothing like how the writer supposed the sitter should look, and
although they were often ungainly in pose, they were still beautiful
evocations of the great portraitists of the seventeenth century, espe-
cially Rembrandt.135

Notwithstanding these redeeming aspects, when Wilkie’s royal por-
traits went wrong, they went very wrong, and at least twice such dis-
asters had a substantial impact upon his career. On succeeding
Raeburn in the sinecure position of King’s Limner for Scotland in
1823, Wilkie allowed his work ethic to get the better of him and
decided to paint a great group portrait of King George’s dramatic visit
to Edinburgh of the previous year (Fig. 5.3).136 In the event, the picture
of the King’s entry to Holyrood House, with its assorted Scottish
grandees who lived very far from Wilkie’s base in Kensington and in
at least one case died before he could get them to sit, helped precipi-
tate Wilkie’s breakdown in 1825. Nevertheless, Wilkie found himself
appointed Lawrence’s successor in 1830 as the King’s Principal
Painter, which meant non-stop royal commissions throughout the
decade (he was confirmed in the post by William IV and Victoria) and
also, in its wake, the high-society portraiture that forced its way into
his schedule.137
The critics were quick to observe the cruel irony in the process whereby George IV’s fondness for Wilkie had inadvertently ‘transformed him from a first-rate painter of common life, into a second-rate depicter of high-life’. Wilkie’s painting-room was soon said to have come to resemble ‘a complete manufactory’ as large and dull portraits started to emerge from it with regularity, many of them replicas of the royal portraits which continued to be required by George IV’s successors. However, Wilkie failed to please either Queen Adelaide or Queen Victoria. The only portrait of the former to be exhibited, showing her in her coronation robes, appeared in 1834, but its survival is not recorded beyond the end of the decade (versions, however, are known). Victoria inherited Wilkie along with the other paraphernalia of her court without any enthusiasm, and came to take a strong dislike to his images of her. Things started well enough: Wilkie had after all been a presence at Court for some time, and a few years earlier had painted Princess Victoria with her mother the Duchess of Kent and others (Royal Collection). After he had been given sittings at Brighton in October 1837 for his large group portrait of the Queen presiding for the first time over a meeting of her Privy Councillors (a subject she chose herself), he told his nephew Andrew that she had ‘recognised him as an old friend’, that he thought her ‘very purty’, and that she was ‘quite pleased with her likeness’. But, having rushed around filling in as many as possible of the thirty-two male portraits in time to show the work at the 1838 Academy exhibition, in a ‘tug of war’ that must have put Wilkie uncomfortably in mind of his work on the Entry to Holyrood House, the picture was badly received, and the Queen herself turned against it, coming to feel that it was ‘such a mistake to make him Portrait Painter’. Wilkie only exhibited one further picture of Victoria, in her robes of state in 1840, the severely hostile reception of which seems to have rattled the artist. This portrait met a fate similar to that of Adelaide, soon disappearing from view, and as late as 1899 the Queen personally intervened to prevent the National Portrait Gallery from acquiring the version now at the Lady Lever Art Gallery in Liverpool.

By the time he was working for Victoria, all that Wilkie had to say in defence of the time he was spending on portraiture was that it opened up social connections and hence the possibility of more lucrative work, and that it required little effort or invention. It must have been at least partly as a result of his disgust at this work that Wilkie decided to leave London for the Middle East in 1840, determined to find some more high-minded occupation. But, although he sketched out some ideas for scenes from the life of Christ, and became
a pioneer among British Orientalist painters, what remained of Wilkie's journey after his death on the way home were predominantly, after all, more portraits. Frustrated by the difficulties he found in accessing Muslim domestic life in Turkey and Palestine, Wilkie largely turned to making portraits of expatriate British sitters in Oriental costume (Fig. 4.11). Looking at these, it is hard not to feel that he poured into them much of his displaced ambition for the tour: they seem background figures, intended for pictures that he would never paint.

Notes

1 Hume to Hutcheson, 17 September 1739 (Letters, vol. 1, p. 32).
2 An Academy of St Luke (patron saint of both physicians and painters) existed very briefly from 1729.
3 Under David Allan (1786–96), the school rejected applications from aspiring fine artists; and, although admitting girls was theoretically part of the original plan, their exclusion in practice signalled the Academy's reluctance to cater to amateurs whose needs were increasingly well met by private drawing masters in the city: see Brookes, Trustees' Academy, pp. 136, 164–5, and Irwin, 'Lady Amateurs and Their Masters'.
4 Brookes, Trustees' Academy, p. 206 n. 88; on the school's casts, see Smailes, 'A History of the Statue Gallery'.
5 There were no criteria of matriculation at the Edinburgh Medical School beyond ability to pay. On the resulting lively and non-denominational student culture, see Rosner, Medical Education in the Age of Improvement.
7 See C. Lawrence, 'The Edinburgh Medical School', p. 262; Jacyna, Philoscophic Whigs, p. 67 and ch. 1 generally for political contexts.
8 In Michel Foucault's influential version of the origins of modern medicine, the Edinburgh Medical School/Royal Infirmary nexus was classically typical of new institutional regimes which, paradoxically, generated a new form of individuality, 'the ordinary individuality of everybody' (Discipline and Punish, p. 191; Birth of the Clinic, p. 59). On the ideological decline of the traditional physician, see Nicholson, 'The Metastatic Theory of Pathogenesis'.
10 Ibid., p. 97; Cazort et al., The Ingenious Machine of Nature, p. 28.
11 Macmillan, 'Géricault et Charles Bell' and Roberts, 'The Contexts for Anatomical Illustration': both these writers make comparisons with Géricault. My line of enquiry, regarding boundary disputes between art
and medicine, follows in the path set out by Ludmilla Jordanova: see especially her 'The Representation of the Human Body'.

12 Cazort et al., Ingenious Machine of Nature, p. 198; Stafford, Body Criticism, p. 76.

13 John Bell, Anatomy of the Bones, Muscles, and Joints, plates vol. (1794), p. vi. Charles Bell felt that the brain was a special case and could never fully reveal itself visually, certainly not to ‘a common artist unacquainted with anatomy’ (Anatomy of the Brain, p. v).


16 See Shaw, ‘“Shocking Sights of Woe”’ and Crumplin, A Surgical Artist at War. It was apparently Bell’s letters from Waterloo that prompted Walter Scott to follow, a visit which led to his poorly received poem The Field of Waterloo (Gordon-Taylor and Walls, Sir Charles Bell, pp. 91–2). Wilkie followed in 1816, having received a commission from the Duke of Wellington for what would become the Chelsea Pensioners.

17 In about 1810, the artist Samuel Mackenzie attended anatomical classes in Edinburgh, where ‘the demonstrator in the Anatomical rooms in the University was a good friend of his’ (from a memoir by the artist’s son published by Gordon, The Royal Scottish Academy, p. 259).

18 Macmillan (Géricault et Charles Bell, pp. 455, 462) goes much further than evidence sanctions in claiming that Charles Bell and Wilkie were in close contact in Edinburgh.

19 Burnet, ‘Recollections of My Contemporaries’, p. 237. Graham’s picture was acquired by the RSA in 1859 but today remains rolled up.


21 Farington, Diary, vol. 14, p. 4,782 (12 February 1816). Constable had told Farington the same story in 1809 (Diary, vol. 8, p. 3,164). As early as 1806, a story appeared in print of Wilkie coming across an old woman of ‘grotesque appearance’ singing ballads, to whom he offered half a crown to accompany him to his lodgings to sit for her portrait (Anon., ‘Mr David Wilkie’, p. 347). On selecting a model for the old woman in the Cut Finger, see Cunningham, Life, vol. 1, p. 203. According to Abraham Raimbach, several of Wilkie’s early artist friends sat for the principal figures in the Village Politicians (Memoirs and Recollections, p. 156). Haydon (Autobiography and Journals, pp. 33–4) adds that the man reading the paper on the left of the Politicians was found in a cheap French eating-house which the friends used to frequent, while the older man wearing glasses on the right of the table was said to have
been ‘painted from a person who cries brooms in the streets of London’
('Mr David Wilkie', p. 347).

22 Burnet, Practical Essays, p. 108.
24 See for example Tromans, David Wilkie, no. 32.
25 Cults, 29 January 1805 (Houghton Library, Harvard University). The
friend, named David, was probably the etcher David Deuchar, who had
privately published a large number of his plates in the style of the
Netherlandish masters in 1803.
26 Burnet, Practical Essays, p. 104.
27 Burnet, 'Recollections of My Contemporaries', p. 236.
28 Burnet, Practical Essays, p. 105.
29 Cunningham, Life, vol. 1, pp. 53, 131; Haydon, Diary, vol. 5, p. 267 (cor-
recting Life, vol. 1, pp. 75–6); and Haydon, Autobiography and
Journals, p. 36.
31 As with so many aspects of Wilkie's early work, these grotesque mouths
had Netherlandish precedents, for example Pieter Brueghel's Man
Yawning at the Musée des Beaux-Arts in Brussels. In more refined art,
open mouths were conventionally only acceptable in the representation
of extreme passions, while in portraiture they occasionally appear as sexy
and daring innovations, for example in pictures by Vigée le Brun and
Thomas Lawrence.
32 Art-Union, 8 (1846), p. 113.
33 Haydon, Autobiography and Journals, p. 33; Lockhart, review of
Cunningham's Life of Wilkie, p. 406.
34 See Burnet, Practical Essays, p. 107; Cunningham, Life, vol. 1, p. 41. When
the painter William Martin showed a picture of the same subject at the RA
in 1791, the Times (9 May 1791, p. 2) noted that the scene was 'of so horrid
a description as to be omitted in all the stage representations of the play'.
36 King John, Act IV, scene ii; Farington, Diary, vol. 8, p. 3,140 (15
November 1807). Wilkie worked his way to the exhibited version of the
Politicians through a series of attempts, one of which, a watercolour
painted in Edinburgh, was described by Cunningham as having an
'intrepid wildness of conception and character' which was 'much tamed
down' in the subsequent versions in oil (Life, vol. 1, p. 48). Another early
work based around a twisted face was The Pinch of Snuff (untraced), for
which see the drawing, fol. 11 of the album of Wilkie sketches in the RA
Library, and Raimbach, Memoirs and Recollections, p. 155.
37 By grotesque I understand those forms, thrown up during picturesque
observation, which are clearly antipathetic to beauty, which therefore
have a fascination by virtue of satisfying one model of aesthetics but not another, and thereby draw attention to the necessary tensions within aesthetic theory. For an original collection of essays on the theme, see Trodd, Barlow and Amigoni (eds), *Victorian Culture and the Idea of the Grotesque*.

38 Smith, *Theory of Moral Sentiments*, p. 36.


42 Board of Trustees Minutes, 23 November 1803 (NAS NG 1/1/31, p. 253).

43 Farington, *Diary*, vol. 6, p. 2,197.

44 On Fuseli and expression, see Vogel, *Johann Heinrich Füssli: Darsteller der Leidenschaft*, especially ch. 6. On Lavater's influence, see Percival and Tytler (eds), *Physiognomy in Profile*.


46 Lavater ingenuously confessed that his work's scope of reference was limited by the fact that he did not know any women: Battersby, *Gender and Genius*, pp. 137–8.

47 *Oracle* (4 May 1791), p. 3; see also *Public Advertiser* (3 May 1791), p. 2 and *World* (7 May 1791), p. 3.

48 West, ‘Polemic and the Passions’.

49 S. Lawrence, ‘Entrepreneurs and Private Enterprise’.

50 Haydon says that Bell gave in all three courses of lectures for artists (*Diary*, vol. 1, p. 22). At Bell’s house in Leicester Street, they not only heard his thoughts and studied his collection of engravings and preparations, but were also themselves set to draw from the skeleton and from a living model: C. Bell, *Essays*, p. 180n. and C. Bell, *Letters*, pp. 64–6.

51 ‘I took the book home, hugging it, and it has ever since been the textbook of my school’ (Haydon, *Autobiography and Journals*, p. 21). Lucy Hartley has much to say about Charles Bell in her excellent history of *Physiognomy and the Meaning of Expression in Nineteenth-century Culture*, but uses the completely rewritten (third) 1844 edition of the *Essays*, thus discounting much of her discussion from relevance to my own emphasis on the early part of the century. My references to the *Essays* are to the first edition of 1806 unless otherwise stated. Equally, Julie Codell is able to come to conclusions very different to my own regarding Bell’s opinions through her use of the third edition of the *Essays* (to which, however, she mistakenly assigns the date 1816: ‘Empiricism, Naturalism and Science in Millais’s Paintings’, p. 123).

52 Bell, *Essays*, p. 4.
Bell’s *Idea of a New Anatomy of the Brain* argued this localisation of function on the basis of the anterior and posterior spinal nerve columns being shown to have different characters dependent on their roots in different parts of the brain – the cerebrum and cerebellum respectively – corresponding broadly to conscious and unconscious operations of the body. That there was something threatening in this line of research is suggested by the fact that not one of the recipients of the privately distributed *Idea* responded (Gordon-Taylor and Walls, *Sir Charles Bell*, p. 108). Cerebral localisation was postulated in the early seventeenth century but had to wait for its confirmation until great surgical skill and an intellectual passion for imagining the brain were combined in Bell: see Frank, ‘Thomas Willis and His Circle’, pp. 134–5, 140.

No recent historical work places Bell’s career in fuller contemporary context than Adrian Desmond’s *The Politics of Evolution*, where it is noted that his *Essays* were attacked for their piety in the 1820s by radical physiological materialists (p. 68; see also pp. 93–4).

For Bell’s opinions on quasi-expression in animals, see *Essays*, pp. 7ff., 85. Bell was squeamish about vivisection and feared that this held his research back. When François Magendie superseded his discoveries in 1822, clarifying the sensory/motor distinction between the posterior and anterior nerve roots, he enraged not only Bell (who later misrepresented his own earlier work in an effort to avoid losing priority) but also the animal-loving British public, who were upset by the Frenchman’s shameless account of having cut up a litter of puppies in the course of his work. See Gordon-Taylor and Walls, *Sir Charles Bell*, p. 111; Desmond, *Politics of Evolution*, p. 189; and Clarke and Jacyna, *Nineteenth-century Origins of Neuroscientific Concepts*, pp. 111, 245, 297, 299.

Bell, *Essays*, pp. 32, 39; see also 2nd edn (1824) of the *Essays*, pp. 149–50. Bell was delighted to find a muscle at the corner of the mouth which he considered to have no function except to give expression – the *triangularis oris*, used to effect the ‘arching of the lip so expressive of contempt, hatred, jealousy’ (*Essays*, pp. 95–6).

the laughing head (Essays, p. 125) must be by Wilkie; but I don't see why.

62 Lockhart, review of Cunningham’s Life of Wilkie, p. 416.
64 Essays, 3rd edn, p. 71.
65 Both quotes are by Robert Hunt of the Examiner, a strong supporter of Bell’s: see Examiner (21 May 1809), p. 332 and 19 May 1811, pp. 314–15.
66 In the event, Sheldon died before this became necessary: Gentleman’s Magazine, 78: 2 (1808), p. 957.
68 Carlisle’s Academy lectures became notorious for their showmanship. Hazlitt attended one at which ‘the lecturer, when speaking of the emotions and passions of the mind, handed round on a dinner-plate the brain of a man’, as if sending up Bell’s neuroanatomy (T. Landseer, Life and Letters of William Bewick, vol. 1, p. 141).
69 Carlisle thought that, as the Greeks had learned anatomy from being surrounded all day by naked athletes, then this was what the modern British should seek to emulate. In this he was supported by the classical scholar, collector and writer on aesthetics Richard Payne Knight: Farington, Diary, vol. 8, pp. 3,094–5. Arguments against anatomy in art were later sustained by Ruskin: see Arscott, ‘Poynter and the Arty’.
71 Lawrence to Farington, 30 November 1808 (RA Lawrence papers, vol. 1, p. 202). It is significant that the second edition of Bell’s Essays appeared in 1824, the year in which Carlisle resigned the professorship, prompting the election won by Joseph Green, a disciple of Coleridge’s who pitted a Christianised German-romantic idealism against the radical materialist proponents of morphology (Desmond, The Politics of Evolution, pp. 260–75). Sending Lawrence a copy of the new edition, Bell told the President that young artists’ knowledge of anatomy remained disgraceful, and offered, to no avail, his services to remedy this (27 March 1824: RA Lawrence papers, vol. 4, p. 310). This second edition was titled Essays on the Anatomy and Philosophy of Expression (omitting the reference to painting) and was addressed to a broader public, largely as a result of Bell having recently elaborated a new theory of respiratory nerves as being entirely responsible for expression, the importance of which he felt reached well beyond the fine arts. The third, posthumous, edition of 1844 returns to the role of guide for artists, again revised and expanded after a tour of France and Italy in 1840 and containing many examples of expression from art history. This version remained in print
into the twentieth century. Meanwhile, Bell's elder brother John had been converted to Carlisle's point of view shortly before his death in Rome in 1820. Comparing Classical with Renaissance and Baroque sculpture, he wrote: 'Because the moderns, among their other philosophical discoveries, found that the human body was composed of bones, muscles, tendons, and ligaments, is the statuary called upon perpetually to remind us of this circumstance? Why was it so beautifully clothed with skin, but to hide the interior mechanism, and render the form active? Anatomy is useful as a corrector, but no more' (quoted in Avery, ‘John Bell's Last Tour’, p. 76).

72 See for example A. L. Simpson, The Story of Sir David Wilkie, p. 68. Leslie, however, claims that Constable was the model, which if true would suggest Wilkie placing a painter in a doctor's shoes in response to Bell seeking to position himself as an artist (Memoirs of the Life of John Constable, p. 20).

73 Mount suggests that the girl may only be lovesick, as in many a Netherlandish precedent ("Our British Teniers", p. 35).

74 Wilkie imagined the two pictures as pendants when he portrayed them among eight pictures-within-a-picture in 1813, a sort of summary of his recent work sent out to his brother John in India (repr. Miles, Fourteen Small Pictures by Wilkie, fig. 4).

75 This was the line taken by Robert Hunt in the Examiner (11 December 1808, pp. 794–5 on the election, and 1809 volume, pp. 761–2, 782–3, 793, 826–7). For Haydon's early praise of Bell, see Diary, vol. 1, pp. 22, 94, 128–31 and Autobiography and Journals, pp. 38, 122. In the later 1810s, Haydon sent his students, including William Bewick and the Landseers, to study anatomy with Bell at the Hunterian School.

76 Bell, Essays, p. 33. In Ape to Apollo (ch. 4, 'The Skull's Triumph'), David Bindman emphasises the deep ambiguity of Camper's diagrams of graduated facial inclination, rising from horizontal to vertical through ape to African to European: Camper was strongly anti-racist in his text, but plates such as these very quickly established themselves as scientific arguments for racial hierarchy.

77 Youngquist, 'In the Face of Beauty' sketches out these issues.

78 In 1806, James Ward exhibited his Boa Serpent Seizing his Prey, showing a black man and white horse being suffocated by a vast snake, a fantasy of a powerful human form pitted against the monsters of nature which was repeated in 1811 by George Dawe with his Negro Overpowering a Buffalo. Dawe's model was Wilson, whose spectacular musculature like that 'of the Antique statues' was the talk of the London art scene in 1810–11 (Farington, Diary, vol. 10, p. 3,713). Lawrence, West and Etty all also painted studies from Wilson, while among those who made plaster
casts from him were Chantrey, Westmacott and Haydon. See Bignamini and Postle, *The Artist's Model*, under no. 68.

79 For Haydon's musings to himself on this topic, see *Diary*, vol. 1, pp. 183–9, 208ff.

80 Leigh Hunt's original editorial appeared on 4 August 1811, pp. 491–3, and Haydon's response on 1 September 1811, pp. 566–8, signed 'An English Student'; for the subsequent controversy, see the 1811 volume, pp. 579–82, 592–3, 596–8 (Haydon's second paper), pp. 599–600, 611–16, 628–9. Two important recent papers aim to situate Haydon's contentions within larger frameworks of contemporary racial theory: Higgins, 'Art, Genius, and Racial Theory' and Sarafianos, 'B. R. Haydon and Racial Science'. Neither of these authors, however, places sufficient emphasis upon Bell as Haydon's immediate mentor in anatomy.

81 Haydon, *Correspondence and Table-talk*, vol. 1, p. 262.

82 Wilkie to Haydon, 16 September 1811 (Haydon, *Correspondence and Table-talk*, vol. 1, p. 261). C. R. Leslie records a story suggesting that Wilkie and his circle of artist friends treated phrenology merely as a silly entertainment (*Autobiographical Recollections*, vol. 1, p. 104).

83 Marsh (ed.), *Black Victorians*.


85 For Morland's pair of anti-slavery subjects of 1788–90, which were among the most well known, see Boime, *The Art of Exclusion*, p. 62. It was presumably not long after 1808, the date of the prime version of the *Card Players*, that Wilkie made a variant with a black man added as one of the players (Cunningham, *Life*, vol. 1, p. 168n.); this turned up at Bonham's, Edinburgh, 23 August 2003 (1,121).


88 Blanch Sully to her family in America, 7 January 1838 (Winterthur Library, Delaware).


90 *Art-Union*, 1 (1839), p. 74. This article, which appeared four years after Hogg's death, prints a letter now at Yale (Beinecke Library) which the poet had sent to the journal's editor, S. C. Hall, on 6 August 1829. For comparable remarks on the guarded Scottish canniness of Wilkie's figures, see John Scott in the *Champion* (15 May 1815), pp. 158–9.

91 Preface to *Joseph Andrews*, quoted by Bindman, *Hogarth*, p. 77. There was also the precedent of the exploration of sensitive expressions in

92 For an alarmingly unequivocal professional diagnosis, see Batchelor, ‘Sir David Wilkie’s Psychiatric State’.

93 In 1810, Wilkie left directions with Mrs Coppard to show visitors to his Great Portland Street lodgings a specially prepared card explaining that he would attend to their requests as soon as he was able, and then went off to stay with a succession of friends before taking rooms for most of the following year on the King’s Road in Chelsea, the location of which he kept secret (Wilkie to Mrs Coppard, 28 October 1810: NLS 9835/31 and to Hugh Irvine, Chelsea, 14 January 1811: NTS).


95 See Porter, Madmen, for a rather more nuanced account than I offer in these few sentences.

96 See Porter, Bodies Politic, pp. 43–4. The review of Bell’s Essays in the Edinburgh Review objected that too many of the illustrations used props and gestures such as chains, daggers and outstretched hands which prevented the reader from discovering whether the faces alone would successfully have expressed the intended passions (8 (1806), p. 378: perhaps by Francis Jeffrey).

97 Lodge, ‘Géricault in England’. For a recent summary of research on the Géricault portraits, see Noon (ed.), Constable to Delacroix, nos 81–2.


99 Wilkie was a devoted student of the anatomy of the hand, as was Bell from the point of view of natural theology. Burnet says (Practical Essays, p. 105) that the artist learned to draw with both his hands, which were later famous for their beauty among his artist friends, and that all the hands in the Blind Fiddler, at least, were painted from as well as by them.

100 Raimbach, Memoirs and Recollections, p. 156. To these uses of himself as a model, we can add Wilkie’s formal self-portrait of about 1804/5 in the National Portrait Gallery, Edinburgh (see Figure I.1).

101 Burnet, ‘Recollections of My Contemporaries’, p. 236. Beaumont, the picture’s owner, certainly considered the figure to be female (Beaumont to Josiah Boydell, 6 December 1811: LB Wilkie album, 147).

102 Graham, in a letter to Wilkie of August 1806 (NLS Acc. 7972), indicated how well he was aware of this fondness of Wilkie for his own image when he warned him against using it too much – something he felt may become a temptation now that Wilkie was in London with few authent- tic rural characters available as models.

103 Farington, Diary, vol. 10, p. 3633 (13 April 1810). Here was another cue for Haydon to detect plots within the Academy to hold back genius,
although Wilkie was furious when Haydon later wrote to the Examiner on the subject (Examiner, 9 February 1812, p. 96 and 16 February 1812, p. 105). See Marks, ‘Rivalry at the Royal Academy’ for further details of the story.

104 ‘His face is suffused with red, as well by the enlivening glow of wine to which such an ardent merriment-maker is evidently attached, as by his blood-stirring action and laughter’ (Examiner, 19 May 1811, pp. 314–15).


106 On the social contexts for the subject as it had been represented in eighteenth-century France, see Milam, Fragonard’s Playful Paintings.


108 Ibid., p. 182; Farington, Diary, vol. 12, p. 4320 (28 March 1813).

109 The sitter for the older man was one William Baylis: Marks, ‘David Wilkie’s “Letter of Introduction”’, p. 129.

110 Quoted by Hartley, Physiognomy and the Meaning of Expression, p. 42.

111 Inquirer, 2 (1814), p. 184. The bust certainly resembles, but cannot certainly be said to represent, the iconography of Locke as posthumously developed by sculptors on the basis of Kneller’s 1697 oil portrait (St Petersberg, Hermitage): see T. A. Roberts, ‘Rysbrack’s Marble Bust of Locke’ and Bilbey, British Sculpture, no. 191.


113 Literary Gazette (4 April 1818), pp. 216–17.


115 Joanna Baillie to Wilkie, 13 August 1810 (NLS Acc. 7972). Joanna Baillie was at this time at the peak of her success as a dramatist and Scots poet.

116 Samuel Dobree had been given a choice of the two by Wilkie and went for the Letter at 260 guineas. (Wilkie to Dobree, 17 March 1814: NLS 9835/75).

117 Raimbach, Memoirs and Recollections, pp. 166–7; Tromans, David Wilkie, no. 15.

118 Wilkie to the Earl of Leven, 28 November 1816 (NAS GD 26/13/301).


120 N.d. [1810] (NLS 3649/44).


122 Fried, Absorption and Theatricality; see p. 108 for the paradox of the image holding the gaze of the viewer by denying their presence.
Another example of such minimal comedies of embarrassment failing to be comprehended comes from Mulready. In 1813, Wilkie recommended to his friend that he follow his own example and strip down the number of figures in his work. One result of this was Mulready’s Academy diploma picture (reception piece) of 1816, the Village Buffoon, showing an old man absurdly courting a young woman. However, the Academy Council did not understand what was supposed to be going on and called in Wilkie to explain it to them, presumably by then recognising him as a specialist in this kind of picture: see Heleniak, William Mulready, pp. 26–7; Farington, Diary, vol. 14, p. 4,919 (4 November 1816); Pointon, Mulready, no. 126.

Wilkie’s prices for these first portraits were modest – just £5 or £10.

When the occasion came for attempts to sum up Wilkie’s portraiture, in reviews of the British Institution’s 1842 memorial exhibition, the critics agreed that it was ‘remarkable, that whenever we find, in these works, portraits constituting anything like a subject, they are always better painted than if the same heads had formed individual portraits’ (Art-Union, 4 (1842), p. 159; cf. Spectator, 15 (1842), p. 571).

‘I feel it would be desirable to do something in virtue of this office, and though a Placeman and a Pensioner and a nonresident I still am ambitious to make my art subservient to such an object as that of illustrating the connexions that subsist between His Majesty and his Ancient Kingdom, that I may not be accounted altogether a Sinecurist’ (to unidentified recipient, 23 July 1823: EUL).

139 Andrew Wilkie to his sister Margaret Riddell, 6 November 1837 (private collection, Australia).

140 Wilkie to Sir W. W. Knighton, 26 December 1837 (ML); Kidson, *Earlier British Paintings in the Lady Lever Art Gallery*, p. 171.


142 The Marchioness of Normanby, the wife of the heir of Wilkie’s patron the Earl of Mulgrave and a Lady of the Bedchamber to Queen Victoria, told her husband in 1841 that ‘The Queen has promised me to send another portrait of herself to [the Embassy at] Paris as really this one of Wilkie’s is too bad’ (26 November: private collection). Ironically, when the Paris Embassy portrait was replaced in 1847, it was given by the Queen to the Marchioness, Normanby having been appointed Ambassador to Paris the previous year: it was their descendants who offered the picture to the NPG (Kidson, *Earlier British Paintings*, p. 171).

143 Wilkie to William Allan, 13 December 1838 (NLS 6294/103).
Wilkie’s works had such a powerful impact upon his audience that more evidence survives regarding the actual experience of looking at his pictures than those of any other early nineteenth-century British artist. In other words, his were the most talked-about viewers. In this chapter, using Wilkie as the central figure, I set out to examine the different modes through which physical encounters with paintings were framed by broader visual culture in this period. For at least a century after its founding in 1768, the Royal Academy of Arts was the key institution in this context, its annual summer exhibitions the occasion for intense competition between British artists and between the members of the paying public seeking a glimpse of the pictures of the season. Wilkie was a superstar of this particular stage, although the problematically competitive environment of the modern exhibition prompted him to look elsewhere for more satisfying conditions for viewing – of his own work and of his beloved Old Masters, whose works were now also being recruited to mount yet further metropolitan spectacles. In a period during which the public arena was dramatically expanding its hold on the art economy, Wilkie explored the possibilities of retaining more intimate, private relationships with artworks: in domestic spaces, and in the ancient buildings which had sheltered artistic treasures for centuries. The dynamic expansion of the public sphere proved, however, so impossible to outmanoeuvre that ultimately Wilkie’s explorations of alternative modes of viewing were fated only to be subsumed by that process.

3.1 On show

Benjamin Robert Haydon remembered that Wilkie, after visiting the 1806 Academy exhibition where his début exhibit was the hit of the
summer, ‘came to me staring with a delirium in his eyes – he was astonished at the enthusiasm of the people’. The Royal Academicians, at whose rooms at Somerset House in London the work had been shown, were in turn ‘astonished’ by Wilkie and his picture – ‘a beautiful little subject, entitled Village Politicians, in the style of Teniers, and most highly finished’. It still today seems extraordinary that such a small, earthily-coloured painting in a very deliberately Old Master idiom should have caused quite such a stir. The young Scot’s achievement, said the critics, had been to add a new intensity of human expression to the seductive charms of a material world rendered with Netherlandish realism. This easy formula seems in itself, however, scarcely capable of accounting for the tumult of public enthusiasm for the picture. To understand more clearly how it was that Wilkie became almost overnight a superstar of the London exhibition scene, we need to think about the workings of that scene, the modes of looking available to its participants, and especially the shifting relationship between ways of looking at old and at new art. A key aspect of Wilkie’s larger importance in the history of British visual culture is, I believe, his role as a mediator of that relationship.

From his student years in Edinburgh up to his death, Wilkie was devoted to the work of the past masters of painting, which he studied in greater depth than any other artist of the early nineteenth century. He entirely accepted Reynolds’s teaching that an artist should study nature under the tutelage of the Old Masters, should walk with them, as it were, through nature. On arriving in London in 1805, Wilkie for the first time had opportunities to examine substantial numbers of top-quality old paintings in the flesh, and willingly submitted to their authority, deliberately modelling his pictures on theirs. Allan Cunningham’s son Peter described the strategy that he developed:

> When he had fixed upon a subject for painting, his custom was to reflect upon all pictures of that class already in existence and to choose as his groundwork, or model, the one in highest repute with the public. The general look of the whole he knew was a characteristic feature, and by adopting some well-known arrangement as a foundation to build upon, he secured a situation which had received the approbation of ages. Sometimes he took the distribution of the principal figures, sometimes the situation and shapes of the principal lights, and sometimes the arrangement of colour and the proportion of hot and cold hues.3

Although for most of Wilkie’s audience such connections can have meant little, or at best resembled subliminal advertising, vaguely
conjuring half-remembered images, for the élite of gentlemen
connoisseur-collectors, to see the old paintings they knew and loved
(or even owned) referenced and echoed with such sophistication was
thrilling, and it was these figures who immediately became Wilkie’s
most devoted supporters. As men such as Sir George Beaumont, the
Earl of Mulgrave and John Julius Angerstein became patrons of his,
so their own collections became particularly important archives of
stylistic and iconographic motifs. Wilkie looked, for example, to
Rubens landscapes belonging to Beaumont and Mulgrave when
painfully seeking to make his own way in that genre; and the Village
Holiday, painted for Angerstein, adapts its central subject from the
banker’s own Reynolds of Garrick Between the Muses of Comedy and
Tragedy. Over the following years, Wilkie’s passion for old paintings,
coupled with his discreet, polite, easy-to-patronise character, allowed
him to become a kind of honorary professional member of the infor-
mal club of metropolitan amateurs or connoisseurs. When around
1830 the Dutch artist Pieter Wonder confected an imaginary picture
gallery full of the leading British collectors of the age and their trea-
sures, Wilkie was (aside from Wonder’s own self-portrait) the only
professional painter present, just as he had been the only living
painter on show at the National Gallery in London when it opened in
the mid-1820s (it was based initially on the collections of Angerstein
and Beaumont). Wilkie felt at home among the Old Masters and felt
strongly that his pictures’ place was also among them. Surely the
crowded rooms of Somerset House, stacked with nothing but the very
latest contemporary art, were not his natural milieu at all?

There was a long tradition in Britain of tensions between painters
and picture-collectors over the art of the past. Hogarth had lambasted
his contemporary connoisseurs as tasteless fools, taken in by fraudu-
 lent dealers and starving the British School of patronage. This
archetype endured, further entrenched by the Royal Academy’s deter-
mination to represent their profession directly to the public, not via
the collecting classes. Their great weapon in this task was to be
the summer exhibition, the annual spectacle of hundreds of pictures
crammed together with thousands of visitors. Anxiety over the vulgar-
ising tendency of this new-fangled marketing technique was, however,
also built into the academic mentality. The British connoisseur-
collectors were able to exploit this fear, especially from around 1800
when, as a result of the breaking up of Continental picture collections
in the wake of the French Revolution and of Napoleonic imperialism,
the wealthiest of them were able to enrich their holdings in magnifi-
cent fashion as many of the very greatest examples of European oil
painting came onto the London market. This sudden enrichment was the background to the making public of private Old Master picture collections in the years of Wilkie’s first London success.

The superb Stafford and Grosvenor collections were opened to a restricted public from 1806 and 1808 respectively, and 1805–6 also saw the creation of the British Institution for Promoting the Fine Arts, a charitable exhibiting society with aristocratic directors, intended to offer British artists a new retail outlet but also to supply them with an art school to supplant that at the Academy which around the turn of the century was in a state of collapse. The British Institution’s directors aimed to regraft wayward British art onto the classic stem of European Old Master painting by lending their own masterpieces to be copied. These loan displays, originally for artists only, were transformed into dramatic public spectacles from 1813, effectively the first Old Master loan exhibitions in London. Wilkie was from the start a regular student at the Institution’s copying school; he painted an interior of their Pall Mall galleries to record and commemorate their 1815 exhibition of Netherlandish Old Masters; he was on close terms with many of the leading directors, and between 1813 and 1821 he divided the exhibition of his new work between the Academy and the Institution. Although Wilkie had been made a full Academician as early as 1811, in 1815, now living in suburban Kensington well away from the artists’ quarter of London in which he had previously lodged, he made the revealing confession that ‘I seldom see any of the artists of the Academy and know but little of what they are doing’. Again, the impression we are left with is that of a painter who felt little sense of community with his fellow British artists and preferred the company of the illustrious dead and their well-heeled modern custodians.

The relationship had its obvious benefits, but the connoisseur was far, in popular estimation, from being the most salubrious of characters. The conventional satirical image of the connoisseur in Britain was of a selfish, myopic man, peering so closely at a detail in a work of art that he was unable to see the bigger picture, which might often involve his being duped by a charlatan foreign dealer. This trope of the intimate gaze working against social awareness became available to anyone wishing to denigrate those looking at artworks of which the writer did not approve. Especially, the theme worked against the Netherlandish tradition of minute description, which, found as it often was in conjunction with low subject matter, was conventionally the art that appealed to those collectors who were all eye and no mind. Haydon, for example, who liked to think of his own art as in the grand manner, as public statements of heroic principles, scoffed at the
patrician connoisseurs he had seen cramming their heads together after dinner to examine a Dutch painting:

Noblemen, refined, educated, classical Noblemen, the ministers of the Country, the government of England, instead of standing at an awful distance, and surveying with dread great works . . . to see them rush, with their heads jammed as if in a wedge, clap their glasses before a Picture, ‘three feet long, and two feet wide,’ and uttering exclamation of ravishment and rapture, at a smutty crock, or a brass candlestick – even in my friend W[ilkie]’s Picture.9

The easily referenced joke against the near-sighted connoisseur was even used by Beaumont against himself in a letter to Wilkie in which, politely pausing for a moment of self-deprecation before offering some criticism on the Blind Fiddler, he wrote: ‘I will now have recourse to my microscope again, and endeavour to find fault . . . I perceive, or I think I perceive (observe I have on my best magnifier) a tendency to (what shall I call it?) a metallic appearance in some parts of the drapery’.10 And it was easy enough for Hazlitt to characterise Wilkie himself as one of this tribe: ‘Wilkie has been seen poring over the texture of a Dutch cabinet-picture, so that he could not see the picture itself’.11

What Wilkie did with his first Academy exhibition pictures was to transpose this mode of very close looking into the arena of contemporary art. Just as the privately owned Old Masters of the capital were being gradually opened up to public inspection, so Wilkie, inspired by those paintings, took the popularisation of connoisseurship a stage further by introducing his work in the style of Teniers to a large modern-art audience. However, the conventions of viewing at the Academy were not suited to such popular small works modelled on pictures for connoisseurs to examine at leisure in private. The Great Room at Somerset House was arranged each summer with the large important paintings ‘on the line’, standing on the moulding running some eight feet high around the room, with the smaller lesser pictures slotted in around them and some spaces at eye level reserved for delicate genre paintings (or at least favoured examples of such pictures – complaints from genre painters of having their pictures ‘skied’ and their chances of a sale ruined were perennial). Wilkie’s first couple of Academy exhibits, the Politicians in 1806 and the Blind Fiddler in 1807, were it seems both hung at more or less eye level, on the chimney board fixed across the fireplace of the Great Room.12 Now, this was something of an ambiguous position in that, although near the
mantelpiece, on top of which was the absolute prime position in the whole hang, it was where until recently low-status miniatures had been hung in dense clusters. As Wilkie’s pictures attracted viewers wishing carefully to examine their infinite details up close, a permanent crowd gathered before them, in turn drawing attention to itself until the pictures caused the blocking of the circuit around the Great Room.

A paradox of the process of opening up Old Masters to the public gaze was that, as the pictures left the domestic environment to take their place in the public sphere (temporarily at the Institution’s exhibitions, permanently in the National Gallery’s collections), their contexts became more, not less, feminised. For private connoisseurship had, as has already been suggested, been an entirely masculine preserve, representing, rather like horse-racing, an expensive hobby which involved both gentlemanly competition with other owners and the exercise of an eye trained to appreciate a fine form. But, now that many of these paintings were starting to be displayed publicly, spaces were opened up in which women were able to join in the pleasures of looking. Although there were no female students at the Academy, there were plenty at the Institution, where the exercise of copying Old Masters was considered respectable study for girls. The Institution was a privately run charity and so did not share the Academy’s severe antipathy towards amateurism, which is what the presence of women conventionally suggested. However, the Reinagle sisters were not just passing the time as they made their copies at the Institution. As they boasted, ‘Picture painted one day, sold the next, money spent the third.’ For aspiring lady connoisseurs, there were also the columns of the polite women’s magazine, Ackermann’s *Repository of the Fine Arts*, where, however, the potentially unladylike act of staring at things was tightly circumscribed within discourses of innocence and fashion. And, among modern artists, female connoisseurs could look to Wilkie, whose pictures were seen as both more Old Masterly than those of any of his contemporaries and – what would have previously appeared something of a contradiction – also especially well suited to the female viewer. Critics often remarked that Wilkie’s pictures appealed to everyone; but within such bland praise was implied a novel reaching out to the women, perhaps especially the younger women, in the audience:

He picks and culls from out the common herd and ordinary occurrences of life, and presents you with agreeable, not disgusting objects, with familiar not vulgar scenes. They are alike pleasing to the most delicate Miss, the
most fastidious gentleman, and humble boor. None blush to look upon them, while all feel and enjoy them.\textsuperscript{18}

Male critics such as this one were happy to recognise Wilkie’s world as one which not only they themselves but also their fellow exhibition-goers of both sexes and all ages and classes inhabited. His pictures would not embarrass a man called upon to explain their meaning to a female companion, which was understood to be a criterion of decency in genre painting, and one too often defaulted upon by artists such as Mulready and Thomas Heaphy.\textsuperscript{19} In Chapter 2, we saw how the \textit{Refusal} was even seen as ‘an useful model to young women’ by the artist Andrew Robertson.

Of course, what female viewers themselves actually thought and felt is harder to reconstruct. Without doubt, they were encouraged to like Wilkie; but did his appeal to them really lie only in his avoidance of sex? That would be one inference to draw from the idea of Wilkie’s reflected world being inclusive, without gender bias, as leaving behind the world of the male-only gaze in favour of subject matter (as we saw in Chapter 2) less dependent upon gender stereotyping. Without necessarily recruiting Wilkie as an early feminist, however, we might suggest that some at least of his pictures addressed gender issues in ways which were challenging, and therefore perhaps refreshing and exciting to some female viewers, but which were inoffensive because their humour was so thoroughly visual and hence did not threaten to embarrass anyone called upon to give a verbal account of the story. We might think of the couple in the \textit{Refusal}, for example, whose very femininity and masculinity seem to keep them apart, whose gender roles constrain them; or the \textit{Wardrobe Ransacked} in which a repressed male desire for self-decoration is implied. This latter picture, as we have seen, Wilkie was pressured to remove from the Academy exhibition of 1810 because of its potentially offensive subject. And yet, when he did show the picture the following year (unexceptionably retitled \textit{A Humorous Scene}), its great popularity with fashionable young women became so notorious that this formed the basis for an advertisement for a cosmetic, Hubert’s Roseate Powder. It began: ‘A Humorous Scene – The Exhibition is daily visited by an Assembly of Beauty and Fashion to view Wilkie’s unrivalled production’, and claimed that the product ‘removes all blemishes and whitens skin’, surely referring to the cheeks of the man in the picture, which, we have noted, were reddened, probably with drink (unless he had been trying on rouge as well as women’s clothes).\textsuperscript{20} With wonderful irony, a picture which had only a year earlier been considered in
bad taste by senior academicians was now thronged with young female admirers. This suggests that, with his pictures of a social world less dependent upon conventional representations of gender roles, Wilkie was able to offer to some a comfortably sexless environment and to others images in which femininity and masculinity were gently disrupted.

The description of women, and whole families, pressing to get a look at Wilkie's pictures at Somerset House became a regular feature of exhibition reviews; and sometimes extravagant Regency fashions required a re-routing of the connoisseurial gaze, as when the *Chelsea Pensioners* held the crowds' attention in 1822:

> The occupation of stations by the hour, in front of favourite pieces, is hardly fair in an exhibition crowded with visitors; and especially when ladies get their poke-bonnets within the frames. The pictures are endangered and all vista shut out. We recommend that on future occasions the pictures of Wilkie may be hung near the ground, there will then be a chance of seeing them. Let the first rank kneel, the second stoop, and the third will only have to cast their eyes down.\(^{21}\)

In 1822, Wilkie's picture, or rather the Duke of Wellington's, was indeed endangered, and so anxious was Wilkie for its safety that he demanded the Academy put up a railing to protect it, which, after 'some shilly-shallying kind of opposition' from jealous colleagues, they did.\(^{22}\) (It was the first time such an honour had been granted to a painting at Somerset House, although, as Wilkie argued, railings had often been used to protect sculptures and the public from one another; they had, it seems, also regularly been in use at the British Institution.\(^ {23}\)) This little drama around the *Pensioners* neatly encapsulates the conflicting demands of private and public ownership. Naturally, Wilkie had no objection to being extremely popular and making considerable profits from engravings after his pictures, but by now – if not long before – he was exasperated at having to put his paintings through the ordeal of the Academy exhibition. Wilkie's art had redeemed Netherlandish painting from the narrow, formalist 'shackles of connoisseurship' by using its language to create more involving human dramas, ones which turned on slight domestic happenings unlikely to offend anyone.\(^{24}\) He had thereby helped to transfer the connoisseurial gaze from a narrow male élite to a much broader constituency of viewers.

But, safe as his subject matter may have appeared, Wilkie's newly expanded audience of everyday connoisseurs was worryingly
uncontrollable. His pictures certainly hooked them into long bouts of looking, but what followed from this? Possible damage to the pictures for one thing; and, after all, the new connoisseurs were not much better in their blinkered vision than the old ones. The assumption of intellectual superiority expressed by Haydon over the myopic patriotic collector was now also available to the dandified art critic who found his tour around the Great Room interrupted by hordes of uneducated Wilkie-lovers competing for a view of his still-life details. ‘It offends me to the soul’, complained Thomas Griffiths Wainewright in 1820 of the crowds around the Reading of a Will, ‘to see a parcel of chuckleheaded Papas, doting Mamas, and chalk-and-charcoal-faced Misses... crowding and squeezing, and riding upon one another’s backs, to get sight – not of the faces of the folks hearing the Will, but of the brass clasps of the strong box.’25 Wainewright was writing for the new London Magazine, supposedly a progressive journal, and with this snobbish language had gone too far for his editor, who was none other than John Scott, formerly editor of the Champion, in which he had defended Wilkie against Hazlitt and Leigh Hunt in 1815. Now Scott came to the defence of Wilkie’s public, distancing the London Magazine from Wainewright’s offensive language in an editorial note and giving his own description of an entirely respectable family viewing the Reading of a Will.26 But it seems that Wilkie himself sympathised more with Wainewright than with Scott on this occasion. When the Reading of a Will was returned to him at the close of the 1820 exhibition, he told Perry Nursey that it had come ‘from that ordeal where merit for the time is determined by the first glance of an unthinking multitude’.27

3.2 Competition and emulation

We have been describing some of the problems attendant upon looking at Wilkie at the Academy exhibitions, from the point of view of the visitors competing among themselves for a look. For Wilkie, these were tiresome questions; but the way that modern exhibitions encouraged competition among the artists whose works were on show had more profound implications. Reynolds, whose Academy Discourses sought against the odds to represent the commercial as the enemy of high-minded art, had worried over the vulgarising tendency of the exhibition, in which painters desperate for attention were tempted to adopt all kinds of extreme foreshortening and glaring colours in order to catch the bewildered eye of the visitor.28 The small band of Academicians charged with hanging the show each year
inevitably became embroiled regularly in controversies, and occasionally enjoyed exacerbating the competitive element inherent in the event. This is what happened in 1807 and 1808 with Wilkie, who, as the exciting new genre painter in the minute Netherlandish style, was deliberately pitted against J. M. W. Turner, the great painter of sublime landscape. Like Wilkie’s, Turner’s work was conceived in relationship to the Old Masters, but in competitive rather than emulative terms. In the years leading up to Wilkie’s arrival in London, Turner’s interrogations of the Old Masters had been focused above all upon Poussin, culminating in his Garden of the Hesperides, exhibited at the British Institution early in 1806. Here was modern art suited to Haydon’s imagined noble viewer ‘standing at an awful distance, and surveying with dread great works’. Wilkie himself emphasised how differently to himself Turner appealed to the spectator when, on arriving in London in 1805, he lost no time in heading for Turner’s Queen Anne Street gallery and reporting back to his friend Thomas Macdonald in Edinburgh. ‘I really do not understand his method of painting at all’, wrote Wilkie; ‘his designs are grand, the effect and colouring natural, but his workmanship is the most obominable [sic] I ever saw, and some pieces of the picture you cannot make out at all, and although his pictures are not large yet you must be at the other end of the room before they can satisfy the eye.’

In 1807, when Wilkie exhibited the Blind Fiddler, Turner submitted two pictures to the Academy, The Sun Rising through Vapour and a Country Blacksmith disputing upon the price of iron, and the price charged to the butcher for shoeing his poney (Fig. 3.1). These three pictures were, it seems, placed close together, with the Fiddler and Blacksmith – almost identical in size, and both on panel – hung on either side of Flora Unveiled by the Zephyrs by Richard Westall, himself one of the three members of the Hanging Committee this year and most likely the instigator of the juxtaposition. Turner was evidently satirising Wilkie’s banal subject matter on one hand and his drab palette on the other, for his Blacksmith is a very brown thing. With his other exhibit, the luminous Sun Rising, Turner showed the newcomer how to do things properly, twisting the knife by adding a dab of bright red paint to his picture just before the exhibition opened. This two-pronged attack on Wilkie’s colouring seems to have hit home, for it was not long before the Fiddler’s owner, Beaumont, was complaining that it was ‘so ill coloured’ that he did not know where to hang it.

The critics, generally delighted by Wilkie’s Blind Fiddler, had frowned on Turner’s efforts to browbeat the young Scot, and were even
more keen to take Wilkie’s side the following year when Turner returned to the fray with a painting this time satirising Wilkie’s overly fussy ‘Dutch’ finishing, *The Unpaid Bill, or the dentist reproving his son’s prodigality*, hung near enough to Wilkie’s *Card Players* (Fig. 3.2) again to provoke the comparison.° The *Card Players* was the nearest thing Wilkie painted to a pure still-life, the minimal elegance of the scarcely existent human story emphasised by the way ‘the artist has ingeniously contrived to shew the despondency of one of the losing parties, without exhibiting his face’. Viewers’ attention soon rested on the inanimate features of the work, for ‘Every corner of the picture is crowded with little utensils of furniture, which give an air of reality to the apartment. The utmost care appears to have been bestowed upon the mechanical part of the work, and perhaps it is impossible for so small a painting to be more highly finished.’ This reality effect, however, seemed to have gone into overdrive; and, rather than leading to a willingness to accept the general truth of the picture, here the conglomeration of still-life details risked unbalancing that broader credibility through their insistence on being a focus – if not the principal

---

**Figure 3.1** J. M. W. Turner: *A Country Blacksmith* (first exhibited 1807). Oil on panel, 21¼ × 30¾ in. (54.9 × 77.8 cm). Tate, London [photo: Tate].
focus – of interest in their own right. The objects further took on an almost hallucinatory sense of separateness through seeming too elegant for a cottage and probably having been, suggested one critic, copied from things belonging to the artist himself.\(^{37}\) This tension between the still-life objects and their setting in the *Card Players* is heightened by their only partial submission to the picture’s authoritarian perspectival system. There are some passages of almost impressionistic handling in the painting, most notably in the window, where roughly applied white paint gives at a distance the effect of strong daylight. But otherwise the paint is generally very thin, and its age now allows us to see through to the elaborate perspectival grid that Wilkie drew out on the panel to guide the composition. But, despite this framework, Wilkie has come unstuck in the structure of the architecture on the left of the picture, where the horizontal beam passing over the figures’ heads becomes involved with a series of planes which do not make up a coherent space; and beneath the beam a brick wall supporting a tin lid over the bespectacled man’s head seems to elide bizarrely into a void by the time we reach its right-hand edge. There

**Figure 3.2** *Card Players* (first exhibited 1808). Oil on panel, 21 × 29\(\frac{1}{2}\) in. (53.3 × 74.9 cm). Private collection [photo: private collection].
are concentrations of still-life objects at precisely these points, and it almost seems that Wilkie is testing the strength of the credibility that they generate by attempting to stretch it over these semantic gaps.

Turner’s *Unpaid Bill*, with its dreadful clutter of bottles and other receptacles, represented a *reductio ad absurdum* of the still-lifes in Wilkie’s pictures. Academic theory was very clear that the mechanical skill of transcribing bits of nature into a picture was a lowly part of the art of painting, and such close observation of nature only had its place in the picturesque.38 This was Turner’s platform of attack in 1808: Wilkie’s expertise in reproducing odds and ends did not make him a serious artist, and there was no doubting the acumen of its aim; for things, painted for their own sake, certainly were central to Wilkie’s appeal.39 Those viewers both sympathetic and articulate enough to think over this appeal, however, saw in Wilkie’s painted stuff more than basic realism. They saw the artist able to evoke pathos and humour through the character – the evolved, dented but persisting form – of objects, into which he had concentrated all that was agreed to be meaningful in the picturesque. The American history painter Washington Allston talked of Wilkie as ‘a Chaldean Magician, conjuring sentiment out of pots and kettles’;40 and in 1818 this quality of Wilkie’s was given a specifically anti-academic spin when a critic wrote (perhaps with particular reference to *Sunday Morning*) that the artist had ‘triumphantly refuted all the *ideal theorists*, by imparting all the charms of genius to the homeliest objects, and extracting feeling and philosophy from a washing tub’.41 There was a delightful surprise to find, casually lying in the foreground of a picture, the cheeky presence of some prawns (in the *Village Holiday*), a lost shoe and belt (*Blind-Man’s Buff*), a quill (*Guess my Name*) or even – a homage to the Dutch *pronkstilleven* – a boiled lobster (*Chelsea Pensioners*). The art critic Tom Lubbock has written memorably of how, in the *Blind Fiddler*, there are in the foreground ‘a pot, a watering can, a box of vegetables, which sort of nudge their way into the scene in an absurdly perky way’, and of Wilkie’s mastery of ‘comic spacing (the picture equivalent of timing)’.42

The result of Turner’s skirmishes with Wilkie, on a personal level, was that the two men kept a wary distance from one another for several years, Wilkie continuing to find fault with Turner’s extravagant colouring and ‘incomplete and scragley figures’.43 Gradually, however, they found in one another a kind of sympathetic opposite or complementary, in personality and artistic style. After all, in exhibition terms, they had played something of a double act, Wilkie drawing the spectator up close, Turner pressing them away; Wilkie subtly referencing Old Master pictures, Turner openly sparring with them. Famously, Turner
was eventually to paint a magnificent tribute to Wilkie after his death abroad, *Peace: Burial at Sea*.44 On a broader level, the experience of being shown up at the Academy added to Wilkie’s feeling that Somerset House could never be a fully sympathetic environment for his art, a problem to which there were perhaps only short-term solutions. One was for Wilkie’s pictures to be awarded the prime spot in the Academy exhibition hang, sitting directly upon the mantelpiece and so in some degree removed from the mêlée. This was a privilege awarded to his works regularly from 1813, when Wilkie himself was on the Hanging Committee and saw to it that *Blind-Man’s Buff* was so placed.45 Another solution was to avoid the Academy altogether and show one’s works privately and separately, as various older artists disillusioned with the Academy had done on occasion, including Nathaniel Hone, Joseph Wright and William Blake. In 1812, Wilkie attempted this, renting a single room over a billiards hall on Pall Mall to stage his own retrospective (he was just 26), showing pictures borrowed back from their owners.46 Here he could tell the story of his career, in a curated rather than competitive environment, demonstrating the coherence and gradual evolution of his work in a way that would never be possible at the Academy. At the beginning stood *Pitlessie Fair*, described by one of the critics who reviewed the exhibition as comprising ‘the stamina of all the flowers which this young academician has strewed upon the rest of the pictures in the room’.47 At the end stood the still unfinished *Village Holiday*, with its rococo rhythms showing how the artist was moving away from the models of Teniers and Ostade which had, at the beginning of his career, allowed him to dovetail naturalism and Old Master influence.

The exhibition was a reasonable financial success for Wilkie, but its most notable effect was to annoy several Academicians who thought it arrogant of him to signal his independence from them just when they had elected him to their forty-strong membership – a great honour for so young an artist.48 There was ultimately no avoiding the Academy – and, once made one of their governing body, Wilkie sought, so far as he was able, to instil respect for painterly tradition into the institution, and especially into its students. His perspective was increasingly that of Reynolds: the baleful influence of modern commercial society, especially the cheapening effects of competition, had to be kept at bay through constant reference to the achievements of the past. This conservative ethos, redolent of the political philosophy of Reynolds’s friend Edmund Burke, was encouraged in Wilkie by Beaumont (who had known both Reynolds and Burke) and later more generally by the reactionary cultural atmosphere that followed the end
of the French Wars. Dwelling on the question of cultural inheritance, Wilkie took a great interest in art education, seeking to transmit his practice and ideas to the next generation.

One glaring omission from the Academy Schools had been tuition in oil painting. Although Reynolds himself had advocated painting as well as drawing from the life model, this seems to have fallen into abeyance and only revived around 1808, probably as a result of young artists using oils at the British Institution’s copying school. Wilkie was one of those using oils at the Academy life school at this time, although he attended afterwards only as a Visitor, one of the Academicians deputed to oversee the life class on a revolving basis. Acting as Visitor for the first time in 1814–15, Wilkie began a series of nude subject pictures, the first and last such completed oils he would paint. First came a double-sided panel showing respectively Susannah and the Elders and Musidora (from Thomson’s Seasons), although Wilkie referred to them as ‘studies from nature’, and they must first have been begun in the life class. Then Wilkie showed two further nudes at the British Institution, Bathsheba (Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool) in 1818 and Bacchanalians Gathering Grapes (Fig. 3.3) in 1820. A critic reported of the latter that ‘We are informed that the figures were painted from life in the Royal Academy by Mr Wilkie when visitor there’, which may be true of the individual figures but surely not of the composition, which is intended as a reflection on a great Van Dyck which had been through the saleroom in 1814: the Stoning of St Stephen. Wilkie’s Bathsheba was evidently inspired by a Rembrandt of the same subject which had also been in the very same 1814 sale.

In his treatment of the nude, Wilkie was thus setting the Academy students the example he wished them to follow in studying nature on the model of the Old Masters – building a relationship across time that would be the best antidote to the distractions of the competitive contemporary art scene. But, for the critics, he had not got the balance right, and his instinct to naturalism showed through all too strongly. Not noticing the Old Master references, they accused Wilkie of painting portraits of the models, whose status as women hired to undress meant that they were always in acute need of allegorisation. The Bacchanalians, with its suggestion of an orgy, came in for a special battering: ‘It is not enough,’ admonished the New Monthly Magazine, ‘for the painter to strip a mercenary model, and to copy what he sees, with cold and hesitating fidelity. He who, in a poetical fiction, divests a female of her clothing, must clothe her with the graces.’ The artist’s former supporter the Champion announced: ‘we must boldly say that
it is a disgrace to his fine talents, and to the gallery in which it is placed.\footnote{55}

This hostile reception put paid to Wilkie’s brief career as a painter of nudes, and seems also to have caused him to rethink his attitude towards teaching. On returning as Visitor to the life class in 1821, he decided that the use of paints there had gone too far, that their inherent vagueness was covering up shoddy draughtsmanship and perhaps leading students into the excessive fleshliness of which he had been accused. He therefore proposed, successfully, to the Academy Council that students should only be allowed to paint in the life class once they had demonstrated complete competence in drawing.\footnote{56} It was only in the summer of 1840, just before he embarked upon his journey to the
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\caption{Bacchanalians Gathering Grapes (dated 1819). Oil on panel, 24 × 20 in. (61 × 50.8 cm). Private collection [photo: Witt Library].}
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Holy Land, that Wilkie returned to studying the nude, when he was elected Visitor in the life class for the third time. The sheets surviving from this period manage to combine deliberately non-academic poses with a coldly expert, sculptural execution comparable to that of Mulready, suggesting how determined Wilkie now was to put behind him the memory of his painted nudes of the 1810s.\(^{57}\)

In making those earlier nude studies which at least attempted to echo the Old Masters, Wilkie was, as well as seeking to show the way to his students, also importing into the Academy the guidelines set out by the British Institution for the regulation of their school. Concern there over the commercial abuse of the copying facilities (as perpetrated by the Misses Reinagle) had led to the directors inviting the students to make companions to, or variations on, the loaned Old Masters on display, rather than copies.\(^{58}\) In 1815, at the time the Institution was holding its first great Old Master loan exhibition, the Academy decided to bury decades of tradition and introduce a School of Painting in ‘emulation of what was first done at the Gallery’ (the Institution), as Wilkie put it; that is, students were invited to study fine pictures lent by philanthropic owners.\(^{59}\) (Interestingly, copying does not seem to have been restricted at the Academy as it became at the Institution, perhaps because the RA imagined abuse of its rooms unthinkable.) Wilkie again led by example, making a sensitive little copy of Titian’s *Bacchus and Ariadne*, lent to the School of Painting in 1816, and acting as Visitor there on four occasions. He seems to have been happier there than in the life class, and consequently easier on the students, one of whom, John Green Waller, recorded in his diary in the 1830s that Wilkie encouraged students not to rely upon simply stated ‘common rules’ but to explore for themselves: ‘I began to like him very much as a visitor. He is so attentive, although his manner is not so courtly as some. But he seems to give the students the full benefit of his experience and a great deal can be learnt from him.’\(^{60}\) We can indeed imagine Wilkie finding this environment deeply satisfying, acting as the link between his beloved Old Masters and the aspiring painters of the future. The School of Painting was an ideal academy, disinterested, removed from commerce and competition. Yet it could only ever be a passing pleasure, one which Wilkie, as a Visitor there, would experience for a month or so every few years. The real business of modern art continued at the summer exhibitions, as ever under the pressures against which Reynolds had warned. Longer-term alternatives were required than just rearranging the hang, or holding the occasional solo show (Wilkie never repeated his experiment of 1812). In the remaining sections of this chapter, I will
look at two contexts for viewing which seemed to offer such real alternatives: on one hand the private, domestic space, and on the other the picturesque location – the Old Master encountered in its original, ecclesiastical setting.

3.3 Tears and laughter

Wilkie’s early pictures were funny. Today, recognising in them human weakness, represented more or less sympathetically, we may well smile and even laugh. Various theories of comedy might be adduced in pursuit of an explanation for this. One classic model is that of Henri Bergson, who in laughter saw the social group signalling alarm at the failure of one of its members to remain aware of the group’s needs. Thus, absent-mindedness, which Wilkie portrayed so originally, was inherently laughable, as more generally was eccentricity. A comic face was one deformed through absent-minded emptiness or through the habitual adoption of an eccentric or grotesque expression – as in, for example, the faces in Wilkie’s Breakfast. As Bergson stressed, these were expressions which might be laughed into order (a permanently disfigured face was the opposite of funny). Thus, a picture’s comedy could have a cathartic effect upon its audience in an exhibition context, the crowd’s laughs acting out this calling to order as they might also in a theatre. In the case of the Village Politicians, this social laughing would have taken on a more focused role as it addressed disorderly labouring men drunk on whisky and politics.

Laughing at Wilkie’s early Academy exhibits was apparently the standard reaction to them. In Chapter 1, we quoted the writer P. G. Patmore on this phenomenon. Making the connection with the theatre and also with the notion of a social compulsion to comedy, Patmore observed that the mass of viewers seemed ‘to feel themselves bound to be moved to laughter by them, as they would by a comedy or a farce’. But Patmore felt that this was a crass reaction and that ‘scarcely any compositions of the art, in whatever class, are calculated to excite a greater variety of deep and serious feelings’. By the time that Wilkie showed the Chelsea Pensioners in 1822, it seemed clear that now he was ‘as little of a comic painter as Fuseli himself’. But, years before this, Hazlitt had anticipated his friend Patmore’s opinion that laughing at Wilkie was inappropriate, suggesting as an alternative reaction, however, only cool admiration at the artist’s observations. He indeed equated humour in art with jokes – contained, explicitly humorous micro-narratives of the kind abounding in his beloved Hogarth. Hazlitt was contrasting Wilkie with Hogarth when he remarked that ‘[w]e do
not remember a single joke’ in Wilkie’s work; and indeed the painter William Collins recalled how it had been a lost cause to try to get Wilkie himself to grasp the point of a visual pun in Hogarth’s Noon.63

So, Wilkie’s pictures didn’t tell jokes but remained laughable, at least when viewed in public. For Patmore, it almost seems, it was the public environment itself which generated the laughter, not the works themselves, which if properly appreciated should evoke pathos. Patmore stopped short of advocating tears; but crying was later certainly recorded in front of Wilkie’s works: Théodore Géricault before the Chelsea Pensioners, Washington Irving before Distraining for Rent and James Hogg before The Gentle Shepherd. Tears and laughter had after all been figured together since Antiquity, when the philosophers Democritus and Heraclitus were paired as a double act who could not agree whether laughing or crying at mankind’s folly was more appropriate. Wilkie’s viewers sometimes seem to have had the same problem.

To return to the public exhibition, surely Patmore was right to imply that this context for viewing promoted laughter over tears? In eighteenth-century sentimental culture, we associate tears above all with solitary readers. But perhaps crying at a play, suggests Anne Vincent-Buffault rather tentatively in her history of tears in French culture, ‘sealed a kind of social pact of sensibility which turned the theatre into a sort of political assembly’.64 Could the same be said of an art exhibition? A history of crying before paintings would be as hard to write as it would be fascinating to read, but it seems likely that tears by and large required concentrated emotional focus upon the image, something hard to achieve in a crowded exhibition room.65 Of the examples of famous figures crying over Wilkie just mentioned, two cried in private, only Hogg in public. Distraining for Rent had been bought from Wilkie by the British Institution as one of a select number of major modern British pictures destined for the national gallery into which the Institution at this time expected imminently to transform itself.66 Although the emotive subject of the picture led to its becoming controversial, there is no real evidence to support the suggestion that the directors of the Institution hid it away in shame.67 They had nowhere to hang it permanently, and the rumours of regret at its purchase probably resulted from the motion passed by the Institution mildly censuring Beaumont and the Marquis of Stafford for their peremptoriness in making an offer for the picture on the part of their fellow directors.68 At any rate, the American author Washington Irving saw Distraining for Rent in the Institution’s store in the company of C. R. Leslie, probably in the early 1820s. Leslie described in his
memoirs its impact upon the writer: ‘I remember that he stood before it without saying a word; and, when he turned round, tears were streaming down his cheeks’. Géricault reported his own tears in front of the Chelsea Pensioners in 1821 in a letter to his friend, the painter Horace Vernet. He saw the picture at Wilkie’s home, presumably alone as there is no indication that Wilkie himself was present, at least not when the figure of the anxious woman reading Wellington’s despatch for herself so moved him: ‘her pose and expression wring tears from the eyes, however one might hold them back’.

Irving and Géricault were, then, moved to tears in private spaces; and indeed it is not easy to imagine men allowing themselves to cry in public at the Academy exhibition. James Hogg managed to cry at Wilkie’s Gentle Shepherd (Plate 7) when he saw it at an exhibition in Edinburgh in 1824: ‘I got only one short look of it; but I saw nature so beautifully depicted, that in spite of all I could do the tears burst from my eyes, and the impression made by it is as powerful at this moment as it was then.’ But Hogg was a deliberately unpolished character, whose literary celebrity was dependent upon his behaving in an emotionally demonstrative way. It was at the same exhibition that he is supposed to have become inflamed by the young woman in the Refusal. While no-one, to my knowledge, is recorded as having cried openly before a Wilkie at the London Academy show, in 1818 a picture by the artist’s Scottish friend William Allan exhibited there did prompt public tears. Like Distraining for Rent and the Pensioners (indeed, surely inspired by the former), Allan’s Press Gang dramatically pitted duty against sentiment, showing sailors taking away a youth from his distraught family, but carefully representing the gang members as almost as distraught as the victims. A reviewer writing in the Sun, however, failed to appreciate this and attacked Allan for, as he saw it, raising feelings against those engaged in defending the realm. The critic William Carey soon afterwards told the story of how, while looking at the Press Gang at the Academy in the company of Allan in 1818,

a lady, who was also intently surveying that well-painted scene of domestic sorrow, drew out her handkerchief and wiped the tears from her eyes. The countenance of Allan brightened as he witnessed this genuine testimony of his power over the heart, and grasping our hand suddenly, he exclaimed: ‘There is the best answer to the ignorant critic upon my picture.’

This notion of viewers’ tears as a truer criterion of worth in a work of art than mere academic rules was well established in France. Baron von Grimm, the editor of the Correspondance littéraire in which
Diderot’s *Salons* appeared, remarked of Greuze’s great success with the public and equivocal relations with the Académie that ‘[t]here is no criticism that tears do not efface’; and in the 1790s this trope was built into Revolutionary aesthetics. As in the case of the connoisseurship of Old Master paintings, the dry, pedantic male viewer needed freeing from the shackles of his limited gaze by an influx of sentiment. In theory, this might best be done at exhibitions, where many levels of society mixed, forming, if not a public reintegrated through sentiment, then at least an audience that could feasibly believe itself reflected in the social panorama of modern genre painting. But, as we have seen, Wilkie’s vision of humanity in all its foibles and eccentricities, for all its popularity, risked being traduced in public as mere surface or still-life, or as broad comedy. The examples of Irving and Géricault suggest that his work was after all better able to make its greatest impact – at least upon men – in private contexts, and so now we must add this suppression of feeling to the list of inadequacies of the modern public exhibition. So far in this chapter, we have portrayed Wilkie as a prime figure through whom modes of viewing were renegotiated in early nineteenth-century British metropolitan visual culture, emphasising his role in developing the public aspect of that culture. But the many failings which Wilkie perceived in that public sphere also made him its most searching critic, and a constant concern of his was to discover how the life of a modern artist or connoisseur might be carried on without complete dependence upon the exhibition.

The most obvious answer to this question was to bring art back home, into a domestic environment, but one in which all the family might be involved, not just the lone male denizen of the collector’s cabinet. Wilkie liked to show off his new works at his own home to friends and neighbours before sending them in to the Academy; and we are told that his favourite phase of the summer rituals was riding between colleagues’ houses in a carriage and seeing in a domestic setting what they were about to show in public. Equally, he was used, as was necessary before the arrival of the British Institution loan exhibitions and the opening of the National Gallery, to exploring the Old Masters in private houses. As for making new art in homely settings, Wilkie was always using his own domestic circle as models, in addition to the occasional artist friend and the people whom he found while out walking and whom he brought home to sit. In the *Refusal*, for instance, Maggie was modelled by Wilkie’s sister Helen (who also appears in several other works), Duncan by Mulready, and the older woman probably by Wilkie’s mother. We can imagine Wilkie being
Plate 1  *Pitlessie Fair* (dated 1804). Oil on canvas, 23 × 42 in. (58.5 × 106.7 cm). National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh [photo: National Gallery of Scotland].
Plate 2  *The Rent Day* (dated 1807; first exhibited 1809). Oil on panel, 23 × 35 in. (58.4 × 88.9 cm). Private collection [photo: private collection].
Plate 3  The Letter of Introduction (dated 1813). Oil on panel, 24 × 19¼ in. (61 × 50.2 cm). National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh [photo: National Gallery of Scotland].
Plate 4  *The Penny Wedding* (dated 1818). Oil on panel, $25\frac{3}{8} \times 37\frac{5}{8}$ in. (64.4 $\times$ 95.6 cm). Royal Collection [photo: Collection © 2006 Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II].
Plate 5  *The Reading of a Will* (dated 1820). Oil on panel, 30 3⁄4 × 46 in. (78 × 117 cm). Neue Pinakothek, Munich (Wittelsbacher Ausgleichsfonds) [photo: C Blauel/Gnamm – ARTOTHEK].

Plate 6  *Chelsea Pensioners Receiving the London Gazette Extraordinary of Thursday June 22d, 1815, announcing the Battle of Waterloo!!* (dated 1822). Oil on panel, 38 3⁄4 × 62 1⁄4 in. (97.2 × 158.1 cm). Wellington Museum, London [photo: English Heritage Photo Library].

Plate 8  *Christopher Columbus explaining the project of his intended voyage for the discovery of the New World, in the convent of La Rabida* (first exhibited 1835). Oil on canvas, 58½ × 74¼ in. (148.6 × 188.6 cm). North Carolina Museum of Art, Raleigh, NC, Gift of Hirschl & Adler Galleries [photo: North Carolina Museum of Art].
Plate 9  The Peep-o’-Day Boy’s Cabin, in the West of Ireland (first exhibited 1836). Oil on canvas, 49½ × 69 in. (125.7 × 175.3 cm). Tate, London [photo: Tate].
Plate 10  Sir David Baird Discovering the Body of Sultan Tippoo Saib, after having captured Seringapatam, on the 4th of May, 1799 (first exhibited 1839). Oil on canvas, 137½ × 105½ in. (348.5 × 267.9 cm). National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh [photo: National Gallery of Scotland].
able to get such models to act up a little for him, to grasp what it was he wanted; and in turn something of their particular expressions must have found its way into the pictures.

It was in the family circle of the Earl of Mulgrave that Wilkie found, among his patrons, the most willing players in what amounted to a form of amateur dramatics. Mulgrave took to Wilkie with the same possessive enthusiasm as Beaumont, inviting him up to stay at his Yorkshire seat in the summer of 1806, and the following year starting a collection of Wilkie’s oil sketches (the artist also made miniature versions of his pictures for this collection, which was to be dispersed at Mulgrave’s sale in 1832). In Yorkshire, Wilkie made a start on what would become *Rent Day*, and back in London used the likenesses of Mulgrave’s family for the central group of the mother and children. The woman was modelled by Lady Mulgrave’s sister Ann, and the head of the elder child Wilkie took from a portrait (now untraced) which he had already made of Mulgrave’s daughter Harriet. Harriet’s presence in the picture must have made the work of particularly poignant value to her parents after her death aged only eight or nine in 1808, the year before the painting was eventually shown at the Academy. There, although hugely popular, one or two critics who knew something of Wilkie’s working methods objected to the mixing of portraiture into a genre subject. The *Repository of Arts* complained:

> The woman introduced is certainly not a cottager, and the child is evidently the portrait of a young *lady*, probably the daughter of the nobleman for whom the picture was painted. We are the more disposed to be severe upon this, because it seems to display a subserviency to the caprice of a patron to which Wilkie ought to be superior. The picture is certainly spoiled, and the patron and painter both punished for their folly.

This writer – in a journal catering especially to women – objected to the vanity of Mulgrave in casting his own female relatives as stars in the new production of his *protégé*. But Wilkie was getting used to being held in suspicion regarding his eagerness to please the great, and he had little scruple over it. He later went on to paint not only portraits of Mulgrave’s aunt and another of his daughters to die young but also, in 1824, the *Sportsman* (Wallace Collection), in which a third daughter, Lepel, pours a glass of beer for her brother Charles.

As we have already suggested, it was only a short step from this sort of *peinture à clef* to amateur dramatics, or more particularly to the *tableau vivant*, that is, the staging of pictures. Wilkie was always a keen theatre-goer, had taken subjects from plays while in Edinburgh,
and in London was in contact with the great comedians of the day, Jack Bannister and John Liston. Liston, famous for the hilarious contortions of his facial expressions, appears as the man raising his bottle in the *Village Holiday*, a portrait to which Hazlitt strongly objected, evidently feeling that the artist was trespassing on his own territory in seeking to give character sketches of contemporary celebrities (as the writer was most famously to do with his *Spirit of the Age*). The great attraction for Wilkie of the *tableau vivant* was that it allowed the fullest possible domestic engagement with a painting, as the family themselves became the picture. Emma Hamilton had delighted eighteenth-century audiences with her eroticised personifications of Antique sculptures, and Wilkie had admired her daughter’s similar ‘attitudes’ in 1809. These were of course spectacles perfectly adapted to the male connoisseurial gaze, under which female and artistic worth were judged on similar criteria. The single-figure *tableau* could also be an occasion to show off a beauty, but might also involve greater audience participation if based on a more complex composition. The first publicly staged *tableau* that Wilkie saw was at Dresden in 1826, after a picture by Teniers. Thereafter he was hooked, and was soon directing them privately himself in Rome, Madrid and then back at home in London. The ‘apparatus’ of the performances could become quite elaborate, as in those at Rome which involved the actors posing behind gauze stretched across picture frames and lit from behind in an effort to make living facsimiles of Old Masters (Wilkie’s experience of making toy theatres with which to model his paintings must have helped him here). Ever fond of dressing up, Wilkie also enjoyed appearing at fancy-dress parties in the role of a figure from a picture. Washington Irving remembered him at a ball at Madrid, ‘in costume, putting one hand on the pummel of his sword, and extending the other, as he had seen it in some old painting; occasionally he would step out of his frame to talk to some one, and then go back’.

Wilkie’s involvement in this process of performing pictures culminated in the early 1830s. In 1832, two of his pictures – *Rent Day* and *Distraining for Rent* – were rendered as *tableaux* in Douglas Jerrold’s play *The Rent Day*, a rather trivial work set on an estate in the North of England in which the evil intended by an embittered steward towards the decent tenants is foiled by the return of the young lord. The following year, Wilkie was commissioned to produce *tableaux* for the Marchioness of Salisbury, based now not on existing pictures but on imagined illustrations to Walter Scott, who had died in 1832. As with the *Rent Day* in 1809, the idea of Wilkie as the hired stagehand
of the aristocracy’s amateur dramatics was distasteful to some of those who imagined him as the champion of common life in art; and one press critic thought that he would have been better employed painting the controversial arrest of some Shoreditch grocers for trading without licences, an injustice which reached the headlines at the same time as the Hatfield tableaux: ‘Oh Wilkie, Wilkie! you were wrongly placed: you should have been painting the Rape of the Costermongers, instead of regulating how far or how short Rebecca Lyndhurst’s head should turn upon her ruffian ravisher’. When one reads the Marchioness’s condescending references to her producer in her diary, it is hard not to have some sympathy with this critic’s point of view. Nevertheless, in less grand settings, tableaux vivants allowed Wilkie to explore the social enjoyment of art in a context which superseded the crowded exhibition room: he and his fellow participants could imagine themselves as exhibition-goers who, poking their heads into the pictures, had fallen through the frame to take up positions as the characters themselves – a privilege accorded in actual life only to the families of patrician patrons such as Mulgrave.

3.4 Preserving pictures

Wilkie had been introduced to the pleasures of tableaux vivants during his convalescent years in Europe in the mid-1820s. Acutely stressed by work on the Holyrood group portrait, and bereaved of his mother, two brothers and his sister’s fiancé within a few months, in early 1825 he suffered a relapse into the nervous illness from which he had suffered at least once before, in 1810. Exacerbating Wilkie’s mental state was his great disappointment at the current state of British art. In the post-war period, he had increasingly allowed himself to fall in with Beaumont’s reactionary pessimism, according to which ‘presumptuous innovation is the order of the day, and has reduced poetry, painting and politics to their primeval rudiments’. In painting, this meant that modern artists had succumbed to the logic of the exhibition and had allowed their colouring to become harsh, elemental and strident. Turner was supposed to be one of the prime culprits, the leader of the ‘white painters’, for whom brightness was only the glare of raw pigment. The specialist in heroic nude subjects, William Etty, was another. His crime was to have convinced the public that his garish palette was authentically Venetian, thus misleading young artists as to the true nature of that great school of painting. Wilkie and Beaumont took the line that modern art needed to return to the depth and richness of pigment of the Old Masters, and to
relearn the lesson that brightness and chromatic warmth were to be achieved on the model of Rembrandt, with restrained highlights emerging from fields of warm, golden-brown hues. When Wilkie set out for what was to be a three-year residence on the Continent, it was to recover his health but also to make an in-depth study of the history of painting, with the intention of gathering evidence for his case against modern British art.

Wilkie’s stylistic models had shifted gradually away from the seventeenth-century Netherlandish painters of low-life which had been the basis for the *Village Politicians*. He was soon attracted by related but more refined past masters – Ter Borch and de Hooch among the Dutch, and also eighteenth-century French art. As these influences became apparent in Wilkie’s work from around 1810, there were complaints from those who saw the painter as a blunt realist having no business indulging in such stylistic affectation. But the rococo flavour of subjects such as *Blind-Man’s Buff* and the *Wardrobe Ransacked* appealed to Wilkie’s increasingly grand patrons, the former picture entering the Royal collection, where it stood surrogate for the French paintings of which the Regent owned few despite his spectacular collection of *Ancien régime* decorative arts.97

In the later 1810s, Wilkie further expanded his stylistic repertoire by emphasising elegant lighting schemes under the influence of the Dutch painters of bourgeois genre. We see this in the *Rabbit on the Wall*, the *Breakfast*, the *Highland Whisky Still* and *Guess my Name* (shown in 1821).98 All of these pictures also contain a great deal of shadow; and it was the challenge of creating subtle counterpoint between bright light and deep shade which intrigued Wilkie. As we have already said, Rembrandt was the definitive master in this regard; and his *Woman Taken in Adultery*, in Angerstein’s collection, was the touchstone of this quality as well as demonstrating that ‘the most minute detail is not incompatible with the greatest breadth of effect’.99 Benjamin West directed Wilkie’s attention to this picture as early as 1807. In 1813, Wilkie used it as the basis for an exquisite little sketch of a funeral service, and in 1815 he painted it hanging on the walls of the British Institution.100 In the years leading up to his breakdown in the early 1820s, as his conservative thinking about tone and depth of paint became something of an obsession, Wilkie seemed to allow the shadow to take over, saturating images such as the *Parish Beadle*, the *Cottage Toilet* and the *Highland Family* in dark paint. It seemed as if he were fetishising not just the beauty of shadow but also the patina of old pictures darkened by time, although Wilkie was now convincing himself that brown old
paintings had not changed since their execution but had been painted as dark as they now appeared.

The critics found it all hard to follow. To many of them, Wilkie seemed bent on making a narrow technical argument about tone to the detriment of a painting's many other potential qualities. The Parish Beadle especially, appearing the year after the spectacularly popular Chelsea Pensioners, bemused many with its chiaroscuro apparently borrowed from the Bolognese or Roman seicento – which may have been suited to martyrdoms or illustrations to Tasso, but not to little dogs dressed in skirts. It was also during these years that Wilkie took his perennial technical experiments to new levels of risk, adopting the potentially calamitous golden-brown pigment asphaltum (or bitumen), 'the most gorgeous of all colours'. Sending some to the amateur painter Nursey in 1823, Wilkie recommended that he use it with mastic varnish (or 'megilp') plus 'a little japanner's gold size'.

This was quite a cocktail, and from now on almost everything that Wilkie painted would suffer in the decades ahead from internal deterioration, some of his darkest pictures swiftly self-destructing (see Fig. 4.4). Wilkie was angry at what he believed was the debased state of his profession; and this was both helping to make him ill and apparently evident in his gloomy art. In the summer of 1825, as he prepared to leave for Italy via Paris, Wilkie was able to take a look at the exhibition which the British Institution had organised, intended to survey the best of living British artists' work. He had been more or less determined not to like it, and his only recorded comment on the show was that 'We are all wrong together'.

The salvation of British painting seemed only possible by going back to first principles, by asking what oil painting could do and how this had been best done in the past. But, as we have seen, Wilkie already felt that he knew the answers to these questions. Painting was not sculpture and it was not fresco, despite French Neo-Classicism confusing these media in the name of the Antique. Oil paint was inherently thick, wet and capable of binding into strata through which the viewer could gaze down, as through layers of history. Painting was designed to represent the visible world; but, unlike architecture, sculpture and fresco, its flowering had been relatively recent – during the Renaissance – and, crucially, under Christian direction. As he toured the great artistic centres of Europe in 1825–8, Wilkie plotted for himself a new genealogy of painting, through those masters who had never lost sight of what painting was truly for: Correggio, Titian, Rembrandt, Velázquez, Watteau, Reynolds and then, he hoped, himself. This was the lesson of the history of art, but
still it was not enough to redeem British painting unless the lesson was heeded.

At Rome, where a small colony of young British artists had grown up again in the post-war years, Wilkie sought to spread his message. He had been disappointed to find on first arriving in Rome that almost all of the British artists seemed content to paint nothing more than picturesque costume pieces; and Wilkie was soon encouraging John Bryant Lane, his former contemporary at the Academy Schools, to attempt something much more ambitious, a huge painting of the Vision of Joseph. Charles Eastlake, one of the younger British artists in Rome, reported to Thomas Uwins in Naples that Wilkie was talking ‘like a devotee’ of his belief in what Eastlake termed the ‘hot-cross bun system’ – that is, Wilkie’s passion for deeply toned rich colouring. Wilkie even wanted, says Eastlake, ‘to make a compact with four or five painters to do pictures in this way’. Rome was full of secret political societies and had its share of artistic cults, such as the Nazarenes, as well. Wilkie now seemed to be setting himself up as guru of his own cult. To an earnest young Aberdonian like Colvin Smith, hoping to paint a portrait of Wilkie as senior Academician and famous Scot, his hero turned out to appear something of an eccentric. Wilkie had taken to attending Roman balls, TABLEAUX and masquerades with a passion, and wanted Smith to portray him in the costume of Merry Andrew (a fool from traditional comedies) which he had worn to a fancy-dress ball at the Villa Bracciano. His young admirer was scandalised: ‘I am quite surprised he should have such a taste . . . I am sorry to say that Wilkie’s ideas are grown very singular and I am quite surprised that people don’t see it; however, I hope time will shew the reverse’.

To return, after something of a detour, to the basic theme of this chapter: how was the relationship between artist, picture and viewer to be arranged so as to avoid all the problems caused by exhibition culture? One rather uncomfortable answer, for the son of a Presbyterian minister, was that the Catholic Church had much to teach. The Catholic artist, wrote Wilkie to William Allan from Calvinist Geneva in 1827, ‘has advantages over us. He paints to adorn an altar, where his picture is held equally sacred . . ., while we are too apt to paint for an exhibition, with which our pictures are to be criticised, dispersed, and perhaps forgotten.’ Old pictures, which in Britain were now also being sucked into exhibition culture via the British Institution, and which were hopelessly misunderstood thanks to the likes of Turner and Etty, were in Catholic countries simply left alone. Writing from Madrid in 1828 to Lady Beaumont (Sir George
had died the previous year) of the thrill of finding Philip II’s Titians at the Escorial monastery more or less as he had left them, Wilkie remarked on ‘the well-known disposition of Catholics to keep things as they are’ as being ‘the best of all preservatives of pictures’.

Wilkie’s respect for the Roman Church was reflected in a series of four paintings of pilgrim subjects, the first that he completed in Italy as he recovered his strength (Fig. 3.4).

This tracking down of Old Masters in their original habitats was Wilkie’s great pleasure in Italy and Spain and the favourite theme of his many letters home. Finding pictures in a ‘virgin’ state allowed him, so he felt, to be certain of the artists’ own intentions and so to be sure of his own interpretations. This was looking at pictures in the most satisfying possible way, unmediated by crowds, curators or critics. But this environment was scarcely reproducible back in Britain, where pictures had been banished from churches since the Reformation and were only very tentatively being allowed back in. Furthermore, there was an insidious logic to the connoisseur’s gaze upon the virgin picture, one which necessarily colluded with the ineluctable expansion of European museum culture. Just as the public exhibition could,
perversely, make pictures such as Wilkie’s harder to see, so the cele-
bration of the authentic setting had a way of bolstering the public
sphere to which it ostensibly offered an alternative.

When Wilkie wrote home of the undisturbed pictures at the
Escorial, ‘just in that state the most precious for the study of the artist
or connoisseur’,\textsuperscript{113} he contrasted them with the situation at the Museo
Real on the Prado at Madrid, opened in 1819 but in 1827 closed for a
huge expansion of the displays as hundreds of canvases from the royal
palaces were brought in, cleaned and catalogued. Here, Wilkie had all
types of problems gaining access at all, especially to the salas rese-
rvadas where nude subjects by Titian and Rubens were sequestered.
When he did get to see the pictures in the midst of this turmoil, he was
alarmed to find that they had been damaged by crude cleaning
methods. Wilkie’s experiences of the beginnings of museum culture in
Spain were not positive – and neither, it seems, was he overly
impressed by the Louvre (in 1814, when he first saw it, still full of art-
works looted by Napoleon). Even the National Gallery in London,
where two of his own pictures hung, was not a subject to enthuse
him.\textsuperscript{114} Although he never explicitly said so, Wilkie must have seen in
the growth of these permanent state-owned collections the further
marginalisation of those contexts in which his own looking, and his
own art, had been most comfortable. And yet, while in Europe, his mis-
sives home were helping to build a picture of possible future targets for
British collectors, private and institutional.\textsuperscript{115} Indeed, Wilkie himself
was active as an agent for collectors while in Italy and Spain, his energy
and experience in sniffing out and assessing pictures wherever he went
making him the perfect person for the job. Working with the Scottish
landscape painter Andrew Wilson, Wilkie purchased a copy of
Raphael’s Transfiguration for the Institution for the Encouragement
of the Fine Arts in Scotland and two Van Dycks in Genoa for Sir Robert
Peel. The latter were promptly processed by the London museological
machine, appearing at the British Institution exhibition of 1829.\textsuperscript{116}

Encouraged by the removal of the Van Dycks from their Italian
palazzo, Peel and Wilkie now set their sights on portraits by Velázquez,
whose most famous works Wilkie was able to study carefully at the
Prado, finding in them precedents for eighteenth-century British
painting.\textsuperscript{117} In Madrid over the winter of 1827–8, Wilkie found pic-
tures attributed to the master in the hands of José de Madrazo, a court
artist closely involved in the development of the Prado. Although they
both knew that the pictures would leave the country against the law;
Madrazo and Wilkie did business, and the four portraits came to
London via Seville. As they made their way there, the London art
world was itself celebrating Velázquez, who, along with other Spanish artists, was the focus of the British Institution’s loan exhibition of the summer of 1828.\textsuperscript{118} Wilkie’s passion for Velázquez was already well known before his return to Britain on account of his wide correspondence; and so a writer in the \textit{Literary Gazette}, who had seen one of these letters, was able to point to the coincidence: ‘It is curious enough’, he wrote, ‘that his letter spoke enthusiastically of the paintings of Velasquez, which he had seen in the Spanish capital, at the very time when the Exhibition at the British Gallery enables us to form so complete a judgement of the excellences of that truly great master’.\textsuperscript{119} It seems very likely that the curator of the Institution’s exhibition, the guru of the London collecting classes, William Seguier, was encouraged to make Spanish art his focus partly in response to what he must have been hearing of Wilkie’s explorations of Spain – a country still, we should remember, entirely unknown in cultural terms to most in Britain.

Wilkie’s stories of encountering Titian and other masters in a primitive state in Spain were further circulated by the artist himself following his return to Britain. On a visit to Wordsworth in 1834, Wilkie told of being shown Titian’s \textit{Last Supper} in the Escorial refectory, a story which not long afterwards found its way into a poem:

\begin{verbatim}
One above all, a Monk who waits on God
In the magnific Convent built of yore
To sanctify the Escurial palace. He –
Guiding, from cell to cell and room to room,
A British Painter (eminent for truth
In character, and depth of feeling, shown
By labours that have touched the hearts of kings,
And are endeared to simple cottagers) –
Came, in that service, to a glorious work,
Our Lord’s Last Supper, beautiful as when first
The appropriate Picture, fresh from Titian’s hand,
Graced the Refectory: and there, while both
Stood with eyes fixed upon that masterpiece,
The hoary Father in the Stranger’s ear
Breathed out these words: – ‘Here daily do we sit,
Thanks given to God for daily bread, and here
Pondering the mischiefs of these restless times,
And thinking of my Brethren, dead, dispersed,
Or changed and changing, I not seldom gaze
Upon this solemn Company unmoved
\end{verbatim}
By shock of circumstance, or lapse of years,
Until I cannot but believe that they –
They are in truth the Substance, we the Shadows.

Wordsworth thus presents an idea of Wilkie as the privileged but still essentially passive (rather than acquisitive) tourist, able as an artist himself to bring to the situation described a peculiarly sensitive appreciation of the bonds between a great painting and its custodians. Reinforced by the poet’s dramatic retelling of his anecdote, it may seem hard not to accept at face value Wilkie’s own account of his feelings, according to which his exhaustion at the speed of change on the London exhibition circuit, and despondency at the spread of museum culture, were mitigated by satisfying reflection upon a particularly picturesque enduring link between an artwork and its habitat. But it was this same nostalgic tourist who boasted to Peel from Madrid of having found ways to evade ‘the law prohibiting the exportation of all original pictures under penalty of confiscation’, and who, on bringing pictures attributed to Velázquez back to London, took them to Seguier to be ‘dressed up’ – that is, hastily cleaned, retouched and varnished – for Peel’s (ultimately unforthcoming) approval. Seen in this context, Wilkie’s eulogies on the Catholic tendency to preserve artistic collections read rather like phrases from the introduction to the glossy catalogue of a house sale held by one of the leading auctioneers, where the coherence and organically developed character of a collection is celebrated in order better to effect its dispersal, as the bidder is invited to take home a fragment of this picturesque whole – a fragment perhaps now better able to retain the authentic flavour of its home than the decayed reality of that home’s entirety.

Thanks to Wilkie’s letters home from Spain, and to Wordsworth’s poem on the artist’s encounter with Titian in the Escorial, the assimilation of Spanish art into the London exhibition scene was surely facilitated rather than embarrassed. Wilkie’s self-consciously intense experience of the authentic setting of the Escorial, and, crucially, the publication of reports of those experiences, generated the aura needed by displaced pictures to maintain their semantic, aesthetic and commercial integrity. Wilkie, of all artists, was never sentimentally hostile to commerce per se: he prided himself on his head for business. The problems we have discussed in this chapter resulted ultimately from tensions between what Wilkie knew to be legitimate business – the trading of old and new art as commodities – and his equally secure belief that art needed to retain roots in the past. Whatever his regrets, there was no point in pretending that Britain was other than it was: a
modern, Protestant, imperial state. In Wilkie's late work – the principal focus of my next chapter – although much of it was expressed in an idiom bearing the influence of his time in Italy and Spain, we can see him confront that identity.
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5 On the BI loan exhibitions, see Tromans, 'Museum or Market?' and Haskell, The Ephemeral Museum, chs 1–2.

6 For Wilkie at the BI school, see the BI Minutes (NAL), vol. 1, p. 161 (1806) and vol. 2, p. 98 (1809); the BI interior is repr. in Miles, Fourteen Small Pictures by Wilkie, no. 12.

7 Wilkie to Hugh Irvine, 10 January 1815 (NTS).

8 This image of tunnel vision is easily contrasted with academic theory with its demand for ideas and general nature, and with the political echoes within that theory, which suggested that a man of near-sighted vision was not suited to responsibility: Barrell, Political Theory of Painting, pp. 80, 91.

9 Haydon, Diary, vol. 1, p. 5 (1808); Haydon was probably referring to Wilkie's Card Players.

10 Beaumont to Wilkie, 23 November 1806 (NLS 9835/14). Over a century later, in his A Clever Fake, the Manchester painter Charles Spencelayh represented an engraving of the Blind Fiddler hanging over a table at which a modest modern connoisseur examines antiques with a magnifying glass (Christie's, 28 November 2000, lot 27).
11 *Works*, vol. 8, p. 17 (from *Table-Talk*, 1821).


13 When a portrait by Gainsborough was placed here in 1783, the artist’s friend Henry Bate complained that this was the ‘most humiliating situation’ (*Morning Herald*; cf. Whitley, *Artists and Their Friends in England*, vol. 1, pp. 319, 396–7).

14 As Bermingham observes (‘The Aesthetics of Ignorance’), insofar as women were able to become amateurs of the arts, such ‘accomplishments’ worked primarily further to entrench women’s position as the object of the connoisseurial gaze. Bermingham recounts the ideal of the male connoisseur, as a disinterested gentleman perfectly placed to judge (pp. 13–14); but here I want to stress the culture’s actual perception of the connoisseur as a suspect figure, isolated and myopic.

15 The presence of women was held as evidence of amateurism against the BI and also against the Royal Institution, the scientific charity established in 1799. The two bodies were further connected through a shared house journal, the *Director*, and the RI’s lecture syllabus which included the fine arts.

16 Farington, *Diary*, vol. 8, p. 3,106 (15 August 1807).

17 See Pullan, ‘“Conversations on the Arts”’.

18 *Literary Speculum*, 2 (1822), p. 60. For other comments on Wilkie’s unprecedented breadth of appeal, see *Public Ledger* (14 May 1817), p. 3; *Examiner* (6 June 1819), p. 362; and *Atlas* (26 May 1833), n.p.

19 Mulready’s *Widow* (RA 1824), with its suggestion of sex for cash, was a notorious offender: ‘Mr Mulready should not have painted a picture any portion of which he would be sorry to be called upon to explain the purport of to any inquirer’ (*New Monthly Magazine*, 12 (July 1824), p. 300; see Pointon, ‘William Mulready’s “The Widow”’).

20 *Bell’s Weekly Messenger* quoted by Pullan, ‘“Conversations on the Arts”’; p. 17.

21 *Literary Gazette* quoted by Whitley, *Art in England 1821–37*, p. 31. The same paper complained in 1822 that ‘At no period do we recollect to have seen or felt so crowded an Exhibition as the present one at the Royal Academy’ (1822, p. 330); attendance levels in 1822 did indeed represent a peak (Sunderland and Solkin, ‘Staging the Spectacle’, p. 37). In 1829, lamenting the absence of genre scenes at the Academy, the *Gentleman’s Magazine* (May 1829, p. 442) remarked that these ‘were such attractive ornaments to the Ante-room, that the artists themselves might have caught many a pleasing incident from the animated groups which daily crowded round them’. This implies that genre scenes had become a
characteristic feature of the hang of the small room between the second-
floor landing and the Great Room at Somerset House; perhaps they had
been concentrated there to prevent their inhibiting the flow of visitors
around the Great Room.

22 Wilkie to Raimbach, 18 May 1822 (HL); cf. Wilkie to Lawrence, 9 May
(RA Lawrence papers, vol. 4, p. 22).

23 John Martin’s hugely popular Belshazzar’s Feast, exh. at the BI in 1821,
can be seen railed off in the engraved view of that exhibition by Robert
throughout the rooms are depicted in Stephanoff’s watercolour of the
1816 BI Old Masters exhibition (V&A). The first picture at the Paris
Salon to require this special treatment was apparently Fleury Richard’s
small and very highly finished painting of Valentine de Milan pleurant
la mort de son époux in 1802 (Chaudonneret, Fleury Richard et Pierre
Révoil, pp. 63–5, no. 8) – another woman missing her husband.

24 A critic wrote in 1820 of recent British genre painting that ‘It is among the
best characteristics of modern art, that the interest given to pictorial works
arises principally from the truth of character which they display, rather
than from that technical skill, which has so long held the admirers of vertu
in the shackles of connoisseurship’ (Literary Gazette, 13 May 1820, p. 315).

p. 102. On Wainewright, see Motion, Wainewright the Poisoner.

27 24 July 1820 (BL).
28 Reynolds, Discourses, p. 90.
29 For more detail on aspects on the following, see Marks, ‘Rivalry at the
Royal Academy’.
30 15 July 1805 (NLS 9835/9-10).
31 Westall’s picture was bought by Richard Payne Knight: see Clarke and
Penny, The Arrogant Connoisseur, no. 203. For the hang, see Cabinet, 1
(June 1807), p. 245 and Sun (27 May 1807), n.p. Farington records
Westall’s criticism of the Village Politicians as merely a pastiche of other
pictures and praise of Turner’s Blacksmith as ‘very clever’ (Diary, vol. 7,
32 See Farington, Diary, vol. 8, p. 3,040; A. Cunningham, Life, vol. 1,
pp. 143–4; P. Cunningham, ‘Memoir’, p. 25; Rosenthal, ‘Turner Fires a Gun’. The Sun Rising is one of the two Turners hanging in the NG next
to two Claudes in fulfilment of Turner’s will of 1831. John Gage suggests
(in Turner Studies, 8:1 (1988), p. 52) that it is ‘very likely’ that the will
was misread and that the painter intended the Blacksmith rather than
the Sun Rising to go to the NG in a kind of return match with Wilkie’s
Blind Fiddler, which had hung there since 1826; but this seems too good
to be true. There was, however, to be a fictional echo of the skirmish: the *Sun Rising* appears on the left of W. F. Witherington’s imagined gallery interior of 1824 (National Trust, Wimpole), balanced against Wilkie’s shadowy *Highland Still* on the right.

33 Farington, *Diary*, vol. 9, p. 3,431.


35 *Sun* (16 May 1808), n.p.

36 *Le Beau Monde*, 3 (1808), supplement, p. 350; the phrase ‘an air of reality’ also featured in the review in the *National Register* (15 May 1808), p. 318. Robert Hunt wrote in the *Examiner* (8 May 1808, p. 300) that ‘after waiting half an hour for your turn to see the picture, the refreshing ideas of coolness conveyed by a deceptive sallad are more impressively felt from the heat occasioned by the pressing throng of eager gazers’.


38 Reynolds, *Discourses*, pp. 15–16, 50. A principle of ‘association aesthetics’ was that no particular object had any intrinsic aesthetic interest (Hemingway, *Landscape Imagery and Urban Culture*, p. 54). Thus ‘mere transcripts of the objects of natural history’ were specifically barred from Academy exhibitions (Hutchison, *History of the Royal Academy*, p. 82). Partly as a consequence, still-life specialists rarely had much success in this period, although in 1807–8 there was a brief craze for the flower pieces of James Hewlett (Whitley, *Art in England 1800–20*, pp. 117–18; Farington, *Diary*, vol. 9, p. 3,223).


41 *The News* (14 June 1818), p. 181. The use of ‘genius’ here seems polemical, as this was something usually understood to be contained only in imaginative invention, not in copying, however spirited. The critic of the *National Register* in particular denied that Wilkie’s art of verisimilitude manifested any genius (1 May 1808, p. 286; 12 June 1808, p. 381). George Eliot reflected that although the human element of Wilkie’s pictures was ostensibly ‘the intelligent’ part, ‘I deny that it has even a comparative claim to the appellation for give me a three-legged stool and it will call up associations moral, political, mathematical if I do but ask it’
(to Maria Lewis, 27 October 1840: Eliot, Letters, vol. 1, p. 71). *Sunday Morning* was bought by the Earl of Mulgrave in 1806 and is now untraced; it was engraved as *Saturday Night* in the Wilkie Gallery.


44 Lady Trevelyan recalled of Turner that ‘The first time I saw him I remember it was not long after Wilkie’s death, and I cannot forget the tone of feeling with which he alluded to it’ (Brown and Forrest (eds), *Letters of Dr John Brown*, p. 334: letter misdated).

45 Cunningham, *Life*, vol. 1, p. 378. By the time Mulready’s *Widow* caused such offence in 1824 (see n. 19 above), it could be offered as one objection to that picture that it had been given ‘the place of honour, over the fireplace in the great room, that has been of late years allotted to Wilkie’s principal productions’ (*New Monthly Magazine*, 12 (July 1824), p. 300). However, Wilkie’s works – not least his royal portraits – regularly continued to be hung in this privileged position.

46 Although Wilkie was wrong to suggest that ‘nothing of the kind has ever been done before’ (Cunningham, *Life*, vol. 1, p. 345), his exhibition was perhaps the first comprehensive retrospective loan exhibition to be held by a British artist. On the location, see Wilkie to Mrs Coppard, n.d. [1812] (LB Wilkie album, p. 127). The address of the room was 87 Pall Mall, which Whitley (*Art in England 1800–20*, p. 198) wrongly suggested was identical with Gainsborough’s former studio; the confusion can be cleared up through an examination of the relevant rate books in Westminster City Archives. The catalogue of Wilkie’s exhibition is reprinted by Cunningham, *Life*, vol. 1, pp. 351–3.

47 *National Register* (21 June 1812), p. 381.

48 Wilkie to Samuel Whitbread, who had lent the *Cut Finger*, 8 July 1812 (Bedfordshire and Luton Archives).


51 Wilkie to Gordon, 3 June 1815 (Gordon’s notebook of Picture Bills and Receipts, NAL); Miles, Sir David Wilkie 1785–1841, no. 10: both faces of the panel are dated 1815.

52 Champion (1820), p. 126.

53 Both pictures were in the sale of the dealer Delahante, who was liquidating his stock prior to returning to France: Phillips, 3–4 June 1814 (Wilkie was in Paris at the time of the sale but could have studied the pictures either beforehand or afterwards). Rembrandt’s Bathsheba (Metropolitan Museum) was bought by the Scottish artist Andrew Geddes and engraved by Burnet the following year (Smailes, Andrew Geddes, pp. 36–8); Van Dyck’s Stoning of St Stephen is now at Tatton Park (see Barnes et al., Van Dyck, no. II.19). With regard to posing the life model, as late as 1832 when Etty placed several female models as a group, this was considered a novelty (Whitley, Art in England 1821–37, p. 227); Meisel (‘Wilkie’s Tableaux-Vivants’) associates this development with other interconnections between art, theatre and the tableau vivant.

54 When in 1819 James Ward showed at the BI a picture frankly titled The Tired Model: A Study from Nature, it was found extremely offensive, with at least one critic demanding its removal (Literary Gazette, 13 February 1819, p. 105).

55 New Monthly Magazine, 13 (1820), p. 335; Champion (1820), p. 126; see also Repository of Arts, 9 (February 1820), p. 177 and Examiner (5 March 1820), p. 154. For similar complaints against the Bathsheba, see Examiner (1818), p. 107; Literary Gazette (1818), p. 89. The Bacchanalians remained unsold and has the unhappy distinction of being the only picture which Wilkie had exhibited to be left in his studio at the time of his death.

56 RA Council Minutes (RA Library), vol. 6, pp. 228–9; Farington, Diary, vol. 16, pp. 5,591, 5,722.

57 Smith, Exposed, nos 19 (Wilkie) and 5–6, 21–2 (Mulready).

58 BI Minutes (NAL), vol. 1, p. 206 (2 June 1807; cf. Farington, Diary, vol. 8, p. 3,080 and Reynolds, Discourses, p. 30). Prizes were awarded this year for such companion pictures: Minutes, vol. 2, pp. 12–13 (21 December 1807).


61 Bergson, Laughter, pp. 12, 21–4. Bergson himself, however, imagined comedy and art (for him, late nineteenth-century naturalistic landscape
painting) as incompatible: the former was intended to keep society together, while art ‘is a breaking away from society and a return to pure nature’ (p. 171).

64 Vincent-Buffault, The History of Tears, p. 68.
65 Elkins’ Pictures and Tears, although an intriguing book, is scarcely (despite its subtitle) a history. An early and overlooked approach to tears and aesthetics is in Koestler, The Act of Creation. A cursory collection of examples of tearful viewers in Hanoverian London suggests, as one might have guessed, that images of deceased children and otherwise separated families were commonly cues for tears. A Claude made Turner cry tears of self-pity over his inability to rival it (Hamilton, Turner, p. 55).
66 In 1814–15, there were talks between the BI and John Nash to plan a ‘British Gallery’ beside Carlton House: BI Minutes, 28 June 1814 and 1 July 1814; Farington, Diary, vol. 13, p. 4,612.
67 Leslie, Autobiographical Recollections, vol. 1, p. 215; repeated in Hart, Reminiscences, pp. 63–4. The false story even later got around that the artist himself ‘did not approve of this subject, but that it was given him as a commission, which he could not well refuse’ (Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine, 63 (February 1848), p. 186).
68 BI Minutes vol. 3, unpaginated, 21 June 1815.
70 Bazin, Géricault, vol. 1, p. 64.
71 Hogg to S. C. Hall, 6 August 1829: see Chapter 2, n. 90.
72 The picture is untraced, but there are related drawings in the NGS and an Edinburgh private collection. [Lockhart,] Peter’s Letters to his Kinsfolk, vol. 2, p. 250ff., gives a detailed description of the picture, noting that ‘it was a delightful delicacy of conception, which made the painter dare to part with so much of the vulgar powers of contrast’ (p. 253). Earlier versions of the subject, such as Morland’s of 1790 (Royal Holloway College), show the gang as brutes.
73 Sun (26 May 1818), n.p.
75 Barker, Greuze, p. 74.
76 Wilkie to Raimbach, 6 April 1822 (HL); Hart, Reminiscences, pp. 66–7.
77 Miles in Chiego (ed.), Sir David Wilkie of Scotland, p. 159.
79 Mulgrave to his wife, 24 February and 25 September 1807 (private collection); Raimbach, Memoirs and Recollections, pp. 158–9. Despite this
evidence from Mulgrave himself, the first owner of the picture, a legend later grew up in the family that the whole of the Rent Day had been painted at Mulgrave and that all the figures were portraits of identifiable local people. According to this tradition, the two children were Mulgrave’s elder boys, Constantine (b. 1797) and Charles Beaumont (named after the collector, b. 1801). Charles himself, later Keeper of the Privy Purse to Queen Victoria, believed this story, and pointed himself out in the role of the baby to the Queen when the picture was shown in Dublin in 1853 (Gower, Sir David Wilkie, p. 117, where the other traditional identifications are listed). But Charles would have been too old to have sat for the baby in 1806 or 1807, and the older child is clearly a girl (Wilkie may have painted himself as a girl in the Blind Fiddler, but it seems unlikely that he would have shown the heir of an aristocratic patron in the wrong gender). Among the sitters in London for the rent-payers were Tiffin, a well-known model, and Sam Strowger, the Academy porter (Raimbach, loc. cit.; Wilkie to Raimbach, 28 August 1816: HL; Burnet, The Progress of a Painter, vol. 2, p. 12 and Leslie, Memoirs of the Life of John Constable, p. 14).

80 Date of Harriet’s death taken from memorial stone in Mulgrave parish church; cf. Cunningham, Life, vol. 1, p. 213.
81 Repository of Arts, 1 (June 1809), pp. 489–90.
82 The Portrait, from recollection, of a young lady, deceased, shown at the Academy in 1813 was probably the posthumous likeness that Mulgrave commissioned in 1810: Cunningham, Life, vol. 1, p. 299.
83 J. G. Lockhart (review of Cunningham’s Life, p. 412) suggested that Wilkie always avoided the theatre; but this inaccuracy is in keeping with Lockhart’s characterisation of Wilkie as a rather narrow-minded Presbyterian.
88 Colvin-Smith, The Life and Work of Colvin Smith, p. 11; Wilkie to C. R. Leslie, 2 July 1832 (Houghton Library, Harvard University): ‘we mean to repeat some of our experiments in Tableaux with an improved apparatus’.
90 For a fuller account, see Meisel, Realizations, pp. 142–65, where other later adaptations are also noted.
91 See Oman, The Gascoyne Heiress, p. 89; Russell, 'An Album of Tableaux-Vivants by Wilkie'; and Meisel, 'Wilkie's Tableaux-Vivants: An Amplification'.
92 Spectator, 6 (19 January 1833), pp. 61–2. Lady Lyndhurst, whom Wilkie had painted in Spanish costume in 1831, took the role of Rebecca in Ivanhoe: see Russell, 'An Album of Tableaux-Vivants by Wilkie', no. 4, pl. 40. In March 1832, a lithographic caricature based upon Wilkie's Pifferari (one of his Italian pilgrim subjects) was published showing leading Tories including Peel and Wellington adoring an image of their supporter Queen Adelaide (George, Catalogue of Political and Personal Satires, vol. 11, p. 585, no. 16957): it was given the title Tableaux Vivants, which may suggest that Wilkie was already associated in the public's mind with these entertainments before the Hatfield performances.
96 Wilkie complained to the sympathetic Collins that 'every young exhibitor with pink, white and blue thinks himself a colourist like Titian, than whom perhaps no painter is more misrepresented and misunderstood' (Geneva, 26 August 1827: Cunningham, Life, vol. 2, pp. 443–4). Etty's The Combat (NGS), a hit in 1825, left the Literary Gazette in 'little doubt that the works of Titian were on their first appearance what Mr Etty's are now' (Whitley, Art in England 1821–37, p. 87).
98 On Guess my Name, in which the much-praised original lighting effects are now hard to appreciate, see Observer (25 June 1821), n.p.; C. R. Leslie to Washington Allston, 30 August 1821 (Allston, Correspondence, p. 188); and Tromans, David Wilkie, no. 19.
99 Burnet, The Progress of a Painter, vol. 2, pp. 51–2. The picture is now in the NG.
100 Farington, Diary, vol. 8, pp. 3,064–5. According to Burnet ('Recollections of My Contemporaries', p. 237), Wilkie took a copy of the Rembrandt to a varnishing day at the Academy while he was working on his John Knox Preaching (i.e. in c.1830–1?), placing it among the pictures to judge the effect that his painting, partly based upon it, would have. This 'copy' was possibly Wilkie's own 1813 funeral scene (for which see Tromans, David Wilkie, no. 10). Errington (Tribute to Wilkie, p. 72) notes Turner's apparent response to the same Rembrandt at just this
time; and Thornbury (The Life of J. M. W. Turner, p. 232) turns the event into a chapter in the two artists' rivalry.

101 Constable recorded Fuseli's reaction: 'Vell – vhat dis is de new vay – dis is de Guercino. Vel I don’t understand it' (Correspondence, vol. 6, p. 116), while the press critics competed to find the right comparison, with Rembrandt, Caravaggio or a mezzotint print: Literary Gazette (1823), p. 316; John Bull (19 May 1823), p. 156.

102 Wilkie to Nursey, 26 January and 27 February 1823 (BL).


104 Uwins, Memoir, vol. 2, p. 300. Included in the exhibition were Wilkie's Blind Fiddler, Highland Whisky Still, Chelsea Pensioners and Parish Beadle.

105 At the centre of the British contingent was Joseph Severn, one of the first Academy students to win a Rome scholarship after their post-war revival. He had set up a life class in 1821 which, rather optimistically, was sometimes referred to as the British Academy in Rome.

106 Cunningham, Life, vol. 2, p. 223. Lane's picture was shown privately in London in 1828 (see Athenaeum (1828), p. 474).


108 Smith to his mother (Colvin-Smith, The Life and Work of Colvin Smith, pp. 12–13). In the event, Smith was one of three artists to paint Wilkie as the leader of the Anglo-Roman artists, the others being Thomas Phillips and John Hollins.


110 Wilkie to Lady Beaumont, Madrid, 10 January 1828 (PML MA 1581).

111 These showed a confessional (NGS); priests washing the feet of pilgrims (Fig. 3.4); Princess Doria washing further feet, and pifferari – pilgrims playing music to a roadside shrine (both Royal Collection).

112 The BI donated several paintings to London churches, among them James Northcote's Deposition, still in place as the altarpiece at St Luke's, Chelsea.

113 Wilkie to Thomas Lawrence, Madrid, 12 November 1827 (RA Lawrence papers, vol. 5, p. 189).

114 On Wilkie at the Louvre in 1814, see Haydon, Autobiography and Journals, p. 208.

115 The first friend of Wilkie's to repeat his visit to Spain under his inspiration was not an artist but the dealer William Woodburn.

116 Barnes et al., Van Dyck, nos II.44 and 100. These pictures, now at Berlin, came from the Palazzo Spinola; they can be seen in the background of the view of the 1829 BI show by John Scarlett Davis at the Yale Center for British Art.
Velázquez was ‘the painter that every British artist must in his heart admire. His art is the essence of painting as opposed to sculpture, gives objects not as they are but as they appear – the aim of British art as distinguished from the art that prevails now all over the continent’ (Wilkie to Lady Beaumont, 10 January 1828: PML MA 1581). On Wilkie’s interpretation of what he saw in Spain, see Tromans, ‘“Like Splendid Dreams Realised”’.

On this exhibition, see Tromans, ‘Museum or Market?’, pp. 51–2.

‘Lines Suggested by a Portrait from the Pencil of F. Stone’, lines 95–117 (Wordsworth, Last Poems, pp. 269ff., 462–3). Wilkie wrote to the poet in appreciation on 10 June 1836 (Wordsworth Trust, Dove Cottage, Grasmere). In fact, the Last Supper had been anything but well preserved, having been cut down and largely repainted since arriving at the Spanish court in 1565: Checa Cremades et al., Felipe II, pp. 141, 242–3. For Wilkie’s comments on the picture, see Cunningham, Life, vol. 2, pp. 484–5, 527.

Wilkie to Peel, 28 January 1828 (NLS 3812/20-1). Cunningham (Life, vol. 2, p. 496) slightly changed the wording of this letter to suggest a greater degree of concern for the law.

Wilkie to Andrew Wilson, 5 January 1829 (NLS 3812/24-5). Peel eventually declined to purchase the pictures attributed to Velázquez (Peel to Wilkie, 31 July 1829: BL 40607/119) and they remained with the artist until his death. Wilkie himself never aspired to be a collector. However, among the pictures he owned by the 1830s, other than those attributed to Velázquez, were a copy of Correggio’s unfinished Allegory of Virtue in the Palazzo Doria (bought in Rome and believed by Wilkie to be autograph; now NGS); the Rubens oil sketch of the Apotheosis of the Duke of Buckingham now in the NG; and one of Van Dyck’s two portraits of Cardinal Domenico Rivarola, acquired from a silk merchant in Genoa (Cunningham, Life, vol. 2, pp. 421, 450; Barnes et al., Van Dyck, no. II.58).
Everyday Heroes: Wilkie’s Version of History

The first chapters of this book have concentrated upon Wilkie's work up to his illness and departure for Europe in the mid-1820s; the last two will have more to say about his late work. One of my contentions is that Wilkie's later historical pictures are not so completely distinct from his earlier genre scenes as they have often seemed. If the earlier works sought to grasp the reality of intricate social relations at a grassroots level, then the later works often turn to history also in pursuit of the incontrovertibly real. As the universalised everyday world of Wilkie’s celebrated early paintings became problematic after the end of the French Wars, then displacing national experience into history – at the level of nostalgic social memory or at that of symbolic heroic anecdote – became a surrogate. Walter Scott, whose Waverley novels began to appear in 1814, was an inspiration to Wilkie in these transposals, as he was also for the artist's decision to define his pictures’ settings as more explicitly Scottish. In this chapter, however, I seek to explore the peculiarly visual characteristics of Wilkie's version of history. As ever, I keep an eye on Wilkie's audience, and chart their role in the making of the artist's contribution to the historicising aspect of British visual culture in the 1820s and 1830s. On the face of it, the artist’s popular audience were no longer themselves present in Wilkie's later pictures: the reflective image of everyday life had been replaced by anecdotes of momentous moments. But telling history in the personal mode allowed viewers an opinion upon it. And when Wilkie told history entirely through the experience of anonymous and therefore universalisable characters (as in the Chelsea Pensioners and the Peep-o’Day Boy’s Cabin), the viewer's reflected image of themselves again came into focus, but now as participants in, not just observers of, history. A key feature of British visual culture at this time was the self-consciousness with which Protestantism sought to renew
its relationship with the image; the final section of the chapter describes Wilkie’s journey to Turkey and Palestine in 1840–1, undertaken in the hope of serving that cause.

4.1 Image versus text

In April 1828, Wilkie spent ten days in Seville with Washington Irving. The two men entertained one another, Wilkie educating the American author in the finer points of the picturesque, the writer taking the painter with him on his research trips to the city’s libraries. At one ecclesiastical archive, Wilkie was struck by the sight of his friend being shown a folio volume by a monk, an image he soon afterwards worked up into a large but strangely simple – even symbolic – image about a text (Fig. 4.1). Like Walter Scott, Irving was a writer both of historical fiction and of straight history; and, like Scott, Irving achieved huge popular success through bringing history together with dramatic narrative. Both writers’ work formed part of a broader ‘Romantic’ trend in post-Napoleonic historical writing, characteristic of which was a rejection of Enlightenment historiography’s tendency to sweep history into a tidy teleological channel leading inexorably to the present. Instead of asking ‘How did we get here?’, writers in English as diverse as Scott, Irving, Thomas Macaulay and Thomas Carlyle, as well as French historians such as Prosper de Barante and Augustin Thierry and the great German academic Leopold von Ranke, wanted to know what it had felt like to be alive in the past, to be faced with a future not yet decided in the way historians now knew it to have been. In their different ways, such authors sought to engage the sympathies of their readers on the part of their protagonists, and to emphasise particular local customs of the past. Along with this new historical mentality came the romance of the archive, whereby a Gothic taste for chained-up muniment rooms was given a new dimension as historians engaged with the unpublished document with a devotion alien to the research programmes of the great figures of Scottish Enlightenment historiography, David Hume and William Robertson. As Wilkie worked on his painting of Washington Irving in the Archives of Seville in 1829, Ranke was writing home in the tenderest terms of his exploration of the disused libraries of Rome.¹

Painting became one of the models to which the Romantic historians referred, seeing in its dramatised balancing of foreground against background at a particular moment in time, comprehended from a variety of viewpoints, a corrective to the notion of history as a chain of events. But painting in its turn became influenced by Romantic
historiography. History painting had conventionally been timelessly Classical in its settings and rhetoric, celebrating the great acts of characters from religious, mythological or epic literature that formed turning points in the history of civilisation. But, from the beginning of the nineteenth century, we find painters representing the past per se, seeking authentic local colour and often preferring to depict private moments in the lives of historical figures – even anecdotal (literally,
unpublished) events – rather than the headlines of history. The deeper cultural roots of these shifts are not easily summarised; but between Enlightenment historical painting and writing on one hand, and their Romantic counterparts on the other, had fallen the French Revolution. For the majority of British artists and writers, the appalling violence of the Revolution seemed to mock the model of history as a map to the present charted through the evolution of liberties, while the Neo-Classical art of David equally now associated the great deeds of the Romans with state-sanctioned murder. Rather as late twentieth-century Postmodernism, following the collapse of faith in Modernism's political aspirations, was associated with ushering in a free-for-all of historical stylistic referencing, so the post-Revolutionary period in France witnessed a scramble for the past, as the Troubadour school of painters abandoned their traumatic present for the Middle Ages, Ingres saturated his work with allusions to every species of other art, and Paul Delaroche imagined intimate, symbolically charged moments from the lives of history's key players (le genre historique or anecdotique). In this chapter, I want to examine Wilkie's historical images in the context of these broader developments.

Reynolds had disapproved of the term 'history painting', preferring 'poetical painting' on the grounds that art, like poetry, sought a truth that was not reducible to fact, and that the literal transcription of actuality could never be the way to make lasting art. Whatever its proper name, it is certain that, around the time of Wilkie's arrival and first success in London, British history painting was in a sorry state despite valiant efforts by ambitious and patriotic publishers such as Robert Bowyer, Thomas Macklin and John Boydell. Their grandiose projects for editions of the Bible, Hume's History of England and Shakespeare, derived from collections of specially commissioned paintings, all came to an end during the first years of the new century. Fuseli, Wilkie's master at the Royal Academy Schools and himself the creator of an ill-fated Milton Gallery, placed the blame on a vulgar modern bourgeois public: 'Portrait with them is everything. Their taste & feelings all goes [sic] to realities. The Ideal does not operate on their minds. Historical painting, viz: matter of fact, they may encourage.'

Perceived by the public as a master of realism after the appearance of the Village Politicians, Wilkie was well placed to provide such matter-of-fact history on a technical, unidealised level, yet early in his career he was wary of submitting his art unquestioningly to the authority of texts – historical or fictional. To do so would have risked compromising painting's autonomy, placing it in a merely illustrative role to literature: in Chapter 2, we saw how determined Wilkie was to
avoid a comparable relationship developing between painting and anatomy. The Politicians had, strictly speaking, been both an historical and a literary illustration, although it was not received in these terms and was read instead as being about ‘the conceit which a little knowledge produces on vulgar minds’. But among the many commissions that had come in its wake were several for illustrations – to short stories by Goldsmith and Voltaire for a compilation edited by Leigh Hunt, and Alfred Reprimanded by the Neatherd’s Wife (that is, Alfred burning the cakes: Fig. 4.2), painted for a new gallery of British history. Wilkie chose not to exhibit any of these pictures when they were first made, worrying especially about the criticisms that learned reviewers would make of his attempts to imagine an early-medieval Saxon interior in Alfred. When the critics did get to see that work, when it was sold in 1823, the Gentleman’s Magazine complained of the figure of the king that ‘We should, indeed, imagine that Wilkie would find it difficult to paint a hero’. After these efforts at illustration in 1806, Wilkie made a conscious decision to do no more. The following year, he declined a commission to paint a scene from Shakespeare’s King John and was offended by Wordsworth’s offer to suggest subjects for him. By early 1808, he was announcing that ‘He did not feel

Figure 4.2 Alfred Reprimanded by the Neatherd’s Wife for his Inattention to the Toasting of her Cakes (dated 1806). Oil on canvas, 43 × 61 in. (109.2 × 154.9 cm). private collection [photo: Witt Library].
disposed to undertake subjects from History or Poetry, but rather such as might present themselves to His mind. Wilkie now became, in the words of the early historian of Scottish painting James Caw, ‘his own librettist’, turning to his own experience of everyday life for subjects, seeing for example, in one of his walks about town, a fatherless family preparing to hand over their house key, giving him the idea for the central group in the Rent Day. Sidestepping the negotiations between text and image, Wilkie was now free to move on to create the genre scenes we examined in Chapters 1–2, where we saw how the artist worked to divorce his settings from identifiable times and places, and to make images almost entirely without narrative, in which the moment of psychological interchange was all.

Soon, this insistence on invention of subject matter and independence from the text seemed importantly characteristic of Wilkie, to both his supporters and detractors. By 1811, Wordsworth was ready with a new backhanded compliment, suggesting now that ‘[h]is style of painting does not require that the mind should be fed from books’. About the same time, Turner, who had jealously sparred with Wilkie during the first years of his success, wrote a ditty on the recent ascendency of genre painting, associating it with an hysterically overactive faculty of invention: ‘Coarse Flattery, like a Gipsy came / Would she were never heard / And muddled all the fecund brains / Of Wilkie and of Bird.’ Later in the 1810s, the young Edinburgh Tory critic John Gibson Lockhart (who was to become Walter Scott’s son-in-law) picked up on this theme of genre painting as a vulgar, novelettish art form, unrelated to the handed-down body of story and myth which informed high culture. ‘It is probable’, felt Lockhart, ‘that subjects like those chosen by Wilkie . . . come most home nowadays to the feelings of the multitude. They pre-suppose no knowledge of the past – no cherished ideas habitually dwelt on by the imagination – no deep feeling of religion – no deep feeling of patriotism – but merely a capacity for the most common sympathies and sensibilities of human nature.’ Lockhart warned that a noble Scottish national art would not arise ‘till the painters get rid of that passion for inventing subjects’.

These criticisms of Wilkie’s compression of genre imagery into invented little boxes, isolated from broader and deeper cultural forms, are in effect a more culturally conservative variation on a theme set out in Chapter 1 – the Examiner circle’s frustration with Wilkie’s apparent refusal to engage with the politics of everyday life. But, by the time Lockhart’s comments on Wilkie were (pseudonymously) published in 1819, Wilkie’s tidy isolation of his invented everyday subject matter had been at least partially abandoned. In 1814, he exhibited the
Refusal, taken from Burns, signalling a rapprochement with literature – albeit entirely on the artist’s own terms, for the image is scarcely a literal translation of the song.\(^{12}\) Then in 1815 he showed *Distraining for Rent*, a highly dramatic account of the cruel impact of the larger economic sphere upon the domestic, and in 1816 Wilkie began work on the *Chelsea Pensioners*, which sought to describe the effects of the great moments of history upon everyday people, not now in some abstractly sited box, but in a certain street on a certain day. Clearly, there is a relationship between such an approach to narrative and the historical novels of Scott, the first of which, *Waverley*, set during the Jacobite rebellion of 1745, appeared in 1814.\(^{13}\) As with Scott, in Wilkie we can see a process of displacement occurring whereby, in order to accommodate the larger social dimensions of pictures such as *Distraining for Rent* or the *Chelsea Pensioners*, it became necessary to open up the past as a new location for the setting. (The historical setting of *Distraining for Rent* itself is, to be sure, tentative, suggested only by some of the clothing, especially the cocked hat worn by the leader of the bailiffs.\(^{14}\)) In order for the imaginative gaze of the present to gain perspective upon both domestic detail and the larger social forces around it, each needed to be transferred to history. Hence the paradox of a more socially astute iconography of the everyday risking appearing under the guise of the picturesquely antique, a phenomenon that has been analysed in recent scholarship on early nineteenth-century painting more fully in a French than a British context.\(^{15}\)

4.2 History today: the Chelsea Pensioners

In the *Village Politicians*, Wilkie describes the political informing of working-class life, and, in order to address this issue, pushes his subject, albeit only slightly, into the past. The ‘politicians’ were reading about the news from France, about the glorious liberties being won there over tyranny, although of course the joke was supposed to be that they were being lied to. Wilkie went on to build the *Chelsea Pensioners* (Plate 6) around another political news bulletin from the Continent, a document which purported – controversially, as we shall see – to be of absolute authority: the Duke of Wellington’s despatch, or formal report to government, on the Battle of Waterloo, written on 19 June 1815, the day after the battle. The original manuscript of the despatch arrived in London on the 21st and was printed that night in a special number of the *London Gazette*, the court circular published by the Lord Chamberlain’s office. Hence the full title of Wilkie’s picture when shown at the Academy in 1822: *Chelsea Pensioners Receiving the London*
Gazette Extraordinary of Thursday June 22d, 1815, announcing the Battle of Waterloo!!! Perhaps no document in British history since the rival prayer books and liturgies of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries had so much of a dramatic history of its own, based around its spectacular progress, from Brussels where the despatch had been written to London in what seemed an unbelievably short time, and then in printed form out into the country, where the thrill of its reception was later to form the theme of an episode in Thackeray’s Vanity Fair and an essay by Thomas De Quincey. The text of the despatch itself was, as convention dictated, terse, although the Duke could hardly omit to remark that ‘such a desperate action could not be fought, and such advantages could not be gained, without great loss; and I am sorry to add, that ours has been immense’. The despatch went on to name some of the killed and wounded, but again conventionally, progressing top downwards through rank, which meant that the sheer scale of loss among rank-and-file soldiers – the battle incurred some 15,000 British casualties – could scarcely be recognised. Crucially, for Wilkie’s drama, anyone who had read a copy of Wellington’s Waterloo despatch would know that the Chelsea Pensioners’ most talked-of feature, the lone woman desperately straining to read the Gazette herself, was not going to find there any definite news of her husband’s fate.

The Duke of Wellington had thrilled Wilkie’s household by turning up in person in 1816 to commission a picture. The hero, already something of a collector of Netherlandish paintings, wanted a group of old soldiers seated together outside, talking over their stories, a ‘situation’ which, as Beaumont pointed out to Wilkie, was very well known from Goldsmith’s Vicar of Wakefield. The Duke suggested as a setting Chelsea, where, because of the Royal Hospital, old soldiers were thick on the ground; and Wilkie immediately had the idea of showing the group listening to a newspaper report being read out. Later, the artist developed this idea into what was in effect a war memorial, a representation of a moment from headline history but also from shared social memory, for most people would have remembered what they were doing when they heard the news of the victory at Waterloo, just as later generations might say the same of the assassination of President Kennedy or the 9/11 attacks. The project was to be a protracted one, Wilkie making several oil sketches, the relationships between which are impossible to summarise with confidence, and dozens of drawings. Under the guidance of the Duke, who evidently changed his mind in this respect, Wilkie largely replaced the original old soldiers with younger serving men as he established the composition in 1819.
old-style costumes of the pensioners, of whom only a few made it into the finished picture, allowed Wilkie to build a microcosm of the British army and indeed of Empire, as the different uniforms stood for the places from which the regiments had been raised, and for the battles at which they had distinguished themselves. As thus crystallised, the subject, for all its precise setting in time and place, was fundamentally symbolic. The final crucial developments came in 1820 as Wilkie pulled the despatch itself nearer the centre of the composition, and then added next to it the distraught woman with her baby (initially, he had painted her fainting).

Among the many admirers of this figure was Géricault. His fascination with her, coupled with Delacroix’s great praise of Wilkie’s large oil sketch for *John Knox Preaching*, and more generally with the French liberal Romantics’ love of Scott’s idea of history told through the everyday, has led Beth Wright to bring the *Chelsea Pensioners* into her discussion of historical painting in France in the post-Napoleonic period:

Géricault and Delacroix appreciated, as Romantics and as liberals, Wilkie’s portrayal of aspects of historical truth that hitherto had been excluded from painting. They recognised that Wilkie was a pioneer in visualizing history as experience rather than as action. This sense of the past was socially and nationally oriented and sought the imaginative resurrection of a populace’s sentiments instead of the concrete representation of a hero’s acts. The visual implications of this shift would affect composition, temporal allusion, and the viewer’s role. In Wilkie’s *Chelsea Pensioners* we see the other side of historical experience, which had been excluded from dramatic enactments of the execution of monarchs: the nation, not as a chorus but as a community of individuals who contribute toward and respond to world events. Avoiding the glacial denotation of significance in theatrical climax, rejecting stale and exaggerated natural symbols of disaster, Wilkie had successfully evoked a moment of the past, so that the present-day spectators now became the modern surrogates of the scene’s participants. Instead of placidly witnessing the catastrophes of others, they suffered along with them. The past flooded into the present.

The claims of this eloquent passage are supported by the extraordinary general reception of the *Chelsea Pensioners*; and on the face of it the picture did finally seem to give the Examiner circle what they had wanted: the bigger picture of everyday life. By 1822, when the painting was finally exhibited, Waterloo could be seen to have been the signal for reactionary triumph across Europe, heralding the return of
more than one absolute monarch on the Continent and the adoption of repressive measures at home on the part of the Tory Cabinet, of which Wellington himself was now a member. But Robert Hunt still wrote of the *Chelsea Pensioners* that ‘we are right glad to see at last one good result from the dearly-bought Victory at Waterloo.’

The reading of the *Chelsea Pensioners* as a politically progressive work, reflecting the historical agency of the everyday people whom it represented and who in turn studied it, must surely however be subject to some qualifications. Most obviously, there is the straightforward disingenuousness inherent in showing Chelsea so full of healthy, cheerful soldiers. With the close of the French Wars had come mass demobilisation and the awkward presence of large numbers of disorientated former soldiers around the capital. One of these men later remembered a scene much more likely than that shown by Wilkie:

Thousands of soldiers lining the streets, and lounging about the different public-houses with every description of wound and casualty incident to modern warfare . . . The Irishman, shouting and brandishing his crutch; the English soldier, reeling with drink; and the Scot, with grave and melancholy visage, sitting on the steps of the public-house amongst the crowd, listening to the skirl of his comrade’s pipes and thinking of the blue hills of his native land.

Even before Waterloo, the Radical publisher Richard Phillips had set out to debunk the cult of the Chelsea Pensioner which Wilkie’s picture was to do so much to bolster. Visiting Chelsea around 1813, he found that ‘The approach to the hospital was indicated by the appearance of numbers of mutilated soldiers’. After an emotional encounter with a young man who had lost both arms, Phillips asked after veterans of the great old battles – ‘for Fontenoy men – Culloden men – Minden men – Quebec men! To some of the two last I was introduced; but I found them blind, deaf and childish!’ In Wilkie’s painting, it is a veteran of the taking of Quebec from the French in 1759 who, with no suggestion of infirmity, reads the despatch.

A more subtle shadow lying across the democratic credentials of the *Pensioners* returns us to the theme of the authority of the image versus that of the text. The Duke of Wellington placed great store by the unique veracity of his own account of Waterloo as set out in his famous despatch. The very creation of this fabled document became mythologised. It had been written not at the field of Waterloo itself but at British headquarters in Brussels, an unfortunately unpicturesque fact perhaps, but one upon which the Duke insisted, as shown in the
painting in the Wallace Collection by Andrew Morton in which Wellington corrects the editor of his despatches, Colonel Gurwood, on this point.\textsuperscript{27} Wilkie, it seems, was caught out here. Although the \textit{Pensioners} does not itself directly make reference to Wellington, it was hung in 1822 next to Lawrence’s portrait of him, and over the following years Wilkie himself painted no fewer than three portraits of the Duke.\textsuperscript{28} One of these, painted for the Quartermaster-General of the Army, James Willoughby Gordon, and existing as an idea by 1825, shows Wellington writing at a desk and must surely originally have been intended to represent the setting down, at Waterloo, of the text being recited in the \textit{Pensioners}.\textsuperscript{29} Wilkie, warned of his inaccuracy by Gordon but still wishing to show the Duke on his field of victory, had to title the picture \textit{The Duke of Wellington, representing His Grace writing to the King of France on the night before the Battle of Waterloo} (Fig. 4.3) shortly before it was shown at the Academy in 1836.\textsuperscript{30}

So many paintings of Waterloo were produced in its aftermath that, a few years after Wilkie’s \textit{Pensioners} was shown, critics were complaining that they could face no more.\textsuperscript{31} But none of these seems to have either especially impressed or disconcerted the Duke, not even (so far as we know) Turner’s pessimistic vision of the aftermath of the battle of 1818, referencing Byron’s daringly non-partisan lines from \textit{Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage}: “The earth is cover’d thick with other clay, / Which her own clay shall cover, heap’d and pent, / Rider and horse – friend, foe – in one red burial blent!”\textsuperscript{32} The Duke and his despatch retained their Olympian aloofness over any such artistic recreation. Aspiring historians of the battle were however more actively discouraged, for what more needed to be said than that contained in the despatch, which was, needless to say, incontrovertible at all points?\textsuperscript{33} Wellington’s determination to defend his despatch’s authority eventually showed itself in all its chilling steeliness in the 1830s when a British army captain, William Siborne, set about making a huge and definitive three-dimensional model of the battle of Waterloo at its cliffhanging late stage (on show today at the National Army Museum). To this end, he sent out questionnaires to as many surviving combatant officers as possible requesting they describe their movements on the great day. The result of this painstakingly democratic research was to suggest that Wellington’s account had misrepresented and underplayed the decisive role played by the late arrival of the Prussian army under Blücher. Willoughby Gordon, Quartermaster-General and Wilkie’s devoted patron, took the lead in seeking to head Siborne off, recommending that he show the onset of the battle so that the viewer of the model might imagine the rest with
the help of – what else? – Wellington’s despatch.\textsuperscript{34} One of the many pictures which Gordon himself acquired from Wilkie was the final oil sketch, or \textit{modello}, for the \textit{Chelsea Pensioners}, the fame of which helped keep Wellington’s despatch in its privileged position as an historical record of absolute authority.\textsuperscript{35} For all its wealth of genre incident, Wilkie’s famous picture marks the bounds of anecdote – for, once Wellington’s news had arrived, there could be no further additions to it. Turning back to the image, we can now see how compromised its claims to democratic representation are – for, while Wilkie may here have offered history as it was popularly experienced, he also reveals how unevenly weighted was the relationship between the domestic and the political spheres. The picture represents, and itself colludes in,
the political control of the news media through which popular culture was framed. The people have been allowed onto the stage of history, but they have not written the script.

4.3 History reformed: John Knox Preaching

Between the commissioning and the exhibition of the *Chelsea Pensioners*, Wilkie reinvented himself as a Scottish artist. Directly under the influence of Walter Scott’s historical novels, the artist made a tour of the southern Highlands in 1817, seeking advice from the novelist himself as to what to see. Wilkie was especially taken with *The Tale of Old Mortality*, Scott’s 1816 novel set during the late seventeenth century when Scotland was riven by religious politics, as fundamentalist Presbyterians – the original Whigs – defied efforts to establish Anglican supremacy. The issue of the purity of the Kirk, that is, its freedom from both local and national political control, resonated strongly in the early nineteenth century, and *Old Mortality* proved something of a catalyst around which ‘the whole question has been tried and combated anew’, as Wilkie put it to his amateur artist friend Hugh Irvine in a letter written on his return from the 1817 tour. Wilkie had followed the debate, noting that the most prominent critic of Scott’s negative depiction of the extremist Old Testament-quoting Presbyterians such as Balfour of Burley was Thomas McCrie. McCrie was a secessionist minister, historian and theologian whose search for the authentic Scottish church had led him, on one hand, through an agonised series of shifts of allegiance between different Presbyterian sects, and on the other to pen a revisionist biography of John Knox, the great hero of the Scottish Reformation whose aggression, intemperance and intolerance had led to his being vilified in the Enlightenment’s version of Scottish history.37

Born the son of a ‘moderate’ Scottish clergyman, Wilkie would have been raised to observe with suspicion the efforts of those intent on disrupting the *status quo* with demands for a return to the days of Knox, when, it was imagined, ministers stood in fear of no temporal power. The question around which these concerns perennially turned was ecclesiastical patronage – the relative rights of landowners and congregation in the appointment of ministers. Wilkie’s early friend Thomas Chalmers was to emerge as the national leader of a movement determined not to compromise in the defence of the rights of congregations over those of patrons, although the spectacular Disruption, the mass secession which marked the birth of the Free Kirk, only took place in 1843 after Wilkie’s death. Wilkie himself was not temperamentally a
seceder, and in London accommodated himself happily to the estab-
lished Anglican church, renting a pew at the London Street chapel near 
Fitzroy Square, where he enjoyed the sermons of the famously worldly 
Sidney Smith. In 1817, however, he delighted in seeking out echoes of 
Scott’s fundamentalists, noting the site of the great eighteenth-century 
revivalist-prayer meeting at Cambuslang in Lanarkshire and sketching 
a ‘tent-preaching’ at Kilmartin near Lochgilphead, west of Glasgow.

The outcomes of Wilkie’s 1817 Scottish tour demonstrated an uneasi-
ness with the emerging cult of Highlandism – a theme I will return to 
in Chapter 5 on Wilkie’s place within Scottish cultural history. The 
most important picture to derive from the tour, the *Penny Wedding* 
(Plate 4), is not set explicitly in any particular part of Scotland, and 
instead emphasises to its primarily English audience the chronological 
rather than geographical remoteness of Scotland – for its costumes are 
clearly eighteenth-century, and indeed Duncan Macmillan has termed 
the *Penny Wedding* ‘the first pure genre painting to be set deliberately 
in the past’. Of course, any such bold claim is susceptible to quibble, 
and it has already been suggested here that both the *Village Politicians* 
and *Distraining for Rent* are placed (unobtrusively) in the past. But, in 
the post-war years, Wilkie, wishing to expand the social contexts of his 
subjects, addresses the past more explicitly. The Hogarthian *Reading 
of a Will* (with its catalogue text from Scott’s *Guy Mannering*) was set 
fifty or so years previously, as is the *Penny Wedding*, while another 
result of the 1817 tour, *The Veteran Highlander*, shows a former soldier 
who had served at the battle of Minden in 1759. Scott’s *Waverley* was 
subtitled ‘Tis sixty year since; and the novelist’s nostalgic ethos is 
surely evident in these pictures. (Fifty or sixty years is perhaps the 
optimal interval across which nostalgia might operate: distant enough 
to be decidedly alien but near enough to be tangible.) The *Penny 
Wedding*, showing in rather polite terms a charming communal folk 
custom which Wilkie emphasised was ‘once common in Scotland’, 
seemed like it might have been an illustration to a yet unpublished 
Scott novel, with its mix of social layers, suggestions of plot strands 
to be continued elsewhere and inclusion of actual historical figures: 
the musicians are the famous eighteenth-century Gow brothers. 
Recognising the Gows, a reviewer of the *Penny Wedding* in 1819 
remarked how real all the other figures also seemed: ‘Like the late 
celebrated [Waverley] novels in the North, everybody recognises indi-
viduals in the other faces, but this we presume flows in both instances 
from the same source – both are true to nature.’

Wilkie seemed the perfect artist to illustrate Scott; but the painter 
was not keen to take up the job, preferring to borrow the novelist’s
methods rather than repeat his subjects. Wilkie did eventually agree to make four modest pictures as contributions to the vast task of illustrating the complete 'Magnum Opus' edition of the Waverley novels of 1829–33; but this was an invitation he could scarcely decline, given that the project had been undertaken to help Scott out of the terrible debts he had incurred with the collapse of his publishers in 1826. Scott himself had dropped several hints that he would have been flattered to see the greatest of Scottish artists take up his themes, mentioning Wilkie in his novels, and writing in 1828 that although slight sketches were all that were need for the Magnum Opus, ‘perhaps taking a step, or a hop, may encourage you to a long leap on some more important occasion’. After Scott’s death in 1832, Wilkie did exhibit a couple of historical scenes inspired by Scott, although neither invented by the novelist: Pope Pius VII at Fontainebleau, from Scott’s biography of Napoleon, and Mary Queen of Scots Escaping from Lochleven Castle, from the novel The Abbot. By this time (the late 1830s), Wilkie’s substantial house in Vicarage Place, Kensington, had taken on something of the atmosphere of Scott’s antiquarian retreat at Abbotsford, its hall decked out with ‘deer antlers and old armour’ according to an American visitor.

The Abbot appeared in 1820 as one of a pair of novels along with The Monastery, dealing with Scotland’s tumultuous sixteenth-century history which had seen the carrying through of the Protestant Reformation against a background of violent dynastic conflict, with Knox as the flawed hero and the Catholic Mary of Scots as the tragic heroine (although Knox himself had no central role in Scott’s novels). For any artist wanting to develop Scottish iconography, here was an obvious starting point. William Allan, Wilkie’s former fellow student at the Trustees’ Academy, was now setting out on such a project, having spent much of the intervening period in Eastern Europe and the Ottoman Near East. The two artists visited Holyrood Palace together in 1817, searching out the chamber in which David Rizzio, Mary’s Italian secretary, had met his end in 1566 after having roused the jealousy of Lord Darnley, the Queen’s husband. After 1820, inspired by Scott’s latest novels, Allan laid aside his Orientalist subject matter and modern genre subjects such as the Press Gang in order to concentrate fully on Scottish history: the murder of Archbishop Sharp by fundamentalist Presbyterians (from Old Mortality), the arguments between Knox and Queen Mary, Mary being compelled to abdicate, and the death of the Regent Murray. These works had more success in Scotland than in England until Allan’s Murder of Rizzio (NGS) was a big hit at the Academy in 1833. Wilkie clearly started off in 1820 with
similar intentions. Taking up McCrie’s *Life of Knox* of 1812, he had made drawings of the great reformer preaching by 1821 (Fitzwilliam Museum) and an oil sketch (now at Petworth) by the following year, on the basis of which he was commissioned to make a finished painting by the Prime Minister, Lord Liverpool. But Scotland’s modern myth-making then derailed the project for a decade. In 1822, King George IV visited Edinburgh amid a pageant of Highlandism orchestrated by Scott. Embarking soon afterwards on the great white elephant of his career, his painting of the King’s entry to Holyrood, Wilkie became mired in difficulties, and, in the wake of a series of bereavements, fell into illness in 1825 before he could finish his *Knox*. Liverpool’s encouragement was ended by his stroke in 1827. However, in 1832 Wilkie’s *The Preaching of Knox before the Lords of the Congregation in the Parish Church of St Andrews, 10th June 1559* (Fig. 4.4), by now the property of the leading Tory politician Robert Peel, was finally shown at the Academy to an ecstatic critical and popular reception: it was said

---

**Figure 4.4** *The Preaching of Knox before the Lords of the Congregation, 10th June 1559* (first exhibited 1832). Oil on panel, 48\(\frac{1}{2}\) × 64\(\frac{1}{2}\) in. (122.6 × 165.1 cm). Tate, London [photo: Tate].
to be necessary to wait for an hour to get a look at it. Wilkie must have felt it had been worth the waiting he had endured.

St Andrews in Wilkie’s native Fife had been the crucible of the Reformation in Scotland. In 1546, Knox was involved in the murder there of Cardinal Beaton, the advisor to Marie de Guise, soon to make herself Queen Regent on behalf of her young daughter Mary. Knox spent the following years in exile, coming under the influence of Calvin in Geneva, where he published his *First Blast of the Trumpet Against the Monstrous Regiment of Women*, denouncing the Scottish Regent and Mary Tudor, Queen of England. He returned to Scotland briefly in 1555 and then for good in 1559, encouraged by the Lords of the Congregation of Jesus Christ, signatories to the original ‘First Covenant’ pledging to carry through the Reformation in Scotland. Knox’s arrival and violently charismatic preaching precipitated the collapse of the Catholic establishment, and in 1560 the reformed liturgy and church governance by elders rather than bishops were adopted. Knox thus came to be known as the Father of the Kirk, his engraved portrait hanging over the mantelpieces of manses across the country.

With his painting, Wilkie removed Knox from this ubiquitous frame, so common as to have become invisible, and reimagined him embedded in his own age. In his lengthy catalogue note of 1832, Wilkie carefully guides the viewer through no fewer than seventeen named figures other than Knox himself, ‘including’, as a critic noted, ‘most of the distinguished political and literary characters of Scotland who flourished at the epoch of the incident, immediately before and immediately afterwards’. Indeed, Wilkie has telescoped mid-sixteenth-century Scottish history into this one moment, doing some damage to the historical record in the process.

Knox is shown doing what he did best, fulminating against the abuses of the Catholic hierarchy and against idolatry especially, preaching on the text of the expulsion of the moneychangers from the Temple. With deliberate irony, Wilkie made an ambitious and elaborate Protestant icon about iconoclasm, for Knox’s followers were inspired by his rhetoric to escalate their violence against the medieval religious art of the churches and monasteries. Knox’s enemies, the Catholic prelates led by the Archbishop of St Andrews, are shown in confusion on the far left of the picture; but, as regards most of the other principal figures in the foreground, Knox is preaching to the converted, the aristocratic leaders of the Protestant party: James Stewart, Earl of Moray (or Murray), in red in the corner, who became Regent in 1567 following the abdication of Mary, his half-sister; the heavy, balding Earl of Morton with hands on his sword; between them
the handsome profile of the Earl of Argyll; and on the far left is the
Quixote-like head of Alexander Cunningham, Earl of Glencairn, a
zealot who personally took command of the destruction of works of art
at Holyrood and elsewhere. Allan Cunningham particularly approved
of Wilkie’s depiction of his namesake: ‘he has succeeded wonderfully
in a portrait of Glencairn, who was half mad with Religion’.

The portrayal of Knox himself has sometimes been said to have been
based by Wilkie on the celebrated Scottish preacher Edward Irving,
Chalmers’s assistant in Glasgow, who came to London in 1822 to find
fame as a ferocious prophet of doom. Wilkie befriended him and
painted his portrait, shown at the Academy in 1835, although Irving
was by then dead, having already been expelled from his London
church in 1832 and from the Church of Scotland in 1833. The com-
pletion and exhibition of Wilkie’s Knox in 1831–2 coincided with the
outbreak at Irving’s church of ‘tongues’ – spontaneous, unintelligible
outbursts from the congregation purporting to be expressions of the
Holy Spirit. It is no surprise that such a controversial Scottish
preacher in London should have become associated with Wilkie’s
picture; but in fact the figure of Knox there is derived from the model
of the only generally recognised early portrait, from Theodore Beza’s
Icones of 1580. Wilkie portrays him rather older than he would today
be imagined to have been, for Knox’s date of birth as now reckoned
(about 1514) had until the early twentieth century been placed a
decade earlier. Knox has ‘burst open unwittingly the pulpit door – he
has his hands stretched towards the Roman prelates, as if he desired
to clutch them, and he seems about to descend upon them like a flying
dragon’. One reviewer wrote that Knox looked Jewish, a notion that
 accorded with the Old Testament language beloved of the believers in
the covenant between God and the Kirk, and which also intriguingly
prefigures Thomas Carlyle’s essay on the portraits of Knox of 1876, his
very last publication. There Carlyle asserts, on purely instinctive
visual grounds, that Beza’s portrait, showing a man with a prophet’s
beard and long curving nose, could not possibly be an authentic like-
ness of Knox, depicting as it did someone who could be imagined
‘much at his ease in Zion’. That is, he looked Jewish according to stan-
dard physiognomic clichés of what that meant. For the younger
Carlyle, in his 1841 book On Heroes, Hero-worship, and the Heroic in
History, Knox’s proper religious parallel was to be found rather at
Mecca, for Muhammad the Prophet of Islam and Knox the Father of
the Kirk were both to be counted heroes for having knocked over idols
and returned humanity to a direct relationship with God. For Carlyle,
the ease of these men’s triumph – the apparent instant shift from act
of defiance to complete domination – indicated that the idols which they overturned were already despised by those who conventionally worshipped them: the hero was he who confirmed the natural selection of ideas by despatching what was already dead.

Unsurprisingly, Carlyle found Wilkie’s Knox to be ‘one of the most impossible pictures ever painted’.58 If he had read the artist’s description of the image, as offered to the 1832 Royal Academy visitors, he would doubtless have been even less impressed, as this text constructs through its identifications of the different characters several glaring anachronisms, most conspicuously the presence of the ‘Admirable’ James Crichton, who was not born until the year following that of the sermon. He is the youth in a scholar’s cap towards the centre of the image, and was included presumably by virtue of having been one of St Andrews University’s most distinguished students. Among the local town authorities and university professors in the gallery in the background named by Wilkie is George Buchanan, the great scholar and scourge of Queen Mary, although he was in France, not Scotland, in 1559. Mary herself was also in France at the date of Knox’s triumph, having married the Dauphin of France the previous year. She returned to assume the Scottish throne, still a teenager, in 1561. Wilkie does not admit her to his cast list, and it is the rather less well-known Countess of Argyll (one of the illegitimate daughters of James V and therefore a half-sister to Mary) who, with her attendant, ‘make up the chief light of the picture’ (in Wilkie’s own words) directly in Knox’s firing line. It seems, however, virtually certain that Wilkie originally intended this compositionally crucial, beautiful young woman as Mary herself, and felt compelled to change her identity (reimagining her as the wife of the figure’s neighbour, Argyll) on learning that Mary could not have heard Knox in 1559, although their later confrontations were legendary set-pieces of Scottish history, tidily embodying in a series of tableaux the denominational and dynastic struggles of the age.59

When Delacroix saw the oil sketch of Knox in London in 1825, he described it in a letter as showing ‘Knox le puritan prêchant devant Marie Stuart’. Delacroix was hugely moved by what he saw and never forgot the picture: its influence upon his own historical subjects is a standard topic in the history of French Romantic painting.60 As late as January 1831, when the painting must have been virtually completed, the author of a journal feature on Wilkie spoke of the artist’s most recent work as ‘a magnificent picture of John Knox subduing the Scarlet Lady’, suggesting that Mary’s removal may have come very late in the day, as in the case of the revision of the title of the picture of Wellington at Waterloo.61 But the great irony of this change of identity
was that the Academy audience in 1832 turned out to care little for Wilkie's historiographical scruple over this figure, many of them ignoring the catalogue text and reading the leading lady after all as Mary Queen of Scots. Wilkie may have felt compelled to take her out, but his viewers simply put her back in again.

The final version of *Knox Preaching* was apparently already well advanced by 1824. If Wilkie had succeeded in completing it at that time, it would have formed a striking parallel with the appearance at the Paris Salon of 1824 (alongside an important selection of British pictures) of Paul Delaroche's *Joan of Arc in Prison*, a large and popular canvas which inaugurated the artist's career as the leading painter of historical genre of his generation. As, most recently, Stephen Bann has described, Delaroche was even more free with historical fact than Wilkie felt able to be in his *Knox*, for Joan is shown being interrogated not by her actual interlocutor, the Bishop of Beauvais, but by the English Cardinal Beaufort, much better known on account of his role in Shakespeare's *Henry VI*. These questions of historical accuracy take us directly to the heart of the most interesting issues around historical genre painting in this period. Painting could offer a conceptual model to Romantic historians on account of its apparent ability to concentrate in one image the otherwise entangled strands of personal and political history, thereby synthesising biographical and epic modes. But when painters themselves, such as Wilkie and Delaroche, deliberately promoted themselves with new confidence as historians on this basis, their model regularly raised problems of historical precision, for recorded or established history rarely turned out to have offered quite the *tableaux* necessary for the model to work smoothly. But, rather than going on to dismiss such artists as second-rate popular historians, we should see them as being able to offer, through an image, a kind of history that was unavailable to historians working within literary conventions (which is to say, a respect for other texts).

The painters' model of history had its own authority in the traditions of Western iconography (which, as we will see, were perhaps of even greater importance when an anecdotal subject was being painted for the first time) and in its capacity emotionally to engage the many thousands of viewers who admired their historical pictures at the Royal Academy and the Salon. I suggested in the case of the *Pensioners* that there are caveats to be observed in seeing that picture as unproblematically democratic; and equally Wilkie's *Knox*, although about the triumph of a supposedly more democratic form of religion, bolsters the myth of one hero having effected that triumph. But being able to engage with history on a biographical level was nevertheless
empowering, inviting as it did a personal response from a wide range of viewers. In the case of Knox, Wilkie does not take sides in the hotly debated question over how far it was legitimate to rehabilitate the great reformer. He is, on the contrary, interested precisely in dramatising – amplifying – that question and leaving the answer open for the picture's viewers, whose hugely enthusiastic response to the image was predicated upon not only interpreting history but even rewriting it, for Mary Queen of Scots was interpolated into the story by them, thus insisting that a tragic shadow should be included in the account of the victory of Protestantism (for the Catholic Mary was of course ultimately to face execution at the demand of the English Queen Elizabeth). In much the same way, the anxious mother in the Chelsea Pensioners, a compositionally slight presence, was elevated by that picture's audience to become its most significant feature. Both young women were cast by Wilkie's viewers as martyrs to the glorious progress which was ostensibly the theme of the pictures.

Today in Britain, there is a keen ongoing debate over the legitimacy of historical political dramas produced on stage and for the broadcast media. Many of the issues are common to the early nineteenth century. To try to imagine the words actually used by historical figures, to recreate their appearance and details of their environments is almost inevitably doomed to fail, if only because such details are often irrecoverable. But to abandon the attempt is to have to fall back on the official or conventional account of the events and to miss out on the great theatrical benefit to be derived from giving the viewer the opportunity to empathise where they see fit and to judge for themselves. Wilkie certainly made his share of mistakes. Among these were the un-Saxon furnishings in Alfred; the out-of-season oysters in the Chelsea Pensioners (it was illegal to eat them in June); the anachronistic telescope in Columbus (the instrument did not exist in the fifteenth century); and the premature corpulence of Bonaparte in Napoleon and the Pope. Wilkie was well aware that there were those who, in Fuseli's words, insisted on 'matter of fact' in historical pictures; and among these was the owner of his Knox Preaching, Robert Peel. Peel believed in the potential of artists to become a special kind of historian, but only if they complied with that profession's basic principles. He complained in 1835 that, to make meaningful and valuable images, Wilkie should have done real historical research and have got all his facts authenticated, down to and including such details as 'the portrait of the pen' used by Wellington in the painting of the Duke writing at Waterloo. Otherwise the artist risked perpetrating 'a fraud upon posterity'. But there were others, such as the ever-critical
Marchioness of Salisbury, who blamed Wilkie’s poor education rather than a mistaken strategy: ‘his ignorance of the commonest historical facts even if connected with his pictures is quite surprising.’

The artist cared enough about such criticisms to make changes when inaccuracies were pointed out to him; and, when architectural research was feasible, as in the case of *Knox*, he was prepared to make a degree of effort. Equally, in a picture such as *Josephine and the Fortune-teller* (Fig. 4.5), in which the youthful future Empress of the French has her

**Figure 4.5**  *The Empress Josephine and the Fortune-teller* (first exhibited 1837). Oil on canvas, $83 \times 62\frac{1}{4}$ in. ($211 \times 158$ cm). National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh [photo: National Gallery of Scotland].
spectacular future foretold (a ‘well-known anecdote’, according to one of the reviewers in 1837), the curious emptiness of the mise-en-scène is surely to be explained by Wilkie’s unwillingness to make guesses regarding the architecture and material culture of the eighteenth-century West Indies, where the scene is set. Generally, indeed, Wilkie’s historical pictures, in contrast to his early genre scenes, are not filled with odds and ends to give local colour. Although he aspired to credibility, Wilkie was not a ‘matter-of-fact’ historical painter, and ultimately defended his historical work on the poetic grounds asserted by Reynolds. In 1840, shortly before leaving for the Holy Land, Wilkie was working on a sequel to his Knox Preaching, showing the reformed sacrament being administered in Scotland for the first time. Again he sought help from an historian, the minister and local antiquarian of the parish, Calder in Midlothian, where the event took place. Writing to a friend in rather apologetic mode, Wilkie related a visit from his historian helper, John Sommers, to inspect his designs, which diverged in various ways from the known written evidence: ‘I had, however, to request him to make due allowance for what was necessary to make up a picture’. Listing his edits and inventions, the artist concluded:

This, you will doubtless say, is a mixture; but it is of that sort which, whether consistent with truth or not, is certainly required to make up that kind of compound that goes to the formation of what we call a picture.

The Chelsea Pensioners and Knox Preaching are both set on a particular day in a precisely defined place, and as such make their thrilling claim to offer unprecedented access to an otherwise irrecoverable experience, an experience which is in turn set down as a marker against which to plot the bigger historical story. This construction of history, as a peculiarly pictorial synthesis of visible personal moment and far-reaching national implication, may have led to some of the confusions and compromises which we have noted; but ultimately this was the price to pay for an imagery which offered to modern everyday life at least the possibility of itself being transformed into history.

4.4 Plotting the history of Catholic Europe

By the time Knox Preaching was eventually shown at the Academy in 1832, the stage of momentous British history had shifted from the battlefield to Parliament, where some of the political reforms long held at bay by war were finally being granted. Catholic Emancipation, allowing the vote and the possibility of political office to wealthier
Roman Catholics, was passed by the Tory government in 1829; and, on forming an administration for the first time in decades in 1830, the Whigs set about pushing through the Reform Act (June 1832), belatedly readjusting parliamentary constituencies to recognise the huge demographic shifts caused by the Industrial Revolution. Wilkie's picture of the great Protestant reformer demolishing the Scottish Catholic hierarchy clearly related in general terms to these contemporary dramas, but were they behind the spectacular reception accorded to it?

The *Examiner*, a strong advocate of Emancipation, suggested that the 'sectarian and exclusive' nature of the subject of *Knox Preaching* would count against it; but in fact all the other reviews were positive in the extreme, greeting Wilkie as the new champion of British history painting and claiming the picture as one of the greatest ever high-minded works of art.74 The *Times* wanted this wonderful new work to be a British riposte to the foreign schools of art which had traditionally dominated history painting. *Knox Preaching* provoked 'feelings of congratulation that we can, as a nation, give the world assurance of a painter who may challenge competition with any living, and with the works of most of the departed great men who have devoted their genius to this branch of art'.75 It is in this idea of competition in connection with Wilkie's picture that we can find some echo of the debates around Catholic Emancipation. Those liberal Protestant apologists who had accepted Emancipation had claimed to welcome the free and fair competition between the churches that would now ensue, a competition that their own denomination could only win.76 The Catholic church historically had to its advantage the political might of the Papacy and the emotional and educational buttresses of art and architecture, but Protestants had their Bibles and their evangelical energy. This was the line taken by Thomas Chalmers, the great Scottish evangelical leader who in the post-war years had started to become something of an ecclesiastical celebrity south of the border. His Protestant zealotry was all the more effective for his ostensibly magnanimous attitude towards Emancipation, and his bullish but charitable sermons were among the rhetorical high-points of the Emancipation crisis of 1828–9.77 The same highly effective amalgam of atavistic hostility to Catholicism and modern notions of liberal competition seems to have informed the passionate reception of Wilkie's painting of John Knox. The picture was about the unstoppable force of the Word of God, and the painting itself was in turn evidence that, given the right talent and encouragement, Protestant painting could match or even outdo Catholic.
One obvious strategy for this rivalry, but which had only limited success other than in the case of *Knox* itself, was to paint pictures with explicitly Protestant subjects. For example, during the 1820s, Wilkie planned a pair of small paintings representing the only two sacraments retained by the Reformed churches – baptism and communion: a reduced version of the sets of Catholic sacraments of the kind painted by Poussin and others. In 1824, Wilkie played with the iconography of the murder of Archbishop Sharp, a sectarian subject from *Old Mortality*, but also one from the artist’s own local history, as this event had taken place near his birthplace in Fife. Such a mix of personal, national and denominational history also seems to explain an extraordinary sheet now at the Huntington Library, in effect a very elaborate doodle, setting out an arrangement of compartmentalised thumbnail pen-and-ink sketches in a kind of polypych (Fig. 4.6). In the centre is a version of Wilkie’s communion subject, amplified to resemble Rembrandt’s *Woman Taken in Adultery*, and flanked by two slight sketches which relate to other known drawings which show a minister and his wife leaving their manse, presumably in the wake of a conscientious decision to join one of the regular secessions from the Church of Scotland. Other compartments seem connected to drawings made by Wilkie during his 1817 visit to Scotland – a field tent-preaching, and two landscapes resembling those made by the artist near his birthplace, Cults. But this intricately layered and personal iconography was never going to translate comfortably into exhibition pictures; and the ideas Wilkie had for Protestant subjects in the 1830s were more conventionally focused upon heroic moments in the Reformation tradition: Martin Luther at the Diet of Worms; the persecution of the Covenanting lady of letters Grizel Baillie; and even the invention of printing, which had facilitated the translation of the Bible into vernacular languages. But these also all remained unrealised, and Wilkie’s only explicitly Protestant painting to be exhibited remained the great *Knox*. Instead, Wilkie’s sense of rivalry with the Roman Church expressed itself through novel subjects with a Catholic theme, in formats deliberately echoing the great Catholic painters of past centuries. Wilkie now attempted, rather than overturning Catholic tradition, to appropriate it to his own ends.

The success of *Knox* in 1832 encouraged Wilkie to revisit some of the ambitious historical subjects which he had kept on stand-by since his years abroad in 1825–8. During that period, he had gathered various ideas for European subjects, but it seems he had been discouraged by the reception of the Spanish and Italian works that
he exhibited at the Academy in 1829. The Italian subjects were scenes of Catholic pilgrimage and devotion witnessed by Wilkie in Rome, while the Spanish pictures formed a trio set during the beginning of the Spanish War of Independence (or Peninsular War) against the French in 1808: *The Guerilla’s Departure* (Fig. 4.7; a *Return* was later added), *The Spanish Posada* and *The Defence of Saragossa* (Fig. 4.8). All the Spanish pictures and two of the four Italian subjects were acquired by George IV for the Royal collection, where the former set became in effect a genre-based contribution to the assembly there of portraits of allied heroes of the European struggle against Napoleon.\(^{81}\)

The Spanish war effort had been characterised by a popular uprising and cruel guerrilla war – most famously recorded in Goya’s *Disasters of War* etchings – and offered Wilkie, who spent seven months in Spain in 1827–8, a perfect opportunity to return to the theme of the role of ordinary people in history.\(^{82}\) Like the *Chelsea Pensioners*, however, Wilkie’s guerrilla subjects have an ambivalent political content. In 1808, the spectacle of the raising of a Spanish popular army was acutely politically divisive in Britain, the Scottish lawyer and politician Henry Brougham heralding the return of the ‘people’ to the world stage in the pages of the *Edinburgh Review*,

**Figure 4.6** Studies on the Theme of the History of the Church in Scotland (c. 1822/4). Pen and ink on paper, 10½ × 17½ in. (26.7 × 43.5 cm). The Huntington Library, San Marino, CA [photo: The Huntington Library].
throwing Walter Scott and other Tories into a fury.\textsuperscript{83} But the Spanish insurgents lost their Radical tinge when their efforts, combined of course with those of Wellington and the British army, led to the restoration of the absolutist monarch Fernando VII, champion of the Inquisition and vicious persecutor of the Spanish liberal constitutionalists.\textsuperscript{84} When, in 1828, Wilkie privately exhibited his Spanish pictures to the grandees of Madrid, Fernando’s courtiers, they could enjoy the temporary reassurance of looking back to events of twenty years earlier, when, according to Wilkie’s imagery, priests and people had united to defeat the French enemy and to restore absolutism. The historical agency of these anonymous heroes, apparently self-directed and revolutionary, turned out to be able only to shore up the \textit{status quo ante}.

The Spanish scenes caused something of a shock when exhibited

\textbf{Figure 4.7} \textit{The Guerilla’s Departure} (dated 1828).
Oil on canvas, \(36\frac{1}{2} \times 32\frac{3}{4}\) in. \((92.7 \times 81.9\) cm).
Royal Collection
[photo: Collection © 2006 Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II].
together at the Royal Academy in London in 1829. Their setting was foreign, and so was their execution: although there were isolated passages of the old familiar highly finished detailing, generally these canvases seemed to be oversized sketches. The handling of the paint was much looser than before, owing apparently more to Titian and Murillo than to Wilkie’s former Netherlandish models. The popular and critical reaction was cool. In 1830, things went from bad to worse when, in the eyes of many, Wilkie made a fool of himself with his picture of the now dying George IV as a Highland chief during his Scottish progress of 1822 (Fig. 5.4). Hence the huge importance of Knox in reassuring Wilkie that he could and should pursue large-scale historical subjects, which he now exhibited through the 1830s. The compositional and chromatic sources of these works in the great Catholic painters of the Renaissance and Baroque, especially Titian, Correggio and Murillo, were more than a mere stylistic migration to nobler models. Wilkie deliberately sought to borrow what was best from Catholic painting – its grandeur, honesty to materials and direct communication with its audience – and import it into modern British art. Like his old friend Chalmers, Wilkie had a sincere admiration for

**Figure 4.8** The Defence of Saragossa (dated 1828). Oil on canvas, $37 \times 55\frac{1}{2}\text{ in.}$ ($94 \times 141\text{ cm}$). Royal Collection [photo: Collection © 2006 Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II].
some aspects of Catholic culture, as is evident in his Roman paintings of Catholic devotion. But both men derived from this admiration a belief that British Protestants had to try harder to reach the people, to develop new strategies for communication. For Chalmers, this meant taking over an impoverished inner-city Glasgow parish and seeking to redeem it through charity and the Gospels alone. For Wilkie, it meant seeking to expand the visual culture of Protestantism.

Several of the more ambitious pictures which Wilkie exhibited at the Academy in the 1830s had their germ in sketches made in Europe during his years of convalescence. From his first days in Spain in October 1827 came a subject taken directly from the mouth of a historian. Meeting Washington Irving at Madrid, where he was attached to the American legation while researching in Spain, Wilkie heard about the new material about to be published in Irving’s life of Columbus. The writer was now already putting together the sequel, *Chronicle of the Conquest of Granada* (1829), at which he is shown working in Seville in Wilkie’s picture of him (Fig. 4.1). While in Seville, Wilkie made other drawings that were to become paintings in the 1830s such as the Correggio-inspired *Spanish Mother*, while the Gothic-burlesque *Spanish Monks*, another confessional subject, was based on a scene that Irving had pointed out to him at the great Franciscan monastery in Toledo. But it was Irving’s story of Columbus’s visit to the Andalusian monastery of Santa María de la Rábida which inspired Wilkie’s most grandiose Spanish subject (Plate 8), exhibited in London in 1835.

The scene is set in 1485. After several years in Portugal, Columbus had entered Spain in pursuit of patronage to support his planned voyage to sail west in search of the East. At the monastery of La Rábida near Huelva, where he had stopped to ask for food for his young son Diego, he found a believer in the prior, Juan Pérez de Marchena. The prior called in his friend García Fernández, a physician, and some mariners from nearby Palos de la Frontera, among them the well-born navigator Martín Alonso Pinzón (shown in Wilkie’s picture in the background on the left holding the anachronistic telescope), who undertook to support Columbus’s appeal to the Spanish King and Queen: the explorer’s luck seemed to be changing. But this encounter proved to be a false start. The ‘Catholic monarchs’ were busy with the siege of Granada, the last Muslim city of Andalusia; and, after seven further years of wandering around Spain in pursuit of royal patronage, Columbus was back at La Rábida, determined to collect Diego, whom he had left there to be educated, and to leave Spain to try his luck in
France. Eventually, Pérez de Marchena himself successfully appealed to Queen Isabella, who pledged her own jewels to finance Columbus’s expedition. The moment shown by Wilkie was thus not really a great turning point in itself, although it represented the meeting of Columbus with the man who would eventually lead him to royal favour. Most important for Wilkie was the fact that this episode in the story was, as he stressed in his Academy catalogue entry for the picture, new, at least to English readers. The event had been recorded by García Fernández (the bald man on the left of the painting, for whom John Constable modelled), first published in 1825 by the great historian of Spanish voyages of discovery, Fernández de Navarrete, and then used by Irving in his *Life and Voyages of Christopher Columbus*.88

The composition of Wilkie’s painting of Columbus was based on Titian’s *Supper at Emmaus* in the Louvre, a source which anchored the narrative of the picture in the theme of revelation.89 A meaningful iconographic relationship of this nature was important for Wilkie’s needs because of the acute difficulty inherent in telling an anecdote – a previously unknown story – with an image. The anecdote, a hate-term to twentieth-century aesthetics until its rehabilitation by New Historicist literary historians in the 1980s, had huge attractions for an artist such as Wilkie. It allowed those with limited knowledge of formal historiography (such as Wilkie himself) to feel that they were being offered a short-cut, bypassing the library shelves to arrive immediately before the crucial historical moment. New readers, or viewers, could start here. The visual anecdote thus allowed a popular artist and their audience to comprehend a version of history of their own – and furthermore, by suggesting that new stories were always emerging, encouraged the notion that history was still to be determined. The other side of the coin was, however, that images are far better at retelling stories than in narrating them for the first time. Catholic art had developed an iconography, a formalised set of conventions for indicating, rather than narrating, a broad range of familiar moments from biblical and mythological stories. But the whole attraction of a story such as that of Columbus at La Rábida was that it had never been told before, and hence there was a real problem of narrative illegibility. Only by reading the catalogue entry could the exhibition visitor discover what Wilkie had intended to represent, hence risking privileging the role of the text after all, despite the powerful visual impact that the artist aspired to achieve. As the painter Thomas Uwins put it, ‘There was a time when his pictures were so intelligible that a word in the catalogue was sufficient for them, and now a whole history scarcely suffices to put you in possession of his meaning’.91
Wilkie's pictures appeared to be becoming harder to understand despite now being simpler in composition than the early works. They were much larger, too, for one aspect of Wilkie's rivalry with the great Catholic art of the past was scale. In the 1830s, he sought whenever possible to assign his historical projects to clients who would commission their realisation with life-size figures. At the same time, he began to use very heavy, broad frames which elbowed neighbouring pictures away and even earned him a ticking off from the Academy council. By the mid-1830s, Wilkie's very conspicuous presence as the leading history painter of the age was underlined by how little competition there was from other makers of large-scale subject pictures (Haydon, and the ambitious history painter William Hilton, had both by now fallen on hard times). Wilkie had attracted attention at the Academy at the beginning of his career as the most minute of painters; now he courted it through being the most expansive.

In 1836 Wilkie followed up Columbus with three further historical subjects: the small picture of Wellington writing at Waterloo (Fig. 4.3), The Peep-o'-Day Boy's Cabin (Plate 9; a response to the artist's Irish tour of 1835) and the very large Napoleon with Pope Pius VII at Fontainebleau, January 1813 (Fig. 4.9). Napoleon and the Pope was based, like the Columbus, on a new historical narrative written by a personal friend of the painter's. Walter Scott's life of Bonaparte was published in 1827, and Wilkie read it immediately although travelling in Europe at the time. While staying in Geneva (where Knox had found the 'maist perfyt schoole of Chryst') in the summer of 1827, Wilkie showed a visitor a drawing he had made of the Emperor with the Pope. The anonymous visitor's sighting of Wilkie was reported in the London press, and the drawing was described as showing the moment 'when the Emperor commanded the Pontiff to sign the divorce of Josephine'. This may well have been the sheet now at the Huntington Library and dated 9 June 1828 from the French royal palace of Fontainebleau, which Wilkie briefly visited on his way home to London at the end of his three years on the Continent. It seems likely that Wilkie began the drawing at Geneva as one subject, but completed it at Fontainebleau as another.

The background to this pairing of historical figures is the story, from the British point of view, of the futility of appeasing tyrants. While neither symbolic figure is flattered by their role in the drama, Napoleon's evil is to be taken for granted, and the moral interest of the scene lies in the Pope's dilemma. Pius had sought to placate Bonaparte by concluding a Concordat establishing a post-Revolutionary ecclesiastical settlement in 1801, and then anointing the Emperor and Josephine at
their coronation in Paris in 1804. But this did not stop Napoleon from annexing Rome and the Papal States in 1809, after which the Pope was interned at Savona and then, between June 1812 and January 1814, at Fontainebleau. The idea of the Emperor demanding to be released from his marriage to Josephine, in frustration at her not producing an heir (if this was indeed what Wilkie originally intended), had obvious echoes of English Tudor history and thus formed a mirror image of the way in which Delaroche and other French painters used Early-Modern British history as an archive of analogies with the recent national dramas of France. The drawback of this iconography was that the Emperor’s

Figure 4.9  The Emperor Napoleon with Pope Pius VII at Fontainebleau in January 1813 (first exhibited 1836). Oil on canvas, 96 × 77½ in. (244 × 196 cm). National Gallery of Ireland, Dublin [photo: National Gallery of Ireland].
divorce, which took place in 1809 followed by an ecclesiastical annulment in 1810 (and over which Scott’s biography skates discreetly), did not involve a personal confrontation with the Pope. Such a stand-off only took place during the week that Napoleon spent with his captive at Fontainebleau in January 1813, when the rather less sensational issue at stake was the renegotiation of aspects of the 1801 Concordat, giving greater powers to the French bishops. The Pope signed a set of agreed principles on 25 January, which – in Scott’s version of events – Napoleon then published as a new Concordat (although Pius refused to recognise that he had done anything more than put his name to a preamble to further discussion). As with John Knox and Mary of Scots, Wilkie needed his two principals to come together to symbolise the clash of world-views, a clash described in this case by the German artist Johann David Passavant as ‘a most masterly allegory of the present and general struggle, between old established rights and modern innovations’. In the case of the Knox picture, history could not offer the necessary conjunction, and, at least on paper, Mary had to go. With Napoleon and the Pope, the identities of the figures could remain but the date and location had to change, to Fontainebleau in January 1813. Between making the initial sketch in Geneva and either developing it or making another drawing at Fontainebleau came Wilkie’s months in Spain, during which one of his and Irving’s diversions had been the study of Scott’s life of Napoleon, so it was perhaps the American who prompted Wilkie to change the story and to visit Fontainebleau on his way home in the early summer of 1828.

The art-historical reference of Napoleon and the Pope is, loosely, to the Tribute Money, the scene where Christ declines to make a political stand in favour of retaining his authority as a spiritual guide. But, as with Columbus, this subtle reinforcement of the burden of the narrative does not seem to have helped the various critics who found the story hard to follow. Among these was again Peel, who could not see the point in making up such a tableau from existing likenesses and in choosing a moment ‘which has no other peculiarity about it than that which must belong to the act of every man who refuses to sign a paper offered to him by another for his signature’. Wilkie in fact sought to defend his depth of research to the picture’s first owner, the Leeds flax-spinner John Marshall, pointing out to him that the architecture had been studied from Fontainebleau itself, and that ‘In painting the figure of Napoleon, I was supplied with apparel made precisely like that he used to wear, trying to give the identity of likeness, [but] generalizing it as much as would prevent it being quaint or unseemly’. This abstraction, however, led to what was described as merely a figure of ‘hazy flimsiness', and
there was also the objection that the Emperor had been shown unbecomingly wearing his hat in the presence of the Pope.  

*Knox Preaching, Columbus* and *Napoleon and the Pope* were all based upon recently published historical research: they were illustrations of the historical record as it stood after the most recent additions. Wilkie’s focus upon the painted anecdote, as a fast-track to cutting-edge historiography for anyone prepared to read the catalogue entry, also inspired him to complete the process of making redundant the conventional history books by coining his own anecdotes. One such project, which never made it into a finished format, suggested the limits of anecdotal painting by demonstrating how poorly a verbal joke translated into an image. While in Europe, Wilkie had apparently met a monk who had been host to Napoleon at the St Bernard Alpine pass when the Emperor was crossing into Italy in 1800. Passavant was shown a drawing of the subject in 1831: ‘Napoleon is seen in the Hospice of Mont St Bernard, warming his hands before a fire; by his side is the monk, who, with priestly inquisitiveness, asked him what he intended doing with his great army, to which Napoleon answered sharply, “That’s a secret: and if my hat even knew it, I’d throw it into the fire.” This anecdote Wilkie had from the lips of the monk himself.’ Here, the artist evidently got carried away by his own proximity to ‘new’ history.

A rather different and altogether more dramatic painting having its roots in Wilkie’s own experience was the *Peep-ô’-Day Boy’s Cabin*, exhibited in 1836. Wilkie spent a few weeks in Ireland in 1835, having exhausted his fund of Spanish material, partly to accept an invitation from Mulgrave’s heir, now Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, and partly to attend the annual meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, held in Dublin that year. As Spain had been in the 1820s, Ireland seemed a place ripe for picturesque development by British artists, and Wilkie sensed that the gap in the market was closing fast. He took a circular route, travelling at first west across the country from Dublin to Westport on Clew Bay in Connacht, the new town built by the Marquis of Sligo. Wilkie then passed south through Connemara, which he considered especially picturesque, down via Galway and Limerick to Killarney at the end of August. At Cork, he turned back north as far as County Longford, where he visited the novelist Maria Edgeworth, whom he had known in London, at Edgeworthstown (now Mostrim). Back in London, Wilkie lost no time in seeking to turn the drawings he had made into pictures. Clients were, however, slow to come forward, and it seems that the artist overestimated the British capacity to see romance where
they were used to seeing never-ending political traumas. Two Irish paintings were however completed, the Peep-o’-Day Boy’s Cabin and later the Irish Whisky Still (RA 1840), with its alchemical setting, quotations from Correggio and reference to the iconography of the Riposo (the Holy Family resting during the flight into Egypt).¹⁰⁴

From the moment he had arrived in Ireland, Wilkie was determined to see, rather than the poverty and ugliness conventionally reported on by British visitors, a sensual, even louche, Baroque image of this predominantly Catholic country along the lines of his vision of Spain.¹⁰⁵ The fact that the two Irish subjects which he was eventually commissioned to paint were both of criminal activities says as much about the preconceptions of Wilkie’s clients as it does about his own opinions regarding Ireland.¹⁰⁶ The artist’s own perspective was probably strongly influenced by Chalmers’s sermons on Ireland, in which it was argued that the Irish were a noble race, naturally of great potential. If the British were to win them over to friendship and even eventually Protestantism, then they should treat their neighbours with Christian love and enlightened respect, not political controls and bullying, for they were ‘a people whom no penalities could turn, whom no terror of military violence could overcome’.¹⁰⁷ This vision of the Irish, as backward but noble, destined to rise out of poverty under the guidance of a benevolent but not a domineering Britain, is reflected in Wilkie’s Peep-o’-Day Boy’s Cabin, which he painted for the leading collector Robert Vernon, on a scale ‘larger than a merely domestic subject’ on account of the theme being ‘connected with public events’.¹⁰⁸ The picture was, however, referred to by Wilkie at this time as The Sleeping Whiteboy.

For centuries, the political life of Ireland was defined by the domination of an imperial Protestant power over its impoverished Catholic neighbour. Largely Scottish Presbyterian immigration into the north of the country had established an especially bitter tradition of sectarian rivalry there, but throughout the island an Anglican church was established which the Catholic population had by law to support through tithes. Religious differences were briefly put aside during the abortive 1798 revolution of the United Irishmen, which led Pitt formally to annex Ireland to Britain in 1800. The Act of Union in its turn brought to the fore the question of Catholic participation in British politics – for the Catholics of Ireland, while still paying Anglican tithes and, in many cases, rents to Protestant landowners, now had no political representation. It was the election of the Catholic leader Daniel O’Connell as MP for County Clare in 1828 which had finally precipitated Catholic Emancipation, Peel and Wellington judging that to
prevent O’Connell taking his seat at Westminster would have been to invite another full-scale Irish rebellion. With Emancipation had however come, as a countermeasure, the raising of the property qualification for voting in Ireland, and in the 1830s violent protests against tithes resumed as post-Reform British governments debated whether these religious taxes should be mitigated.

Wilkie’s *Peep-o’-Day Boy’s Cabin* shows a Catholic family who have taken up arms against the Protestant ascendancy. In a cabin, a young man sleeps, nestling against a baby and a couple of rifles as a neighbour brings news to his waiting wife. The open door onto a sliver of landscape speaks of the tense relationship between the domestic and the public, between traditional family life and the shifting political scene beyond. On the table on the left is a dish of potatoes, the staple diet of the poor, now a poignant reminder of the blight and appalling famine which would engulf Ireland a few years after Wilkie’s visit. The central female figure wears a dress dyed with the red pigment that Wilkie had admired in Ireland (another garment of the same colour hangs on the right). She has been praying with her rosary for the deliverance of her husband, who wears the remnants of one of the white shirts which gave the Whiteboys their name. These were one of many secret Catholic agrarian societies dedicated to avenging themselves upon landlords and tax-collectors. They had first appeared in the 1760s but had revived with the recent ‘Tithe War’. The Peep-o’-Day Boys, on the other hand, were a Protestant sectarian group active against the Catholic Defenders in the north of the country (particularly Armagh) in the late eighteenth century, although their name was sometimes used to mean something like ‘terrorist’ more generally, and in any case provided a more romantic-sounding title. Wilkie’s use of a misleading title in 1836 has confused interpretation of the picture ever since.

We have seen several examples of Wilkie’s pictures attempting to symbolise history – to co-ordinate a moment in which the deeper truths of civilisation are rendered visible – and we have seen how often these attempts led the artist into difficulties over ‘matter of fact’. In the *Peep-o’-Day Boy’s Cabin*, Wilkie avoids these tensions by deliberately avoiding such concrete references. To the imprecision of the painting’s title we can add the ambiguity of its setting in time and place. According to Wilkie’s catalogue note in 1836, the scene is set in the beautiful west of Ireland, although the Peep-o’-Day Boys were from the north; and an early drawing for the composition (NGS) is dated from Dublin, 12 August 1835, just a couple of days after the artist landed. The picture’s title suggests a date late in the previous century,
when the Peep-o’-Day Boys had emerged; but the subject of Catholic insurgency also gave 'but too just an idea of the [present] state of society in the more disturbed parts of the sister kingdom'.¹¹⁰ In important contrast to the specific dates at which other historical paintings by Wilkie are set, this scene of Irish politics has not been fixed in time, and so disavows any explicit explanatory reciprocity between the human experience represented and a larger historical context.

This careful historical vagueness went some way towards taking the edge off what was, in any case, a politically challenging picture, one in which Wilkie’s fascination with Catholicism, and desire to compete with it culturally on equal terms, seemed to have led him to sympathise with, and to represent flatteringly, Irish rebels who (in the classic formulation) were either freedom fighters or terrorists depending on one’s point of view. The work’s reception was thus predictably polarised. A critic examining the picture at the Academy in 1836 ‘heard it both greatly commended and abused’ among the public.¹¹¹ The critics themselves were generally impressed but uncomfortable, finding the beauty of the figures hard to reconcile with what they felt they knew about Ireland’s poverty.¹¹² Almost all of the reviewers kept politics out of what they wrote, with the striking exception of a writer in the Whig Morning Chronicle, who saw the protagonist of the Peep-o’-Day Boy’s Cabin as having been understandably ‘driven to outrage’ by the injustices of British rule:

It is an historical picture in the highest sense of the word. It is an unfair limitation of the powers of the pencil to give the appellation of historical only to those splendid delineations of marked events such as the meetings of kings, the judgment of senators, or the triumphs of those, who, in arms or in arts, have been supposed to confer lustre on their age. Mr Wilkie has given a wider range to his classical pencil; he has portrayed one of a million of men, and we mistake if he has not awakened sympathy for the sufferings, and reflection on the cause of those sufferings, in the bosoms of many who have never before given a thought to the state of the Irish peasant . . . Great God, what a picture is this! It is that of a nation.¹¹³

The issues raised by this response, not least the fact that it contains the strongest claim on record for Wilkie’s art having had a perceptible political impact upon its audience, returns us to several of the central issues in Wilkie’s career.

The Radical critics of Wilkie’s early genre painting had objected to those images as too removed from politics. Wilkie had gone on, in the post-war years, to explore the relationship between immediate human
experience and the larger sweep of history by opening up the past as a new site on which to model that relationship. Wishing as far as possible to use original or at least fresh stories, he had in several cases chosen moments from the careers of famous historical figures with which to embody this reciprocity, seeking to develop from those moments paintings which would rival Catholic art history in form and rhetoric. The divine plan as manifested in the iconography of the life of Christ now became a Hegelian vision of the spirit of history in dialectic with worldly moments. Illustrating this dialectic through the representation of everyday people – of ‘one of a million of men’ – appeared on the face of it a democratic development, but turned out to be not so straightforward. The Chelsea Pensioners depicted ordinary soldiers but ultimately upheld the Commander-in-Chief’s right to dictate the historical record. The Spanish guerrilla subjects appeared to show everyday people leading history, but these revolutionaries had successfully fought for the re-establishment of absolute autocracy. No such obvious compromise marks the Peep-o’-Day Boy’s Cabin, although, as with the Chelsea Pensioners and the Spanish subjects, the presence of a great man to direct, and if necessary control, these everyday heroes was not so much negated as displaced. Wellington did not appear in the famous picture of 1822, but we saw that Wilkie made up for this with his later pictures of the Duke. In Madrid, Wilkie painted the portrait of the aristocratic leader of the defence of Saragossa, General Palafox, and then incorporated him disguised as a civilian volunteer into his painting of the siege, which otherwise was ostensibly a celebration of the proletarian Heroine of Saragossa who had taken over her fallen husband’s cannon to repulse the French (Fig. 4.8). It seemed that there was a pressure forcing apart the iconography of social (anonymous) history on the one hand from élite (biographical or anecdotal) history on the other. To juxtapose the hero directly with the effects of his actions would have been to dissolve the dialectic of moment and zeitgeist in favour of a crudely flattened image of the hero’s personal and uncountered dictation of history (which, as we noted, was what Knox risked becoming without the presence of Mary as an at least temporary obstruction). As for Ireland, just as Wilkie was embarking on the Peep-o’-Day Boy’s Cabin, an English friend of O’Connell’s approached the artist to commission an ambitious portrait of the nationalist leader and champion of the people represented in Vernon’s painting. Wilkie hesitated to accept, but reasoned that ‘The question of Catholic and Protestant, I have considered a theme for art; may not this come within these classes if an historic portrait can be made of it? The ‘Liberator’ was
shown as the founding Governor of the Bank of Ireland, the associated document in his hand representing, as do documents throughout Wilkie’s historical works, the link between the iconographies of heroic and social history.  

The polemical writer in the *Morning Chronicle* claimed that Wilkie’s vision of rebellion in Ireland had opened the eyes of many British people, generally uninterested in politics, to their country’s responsibilities for events there: that the artist had used sympathy with a threatened attractive family group to provoke demands for an explanation of their situation, as had been his strategy in *Distraining for Rent*. This was certainly the effect of Wilkie’s picture upon some members of its audience, although it was not Wilkie’s explicit aim. His intended strategy was, again as in *Distraining for Rent* and the *Chelsea Pensioners*, to conduct the viewer along the limits of sympathy, providing a visual thrill by offering access to an intimate domestic space in one of the wildest parts of the United Kingdom, and to the emotions of people supposed to be enemies. If Wilkie did not realise how easily such a strategy would spill over, in the reaction of many, into overt sympathy with Irish nationalism, then this suggests how innovatory and untested such an approach to contemporary history was.

Wilkie’s last picture with a Catholic theme, *Benvenuto Cellini presenting, for the approval of Pope Paul III, a silver censer of his own workmanship*, was shown at the Academy in 1840 (Fig. 4.10). This half-length canvas was directly based upon an etching of 1824 in which the aged pontiff, fragile and bespectacled, is shown examining the censer (incense burner) as the great artist himself kneels before his patron and an assistant waits with further examples of his craftsmanship to be presented to the Pope. The subject must have been inspired by Thomas Roscoe’s 1822 edition of Cellini’s picaresque and vainglorious autobiography, of which Wilkie owned a copy, although there is however no scene there closely matching Wilkie’s. The picture was not of great interest to the general run of critics, with the notable exception of a new journal, the *Tablet*, a weekly catering to a newly confident post-Emancipation British Catholic readership. Taking up the contrast between the gentle and art-loving Pope and the destructive fury of Knox, the *Tablet* writer observed how entirely the history of European art was dependent upon the patronage of the Catholic Church. Wilkie probably did take up (as the writer suggests) this idea of Catholic patronage in the early 1820s as a complement to his *Knox*, although his Pope is as much the myopic connoisseur of satirical legend – ignoring his duties in favour of minute pleasures – as he is the magnanimous sponsor of culture. More interestingly, the
Tablet article goes on to portray Wilkie as a potentially great painter, a Catholic Baroque master *manqué*, held back by the barren Protestant culture into which he had had the misfortune to be born:

Wilkie’s ever-shifting style shows the restless ambition of his mind; dissatisfied with the inferior position into which he is pressed by patronage, he attempts every year some such object as his better hopes inspire and his desires set before him; but the conviction that the literal will prevail over the ideal in the minds of his purchasers, depresses his spirit, and he produces startling pictures, which satisfy the critic, by their very failure, that

*Figure 4.10* Benvenuto Cellini Presenting, for the approval of Pope Paul III, a Silver Censer of his own workmanship (first exhibited 1840). Oil on canvas, 49 × 39 in. (124.5 × 99 cm). Private collection [photo: Witt Library].
under happier circumstances Wilkie would have aspired, and not in vain, to the highest rank in his profession.  

I will end this section with another anecdote. In his historical pictures, Wilkie had aspired to emulate Catholic art’s emotional impact and symbolic formats. But, although he hoped that much of this could be appropriated to a new Protestant art, the explicitly spiritual, transcendent aspects of Renaissance and Baroque Christian art seemed out of his reach. A story told of the final days of the Holy Roman Emperor, Charles V, in retirement at the monastery at Yuste in Spain in the 1550s, narrates how this greatest of princes desired to have Titian’s picture of his own apotheosis, the *Gloria*, placed before him as he approached the end. Although Wilkie did not live to hear of it, his picture of *Knox Preaching*, the great modern British icon of Protestantism, was to be similarly flattered. The owner of the picture, Robert Peel, had begun his career as a staunch defender of a Protestant United Kingdom, but along with Wellington had come to see it as his duty to steer Catholic Emancipation through Parliament in 1829. An admirer of Chalmers, as Prime Minister in the early 1840s Peel had nevertheless formed part of that resistance to evangelical demands against which the Church of Scotland was to fragment. Wilkie’s picture must have been full for him of resonances of both national and personal history. According to John Burnet, Wilkie’s early friend, in 1850, following the riding accident which he survived by only three days, Peel had the picture taken down and placed in his sight.

4.5 Sacred and profane history: Wilkie in the Holy Land

Wilkie’s journey of 1840–1 to the Holy Land, the sites of the life of Christ in modern-day Palestine and Israel, is best studied in the context of the larger history of British Orientalist culture. In the final section of this chapter, I intend only to look briefly at the last months of Wilkie’s life from the point of view of the issues already raised in connection with his work as a history painter. The journey was, after all, undertaken as a dramatic new strategy for achieving a modern Protestant art form. Steam ships, reasoned the artist, were now ferrying Europeans to the Orient in unprecedented numbers, and hence the British public would soon no longer be prepared to accept the conventionally imagined settings of Christian pictures, old or new. The *Tablet* critic, writing in 1840, believed, with Fuseli, that empiricism was the curse of modern British painting; but Wilkie now felt that empiricism was the only possible saviour of religious art.
According to traditional Protestant and above all Presbyterian thinking, Christian culture needed to be founded on the example of Jesus himself, purged of the accumulated cultural accretions of the (Catholic) centuries. Hence Wilkie’s claim that ‘a Martin Luther in painting is as much called for as in theology, to sweep away the abuses by which our divine pursuit is encumbered’, and that his only guidebook for the tour would be the Bible itself. The fact that the ongoing process of German biblical textual scholarship was now suggesting that disturbingly little even of the Christ of the New Testament could certainly be called historical only lent greater impetus to the need for painters to see what the image might retain of Christianity.

Orientalism was already becoming a Scottish specialism. William Allan had painted Jewish culture in Eastern Europe, as well as life in the Caucasus and scenes of fabled Ottoman cruelty such as his Slave Market, Constantinople (National Gallery of Scotland) of 1838. David Roberts had spent 1838–9 assiduously sketching architecture in Egypt and Syria, and in 1840 was preparing his drawings for publication as lithographs. When we factor in the English artists John Frederick Lewis and William Müller, who both arrived in the Middle East in the same period, we can see that Wilkie’s trip was part of an Orientalist moment, during which an iconography was established which was to endure into the twentieth century. Wilkie’s particular contribution was intended to be explicitly religious – and yet, by the time Wilkie started for home in April 1841, his goals no longer seemed at all clear.

Travelling overland via Holland, Germany, Vienna and Budapest, Wilkie reached Constantinople in October 1840 and was forced to remain there until the new year on account of the struggle taking place in Palestine between Ottoman forces and the renegade Egyptian pasha Mehemet Ali. Mehemet’s troops were driven back with help from the British navy, which bombarded the port of Acre in November, suggesting to Wilkie the idea of reprising his Chelsea Pensioners theme in a Turkish context with the Tartar Messenger Narrating the Fall of Acre (private collection). The different races of the fragile Ottoman Empire are gathered in a café, receiving news of a victory achieved over a rebel province with the help of the ever-expanding British Empire. Marooned in the Ottoman capital, Wilkie was initially bereft of inspiration, finding little or no access to private homes and few picturesque females available for inspection on the streets. Like several other painter-travellers to the Middle East, Wilkie seized on the sight of women in public at the stall of a professional letter-writer. Other than the unfinished Tartar Messenger and the Letter-writer (Aberdeen), the
only oil that Wilkie painted at Constantinople was a portrait of the young Sultan, Abdülmecit, which shows the sitter in the mixture of Western and traditional Ottoman costume which far-reaching dress reforms, which began in the 1820s, were making standard across the empire (Royal Collection). Costume became the compensating subject for Wilkie in Constantinople, as he made elaborate watercolour portraits of British expatriates in the traditional Turkish clothing (Fig. 4.11), which, as it was abandoned by the Ottoman Court in the
(name of progress, was being adopted by foreigners as fancy dress (compare the fate of Highland costume). Again, this cross-cultural dressing was to become a staple of British Orientalist iconography.

Eventually, however, it seems that Wilkie grew frustrated at his inability to penetrate what he felt was the real East and at his consequent dependence upon Europeans acting the parts. Brooding on the forbidden harem, he pictured this as uniquely Oriental (‘a Mussulman innovation’), and yet at the same time to be ‘precisely what the worst class of our reformers at home would bring us to. The complete Utopia of our Owenites may here be found realised in the whole circumstances of a Turkish seraglio.’ Finally managing to secure an invitation to the home of a distinguished local celebrity, the Persian prince, political exile, poet and calligrapher Hulaku Mirza, Wilkie made the most of his brief glimpses of the female members of his host’s household. For Hulaku, Wilkie made a coloured portrait drawing of a little girl whom he assumed to be a Circassian slave (that is, a European-looking Caucasian from the exotic – to the Turks themselves – far north of the Ottoman Empire). The duplicate of this drawing which Wilkie made for himself (he made several such repetitions of portraits on this last journey) was one of those Oriental sketches lithographed by Joseph Nash a few years later. Nash added the inscription, as if in Wilkie’s own hand, ‘A Circassian Lady’, which is not present on the original (now in the British Museum), although Wilkie did describe the sitter thus in a letter to his sister. Wilkie and Nash both wished to maximise the sense of the image representing the penetration of the harem by a male artist, and thus allowed themselves to imply an encounter with a woman rather than the child to whom Wilkie was in fact introduced. The history of the artist’s first-hand experience – the raison d’être of his journey – was subtly falsified. Evidently building on this fantasising, Wilkie went on to make a drawing of Bargaining for a Circassian Slave which is untraced but must have been a very elaborate sheet, as it fetched one of the highest prices for a work on paper at the artist’s 1842 studio sale. Wilkie moved on from Constantinople early in 1841, but before arriving in the Holy Land had already diverted, or at least expanded, his original mission to contemplate pictures which would have made him more a precursor to the ‘anthropological’ Orientalism of John Frederick Lewis or Jean-Léon Gérôme than to the Christian Orientalism of William Holman Hunt.

Making his way by sea to Jaffa via Smyrna (Izmir), Rhodes and Cyprus, and then Beirut, Wilkie arrived at Jerusalem in February 1841. His reactions to this modest town of 10,000 or so inhabitants, sacred to Jews, Christians and Muslims, were often to be echoed by
later British visitors. Wilkie’s first impressions were bathetic – the
Ottoman curtain walls of the city reminded him of Windsor Castle,
and the Mount of Olives of Hampstead Heath – and within, the city
was something of a disappointment.\textsuperscript{137} At this time, the demography
of Jerusalem was finely balanced across the Christian, Jewish and
Muslim communities. Muslims had long dominated, but now the dra-
matic rise of the Jewish population was a development which encour-
aged British Orientalists to entertain poetic notions of a renewed
biblical Israel.\textsuperscript{138} Wilkie’s sympathies were clear. He wrote that the
Muslim community ‘shuns the light of modern civilisation, and
appears to take shelter in a system of exclusion from the observation
of all strangers, till curiosity loses its interest’.\textsuperscript{139} These are resentful
words, suggesting again the artist’s acute frustration at feeling
excluded from the true Orient – its domestic mode – as he had been at
Constantinople, and his resolution now to give up the effort to access
it. At Jerusalem, his main interest was in the Jewish community,
observation of which, so the theory went, would provide a window
onto the culture into which Christ had been born. Even before he
arrived at Jerusalem, Wilkie’s romantic vision of Jewish life there had
been coloured by his having been moved by the sight of the East
European Jewish pilgrims and immigrants with whom he shared his
passage to Beirut, and even before that by his star-struck encounter at
Constantinople with Sir Moses Montefiore, the celebrated British
Zionist and campaigner for Jewish welfare.\textsuperscript{140} The oil sketches and
drawings that Wilkie made of Jewish ritual at Jerusalem are flattering
and even glamorous.\textsuperscript{141} They form an important early contribution to
the often overlooked Jewish component to Orientalist iconography,
and a striking complement to Wilkie’s earlier anti-Semitic image of a
Jew out of place, the pushy shopkeeper ignoring the celebrations in
the \textit{Chelsea Pensioners}.

Wilkie’s original primary aim in making his tour was to paint
Christian subjects, and the fact that he did make some progress on this
score has been obscured due to the disappearance from sight for many
years of the two New Testament oil sketches on which he worked in
Jerusalem.\textsuperscript{142} In \textit{Pilate Washing his Hands} (private collection), Wilkie
used drawings that he had made of the city to give some authentic
flavour to the background. One of these had been a study of the ‘arch,
said to have been part of the palace of Pontius Pilate, over which took
place the Ecce Homo’, a structure still visible today on the Via
Dolorosa.\textsuperscript{143} In Wilkie’s composition, Pilate raises his right arm while
a young black servant brings a basin and ewer of water with which the
Governor of Judaea will wash his hands to signal his dissociation from
the condemnation of Christ, who himself is painted in only vaguely, in profile, on the left. Both this composition and Wilkie’s sketch of the *Supper at Emmaus* (Fig. 4.12), in which Christ reveals himself to two disciples shortly after his resurrection, relate back to the drawings made by Wilkie in Constantinople of Hulaku Mirza. In a watercolour now at Aberdeen (Fig. 4.13), Wilkie had portrayed him seated on a divan, wearing a conical kalpak and being brought sherbet by a Nubian slave boy, while another more formal portrait was inscribed by the sitter in Persian, ‘the work of Wilkie Sahib, the English court artist’. The proffered tray and black attendant of the Aberdeen sheet reappear in the *Pilate* oil sketch, while something of Hulaku’s long,
noble features seems present in the face of Christ in the *Emmaus*.\textsuperscript{145} Although we have seen that Wilkie was resentful of what he perceived as Muslim society’s refusal to offer itself up to his gaze, Hulaku’s hospitality was all the more important to him on this account. In casting him, rather than a Jewish model, as Christ, Wilkie may further have

---

Figure 4.13  *Slave Bringing Sherbet to a Persian Prince* (1840). Chalk, watercolour and (bodycolour on paper, 18 × 12\(\frac{1}{2}\) in. 46 × 31.6 cm). City Art Gallery, Aberdeen [photo: Aberdeen Art Gallery & Museums Collections].
had in mind Hulaku’s Shi’a identity. For some nineteenth-century racial theorists, the Persian Shi’ites were supposed to ‘supply’ the Aryan corrective to the Semitic culture of the Arab Sunnis. With its basis in the martyrdom of the Prophet’s male heirs, the Shi’a tradition also offered itself up as an analogy to European Christians wishing to construe the Orient on the basis of their own founding cultural forms.

Wilkie’s two Christian oil sketches are fundamentally Baroque in design, with no very startling departure from conventional iconography. In Jerusalem, Wilkie seems to have argued himself into stalemate over the question of how far it was feasible to depart from the traditions of representing divine history. He had hoped to reform those traditions in the name of Protestantism by gathering first-hand experience of the Holy Land. But observing Jewish life in Jerusalem had sent his mind not so much back to an authentic vision of the past as towards a possible vision of the future, to a time when the city might regain its Old Testament Jewish identity. And Christ’s resigned face – the face that Wilkie evidently felt he ought to be given – seemed better modelled by a Persian refugee in Constantinople, an outsider, than by anyone whom Wilkie encountered at Jerusalem. In questions of detail, too, Wilkie felt that his empirical project was compromised, for either the customs that he witnessed were all too akin to life at home and therefore likely to appear bathetic in a divine subject, or else they seemed too exotically alien, too picturesque, to be transposed into sacred art. As the artist confessed to his journal, ‘It would require a good deal of reasoning to reconcile this sort of contradiction’. His critics of the previous decade had regularly pointed out the fragility of legibility in images, the danger of his historical pictures losing the plot if they departed from the accepted version of events – and we have seen that Wilkie went some way to compensating for this by echoing conventional iconographic formats in pictures such as *Columbus at La Rabida*. Now Wilkie had to admit that ‘all works of art . . . however universal the language may be in which they are embodied, are yet only understood by people of previously-conceived notions making use of that language; a disregard, therefore, of this might render the whole matter to be represented quite unintelligible’. Thinking through the problems of Christian iconography, Wilkie came to feel that he was after all hardly fitted to be the latter-day Luther who would overturn the traditions of the Old Masters. Before arriving in the Holy Land, he had confessed that he had a kind of horror at the prospect of having to stop believing in Leonardo’s *Last Supper*. Once there, he realised how inevitable and irreplaceable were those classic images of the past, how they indeed constructed reality as much as reflected it,
and how they were therefore permanently embedded in the places that he visited, even if the artists who painted them had never been there. To Peel, Wilkie wrote from Jerusalem: ‘Indeed, nothing here requires any revolution in our opinions of the finest works of art; with all their discrepancies of detail they are yet constantly recalled by what is here before us . . . the indescribable tone of Rembrandt is brought to mind at every turn, whether in the street, the Synagogue, or the Holy Sepulchre’. At the end of his life, Wilkie was confirmed in what his own work as an historical painter had suggested: that the artist’s version of history – even divine history – had its own language and its own authority, which neither books nor even experience necessarily had the capacity to reform.
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17 Wilkie to Haydon, 18 August 1816 (Haydon, Autobiography and Journals, p. 289). While living in Chelsea himself in 1810–11, Wilkie had apparently considered a Chelsea Pensioners subject, and Willoughby Gordon had suggested another in 1814 (Cunningham, Life, vol. 1, pp. 323, 388). The basic idea which Wilkie suggested to Wellington was close to Edward Bird's Good News (now untraced), with which Bird had made his name in 1809. Among Bird's figures was 'A man who is too deaf
to hear the news read, . . . listening to another who is eagerly bawling it into his ears’, a motif which also found its way into the final version of Wilkie’s Chelsea Pensioners (unidentified press clipping [1809], RA Critiques, vol. 2, p. 158; cf. Examiner (21 May 1809), p. 332).

18 See Hoock, The King’s Artists, pp. 274–5 for the abortive plans of a Waterloo Committee to erect a more conventional architectural monument to the battle.


20 Nevertheless, some commentators, feeling the need to explain the gathering, assumed that the scene showed Pensioners spending newly received pay (e.g. London Magazine, 5 (May 1822), p. 471).


22 Wright, Painting and History, p. 122.

23 Robert Hunt in the Examiner (12 May 1822), p. 301; see also same volume, p. 381. The only example I know of a contemporary political objection to the picture came from the Radical publisher William Hone, whose Traveller used a review of it to decry the repression that had followed Waterloo. The painting itself was said to contain no ‘trait of sympathy with human suffering’ (Traveller, 7 June 1822, n.p.; the same piece also appeared in the London Chronicle, 8 June 1822, p. 548).

24 Hibbert, Recollections of Rifleman Harris, p. 124.


26 In one of the sketches for the Pensioners, but not in the finished picture, was a soldier whose child apparently seeks to soothe or rub his father’s inflamed eyes, a reference to the ophthalmia common among soldiers who had served in the Middle East (Yale Center for British Art: a version based on the now untraced oil sketch sold by Wilkie to John Clerk, Lord Eldin of Edinburgh, in 1821). During the 1810s, the physician Sir William Adams claimed to have pioneered the successful treatment of this disease, and in 1817 he opened an ophthalmic institute for veterans in Chelsea which was lavishly supported by Parliament.


28 Other than the Aberdeen picture, these were for the Merchant Taylors Company (RA 1834; still in situ in the City of London) and the Marquis of Salisbury (RA 1835; Hatfield).

29 A drawing for the composition, dated 1825, is in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.

30 Wilkie to Gordon, 23 March 1836 (NLS Acc. 7901).

32 See Noon (ed.), Constable to Delacroix, no. 48. A study of the iconography of Waterloo remains to be written, but among the more interesting relevant works would be: Mulready’s Convalescent (RA 1822); James Ward’s Battle of Waterloo in an Allegory (exh. privately 1821; modello at Royal Hospital, Chelsea); Edward Bird’s A Soldier Relating His Adventures at the Battle of Waterloo to a Rustic Audience (BI 1821); John Cawse’s A Soldier Relating the Battle of Waterloo (BI 1822; National Army Museum); and George Jones, Soldiers in Cabaret after the Battle of Waterloo and The Village of Waterloo, with travellers purchasing the relics that were found in the field of battle, 1815 (both RA 1821; latter only, National Army Museum).

33 Shaw, Waterloo and the Romantic Imagination, p. 94.

34 Hofschroër, Wellington’s Smallest Victory, pp. 99–100; see pp. 140, 166 on Wellington’s antagonism towards Siborne, who he accused of making anarchy of history ‘by having listened to every hero of his own tale’ (p. 205).

35 Cunningham, Life, vol. 2, p. 13; Gordon’s version was shown in the exhibition Black Victorians (see catalogue, ed. Marsh), no. 103 (but the illustration in the catalogue is of the final version at Apsley House).

36 Wilkie to Hugh Irvine, 26 November 1817 (NTS). McCrie’s criticisms of Old Mortality appeared in the Edinburgh Christian Instructor; he was replied to both by the High Church periodical the British Critic and by Scott himself in the Quarterly Review.

37 Kidd, Subverting Scotland’s Past, pp. 201–3, 277.

38 Wilkie to Mrs Coppard, 6 December 1810 (NLS 3649/46-7); Haydon, Diary, vol. 5, p. 62 (London Street is now Maple Street). When his mother came to live with him in Kensington in 1813, Wilkie had no idea whether there was a Presbyterian church nearby, and suggested that she would do better to follow him in embracing the Anglican service (Cunningham, Life, vol. 1, p. 370). Wilkie, however, never lost the habit of keeping the Sabbath.

39 Wilkie to John Smith, 29 September 1817 (NLS 10,995/3-4).


41 Literary Gazette (15 May 1819), p. 315; the previous year, the same paper had called upon Wilkie to illustrate Scott (1818, p. 123).

42 Miles, ‘Wilkie’s Illustrations for the Waverley Novels’. Wilkie’s portrait of Scott, originally made in 1824 for insertion in the King’s Entry to Holyrood, was also used in the Magnum Opus.

43 Scott to Wilkie, 21 December 1828 (Letters, vol. 11, p. 74). Scott mentions Wilkie in The Antiquary (1816), The Heart of Midlothian (1818) and The Bride of Lammermoor (1819). In Redgauntlet (1824), Scott introduces a

44 Blanch Sully to her family in Philadelphia, 7 January 1838 (Winterthur Library, Delaware).


46 On Allan, see Howard et al., William Allan, Artist Adventurer; Morrison, Painting the Nation, ch. 5; and Forbes, ‘Scottish Historical Painting in the 1820s’.

47 Cunningham, Life, vol. 2, pp. 72–4, 79–80. Cunningham reported that when Wilkie went to see Liverpool, he ‘carried McCrie’s history in his hand and read some of the more graphic passages to his lordship who was much pleased and took a note of the book’ (Cunningham to David Laing, 22 July 1822: EUL; Wilkie’s own notes from the book are in the NLS: 9836/211). Wilkie planned to visit McCrie while in Edinburgh in 1822 (Cunningham to Laing, 13 June 1822: EUL). In 1822, Wilkie also wrote of having a Mary Queen of Scots subject ‘in reserve’ (to Perry Nursey, 26 November 1822: BL).

48 New Monthly Magazine, 36 (1 June 1832), p. 255.

49 Lockhart, review of Cunningham’s Life, p. 399.


51 Wilkie had taken pains to reconstruct the pulpit at St Andrews as accurately as possible (Wilkie to Thomas Allan in Edinburgh, 23 May 1824: Houghton Library, Harvard University), and told Sir William Knighton that this part of his picture in particular would point up the destruction caused by Knox’s doctrines (Cunningham, Life, vol. 3, p. 47). But, as John Morrison points out, the architecture as shown in the painting makes little sense, with the pulpit itself not anchored in a meaningful space (Painting the Nation, p. 130).

52 Cunningham to David Laing, 8 July 1831 (EUL).


55 Athenaeum (1832), p. 324.

56 Examiner (3 June 1832), p. 357: ‘The form of his features . . . might serve for a Shylock, and, before considering the subject of the picture, would have “—sufficed / To make one think him circumcised”’. Carlyle, a devoted friend of Irving’s, had – like him – arrived in London from
Scotland with a letter of introduction to Wilkie (Allan Cunningham to Wilkie, n.d. [1834?]: PML MA 1634).

57 Quoted by Barlow, ‘The Imagined Hero as Incarnate Sign’, p. 526 (Barlow does not make this point, and has a more flatteringly philosophical account of Carlyle’s unreasonableness).

58 Quoted by Barlow, ‘The Imagined Hero as Incarnate Sign’, p. 530.

59 See especially Allan’s 1823 picture of Knox Admonishing Mary in 1563, exh. RA 1823 and in Edinburgh at the RI in 1826 (Scots Magazine, 92 (1823), pp. 347–50; Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine, 14 (July 1823), pp. 10–11; Macmillan, Painting in Scotland, no. 187; Morrison, Painting the Nation, pp. 115–17).


62 Courier (7 May 1832), n.p.


64 Ingamells, Wallace Collection, vol. 2, pp. 103–4; Bann, Paul Delaroche, pp. 79–80.

65 Bann claims that Delaroche’s historical pictures offer ‘an open representation’, sidestepping closed historiographical frames to engage with contested themes in history (Paul Delaroche, pp. 103–6).

66 On the iconography of Mary, see Smailes and Thomson, The Queen’s Image.

67 An especially thoroughly debated recent example is David Hare’s play Stuff Happens (National Theatre, London, 2004), about the build-up to the invasion of Iraq in 2003. For a basic account of the genre, see Palmer, The Contemporary British History Play.


71 Atlas, date unidentified [1837], RA Critiques, vol. 3, n.p. See Noon (ed.), Constable to Delacroix, no. 75. Wilkie’s reference for this subject was Louis-Antoine Fauvelet de Bourrienne, the Emperor’s military secretary, who spent his retirement in Belgium dictating ten volumes of dubious Memoirs of Napoleon Bonaparte.

72 See Chiego (ed.), Sir David Wilkie of Scotland, no. 43.

74 *Examiner* (3 June 1832), p. 357. For examples of eulogistic praise of the picture, see *La Belle Assemblée*, 15 (1832), p. 286 and *Library of the Fine Arts*, 3 (May 1832), pp. 509–10. On the reception of *Knox*, see further Elliott, 'Scottish Reformation and English Reform'. Elliott argues that the picture would have had anti-Emancipation undertones when first developed in the early 1820s (Liverpool was staunchly anti-Emancipation), but pro-Reform echoes in 1832, although she admits that no simple party-political reading of either the picture or the reviews is possible and concludes that the real significance of the painting was as an artwork of self-consciously very high cultural status, around which the 'Establishment' was able to 'build the united front needed' to defer far-reaching reform.

75 *Times* (8 May 1832), p. 3.

76 The swell of Protestant feeling engendered by the battle to press through Emancipation is described by Colley, *Britons*, pp. 348ff.


78 Drawings survive of communion and baptism in the Church of Scotland, the latter developed out of *Knox* and eventually painted in 1829 for the sculptor Francis Chantrey, although no picture of the communion appears to have been made.

79 Miles, 'Wilkie and the Murder of Archbishop Sharpe'. There was even a legend of Sharp's murderers hiding out at Cults (*Athenaeum*, 1841, p. 459).

80 Courtauld Institute (Luther); Wilkie sale, 25 ff. April 1842, lot 217 (Baillie); Wilkie to T. F. Dibdin, 9 March 1835: Bodleian Library, Oxford (invention of printing). There was also the second Knox subject mentioned above.

81 For more on Wilkie and Spain, see Tromans, ‘“Like Splendid Dreams Realised”’; for the Roman subjects, see Tromans, *David Wilkie*, no. 23 (*The Pifferari*).

82 Although Wilkie did not know it, as he entered Spain, simultaneously heading in the opposite direction was the elderly Goya, leaving Spain for the last time, on his way to Bordeaux where he was to die in April 1828.

83 These events had, Brougham wanted to believe, changed British political language: ‘we can once more utter the words *liberty* and *people*, without starting at the echo of our own voices, or looking round the chamber for some spy or officer of the government’ (‘Don Pedro Cevallos on the French Usurpation of Spain’, p. 222).

84 The political shifting of the significance of the *guerrilla* is discussed by Athanassoglou-Kallmyer, ‘Liberals of the World Unite’. Among the victims of Fernando’s later purges was the *guerrilla* hero Juan Martin, el Empecinado (the stubborn), whom Goya painted and who also starred in an untraced picture by Denis Dighton of an attack on a French convoy shown at the RA in 1822.
85 ‘How many times since the first Monday in May has the observation been made by the admirers of Mr Wilkie, that he has not improved by his change of style! To whose lot has it fallen to pass through the Great Room without overhearing more than one remark to this effect? It may be inferred, indeed, that the opinion is almost a general one’ (Athenaeum, 1829, p. 362).

86 Wilkie had been deeply impressed by the revival of religious observance which he witnessed in Paris in 1814, and by the sight of devout worshippers in Rouen Cathedral: ‘This was altogether to us a scene that I shall never forget, and which I think no person could see without being inspired with veneration for the Roman Catholic religion’ (Cunningham, Life, vol. 1, p. 392). In France in 1814, and in Belgium two years later, Wilkie made studies of the interiors of Catholic churches.

87 Tromans, David Wilkie, nos 24–5; Wilkie to Irving, 23 October 1833 (Yale).

88 On Constable as a model for the picture, see Leslie, Memoirs of the Life of John Constable, p. 20 and Constable, Further Documents and Correspondence, p. 318. For details on the sale of Columbus, see Miles in Chiego (ed.), Sir David Wilkie of Scotland, no. 36.

89 Noted by [P. Cunningham,] ‘Wilkie and His Works’, p. 270.

90 Fineman, ‘The History of the Anecdote’.

91 Uwins to Joseph Severn, 25 July 1836 (Uwins, Memoir, vol. 2, p. 270). Gustav Waagen saw Columbus at the Academy in 1835 and felt that ‘This is not a happy subject for a painting, which is not able to represent the demonstration itself [Columbus’s plan] in which the interest properly lies’ (Works of Art and Artists in England, vol. 2, p. 148).


93 At the time of Knox, it had seemed to many that Wilkie had no real competition (Elliott, ‘The Scottish Reformation and English Reform’, p. 321), and by 1836 it was even said that ‘Wilkie is the only man who ventures to paint large’ (Uwins, Memoir, vol. 2, p. 270).

94 Times (22 September 1827), p. 2.

95 Scott, Life of Napoleon Buonaparte, ch. 82. According to Wilkie himself, the two figures are ‘deliberating upon articles of the Concordat between the Roman and Gallican Church’ (list of pictures sent to RA in 1836: LB Wilkie album, p. 107).


97 Irving, Journals and Notebooks, p. 121.

98 Peel to J. W. Croker, 5 May 1835 (The Croker Papers, vol. 2, p. 275). Presumably Thomas Lawrence’s 1819 full-length of the Pope, painted for
the Waterloo Chamber at Windsor, must have been Wilkie’s basic guide, although he also borrowed a portrait of Pius by Robert Lefèvre from the Duke of Wellington (Garlick, *Sir Thomas Lawrence*, no. 650; Wilkie to Willoughby Gordon, 16 June 1835: NLS Acc. 7901; Kauffmann, *Catalogue of Paintings in the Wellington Museum*, no. 93). For the further iconography of Pius, see Olson, ‘Representations of Pope Pius VII’.

99 7 December 1835 (NLS 3112/285). Marshall came from a dissenting background and had been sympathetic to Benthamite causes in the 1820s. Among his literary friends was Carlyle.


101 Passavant, *Tour of a German Artist in England*, vol. 1, p. 200. The subject recalls Haydon’s long series of pictures of Napoleon musing, the first of which seems to have been begun in 1829 (*Diary*, vol. 3, p. 405).


103 Wilkie had been disgruntled on arriving in Limerick to find that ‘an artist who paints in watercolours has just been a week before me’. This was William Evans, who, although a watercolour specialist, painted genre scenes near enough to those of Wilkie to be counted as competition (Wilkie to Knighton, 30 August 1835: ML; Bulman, ‘Titian in Connemara’). Also in Ireland in 1835 had been the journalist William Jerdan (who shared part of Wilkie’s journey with him), the artist and traveller Edward Lear and the writer John Barrow, whose 1836 book *A Tour Round Ireland* contained picaresque illustrations by the Irish artist Daniel Maclise.

104 Cunningham lists some eighteen drawings representing ideas for pictures with which Wilkie returned to London (*Life*, vol. 3, pp. 99–100). In the 1836 RA exhibition catalogue, the title of the earlier of the two Irish paintings was printed as the *Peep-o’-Day Boys’ Cabin* (plural), but Wilkie’s own list of pictures for the exhibition (LB Wilkie album, p. 107) clearly uses the singular form.

105 ‘On landing in the Bay of Dublin, the scene that presents itself, so repugnant to the philanthropist, is, to the painter, most highly interesting. Velasquez, Murillo, and Salvator Rosa, would have found here fit objects for their study’ (Wilkie to Knighton, Limerick, 30 August 1835: Cunningham, *Life*, vol. 3, pp. 100–1). For a pair of watercolours of sacramental church interiors made in Dublin, see Tromans, *David Wilkie*, nos 59–60.

106 Fintan Cullen has pointed out that both subjects appear in the same short story by the Banim brothers, collected in 1825 as ‘Peep O’Day’ in their *Tales by the O’Hara Family* (*Visual Politics*, p. 125).
Chalmers, *The Doctrine of Christian Charity*, p. 42. The quotation is from the sermon that Chalmers preached for the Hibernian Society (dedicated to the propagation of the Bible in Ireland) on his 1817 visit to London. The pro-Emancipation Tory politician George Canning was not the only member of the congregation in tears by the time Chalmers had finished. Wilkie read the sermon when it was printed the following year, and wrote to the publisher John Smith in its praise (4 March 1818: NLS 10,995/9). See also Hanna, *Memoirs of . . . Chalmers*, vol. 2, pp. 101–2.

Wilkie to Vernon, 15 October 1835 (NLS 10,995/29-30).


*Gentleman’s Magazine*, 6 (July 1836), p. 71.


*Athenaeum* (1836), p. 331.

*Morning Chronicle* (9 May 1836), n.p.


Wilkie to Sir William Knighton, 4 November 1835 (Cunningham, *Life*, vol. 3, p. 113).

The commission came from the Rev. Horace Cholmondeley, a Protestant clergyman also involved in establishing the Bank of Ireland, which was intended to facilitate Irish economic development by recruiting modest Catholic shareholders. Wilkie’s portrait is presently on loan to the National Gallery of Ireland.

For the etching, see Dodgson, *The Etchings of Sir David Wilkie and Andrew Geddes*, no. 13.

A memorable scene describes the last hours of the Pope previous to Paul, Clement VII, calling for his spectacles so as to be able to see Cellini’s latest work (Cellini, *Memoirs*, vol. 1, pp. 257–8).

*Tablet* (16 May 1840), p. 13 (this was the journal’s very first number).

Hope, *Titian*, p. 120. Various artists illustrated the last days of Charles, including Delacroix, Richard-Fleury and Alfred Elmore. Wilkie claimed to have seen Titian’s picture (more properly called the *Trinity*, and now in the Prado) at the Escorial ‘without a frame and in a neglected passage room’ (to Thomas Lawrence, Madrid, 12 November 1827: RA Lawrence papers, vol. 5, p. 189).


See Bar-Yosef, *The Holy Land in English Culture*.

In 1839, Willoughby Gordon commissioned from Wilkie an Old Testament subject, *Samuel and Eli in the Temple*. This aborted project must have helped lead Wilkie to believe that he would never bring off such subjects without seeing the Holy Land for himself.
125 The key text of the period was Strauss’s *Life of Jesus* (1835).
126 Wilkie saw Roberts’s drawings just before his own departure in 1840 in the company of several Oriental travellers and scholars brought together for Wilkie’s benefit by the Jewish Academician Solomon Hart: Wilkie to Gordon, 25 October 1839 (NLS Acc. 7901); Hart, *Reminiscences*, p. 70.
127 Wilkie left London in August 1840, apparently expecting to be back not far into the new year (Cunningham, *Life*, vol. 3, p. 353).
129 Very likely, Wilkie had been told of the Noble Rescript of the Rose Chamber, an Imperial edict of 1839 in which the new Sultan guaranteed equal rights to all his subjects regardless of their faith or race.
131 The portrait was shown posthumously at the Academy in 1842, when the teenage ruler was described as having been painted ‘in a most anomalous costume, half-reformed Turk, half-dandy European’ (*Atlas*, quoted in *The Exhibition Catalogue of the Royal Academy, the 74th year, with critical and descriptive Remarks . . . by the Editors of the Morning, Evening and Weekly Papers* (London, 1842), p. 13. In contrast, the Sultan’s elderly, rebellious client-governor of Egypt, Mehemet Ali, whom Wilkie also painted at Alexandria on his return journey in May 1841 (it was to be his last painting), wears something more closely approximating to traditional Ottoman costume, perhaps intentionally signalling, as Emily Weeks has suggested, a proud retention of Islamic tradition in deliberate contrast to his notional master the Sultan (‘About Face: Sir David Wilkie’s Portrait of Mehemet Ali’, p. 53).
132 Mansel, *Constantinople*, p. 263.
133 Cunningham, *Life*, vol. 3, p. 334; for more in a similar vein, see ibid., pp. 357, 365 and Wilkie to Mrs Carrick Moore, Smyrna, 30 January 1841 (NLS 10,995/34-5).
135 A similar elision of child to woman took place at the house of a wealthy Armenian gunpowder manufacturer, who was himself absent when Wilkie visited in the company of his travelling companion William Woodburn. Woodburn, fond of making bad jokes, suggested to the family that he might marry one of their girls, aged about 11, although he accepted that he would have to wait three years for the sake of decency (Cunningham, *Life*, vol. 3, p. 344).
136 Wilkie and Lewis met at Constantinople; parallel developments in their work are examined in Llewellyn, ‘David Wilkie and John Frederick Lewis in Constantinople, 1840’.

137 Cunningham, Life, vol. 3, pp. 425, 428; Holman Hunt was also to be reminded of Windsor by the walls of Jerusalem.


139 Cunningham, Life, vol. 3, 442.

140 Ibid., pp. 384–5, 382, 335–6. Montefiore’s secretary Dr Loewe had been present at the party arranged for the benefit of Wilkie by Solomon Hart in London in the summer of 1840.

141 See, for example, Errington, Tribute to Wilkie, fig. 65 and Tromans, David Wilkie, no. 31.

142 In addition to the oil sketches of Pilate and Emmaus, Wilkie also made a drawing – possibly a third oil sketch – of the Presentation of the infant Christ at the Temple in Jerusalem: this is clearly the subject of the image lithographed by Nash (Sir David Wilkie’s Sketches in Turkey, Syria and Egypt, no. 19) as the Nativity (although Wilkie did also make now untraced drawings of that subject: Cunningham, Life, vol. 3, p. 420).


144 For Lewis’s portrayals of Hulaku see Llewellyn, ‘David Wilkie and John Frederick Lewis in Constantinople, 1840’.

145 That Wilkie used Hulaku as a model for Christ was claimed by the lithographer of his Oriental sketches, Joseph Nash (letterpress to 1843 volume, no. 7 and 1847 volume, no. 16).

146 Rodinson, Europe and the Mystique of Islam, p. 70.


148 Ibid., pp. 375–6.

149 Irwin and Irwin, Scottish Artists at Home and Abroad, p. 184.

Chapter 4 took the story of Wilkie’s career to its conclusion – the artist’s journey to Turkey and Palestine, from which he never returned. In this final chapter, I look back across the entirety of Wilkie’s life to investigate the role of Scotland in his work. Wilkie was born in Fife and trained as a painter in Edinburgh, but left for London as soon as this became feasible (in 1805) and never considered returning except for visits. For the adult Wilkie, Scotland therefore represented an object of nostalgia, the basis for an expatriate social network, and, above all, a source of income, for his profession encouraged him to trade upon his supposed special insight into this uniquely romantic corner of the British Empire.

This chapter is in three sharply distinct sections, each approaching Wilkie’s engagement with Scotland from a different perspective. The first addresses the question of how Scotland was to be represented in pictures: what were to be its signs, its emblems, and how did Wilkie deal in these? The second section is devoted to a single painting, Wilkie’s last, and largest major work, *Sir David Baird Discovering the Body of Sultan Tippoo Saib* (1839), in which the Scottish contribution to imperial conquest has its most dramatic manifestation in British painting. The final section examines Wilkie’s relations with the emerging art institutions of Edinburgh, and relates this story to the larger question of how the issue of patronage helped define Scottish culture’s view of itself in the nineteenth century.

### 5.1 Picturing Scotland

When Wilkie came south from Fife to London in 1805, his view on Anglo–Scottish relations appeared to be that of the Enlightenment apologists of the Union of 1707. Scotland (especially Lowland, or
southern Scotland) had many things going for it, but its fate now properly lay in being the junior partner in a relationship with England, a union which had already proved its worth by bringing peace to Scotland itself on the one hand, and, on the other, providing spectacular opportunities for Scots to join – militarily, commercially and administratively – in the great British imperial venture. Wilkie signalled his unionist credentials with his large historical painting of *Alfred Burning the Cakes* of 1806 (Fig. 4.2), which, in turning back to Saxon history, appealed to a supposed shared ancestry between the English and at least the Lowland Scots.1 One of the best-known comic moments in English history, the story tells of the Saxon king hiding incognito from Danish invaders, burning the loaves which he had been set to watch by his peasant hosts. Alexander Davison, an army contractor and intimate friend of Nelson, invited Wilkie's contribution to his gallery of scenes from British history, but the artist himself chose the subject.2 Wilkie explained that, in selecting it, he wished to pay homage to Alfred 'as the founder of our monarchy and adored constitution'.3 According to John Millar, Professor of Law at Glasgow and a disciple of Adam Smith's, writing in 1787, 'our Saxon forefathers' had enjoyed 'comprehensive notions of liberty'.4 Their king was thus for Wilkie an appropriate sign of the modern political liberties which had accrued to Scotland since her destiny had been reunited with that of England, herself the world's beacon of freedom since the Glorious Revolution of 1688. Liberty was predicated upon commerce, and here Wilkie was again in no doubt that Scotland needed England; for, while he had struggled as a portraitist in Fife, in London he was soon dining with the lords who were queuing to buy his sophisticated genre pictures. When his former fellow-student from Edinburgh, John Burnet, followed him south, Wilkie greeted him by saying: 'I am glad you are come, for London is the proper place for artists'.5

In Chapter 1, it was argued that Wilkie's first famous genre paintings made in London deliberately avoided making clear their setting in any specific place. For their London audience, they might just as well have represented England as Scotland, and thereby suggested the essential continuity between the two.6 Perhaps we might even see those works as a kind of successor (in a very different format) to that tradition in British history painting which had indirectly celebrated the Union by representing earlier Scottish history as a miserable sequence of knifings which had only ended with Anglicisation.7 But, in making this point regarding Wilkie's pictorial Unionism, I want to stress that this had its roots in his desire to find a fitting place for Scotland in British visual culture: that is, his thinking was ultimately driven through
reference to his native country. Wilkie did not, on arriving in London, simply adopt the established visual languages of English art and history. Alfred remained the only historical subject he ever painted to be explicitly set in England (unless we count the Chelsea Pensioners). I intend to argue in this chapter that a concern for finding a picture of Scotland was a fundamental goal throughout Wilkie's career, to achieve which he followed a series of strategies, the understated unionist elisions of his first London paintings forming only one of these.

Wilkie's master at the Trustees' Academy in Edinburgh, where he studied between 1799 and 1804, was John Graham, who had been one of the key artists working with Scottish historical iconography in London in the late eighteenth century. Himself a Scot, Graham's subjects ranged beyond the kilted killings, in which John Opie specialised, to take in a broader vision of Scottish culture with pictures such as the now untraced King James I of Scotland, Inventor of the Plaintive Scotch Music of 1792 and an essay in modern Scottish imperial history, The Burial of General Fraser (an image to which Wilkie was apparently much attached and to which he was to provide a kind of sequel with his picture of Baird at Seringapatam). Having abandoned his career as a painter and moved back to Scotland to take over the Trustees' Academy, Graham passed on to his students the desire to develop a Scottish iconography. While studying under Graham, Wilkie evidently thought carefully about novel sources for Scottish subjects. He became devoted to Allan Ramsay's play of the 1720s, the Gentle Shepherd, an arcadian romance and comedy of disguised identities set among the Pentland Hills outside Edinburgh. Wilkie made several illustrations to this, and also painted a rarely represented scene from Macbeth and another from Douglas, the tragedy by John Home which in the 1750s had become a celebrated test case in the decline of the Scottish church's antipathy towards the stage. Most innovatively, Wilkie illustrated Burns's 'The Vision' from Poems, Chiefly in the Scottish Dialect of 1786. The poem imagines a muse of Scottish poetry, Coila, appearing to the narrator in a vision to inspire him with pride in his native language and landscape. Wilkie painted Coila in a tartan dress crowning the poet with a wreath of holly, the concluding image of the poem. The topic of this lost picture, apparently a crude work even by the standards of his juvenilia, makes it clear that at the very beginning of Wilkie's career as an artist he intended to explore Scotland's iconographic potential.

Probably Graham would have preferred to see his star pupil following up these literary subjects; and he seems to have been lukewarm about the genre scenes that Wilkie began to prefer, although Graham stressed that these also should be considered 'National', doubtless
interpreting them primarily in terms of David Allan’s illustrations to Scots literature with which they often bear comparison (Fig. 5.1). Wilkie’s departure for England marked the end of Graham’s hopes of presiding over the founding of a distinguished Scottish school of painting, for there was no comparable talent to take his place, and indeed for a time it was hard to find any student worthy of being awarded one of the Academy’s prizes. Nevertheless, those largely forgotten artists who showed their works at the first Edinburgh exhibiting society, active between 1808 and 1813, often turned to Scots literature including Burns and Alexander Ross, and to Scottish writers using English (especially Home’s *Douglas*, William Falconer’s *The Shipwreck*, James Beattie’s *The Minstrel* and Scott’s ‘Lay of the Last Minstrel’). This suggests a clear appetite for developing a Scottish visual culture, although by this time Wilkie was in London, where, as we have seen, for several years he eschewed illustration of all kinds and sought to depict an everyday life common to both Scots and the

---

Figure 5.1  David Allan: *Get Up and Bar the Door*, illustration to Campbell, *Sangs of the Lowlands of Scotland* (Edinburgh, 1799). Etching [photo: British Library].
English. Wilkie’s audience and critics clearly accepted this, a sympathetic feature-writer in 1831 asserting that ‘Scotland and England share him between them’.  

With foreign tourism curtailed during the French Wars, the hunt for the picturesque within Britain was given added impetus, with every corner of the kingdom taking on an added British patriotic aspect. Scott’s epic ballad, *The Lady of the Lake* of 1810, became the first popular literary pretext for tourism in the Scottish Highlands, placing its rugged landscape and supposedly feudal culture at the centre of the English image of Scotland. According to that image, the Highlands were associated with warlike clans and their lawless chieftains, with Catholicism and Jacobitism, and with the tartan and the kilt. The image was so attractive, so distinctive and so easily reproducible that very soon it came to stand for Scottishness in general, and the law-abiding and industrious Lowlands paid the price for their apparent similarity with England by becoming invisible. Wilkie, himself a Lowlander and concerned as ever to frame a picture of Scotland, watched this process with dismay, not least because he himself had become implicated in it. 

The year before the appearance of Scott’s *Lady of the Lake*, Wilkie confessed to a Scottish friend that he had little or no idea of the mountainous scenery of the Highlands. His own culture was resolutely Presbyterian and Lowland, marked particularly by the Moderate heritage of his father’s church politics which envisaged Highlanders as violent reactionaries, enemies of Enlightenment. But now Jacobitism survived only in art, music and literature, as its revolutionary cause was recycled as popular culture, above all in Scott’s Waverley novels, which in offering the different strands of Scottish history up for sympathetic consideration suggested how entirely the conflicts between them had been superseded. For all that Scott was the Romantic historian par excellence, his vision of Scotland as having been redeemed from its violent feudal past by Union with England was fundamentally continuous with that of the Enlightenment. Inspired by Scott, in the later summer and autumn of 1817 Wilkie spent three months touring Scotland. His ‘grand object’ was ‘to collect information and material for my pictures which I wish to make more Scottish in future than I have done’. 

Having had little experience of Scotland outside of Edinburgh and Fife (he saw Glasgow for the first time in 1817), Wilkie saw the places he visited through the template of Scott’s novels. Above all, he looked out for scenes connected with *Old Mortality*, but he also had the
Antiquary (in which Scott mentions Wilkie himself) in mind and imagined the Scots as nationally more historically minded than the English. As Scott’s son-in-law Lockhart put it a couple of years later, writing in praise of William Allan’s Scottish historical painting, ‘self-love of the nation, debarred from any exclusive pride in achievements of later days,’ that is, having to share recent triumphs with England, ‘atones for this to itself by a more accurate knowledge of the national past’. There was also the explanation of the Scots’ extremely high rates of literacy, for which John Knox was in part to thank on account of his and his followers’ founding of a national system of primary education. Hence the compliment paid to the Scottish labourer in the Village Politicians: he is at least literate enough to be misled by the Radical press. A decade on from the appearance of that picture, its implicit threat of working-class political combination seemed about to be realised. In Scotland as in England, the end of the French Wars had triggered a return to class-based politics at home. The winter of 1816–17 saw fears of imminent risings, initiating a period of severe disturbance that was to culminate in the ‘Radical War’ and general strike of 1820. In the West of Scotland, among those with schemes for the improvement of the condition of the working classes were the utopian socialist Robert Owen, owner of the New Lanark Mills, and the evangelical minister Thomas Chalmers, who sought to redeem his inner-city parish through faith and charity. Wilkie wrote dismissively that he had no time to stop and inspect the former’s claims to be making a difference; and, although he spent time with Chalmers in Glasgow, the artist’s eyes were turned away from the battles of the present towards those of the late seventeenth century. In his only record of a conversation with Chalmers during this trip, Wilkie writes that he pressed the Evangelical leader to take the time to read Old Mortality as soon as possible.

Wilkie’s itinerary only briefly took him very far into what a landscape painter would have considered the Highlands properly speaking; and even then, according to Cunningham, it was ‘rather in obedience to the counsels of Scott, than from a desire of his own to see heathery mountains and rocky glens’ that Wilkie went as far as he did. He set off from Edinburgh at the end of July to take what he described as ‘the short tour to Perth’, travelling west via Glasgow to Bute, and then by steamboat to Inveraray and Lochgilphead on Loch Fyne. At the end of August, he came back eastwards via Lochs Lomond and Katrine to Stirling, then in September went north into Perthshire as far as Blair Castle, determined to use a letter of introduction to the Duke of Atholl. The drawings that Wilkie made
during his tour were primarily of picturesque sites ‘that modern improvements have still spared’ – cottage interiors and the like, accessed with the help of a series of hosts who conducted him to likely locales in their neighbourhoods. As for these structures’ inhabitants, Wilkie was on the whole more amused by them than moved by any sense of living history. Either they reminded him of characters in novels, or he simply found them unpleasantly dirty: the Lowlander’s atavistic disdain for the Highlander was not far from the surface.

Back in London in November 1817, Wilkie’s stock of sketches can only have seemed to him rather incomplete. Although he boasted to Haydon that he had returned with ‘a plentiful fund of new materials’, he admitted to another friend far away from the London art scene that this material would only pay dividends ‘if I could compress it into any kind of order’. Wilkie’s London public, visiting the Royal Academy in May 1818 to see what the artist had made of the rediscovery of his roots, were disappointed to find only a little group portrait of Walter Scott and his family – a homage to the artist’s literary tour guide but nothing relaying the tour itself. In 1820–1, Wilkie did go on to exhibit, at the British Institution, three paintings on Highland subjects: A Veteran Highlander, who served at the battle of Minden (Fig. 5.5); A Highland Whisky Still (Fig. 5.6), based on an oil sketch made at Oakfield near Lochgilphead in August 1817; and Atholl Highlanders Returning from Hunting the Red Deer (Fig. 5.2), based on the artist’s experience of Blair Castle. John Murray, the 4th Duke of Atholl, was, on the face of things, an authentic surviving feudal Highland chieftain. Certainly, he was ‘the greatest deer killer in Scotland’, and Wilkie arrived at his castle to find huge numbers of executed animals being brought down from the hills by ‘an old maniac with a bonnet and kilt’. Wilkie’s miniature sporting picture is at once both absurd and penetrating, with its string of costumed figures appearing to represent the modern domestication of Highland traditions. Smiling children are brought to enjoy the event, and ultimately we feel that we are watching a performance of old Highland customs being put on for the benefit of tourists. There is a strong contrast with Edwin Landseer’s more sincerely romantic hunting portrait of the Duke and his retainers, begun in 1824. Having gone in search of living history, Wilkie had seen the real thing with his own eyes at Blair Castle, but found he could scarcely believe in it.

It was, it seems, Wilkie’s experience of Atholl that provided the germ for his most important Scottish picture of the immediate post-war years, The Penny Wedding (Plate 4), shown at the Academy in 1819, although this was an invented scene, not one based on something wit-
nessed in 1817. As we saw in Chapter 4, the musicians at the wedding are the Gow brothers, who had been employed by an earlier Duke of Atholl in the 1770s, while the bagpiper in the centre background, arriving late and in any case redundant, as no band needs both a piper and a fiddler at the same time, has the features of Donald McIntyre, the present Duke’s head gamekeeper, who appears holding a gun in the *Atholl Highlanders*. With the *Penny Wedding*, Wilkie seems to have imagined the nuptials of an Atholl tenant fifty or sixty years earlier, and yet then to have carefully abstracted the scene from the highly conventionalised world of tartan, deerstalking and bagpipes of the *Atholl Highlanders*. The composition recalls Netherlandish wedding dances, and perhaps Watteau’s *Les plaisirs du bal* at the Dulwich Picture Gallery, one of Wilkie’s favourite paintings. The penny wedding itself, a tradition whereby each guest contributed a coin to establish a fund for the newly-weds to begin life together, was fast dying out, as Wilkie stressed in his Academy catalogue entry, in
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**Figure 5.2** *Atholl Highlanders Returning from Hunting the Red Deer* (dated 1821). Oil on panel, 9¼ × 13½ in. (24.1 × 34.3 cm). Duke of Atholl [photo: Blair Castle Collection].
much the same way that Scott, in the prefaces to his novels, suggested that he was recording customs of which memories were fading. Penny weddings could be rumbustious affairs, as reflected in treatments of the subject by other artists including William Lizars (1812) and Alexander Carse (1819). But Wilkie’s valedictory mode recalls rather the sentimental amateur anthropology of the contributor to the Scots Magazine who in 1818 described a penny wedding in Angus. Some of the details described there are to be found in Wilkie’s picture, for instance the blue ribbons that the bridesmaids wear on their chests.

Carse’s picture includes the motif of a man removing his bonnet to say grace, which is also an understated but important part of Wilkie’s image, raising the question of whether one of the two artists borrowed this idea from the other. Because of the Penny Wedding’s composition, with the confrontation of the two sides of the picture, the viewer initially overlooks the central area of the image, where however the most significant two figures turn out to be placed: the redundant piper and the grace-sayer, to whom a dog has been drawing attention all along, and with which character, according to the critic William Carey, ‘Mr Wilkie has seized the moment when all the incidental frolic and unbridled levity are chastened by the religious act of grace’. Hence the true subject of the Penny Wedding could be taken by another critic to be ‘the national decorum of the Scotch, prudential, even in its warmest rites’. So much for the romantically brutal culture of the Highlanders. The Penny Wedding seems to remove Scottish history from Blair Castle, where its picturesque roots lie, to a decorous Fife or Ayrshire village; or, vice versa, we might equally say that Lowland culture has mounted a counter-offensive to the Highland iconography which now threatened to subsume it. The angry bagpiper develops this idea along comic lines. In his painting of a Highland Dance of 1780, David Allan had also included both the Gow brothers and a bagpiper whose services are not required, shown consoling himself with the liquid refreshments. We can imagine that a similar fate awaits the piper in Wilkie’s picture, although here I believe that a more subtle point is being made, about the iconography of Scottishness. In the Penny Wedding, Scotland is shown at its best, community-spirited and socially integrated (the grande dame on the right is happy to attend), fun-loving but ever mindful of higher things. This, Wilkie seems to suggest, is how Scotland should be represented, and with his bagpiper character he personifies his own suspicion of tartanry and the accelerating cult of Highlandism.

This suspicion was perhaps the most important abiding outcome of Wilkie’s 1817 tour. What he saw, coupled with what he perceived
happening to the English image of Scotland, convinced him that he had a role to play in halting the eclipse of the Scotland that he knew by the icons of the Highlands. In 1819, he told the equestrian specialist Abraham Cooper, working on a subject from *Old Mortality*, that ‘I have only one caution to give you in this subject: you must on no account introduce tartan as a part of the dresses of your people, an error very common among our English brethren when they paint a Scottish subject’.39 One of the principal culprits whom Wilkie had in mind was Turner, whose work in 1819 for Scott’s *Provincial Antiquities* had caused both Wilkie and Scott himself to raise an eyebrow with its excess tartan.40 When Wilkie did allow himself a Highlander, as in the *Atholl Highlanders* and the *Highland Whisky Still*, his use of the standard repertoire of icons is so self-consciously thorough as almost to seem satirical.41 Perhaps the same might be said of Wilkie’s gently comic use of the motif of the Tam o’ Shanter (a large, round flat cap) as the attribute of the Lowlander: at least one such cap can be found in most of his early pictures, the artist suggesting through endless repetition the conventionalised function of this sign. Wilkie’s more sincere and subtle efforts to locate an image of Scotland, going beyond the use of costume, are, as I have suggested, to be seen in the *Penny Wedding*, and also in his 1823 scene from the *Gentle Shepherd, Roger Piping to Jenny* (Plate 7). Here, against a classicised Lowland backdrop, the would-be wooer plays not the bagpipes but the stock-and-horn, a primitive Scottish instrument associated with shepherds, with Burns and with David Allan’s illustrations to Ramsay’s play.42 This was suggested by Wilkie as a subject in 1821 and first exhibited, very unusually, in Edinburgh rather than London in 1824, when it was seen by James Hogg. A shepherd and poet of the Lowlands, Hogg’s tears before the picture were surely prompted by seeing his own culture remembered and recorded at a time when its image appeared to risk being eclipsed.

Although both Wilkie and Scott were wary of the march of Highlandism, both were to become firmly involved in its triumph when in August 1822 King George IV visited Edinburgh as part of a sequence of royal progresses to the core Hanoverian dominions following his coronation in 1821 (in that year, he had visited Dublin and Hanover). At very short notice, Scott was called upon to choreograph a pageant of Scottish national celebration for the visit, and Wilkie joined the platoon of London artists who travelled north to record it.43 At the heart of Scott’s pageant was the casting of George as the returning prince of Jacobite legend, for how better finally to lay the ghost of the Pretender than to step into his shoes? Bonnie Prince
Charlie’s entry into Edinburgh in 1745 was replayed, with every conceivable form of feudal Highland honour now bestowed upon the King from England. This Hanoverian appropriation of the Scottish Stuart legacy had already been given strongly symbolic form in 1818 when the Stuart Royal Regalia were retrieved from a locked room at Edinburgh Castle. It was again Scott who led the mission to ‘discover’ the crown, sword and sceptre, which duly found their way into the 1822 ceremonies and into Wilkie’s painting of the royal entry to Holyrood. When that picture was exhibited in 1830 as *George IV Received by the Nobles and People of Scotland* (Fig. 5.3), Wilkie printed in the Academy catalogue lines from the song which Scott taught Edinburgh to sing in welcome of the visitor – a new version of Burns’s Jacobite song *Carle, An the King Come* (‘Man, when the King comes’), which now became *Carle, Now the King’s Come*. Traditional Highland clan costume had been banned following the defeat of the Jacobite rising of 1745, with the aim of ‘disarming and undressing those savages’, restrictions only lifted in 1782, after which tartan and the kilt returned with a vengeance into British visual culture: 1822 marked their establishment as the definitive symbols of all Scotland for generations to come.
It is now, and it certainly was then, very easy to laugh at this hurried and clumsy revival of late-medieval Scottish court flummery and the spectacle of easy-living Highland landlords parading with their retainers as clan chiefs. Wilkie’s letter to Perry Nursey describing the event is distinctly wry: ‘What was still more striking and enlivening was the gathering of the Clans from the North, who, with an alacrity and spirit not unlike that their fathers showed in the ’45, have with an equal disregard of consequences, been at the expense of fitting out a hundred men each that they might welcome in becoming form their great Chief of Chiefs’. Wilkie was particularly bemused to see a carriage arriving at the King’s Drawing Room (at which George undertook the kissing of over 400 female guests) escorted by a jogging retinue of Highlanders brandishing Lochaber axes, presumably, suggested Wilkie, for the protection of the ladies within. There were plenty of abundantly costumed occasions for Wilkie to sketch, although fixing on a subject for a more ambitious painting once back in London was not easy. The death of Henry Raeburn in 1823, and Wilkie’s appointment as his successor as King’s Limner for Scotland, eventually encouraged him to attempt something ambitious – the hugely complex *King’s Entry at Holyrood House*, which, as we saw in Chapter 2, evolved into something of a catastrophe.

Even in this huge official commemoration of the King’s visit, however, Wilkie managed to keep the tartanry of which he remained suspicious under control. Among the prominent figures, Highland costume is restricted to the Duke of Hamilton, proffering to George the keys to the Palace (‘as if he were fearfully surrendering his cash and jewels to a radical’, as one critic put it), and the Duke of Argyll, guarding the Palace’s entrance as its hereditary keeper. In his note in the Academy catalogue of 1830, Wilkie was careful to explain that in these cases the costumes belonged authentically to the families of the wearers: they were not, so followed the implication, fabrications of the moment. The King himself appears in the uniform of field marshal, while the representatives of the local people are none of them *sans culottes* as Turner had, to Wilkie’s consternation, shown the population of Edinburgh. Wilkie did, however, make up for this with his portrait of the King in the Highland costume worn at the levée held at Holyrood two days after his reception there (Fig. 5.4). This picture, apparently envisaged in 1822, was only properly taken up in 1829 when the King asked after its progress. Having been given sittings for the head, Wilkie made use of ‘a fine looking highlander for a model’ for the figure, and the portrait was finished in time to be shown along with the *Entry at Holyrood* at the Academy in 1830. The Stuart
Figure 5.4  *George IV in the Highland Dress of the Royal Tartan* (dated 1829). Oil on canvas, 110 × 70\(\frac{1}{2}\) in. (279.4 × 179.1 cm). Royal Collection [photo: Collection © 2006 Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II].
Regalia are again included on the right of the portrait, together with a Highland targe (shield) in the background which adds to the picture's resemblance to Raeburn's *Macdonell of Glengarry*. The costume worn by the King in 1822 had in effect sought to define the royal ceremonial Highland dress, and was therefore largely newly invented. Needless to say, the ‘flesh-coloured pantaloons’ which Wilkie had noted in 1822 were omitted from his portrait; but a writer later to be acknowledged as the leading authority on ‘authentic’ Highland costume, James Logan, still found several faults, among them the pistols wrongly placed on different sides of the waist. Looking at this image of the King, now in his last days, at the Academy exhibition of 1830, there must have been those who were tempted to see something faintly satirical in the costume, just as the Highlanders in the Atholl deer-hunting scene and the whisky still seem slightly comic.

In 1818, Wilkie was elected an honorary member of the Highland Society of London, and in that year he was invited to its annual dinner, at which the dress code was ‘Highland garb or uniform’. The Society had been set up in 1778 to campaign for the repeal of the laws criminalising Highland culture passed after the ’45. Success in this aim in the 1780s had formed part of the process which saw the Highland clans transformed into the spearhead of the British army, and was followed by efforts to systematise the clan tartans. As the Jacobite symbols were transferred to King George, so the martial threat of the Highlander was harnessed by the British Empire, and indeed the cult of the Highlander was ultimately driven by imperial logic. Wilkie portrays the Highlander in this military guise in one of the Highland pictures to derive from his 1817 tour, *A Veteran Highlander* (Fig. 5.5). Nothing is known about the sitter other than what Wilkie tells us in the picture’s subtitle: that he had fought at the battle of Minden in 1759, the decisive action of the Seven Years’ War, the first sustained war in which substantial numbers of Highlanders had fought within rather than against the British army. The old man is shown wearing an apron, thus avoiding the problem of whether or not to show him in a kilt; but he also sports a red coat and basket-hilted sword, perhaps brought out of storage for the painter. By the time the *Veteran Highlander* was exhibited in 1820, the association between Highlanders and British military prowess was automatic. Hence he was said to possess ‘so much energy of character, that we might suppose him qualified to have fought in the front rank at Leipsic or Waterloo’, rather than at Minden. The critic of the *Literary Gazette* rather regretted the turn to Scotland evident at the British Institution exhibition at which Wilkie showed both the *Veteran* and the *Highland Whisky Still*.
(Fig. 5.6), preferring ‘the more general nationality of the habit or custom’ in his early work. But there was the compensation of the thoughts of British imperial might that seemed now to follow inevitably from the sight of Highlanders drinking whisky, and the critic even quotes Burns to illustrate the link: ‘But bring a Scotsman from his hill, / Clap in his cheek a Highland gill, / Say, such is royal George’s will, / And there is the foe! / He has no thought but how to kill / Two at a blow.’55 The iconography of empire, understood visually but also conceptually, required that each component nation offer to the metropolis a memorable ethnic image of itself – and this is what the Highlander became for Scotland. In the next section, I will show how, in his last
completed major work, Wilkie explicitly placed the iconic Highlander in his imperial context.

5.2 The Scots in India: Baird at Seringapatam

At the Royal Academy exhibition of 1839, Wilkie showed what was by a long margin his largest painting, the three-and-a-half-metre-tall battle picture *Sir David Baird Discovering the Body of Sultan Tippoo Saib, after having captured Seringapatam, 4 May 1799* (Plate 10). Baird, one of the most popularly acclaimed Scottish soldiers of the French Wars and one of the leaders of the storming of Seringapatam, is shown ordering the removal to safety of the corpse of one of the British Empire’s most implacable enemies, Tipu, ruler of the kingdom of Mysore in southern India.\(^{56}\) The setting of the event itself had been appropriately dramatic: Seringapatam was a fortified island citadel, a few miles north of the city of Mysore, built in the 1760s with the help of the French, whose threat to British India had been renewed through Bonaparte’s invasion of Egypt in 1798. It was ongoing contact between Tipu and the French (there were enough French expatriates at

Figure 5.6  *A Highland Whisky Still at Lochgilphead* (dated 1819). Oil on panel, 25\(\frac{3}{4}\) × 37\(\frac{3}{4}\) in. (64.8 × 95.9 cm). Private collection [photo: The Bridgeman Art Library].
Seringapatam to form a Jacobin Club there) which gave the British the pretext for their long-meditated assault. Although now largely forgotten in Britain, along with most other acts of British imperial aggression, the fall of Seringapatam was one of the most momentous events of the age, signalling the extinction of the successors to the once great Islamic Mughal Empire, the definitive conclusion to French aspirations in the subcontinent, and – as Wilkie himself stressed in his Academy catalogue text – ‘the ultimate settlement of the British power in India’. The story of the battle entered popular culture not just at the level of imperial triumph, however, but also as a romantic personal narrative of revenge and betrayal.

Wilkie’s image of Baird is posthumous, the major-general having retired to farm in Scotland in 1809 and died in 1829. The painting was commissioned by Baird’s widow, who also hired the wit, newspaper-editor and prolific fiction-writer Theodore Hook to pen the biography of her husband from which Wilkie quoted in his catalogue entry. She also erected the obelisk monument still to be seen near the Bairds’ home at Fern Tower outside Crieff in Perthshire. This extraordinary campaign to reaffirm Baird’s role in the establishment of the British Empire was felt necessary because of the later disappointments of his career, which began in the hours immediately following the moment depicted in Wilkie’s huge canvas. After the battle, Baird was relieved of his de facto authority in Seringapatam by the English Colonel Arthur Wellesley (from 1814 the Duke of Wellington, but in 1799 of inferior military rank to Baird), whose elder brother Richard had become Governor-General of India in 1797. Baird’s moment of glory was thus short-lived; and, despite success in several later valiant expeditions to different corners of the globe, Baird’s name came to be associated especially with the disastrous retreat to Corunna in 1808–9 during the Spanish War of Independence, when he lost an arm.

As well as marking the point from which Baird’s personal career declined, Wilkie’s picture also refers to the hero’s earlier history, to which the defeat of Tipu was the magnificent conclusion. Baird had served in the 1780 campaign against Tipu’s father, Haidar Ali, who had attacked the British settlement at Arcot. His corps decimated, Baird himself was injured and taken off as a captive to Seringapatam, where he spent four years in severe and possibly humiliating conditions, one of hundreds of prisoners whose later accounts helped feed the image back in Britain of the monarchs of Mysore as monsters of Oriental cruelty and perversion.57 Wilkie refers very emphatically to Baird’s captivity with the iron grille under the victor’s feet, lending to the composition an echo of the Harrowing of Hell in which Christ was
tradi
tionally shown bursting through the gates of hell, which collapse to crush Satan. According to Hook’s biography, Baird volunteered to lead one of the assault parties, as he wished to ‘pay off old scores’. The moment is thus one of revenge, the recording of a perfect instant of justice and magnanimity before military politics and cruel fortune returned the hero to mundanity.

Wilkie’s research for the picture had to begin with the central figure himself. Here, Raeburn’s 1814 equestrian portrait was the main model, for the head but also for the gesture with which – in Wilkie’s work – Baird commands Tipu’s body to be removed to the palace. The body was found within a mountain of corpses under a great gateway, which Wilkie cursorily indicates, not otherwise attempting to imagine the architecture of Seringapatam. A witness to the finding of Tipu remembered that ‘the scene was altogether shocking, the number of bodies so great, and the place so dark that it was impossible to distinguish one person from another’. Following such testimonies, the great majority of the surface of Wilkie’s picture is shrouded in blackness, torches and a lamp picking out a series of isolated white and red highlights across the painting (for this project, Wilkie revived his practice of making a box-model of his composition, lighting it in this case with an actual lamp). The head of Tipu himself is not very clearly delineated, as Wilkie had no detailed images to use as models. The fallen Tiger of Mysore is supported by three turbaned Indians, one of whom lays the back of his hand across Tipu’s chest to confirm his death. Above them, in a helmet, is the killadar or governor of the citadel, who, having been captured, has brought the British to his master’s body. Between him and the pioneer with the lantern are a couple whom Wilkie designated as Hindus. The artist has sought to express a racial distinction between their rounder faces and the more angular features of Tipu’s immediate followers in an effort to suggest the religious and political context of Tipu’s Islamic monarchy, established in an otherwise predominantly Hindu region. In thus contrasting civilian Hindus with warrior Muslims, Wilkie was possibly also suggesting that the former were likely to be more tractable, more natural subjects of the Raj and more loyal sepoys in the British armed forces.

The army which attacked Seringapatam in 1799 comprised regiments of the Crown, of the East India Company (see below) and also of native infantry. This last contingent is, however, not represented in the upper half of the picture, where we see only victorious Europeans. In the upper-left, soldiers continue to descend into the citadel on ladders, while in the background on the right a group waits anxiously, pressed into the gateway, for news of the search for Tipu. The young
kilted soldier on the right with a lighted torch was identified by Wilkie as a Macleod of the 71st (Baird’s own regiment), formed in the 1770s by Lord Macleod, whose participation in the ’45 had been pardoned on account of his youth at the time. Wilkie’s Highland soldier is thus a bona fide member of a regiment-clan, although the artist’s account of him does not tally with the military details of the battle: Highland regiments did not wear kilts during the Mysore campaigns, and the 71st were not present at Seringapatam as a regiment, most of their number having been drafted into the 73rd and 74th in 1797. In Wilkie’s picture, the icon of the imperial Highlander is nevertheless intact: fully costumed, at the cutting edge of the action, and – crucially – under the command of Baird, a Lowlander in more standard British army uniform. The hero of the picture therefore takes on the role of the fulcrum via which Highland military prowess is directed at those resisting British imperial progress. After seeking the true picture of Scotland in the Highlands and the Lowlands, Wilkie seems ultimately to have found a resolution between the two in the Orient.

On Baird’s right is a figure whose antecedents in the development of the composition were referred to by Wilkie as an Orderly (an attendant to a senior officer). But, late in the day, Wilkie changed the soldier’s appearance to resemble the young Wellington: his features are unmistakable, although he is not in the uniform of a colonel and he is not identified in the artist’s catalogue text. As we have seen, the raison d’être of Wilkie’s painting was to restore Baird to his rightful position as the conqueror of Tipu – and yet this needed to be done without offending Wellington, who, again as we have seen, did not take kindly to having his own version of events contradicted. Although Baird made no mention in his official report of Colonel Wellesley being present when the body of Tipu was found, he was there, and the idea of the two men sharing that honour was soon being represented in images made of the battle. Wilkie’s policy was something like his strategy in The Preaching of Knox, where Mary Queen of Scots is technically (textually) absent and yet dramatically (visually) present. Outliving Baird by many years, the Duke himself was able to escort his lady companion at the Academy’s 1839 dinner to Wilkie’s picture and use it as a prompt for his recollections of the events of exactly forty years before. The Iron Duke’s version of history triumphed again.

At Seringapatam, Wellington had been forced to adopt severe measures to bring his regiment under control following the taking of the fortress. Plunder was of course a great incentive for attacks upon Indian citadels such as Seringapatam, at which valuable objects were
concentrated, especially in war-time; and Wilkie’s picture has been criticised for failing to refer either to the terrible scale of the carnage of the battle, or to the murders and looting which followed it. At the palace, official army prize agents made their way goggle-eyed through the treasury, where they found the greatest-ever haul of booty taken by a British force, while ordinary soldiers picked up what they could – including many other objects of great value. Wellington wanted Tipu’s treasure maintained intact to pass on to and help legitimise the puppet rulers whom the British planned to instal at Mysore, but it was too late: arms, armour, embroidered silk clothing, furniture and jewels made their way back to English and Scottish collections in great quantities, and today the spoils of Seringapatam are still on show throughout Britain. This meant that Wilkie was after all able in his picture to refer, at least indirectly, to the British depredations, for Tipu’s clothing and arms were painted from models available to him at home. Even the talisman that Tipu always wore – a metal amulet in a silk pouch tied around his right arm – was painted in from the original. This had been taken from the scene by a Scottish soldier, Captain Young, lent to Wilkie by his widow, and can be seen today at the Imperial War Museum at Edinburgh Castle. Wilkie’s picture of Scottish soldiers in India thus forms part of the museological history of Empire. The objects which helped to lend the image authenticity are reciprocally given a lively historical context by it, forming an explanatory circle which contains the Orient in a structure entirely under the control of those who took Seringapatam from Tipu Sultan.

Baird’s cruel treatment at the hands of Tipu’s family was not only the premise of a revenge plot, but also the legitimisation of this crucial chapter of the British conquest of India. As was often the case in British imperial history, personal duels – here between Baird and Tipu on one hand and Baird and Wellington on the other – were allowed to come to the fore as easily assimilated narratives of conventional types, placing less structured narratives of brute economic and military theft discreetly in the shadows. An allied but distinct level of imperial obfuscation was perpetrated through the British occupation of India being represented as a vast trading mission under the direction not of the British government but rather the British East India Company. The Company, instituted in 1600, established settlements which developed into cities including Madras and Calcutta, and had its own army. Wilkie’s elder brother John had joined the Company as a soldier at the turn of the century and had died of fever in India in 1824, thus bringing an autobiographical family dimension to the artist’s tribute to the Scots in India.
John became a Captain in the Company’s 25th Bengal Native Infantry, and, as Wilkie proudly reported to Haydon in 1817, himself took part in the storming of at least one Indian citadel. Some of Wilkie’s most attractive little pictures, including a self-portrait of 1813, were painted to send out to John in India to help keep the family connected. After John’s death, his family returned to Britain, where within a few years his widow also died, leaving Wilkie to assume responsibility for their children, several of whom were already being educated in Scotland. Despite never marrying, Wilkie therefore found himself, in middle age, at the centre of a substantial and expanding family circle, many of whose members moved between Britain and India. John’s sons followed in his footsteps to careers in the Raj. The eldest, also John, went as an army doctor, having trained at Edinburgh University, while Andrew – who cheekily referred to his uncle Sir David as ‘the Governor’ in letters to his sisters – went out to Calcutta in 1839 (the year in which Baird appeared at the Academy) under the patronage of Wilkie’s client John Abel Smith. Their sister Sophia remained in India and married there, first, a Major Burroughs, and then after his early death another Indian soldier named Winfield, with whom she returned to Britain in 1839. Wilkie was especially fond of Sophia and decided that the infant son whom she brought with her was a ‘Genius’, accurately sensing in him a precocious artistic talent – for, having been named after his famous relative, the boy was to become David Wilkie Wynfield, the great photographer of Victorian bohemia. Sophia’s son by her first marriage, Cosby Burroughs, was however to die in India, killed at Delhi during the great Mutiny of 1857, when Muslim and Hindu soldiers in the service of the Raj turned against the British. The spirit of revolt against British rule had been inherited from Tipu by his sons, whom Baird gallantly protected at the taking of Seringapatam – they were to become the figureheads of the 1806 rebellion at Vellore to the east of Mysore, where they had been taken in 1799. On this occasion, Tipu’s name and standard were used to rally anti-British feeling. Fifty years later, his dynasty was no longer a power in the land; but, at a great remove, some kind of revenge was indirectly visited by India upon the family of the artist who had so grandly celebrated Tipu’s killing.

5.3 Patronage and the Scottish school of painting

At the same 1839 Royal Academy exhibition as Baird was Wilkie’s large genre scene, Grace Before Meat (Birmingham City Museum and Art Gallery). Turning to it from the epic battle picture, a reviewer
nostalgic for the Wilkie of everyday life wrote that he was relieved to find that there ‘Sir David is himself (or David without the Sir) again’. Wilkie had been knighted by Melbourne’s Whig administration in 1836, having held court appointments since 1823, and in the last years of his life was considered the grandee of the English school of art, the most well-connected artist in the land and perhaps even the establishment’s representative within the artistic profession. His place within the emergent Scottish school of painting was also historically crucial, although, as I hope to show in this last section, more complex than has been allowed.

*Grace Before Meat* has often and appropriately been treated as one of a pair of large, late Scottish genre subjects along with *The Cotter’s Saturday Night* (Fig. 5.7), an illustration to one of Burns’s most famous patriotic poems, shown in 1837. Both pictures show families in religious contemplation, listening to a prayer or to a reading from...
the Bible, and both share with Baird a palette of Rembrandtesque
gloom. Grace Before Meat, taking its cue from the man doffing his cap
in the Penny Wedding, also has a specific precedent in a painting by
Jan Steen, lent to the British Institution in 1835 under the same title,
and from which Wilkie probably borrowed the motif of the mother
teaching a small child to pray.81 The connection was noted by the
critic, quoted above, who preferred the painting to the picture of
Baird; and the writer went on to praise Wilkie for having improved
the respectability of the characters in comparison with Steen’s rough
peasants. The figures and the setting in Grace Before Meat are indeed
thoroughly clean and tidy (their tablecloth is decidedly elegant),
although their world seems at the same time earthily rural. The same
might be said of the cotter’s family in the earlier picture, where
the social context is however more clearly sited on account of the asso-
ciation with Burns. Like the Penny Wedding, the Cotter’s Saturday
Night memorialises a vanishing or vanished culture, for cotters – small
independent Lowland yeomen – had been decimated as a class by the
1820s by agricultural developments, as a cash economy was brought
into being along with a more tractable rural working class.82 Writing
in the year after the picture’s exhibition, a successor of Wilkie’s father
at the manse at Cults complained that, as a result of ‘the independent
spirit of the Scottish peasantry having in a great measure died away in
this quarter’, no shame any longer attached to requesting parochial
aid.83 Also supposed to be at risk was the tradition of domestic
worship. In 1836, the Church of Scotland distributed to all its minis-
ters a pastoral letter instructing them to encourage this dying practice
among their parishioners.84

With these two sombre images, Wilkie was thus back in valedictory
mode – and yet, as with the Penny Wedding, they need not be inter-
preted in a pessimistic vein. These sturdy folk, the very models of
family values and probity in general, should be seen as the stock from
which descended the modern Scots with their global perspective still
founded upon homely values. In the British Empire, the Scots
achieved not only parity with the English but superiority, dominating
for example the upper echelons of the East India Company to the
extent that the North Briton’s aptitude for empire and colonialism
seemed naturally or divinely ordained.85 As Burns had already put it
in the poem which Wilkie illustrated, ‘From scenes like these, old
Scotia’s grandeur springs, / That makes her lov’d at home, rever’d
abroad’. In the case of Grace Before Meat, this international transfe-
rence of Scottish decency became a concrete reality, for the picture’s
first owner was Glendy Burk, a prominent citizen of New Orleans. In
1839, there was not such a disjunction between Wilkie’s late Scottish genre scenes and *Baird at Seringapatam* as some of the critics liked to think: the values celebrated in the former made possible the feats recorded in the latter.

*Grace Before Meat* and the *Cotter’s Saturday Night* have been given a rather different reading by Duncan Macmillan, who stresses the images’ iconography of religious independence. At the heart of Presbyterianism lay the aspiration to place church governance in the care of heads of families, such as the men in Wilkie’s pictures, rather than in that of local landowners and potentates as was, crudely speaking, understood to be the Anglican way. Burns’s poem points up the contrast between the ‘priest-like Father’ and the empty pomp of ‘Religion’s pride’. Macmillan goes on to associate these two late genre pictures with the mounting crisis over church patronage in Scotland – the ever-present tension between landowners and congregations over the appointment of ministers which by the late 1830s seemed finally likely to cause a schism in the Church of Scotland, which it indeed eventually did in 1843 under the leadership of Wilkie’s early friend Thomas Chalmers. The suggestion is that Wilkie’s paintings, in championing home-made liturgy, entered the controversy over ‘intrusion’ (the assertion of patrons’ or landowners’ rights in the appointment of ministers) on the side of Chalmers and of those who would eventually found the Free Kirk in their determination to keep the church free of patronage. Now, this would have been very tidy, and certainly helps efforts to chart the development of a coherent Scottish school of painting. If Wilkie had really shown himself averse to the arrogance of patronage, then this would allow us to depict him as culturally and politically Scottish, in tune with Scotland’s revived religious feelings and comfortably at the heart of a Scottish tradition of painting characterised by an independence from élite patronage. But I do not see *Grace Before Meat* and the *Cotter’s Saturday Night* as prefiguring the Disruption of 1843. That schism was the culmination of a priest-led movement of latter-day Knoxes, purists whose ancestors Burns had detested. His poem is indeed basically anti-clerical, representing independent Christian worship as just one aspect of the perfect Scottish home, while Wilkie’s images are equally icons of a cult of domestic virtue invoked to explain the special character of the modern Scot. Neither, as I now plan to show, do I see Wilkie’s position within the Scottish school as so straightforward.

The intrusion debate became so polarised because there existed in Scotland both an ecclesiastical culture of fierce independence and a political vacuum left by the Union which was filled, during Wilkie’s
youth, with a network of Tory patronage (managed by Harry Dundas, Lord Melville, whose impeachment in 1806 was the big political story in the year that Wilkie achieved fame with his *Village Politicians*). Hence, among English clichés about the Scots were the contradictory ideas of them as both sycophantic and dourly independent. Wilkie’s upbringing in the manse of a Moderate clergyman helped him to become expert at receiving patronage with grace and efficiency, a skill for which some of his more ‘Romantic’ English fellow-artists mocked him.88 He owed his place at the Trustees’ Academy to patronage, for it was only thanks to the intervention of his local grandee, the Earl of Leven, that he was accepted there.89 Ever afterwards, the artist refused to join in any diatribe against the abuses of patronage, feeling that he owed his career to it.90

In Chapter 3, we saw that in the 1810s Wilkie was as close to the patrons’ exhibiting society, the British Institution, as he was to the artists’ Royal Academy. This proximity to aristocratic connoisseurs helped Wilkie’s career in allowing him to climb the ladder of patronage with exceptional speed, soon becoming a valued (if not always promptly paid) court painter. On the way up, he also acquired several other valuable long-term patrons, the most devoted of whom were themselves committed to the values of patronage and saw in Wilkie someone with whom they could do satisfying business.91 First, there was Sir George Beaumont, who made a career out of hunting down and laying claim to young geniuses; then General Sir James Willoughby Gordon, a central figure in British military patronage; and after Wilkie’s return to London in the late 1820s there was Sir William Knighton, physician to the Duke of Wellington and then to the Regent, and subsequently the latter’s personal secretary after his succession in 1820. Wilkie’s comfortable relationship with such men became, however, a point against him in connection with his standing at the Royal Academy. In 1830, when the President, Sir Thomas Lawrence, died, the Academy faced attacks on its privileges and powerful calls for its reform. Wilkie stood in the election to succeed Lawrence; but his private connections, perhaps especially with the controversial Knighton, whose great but unmonitored influence was widely resented, counted against him. Wilkie received only two votes, although there were many friends of his among the Academicians who voted.92

When it came to the Scottish school of painting, Wilkie’s proximity to patronage again compromised his position. This chapter has already mentioned some of the false beginnings that the Edinburgh art institutions experienced. The Trustees’ Academy seems to have lost impetus after Wilkie’s departure in 1804; and the Associated Artists
imploded in 1813, having voted to divide and share out the society’s funds. A consistent problem was the position of Raeburn as the undisputed head of the profession in the Scottish capital. He was the only Scottish-based member of the Royal Academy, intimate with the capital’s oligarchy, and the possessor of a studio in York Place which was the nearest thing in early nineteenth-century Edinburgh to a public art gallery. Raeburn had little interest in joining associations; but, without him, launching one seemed impossible. With the situation thus stalled, young Scottish artists such as Alexander Carse and Alexander Fraser continued to head to London (in their cases, in 1812–13), where, however, they were often perceived as interlopers on account of having trained at the Trustees’ Academy rather than at the London Academy Schools, where there were few Scots. It only took the award of a prize to a Scottish student at the RA for the Annals of the Fine Arts to warn that the Scots, if given a toehold, would soon turn the Academy into a Scottish fiefdom along the lines of the East India Company. The Scots’ apparent readiness to come south helped to defer any sense that the English might have had of an alternative Scottish school of art – which in turn helps to explain why Wilkie was not perceived as an especially Scottish artist, for there was no clear sense in London of what that might mean.

The picture changed around 1818–19 when, with the wealth of gifts to Scottish painters offered by the Waverley novels, and the burgeoning cult of the Highlands, it came to be felt that there were no longer any excuses for there not to be a Scottish school of painting. The question now was whether it should be an academy, a looser association, or just a group of Edinburgh-based artists with sympathetic aims. But, before the Scottish artists could come up with a clear plan, the élite of Scottish art-collectors took the lead in 1819 by setting up the Institution for the Encouragement of the Fine Arts in Scotland, very deliberately on the model of the British Institution. As with the BI, artists were excluded from the management of the Edinburgh Institution, with the exception of Raeburn, in whose studio the body held loan exhibitions of Old Masters from Scottish collections. Having soon exhausted the supply of these, the Institution turned to exhibiting and collecting contemporary Scottish art in the early 1820s. Very quickly, the Institution established itself as the representative voice of the fine arts in Scotland, gaining a superb new building on the Mound in 1826 and a royal charter immediately afterwards. It effectively subsumed the Trustees’ Academy, and declared that there was no need for an artist-run body ‘in so limited a sphere as Scotland’ – for the writ of the Royal Academy ran throughout Britain, and in any case the
management of exhibitions and establishment of national collections was best kept ‘under the sole direction of men of such rank and station in the country as to prevent the possibility of any personal views ever being attributed to their management’.97

The Institution had its favoured artists, above all William Allan, who had always seemed the Scottish artist best placed to capitalise upon the Waverley bonanza and to become Scotland’s premier Romantic historical painter. Earlier in this chapter, we quoted John Gibson Lockhart on Scotland’s especially pronounced historical-mindedness resulting from its modern abolition as an independent state. As a Scottish Tory, Lockhart did not regret this situation, which, as Duncan Forbes has stressed, meant that the project of Scottish historical painting was launched in the 1820s with little hope of its embodying meaningful national myths for its modern Scottish public.98 As a political enterprise, it was neutered from the start, and the leading supporters of Allan’s work seem to have valued it primarily for its chivalrous and noble alternative to the peasant genre otherwise on offer from Scottish figure-subject painters. Allan was intimate with, and was promoted by, not only the Tory clique around Blackwood’s Magazine but also Scott himself, who wrote that ‘I really like the little man, for he is a zealous cavalier and tory which can be said of few men of talent who are like him the sons of their own works and have never experienced much Patrician protection’.99 After Raeburn’s death in 1823, Allan effectively succeeded him as the head of the profession in Scotland, being elected an Associate of the London Academy and in 1826 appointed Master of the Trustees’ Academy.100

By contrast, Lockhart, Scott’s son-in-law and a Blackwood’s stalwart, considered Wilkie to be ‘many a mile too much a Presbyterian elder’, that is, not quite a gentleman and unqualified to be a bona fide Scottish Romantic.101 Wilkie (at least early Wilkie) evidently approximated more nearly to a different model of what Scottish art might be, one based on the Scots literary tradition and associated with David Allan and his follower Carse, the speciality of which was describing ‘the grotesque peculiarities of national manners’.102 This model was predicated upon the direct and transparent relation of actuality, not the imagining of the past. It was in this mode that Wilkie first appeared as a painter in public in Scotland, Pitlessie Fair being shown at the Institution in 1821, followed by three further pictures lent from Scottish collections in 1824, among them the Gentle Shepherd which so moved James Hogg.103

Wilkie was duly elected an honorary member of the Institution; and, while in Italy over the following years, he helped acquire for them
sculpture casts and a copy of Raphael’s *Transfiguration*, made in Rome by the Scottish art student Grigor Urquhart. During Wilkie’s European years, when he took a strong interest in the rising generation of artists and did not shy from pressing on them his ideas regarding tradition and deep tonality in painting, the embryonic Scottish school probably seemed to him a better bet for the future than the London scene, where aspiring painters were being led astray by Turner and Etty. But Wilkie returned to Britain in 1828 to find that there had been a revolution in the Scottish art world. The artists of Edinburgh, feeling humiliated at being allowed only associate, non-voting status within the body which claimed to represent their profession in Scotland, staged their own disruption in 1826, setting up an Academy in opposition to the Institution. (William Allan, however, along with some of the other better-connected artists, remained with their patrons’ body.) The two rival organisations held simultaneous rival exhibitions in 1827, Wilkie’s oil sketch of the *Chelsea Pensioners* lent by Lord Eldin (effectively a finished earlier version of the famous picture) being the principal attraction of the Institution’s show. Now the gloves came off as the Institution set about smothering the new Academy by bribing artists to exhibit with it with talk of pension funds, by ruling that artists who showed with the Academy could no longer hold associate status in their body, and by helping to see that the Academy did not gain royal status. Wilkie told Andrew Wilson in 1829:

The differences between the Institution and the Scotch Academy have reached their maximum. The Institution has one principle of durability – wealth. The Academy, to make up for this, have had recourse to speculation – they have become at once what we in London have never ventured upon, *The Patrons of Art*, not only buying Etty’s large picture, but giving some new commissions. If an exhibition can pay for the works of art that support it, and keep together an Academy at the same time, it will be something new.

The Scottish Academy’s ‘speculation’ had been to pay no less than 500 guineas from their meagre funds for Etty’s vast and gory canvas of *Judith and Holofernes* (Fig. 5.8), which had been shown in London in 1827, and for a pair of upright companion pictures to it which they commissioned to form a triptych that would be the most spectacular piece of modern art in Scotland. With this iconography of the defeat of tyranny, the Academy planned to strike a body blow at the Institution when the rivals’ exhibitions went head to head again in 1829. But the patrons too had their secret weapon, for they had been
in personal contact with Wilkie to request an important picture of his for their exhibition and were rewarded with the *Penny Wedding* from the Royal collection – a considerable coup. In fact, this picture was already in Edinburgh, in the hands of the engraver James Stewart (whose print of the *Gentle Shepherd* had been shown at the Institution in 1828). But when the Academy requested the loan of another picture also with Stewart in Edinburgh, the *Cottage Toilet* (Wallace Collection), they were turned down. As Wilkie explained to Wilson, ‘There are two exhibitions, but the purchase of the copy of the Transfiguration has decided me in favour of the Institution in this instance’.\textsuperscript{107}

In the same letter, however, Wilkie suggests that there was a deeper sympathy between himself and the Institution than just their purchase from him of an Old Master copy. Reporting the painter Charles Eastlake’s words, that ‘nothing would do in London but to paint like...
Etty or Turner’, Wilkie concluded: ‘Query – why?’ These were just the artists whom Wilkie blamed for traducing the Venetian style, and for setting a bad example to young painters; they were also of course the artists against whose flamboyant hues his own more subtle effects had battled at Somerset House. Wilkie was therefore concerned that the embryonic Scottish school, as embodied in the new Academy, was adopting quite the wrong models, whereas the Institution was at least attempting to inculcate the authentic principles of the Old Masters. In declining the Academy’s request for the loan of a picture, Wilkie wrote:

In stating this, allow me to assure you that I do not mean to enter into, or prejudge or decide on, the merits of the two associations, the Scottish Academy and the Royal Institution. Neither my inability to assist the gentlemen of your Society, nor the fact of my having sent a picture to be exhibited with the other, do I wish to be considered as giving a preference, and much less neglecting the interests of my Brother Scottish Artists, the desire to send the above picture [the *Penny Wedding*, to the Institution] being occasioned by an important service rendered to an unassisted Scottish student [Urquhart] in Rome.108

In the context of a characteristically diplomatic letter, Wilkie makes it plain that if the Academy wanted to commend themselves to him, they should be spending their money on models more appropriate for young artists to learn from. The result was that Wilkie could not count himself as included in this word of thanks printed in the Scottish Academy’s 1829 catalogue:

The Council have much satisfaction in acknowledging the warm support which the Academy has received from Scottish artists resident in London, affording, as it does, a pleasing proof of their undiminished attachment to their early friends, and of a truly patriotic interest in the progress of art in their native land.

The key pictures offered by the alternative institutions at their 1829 exhibitions intriguingly allegorise their positions within the competing discourses of the emerging Scottish school. The patrician Institution had as its standard the definitive modern statement of the Scots pastoral tradition, Wilkie’s *Penny Wedding*, speaking the demotic vernacular myth of a socially unified history of Scotland.109 The new Edinburgh Academy, meanwhile, showcased Etty, in whose art was reflected the boldness and ambition of their own project. Its basis in the nude was significant, for a public life class was something
long desired by the artists of Edinburgh but discouraged by the authorities, and its sheer unabashed sensationalism reflected the determination of the Academy’s members to stand commercially on their own feet without assistance from aristocratic patronage. When the two exhibitions opened in February 1829, Etty’s huge Judith became the talk of the town and won the day for the Academy. Even James Hogg in the ‘Noctes Ambrosianae’ serial in Blackwood’s Magazine was moved to eulogise upon it in almost religious terms, while Wilkie’s picture was comparatively little noticed. The 1829 exhibitions marked the beginning of the end of the conflict between painters and patrons in Edinburgh – for now, in the triumphant words of the Academy’s secretary, ‘the artists who clung to the Institution are at last ashamed of the connection, and have thrown off their allegiance’ and joined the Academy. The Institution was thrown back on a more restricted role, raising funds to buy and exhibit Old Master pictures, leaving the Academy to hold the only major modern art exhibitions in Edinburgh.

As the dust settled at the end of 1829, Wilkie told the painter Andrew Geddes, rather disingenuously, that he had not taken sides in the dispute. But the truth was that Wilkie had backed the losing side, and moreover was still determined to take a stance on developments in Edinburgh. The Academy, grateful to Etty for the role that his Judith had played in their victory, purchased two more of his bombastic pictures in 1831, the Combat and Benaiah – both pictures which again seemed allegorical of the Academy’s overcoming of its enemy, and both pictures against which Wilkie’s works had competed in London. The Scottish leader of the English school was now determined to try to dislodge Etty from his position as English champion of the Scottish school. On hearing of the 1831 purchases, Wilkie was, as Etty himself reported, ‘very warm on the subject’ and encouraged other London artists to send to future Edinburgh exhibitions. Wilkie himself now decided to exhibit at the Scottish Academy for the first time, and in 1832 arranged the loan of his Highland Family (New York, Metropolitan Museum), appropriately enough the picture which had been shown at the same London Academy exhibition as Etty’s Combat in 1825.

By now, Glasgow also had its own exhibiting society, the Dilettanti Society, members of which saw the Highland Family in Edinburgh in 1832 and arranged to borrow it for their own exhibition of the following year. Wilkie wrote ambassadorially to the Society, praising them for ‘nobly participating . . . with the similar Institutions of this Metropolis [London] in disseminating the knowledge of art and its
encouragement through the Empire'. Wilkie thus conceived of the Scottish school as essentially a contribution to the broader march of imperial cultural progress. He was, however, unwilling to use the expression ‘Scottish school’ himself, and, speaking of his own immediate affiliation as being to ‘the English school of the South’, effectively construed the artists of Edinburgh and Glasgow as the English school of the North.

During the 1830s, the Scottish Academy expanded energetically and optimistically, taking over the Institution’s building in 1836 and gaining the royal prefix after all in 1838. In that year, William Allan became President, although by now his claims to be the only serious Scottish romantic historical painter had been overshadowed by the phenomenon that was Wilkie’s *Knox Preaching*. With works such as this and *Baird at Seringapatam*, perceptions of Wilkie changed: he was no longer only the representative of the picturesque Scots literary tradition, but now also offered the grand vision of Scotland’s historical (and imperial) role that had been demanded by Scottish Tories. He had also developed a tenebrous palette to suit this iconography, as if responding to the call by the Scottish Tory historian Archibald Alison for Wilkie and Allan to adopt ‘Masses of shade, dark colours, great surfaces of brown and black’. As the institutional animosity of the 1820s receded from memory, and as Wilkie became more than a genre painter, the way was open for the Scottish Academy fully to embrace him and his art. Works by Wilkie regularly appeared at the Academy’s exhibitions from the 1830s, and his sombre style as well as his iconography became embedded in the identity of the Scottish school of painting, supplanting the work of Etty which had temporarily been its model.

In the year after Wilkie’s death in 1841, there was a large retrospective exhibition of his work at the British Institution and a sale of most of the contents of his studio. As usual at the BI, some of the works were retained after the closing of the show for students to copy; and, in the report that the English students were unable to reproduce the master’s late style, there seems something symbolic of Wilkie’s posthumous migration to Scotland. There, Wilkie’s late work was being adopted as a model by young painters such as Allan’s star pupils Thomas Duncan and George Harvey, and the Scottish Academy bought from Wilkie’s sale his large unfinished panel of *Knox Dispensing the Sacrament* so that its students could analyse the great man’s technique. At the London Academy exhibition of 1843, the first not to include a work by Wilkie since the mid-1820s, Duncan seemed to have picked up where Wilkie had left off. His *Prince Charles Asleep after the*
battle of Culloden, watched by Flora Macdonald, and Highland Outlaws was, judged the Athenaeum, 'history in the genre style: an interesting picture, reminding us much of Wilkie, in subject, in style, in colour, and even in the streaky handling here and there'. By this time, William Simson was already painting Spanish subjects very much along the lines of Wilkie’s. The ground was laid for what Walter Sickert was to call in 1910 the ‘fine old Scotch school’, with Wilkie now assumed to be one of its founders. His legacy continued to be built upon by Robert Scott Lauder during his fabled tenure as Master of the Trustees’ Academy which began in 1852, among his pupils being John Pettie and W. Q. Orchardson. By the 1880s, the painter and art historian W. D. McKay was writing of an oil sketch of that totemic image the Penny Wedding that in it ‘we had the keynote of Scottish painting down to quite recent times, both in its merits and shortcomings.

Around the turn of the twentieth century, the Scottish school of painting was flourishing more abundantly than ever against a backdrop of heightening nationalist cultural aspirations. Wilkie’s conception of Scottish art as the English school of the North was erased in favour of efforts to imagine an autonomous tradition; and, as Wilkie himself was clearly part of that tradition, he needed to be fully repatriated. Thus the opening words of Edward Pinnington’s 1900 book, Sir David Wilkie and the Scots School of Painters, are: ‘The restoration of Wilkie to his own country and kindred is essential to an intimate knowledge of him, his genius and character, and to an intelligent study of his art. If the bond between him and his natural associations be broken, it becomes impossible to trace his personal and artistic evolution.’ Pinnington went on to urge ‘[h]is return to Scotland’. A more homely, rural Wilkie was now frequently imagined, as the reality of Sir David of Kensington and his huge Academy machines of the 1830s was ushered out of memory. The experiences of his youth were instead emphasised as the foundation of his subject matter: ‘Sir David Wilkie, it is now fully acknowledged, was greatest as a painter of the people of his own day – the peasants amongst whom he was brought up, and whose pleasures and sorrows he so thoroughly understood.’ Much was made of his roots in Fife, the county which, for Pinnington, held ‘the concentrated essence of Scottish history and character.’

Wilkie was pressed back into the model of Scottish art which imagined the nation’s cultural life to have grown from the grassroots upwards, encouraged by ‘a healthy, philistine demand’ and independent of elite patronage. Thus Pinnington and other writers exaggerated the difficulties which Wilkie encountered at the London Academy, as if...
he had been held back by an English establishment, the *lad o’ pairts* eventually triumphing over adversity. But of course the truth was that Wilkie had been promoted, even overpromoted, by the centres of metropolitan power, and in the 1820s had been in no rush to come to the aid of the embryonic Scottish school in its struggle against the social and political élite of Edinburgh, a struggle during which the idea of Scottish art as fundamentally independent of élite patronage had been greatly strengthened. Despite his evident importance for mid-nineteenth-century Scottish painting, and despite the efforts of some writers to establish him as a Burns of the brush, Wilkie’s place within the canon of Scottish art as constructed by narratives published around 1900 could thus only be ambiguous. For Walter Armstrong in 1888, the defining feature of Scottishness in art was ‘a rigorous selection, a determination to succeed by carrying some single artistic virtue to the highest conceivable pitch, rather than by a lower degree of excellence in many’. This suited Raeburn’s bluntness and relentless pursuit of perfection in one line of art, but scarcely Wilkie’s very varied practice in different genres. James Caw, for many years the Director of the National Gallery of Scotland, felt that the lack of ‘accessories’ in Raeburn’s portraits was typically Scottish in its plainness of manner; again contrarily, Wilkie’s early style had involved the piling up of odds and ends in a virtuoso display of still-life painting. And ultimately, Caw felt, Wilkie was a painter of peasants having fun. We look in his works, he wrote, ‘almost in vain for that austere sense of responsibility and duty, and for that stern and dour Covenanting spirit, which are at once the glory and the reproach of the Scottish people’.

Perhaps the nearest thing to Caw’s vision that Wilkie painted was the touching early portrait of his parents, in which an English critic found ‘a somewhat harsh and covenanter-like sternness about the worthy couple’ (Fig. 5.9). The Rev. David Wilkie contemplates a pair of communion cups, seated, as his communicants will be when he dispenses the sacrament, for, as Knox had insisted, only an idolator kneels. Mrs Wilkie looks instead intently into her son’s face, fixing his image in her mind to last her until his next visit north. But this picture also represents a bigger world than just that of a poor but proud home. The artist’s parents are seated on an early eighteenth-century tapestry-work settee which they had been given as a hand-me-down from their aristocratic neighbours the Crawfords, and which Wilkie himself inherited, along with a matching set of chairs, on his father’s death in 1812. This furniture appears also in several other pictures and (especially prominently) in Andrew Geddes’ 1816 portrait of Wilkie as an emblem of family ties but also of patronage gracefully and practically
received. The portrait of Wilkie’s parents itself became part of a larger world than that ostensibly represented within it, for it was one of the set of little pictures which Wilkie sent out to his brother John in India, transmitting to the far reaches of the Empire the image of his own Scotland.

Notes

1 See Kidd, *Subverting Scotland’s Past*, ch. 1 on mythic early Scottish history.


6 Morrison sketches the development of Wilkie's early Scottish iconography (*Painting the Nation*, pp. 20–36), suggesting that, while he arrived in London with a 'unionist-nationalist' identity, there was gradually a 'capitulation' to Englishness. An exception to the general perception of Wilkie's early work as ambiguously 'British' was John Scott, editor of the *Champion*, who felt that Wilkie 'has made us all at home in the cottages of the peasantry of his country, and introduced us familiarly to the fire-sides of a rustic race, whose excellent qualities of character are the theme of universal praise, and whose noble achievements in wider spheres of action, have excited universal admiration' (*Champion*, 12 May 1816, p. 151).

7 John Opie was the English specialist in this sub-genre, showing in 1786 his *Assassination of James I, 1437* (destroyed; for an engraving, see Cannon-Brookes (ed.), *The Painted Word*, no. 51). The following year, Opie and John Graham each exhibited a *Murder of David Rizzio, Secretary to Mary Queen of Scots* (Opie's version survives in the Guildhall Art Gallery); and in 1797 Opie exhibited the *Murder of Archbishop Sharp*, painted for Bowyer's Historic Gallery (Cannon-Brookes (ed.), *The Painted Word*, no. 113).

8 General Simon Fraser died fighting against the American revolutionaries at the second Battle of Saratoga in 1777. Graham's picture was criticised as a plagiarism from Benjamin West's *Death of Wolfe* (*St James's Chronicle*, 3–5 May 1791, p. 4), but Wilkie was said always to have kept a print after the picture in his painting room (Bayne, *Sir David Wilkie, R.A.*, p. 26; Miles, ‘John Graham and the Trustees' Academy', fig. 5).

9 For Wilkie's early illustrations to the *Gentle Shepherd*, see Cunningham, *Life*, vol. 1, pp. 50–1; Chiego (ed.), *Sir David Wilkie of Scotland*, no. 47; and Tromans, *David Wilkie*, no. 1. There was a link between Home's *Douglas* and the 'Trustees' Academy in that the school's first master, Delacour, had designed the sets for the first production (Brookes, *The Trustees' Academy, Edinburgh*, pp. 40–1). On the controversy surrounding the Moderate clergy's involvement with the play, see Sher, *Church and University in the Scottish Enlightenment*, pp. 74ff. The play
remained very popular into the nineteenth century, enjoying its most successful revival in 1804–5 when the boy actor William Betty was a spectacular hit in Scotland and England in the part of Norval.

10 This was considered to be the earliest picture in the 1842 British Institution Wilkie memorial exhibition, but was treated very harshly by the critics (Art-Union, 4 (1842), pp. 159–60; Athenaeum (18 June 1842), p. 548).

11 Graham to Wilkie, 12 August 1806 (NLS Acc. 7972): ‘Your subjects . . . which I think are well chosen, being National’. Allan found fame as the first artist to carry the Scots literary tradition into images, illustrating Ramsay and Burns as well as Macneill’s Scotland’s Skaith in 1795 and Alexander Campbell’s compilation of the Sings of the Lowlands of Scotland which appeared in 1799. See further Errington, ‘The Genre Paintings of Wilkie’, pp. 4–5.

12 Graham told Wilkie that it seemed unlikely there would be a prize for the 1806–7 season (12 August 1806: NLS Acc. 7972), and John Clerk (Lord Eldin) advised no prizes to be awarded in 1807–8 (NAS NG 1/1/32: 5 July 1809); small amounts were, however, eventually awarded in these years to Alexander Fraser and others.

13 See the catalogues of the exhibitions held by the Society of Incorporated Artists (or Associated Artists), and McKay, The Scottish School of Painting, p. 141. On this early Edinburgh society, see Forbes, ‘Art and Anxiety in Enlightenment Edinburgh’.

14 Anon., ‘The Living Artists’, p. 11. Allan Cunningham, however, tended to think in terms of precise settings, with Wilkie’s pictures set either in Scotland or in England, among the latter being (according to him) Sunday Morning, the Card Players, the Village Holiday, Blind-Man’s Buff and the Smugglers (Life, vol. 1, pp. 129, 168, 300, 353; vol. 2, p. 109).

15 Errington and Holloway, The Discovery of Scotland.

16 Wilkie to Hugh Irvine, 26 September 1809 (NTS).

17 Sher, Church and University in the Scottish Enlightenment, p. 62.


19 Wilkie to Hugh Irvine, 26 November 1817 (NTS).

20 Ibid.


22 See Davidson, ‘Class Consciousness and National Consciousness in the Scottish General Strike of 1820’.


24 Wilkie to an unidentified correspondent (possibly Walter Scott), Edinburgh, 28 July 1817 (St Andrews University Library).

25 Wilkie to Irvine, 26 November 1817 (NTS).
26 Wilkie to unidentified correspondent, Edinburgh, 28 July 1817 (St Andrews University Library). Among Wilkie's hosts was the great survivor and historian of Enlightenment Edinburgh, the philosopher Dugald Stewart: see T. Constable, *Archibald Constable and His Literary Correspondents*, vol. 2, p. 42.

27 Wilkie to Haydon, 4 December 1817 (NLS 10995/7-8); Wilkie to Hugh Irvine, 26 November 1817 (NTS).

28 See the description of the portrait written by Scott himself in the late 1820s when it was engraved (Cunningham, *Life*, vol. 1, pp. 486–9). Wilkie gives prominence to Scott's daughter Sophia, by whom he was much struck. She was 'one of the finest characters I saw in Scotland. He makes her sing all the old border songs which she does with a kind of enthusiasm that in less peaceful times would have set one half of the Border up in a flame' (to Irvine, 26 November 1817: NTS).


31 The features of Gow were taken from William Say's 1816 mezzotint after Raeburn's portrait (Duncan Thomson, *Raeburn*, no. 27; Wilkie to Thomas Macdonald, [November 1817] (LB, Wilkie album, 51).


33 Forbes, ‘“Dodging and Watching the Natural Incidents of the Peasantry”’, figs 3 and 4. The penny wedding also appeared in the work of David Allan and David Deuchar in the 1790s. On the theme of the penny wedding in the work of the novelist John Galt, see Miles in Chiego (ed.), *Sir David Wilkie of Scotland*, pp. 170–1, and Galt to Wilkie, 12 May 1807 (NLS 9835/15).

34 Letter from 'Agrestis' to *Constable's Edinburgh Magazine* (formerly *Scots Magazine*), n.s. 3 (November 1818), pp. 409–15, under the heading 'Sketches of Scottish Scenery & Manners: Description of a Penny Wedding'. I have borrowed 'valedictory' from Forbes, 'Scottish Historical Painting in the 1820s', p. 142.

35 There are in fact several interesting parallels between Wilkie's and Carse's iconography: Carse illustrated Ramsay's *Gentle Shepherd* and Burns's 'Duncan Gray' and 'Cotter's Saturday Night'. He painted a *Chapman, or Scots Pedlar* and a *Grace Before Meat*; and, as Lindsay Errington observes, his *Arrival of the Country Relations* is close in its humour to Wilkie's slightly later *Letter of Introduction* (*Alexander Carse*, p. 16). Carse, however, received little or no encouragement from Wilkie during his years in London in the 1810s, perhaps because Wilkie was uncomfortable about such close relations between their work.

36 *New Monthly Magazine*, 11 (July 1819), p. 545.

38 To judge from a drawing in the V&A (Tromans, *David Wilkie*, no. 45), Wilkie initially intended to show the piper leading the music. The iconography of the redundant piper also appears in William Allan’s *Celebration of the Birthday of James Hogg* (1819; SNPG), where a guitarist takes precedence (see Forbes, ‘Scottish Historical Painting in the 1820s’).

39 22 December 1819 (BL Egerton 2075/21-2); Cooper’s *Conflict of Balfour of Burley and Serjeant Bothwell* was exh. BI 1820.

40 Writing in 1822 to an amateur artist friend, William Elford, to advise on costume details for an illustration to the *Monastery*, Wilkie warned: ‘With respect to the colour of the dress of the Borderers you will excuse me when I say that the only thing I am certain of is that it was not tartan. I can give full assurance that tartan never was worn as a common dress but in the Highlands of Scotland – for this indeed I have had the authority of my distinguished countryman the suspected author of the Novels, who has remarked to me the disposition of English artists to clothe every Scotchman in tartan, and was amused when Turner had painted a view of the Lawn Market of Edinburgh with the whole population sans culottes’ (Report and Transactions of the Devonshire Association, pp. 114–15). Turner’s view of Edinburgh High Street from the Lawnmarket (Yale Center), made in 1819 to be engraved for Scott’s *Provincial Antiquities and Picturesque Scenery of Scotland*, is dominated by vendors of tartan fabric (see Katrina Thomson, *Turner and Sir Walter Scott*, no. 19; Turner, however, continued to offend in later Scottish subjects: Holcomb, ‘Turner and Scott’, p. 391). Scott had also praised William Allan, and criticised Edward Bird, on the issue of excess tartan (Scott to Lockhart, 1 April 1821: *Letters*, vol. 6, p. 393; Haydon, *Correspondence and Table-talk*, vol. 1, p. 348).

41 The elderly customer in full Highland costume in the *Highland Still* was not present in the sketch of the subject made in 1817, and only made his appearance back in London, perhaps after Wilkie had had the opportunity to see Raeburn’s most sublime Highland costume piece, *The McNab*, shown at the Academy in the same year as the *Penny Wedding* (Duncan Thomson, *Raeburn*, no. 46). In 1813, Wilkie had made his first appearance at the BI with a tiny picture, painted upon silk, of a bagpiper (Tate). The sitter is unidentified, but the buildings on the left were said to represent Cults, a homage to the artist’s late father. Equivocating over how to dress the figure, Wilkie apparently first put him in tartan but subsequently painted this over with a less defined costume (Cunningham, *Life*, vol. 1, p. 383).

42 Wilkie to Sir Robert Liston, 4 December 1821 (NLS 5666/212). See Macmillan, *Painting in Scotland*, pp. 70–1 on the iconography of the
stock and horn, and Robert Brown's 1808 edition of the Gentle Shepherd (vol. 1, p. xvi) for a complaint at English productions of Ramsay's play which introduced excessively picturesque Scottish costumes.

43 See Prebble, The King's Jaunt; Parissien, George IV, ch. 16; and Morrison, Painting the Nation, pp. 48–64. Morrison quotes the Scotsman's resentment at what it saw as a Tory ploy to use a regal entertainment to deflect attention from Scottish class politics (p. 64).

44 The centrality of the regalia to the visit is represented in Denis Dighton's image of The Regalia of Scotland in Procession (Skinner, George IV in Edinburgh 1822, no. 34).

45 Devine, Scotland's Empire, p. 309. See Johns, 'Portraiture and the Making of Cultural Identity', on the eighteenth-century iconography of the kilt. As early as 1789, the Prince of Wales and his brothers were kitted out as Highlanders. One of them, the Duke of Sussex (also Earl of Inverness), was painted as Lieutenant-Colonel of the Loyal North Britons by Andrew Robertson in 1806 (Aberdeen) and, much later, by Wilkie 'in the costume of a Highland chieftain' (RA 1833).

46 13 September 1822 (BL 29991/34).

47 During the autumn, Wilkie made a 'multitude of sketches' of the pageants he had witnessed. Ideas that came and went included the landing of the King at Leith (which was painted by Carse), several drawings showing the King's Drawing Room, the King attending a service at St Giles' Cathedral, and even the ceremony of the washing of the King's hands at the Parliament House banquet by a descendant of a miller who had offered water to the wounded James V (this was one of the set pieces later sketched by Turner: Cunningham, Life, vol. 2, p. 88; Finley, Turner and George the Fourth in Edinburgh 1822, pp. 13, 41). Wilkie also considered the iconography around the hiding and rediscovery of the Scottish Regalia, although Andrew Geddes had already beaten him to this idea, having exhibited a huge Rembrandt-esque canvas of the subject in 1821 (see Carey, 'Edinburgh Artists and Amateurs', p. 342).


49 Wilkie to Knighton, 11 February 1830 (ML).


52 Devine, Scotland's Empire, ch. 13. Sir John Sinclair was the moving force behind the Highland Society (of which he published a history in 1813), as he had been behind the Statistical Account of Scotland of the 1790s. Each contributor to that project received a print of a Highlander, an
image which was thus offered as emblematic of Scotland as a whole, and which was copied by Wilkie as a child, as the Rev. David Wilkie had been one of Sinclair’s compilers (Cunningham, *Life*, vol. 1, pp. 23–4). The Highland Society was joined in 1815 by the Society of True Highlanders, an aristocratic club of Highland landowners, and by the Celtic Society of Edinburgh in 1820.


55 *Literary Gazette* (26 February 1820), p. 138: the lines are from Burns’s ‘The Author’s Earnest Cry and Prayer to the Scotch Representatives in the House of Commons’, in which he seeks to remind the MPs of what British power owed to Scotland.

56 The name is properly Tipu Sultan, *sahib* being an honorific.

57 Colley, *Captives*, pp. 269–307. Baird had also helped lead a previous attack against Seringapatam in 1792.


59 For the Raeburn, see Walker, *Regency Portraits*, text, p. 19 and corresponding plates. Wilkie also made use of a cast of the bust by Lawrence Macdonald (RA 1828; NGS).

60 Jasanoff, *Edge of Empire*, p. 168.

61 Katherine Thomson, *Recollections*, vol. 2, pp. 161–2; Wilkie to Sir W. W. Knighton, 16 August 1837 (ML). *Baird* was one of several of Wilkie’s late works to show an interest in lamp-lit effects.


63 See Brittlebank, *Tipu Sultan’s Search for Legitimacy*. Wilkie risked offending both Hindus and Muslims with the motif – removed at the urging of a friend of Lady Baird’s – of dogs sniffing around the body of Tipu (Cunningham, *Life*, vol. 3, pp. 120–1).

64 Buddle, *The Tiger and the Thistle*, p. 88, n. 13. Confusingly, the 71st began life as the 73rd, changing its numbering in 1786. In 1809, the emphasis on the regiment’s Highland costume and identity was partially removed, it seems as a result of its low rate of recruitment among ‘real’ Highlanders (Devine, *Scotland’s Empire*, p. 299).


66 Lady Baird wanted the picture ‘painted in such a way as to give no offence nor umbrage to any living being’ (Wilkie to Knighton, 20 September 1834: ML).

67 For example, in the picture by A. W. Devis (Buddle, *The Tiger and the Thistle*, pp. 48–9).

Among the successful trophy-hunters were William Beckford, John Soane and Walter Scott (Jasanoff, *Edge of Empire*, pp. 183–4). The most famous of all the relics, the mechanical redcoat-chomping ‘Tipu’s Tiger’, was put on display at the Oriental Repository at East India House and is now in the V&A.


The distinction between Company and the state grew ever more blurred, especially after the expense of Richard Wellesley’s aggressively expansionist policies (not least in Mysore) led to the Company needing the government to bail them out. The Charter Act of 1813 asserted the sovereignty of the Crown over Indian territories held by the Company, and deprived the Company of its monopoly of Indian trade.

4 December 1817 (NLS 10 995/7-8).

Over the following years, Wilkie’s letters to India were accompanied by small drawings, giving his brother some idea of what he was working on. These survive in an album, bound in Calcutta, now in the library of the Royal Academy.


Information from family letters in the possession of descendants of Andrew Wilkie, who died in Australia in 1863. Smith was the owner of *Josephine and the Fortune-teller*.

Andrew Wilkie to his aunt Elizabeth Walker, 7 November 1839 (private collection); on Wilkie Wynfield, see Hacking, *Princes of Victorian Bohemia*. The name of the artist was also inherited by the writer William Wilkie Collins (son of Wilkie’s friend, the painter William Collins): the author of *The Moonstone*, about a cursed diamond plundered at Seringapatam, was Wilkie’s godson (as also was David Wilkie Raimbach, son of the engraver). There is a small portrait of Sophia in the NGS. Her sister Margaret also impressed Wilkie by marrying a Scot of very respectable ancestry, Captain William Riddell. As Andrew wrote to the bride, their uncle Sir David had already begun ‘to pride himself upon being related to one of the oldest families in Roxburgh-shire, that being just the sort of hobby an old Scotchman like him is apt to get big upon’ (London, 22 July 1837: private collection).
78 *Biographical Notice of Sophia Mary Winfield* (manuscript, NAL MSL/1932/884a).

79 *Athenaeum* (1839), p. 357; for the painting, see Tromans, *David Wilkie*, no. 28.

80 When Wilkie was knighted at the instigation of the Home Secretary, Lord John Russell, it was 'a matter of some wonder that the Tories should have thus suffered their political opponents to gather this honour for their party' (Raimbach, *Memoirs and Recollections*, p. 179). Wilkie's patrons were more or less balanced between Whig and Tory interests, while he himself continued to refuse to talk politics on the grounds that it rarely had any bearing on his profession (see, for example, Wilkie to Andrew Wilson, 9 September 1830: NLS 3812/43 – on the French revolution of that year; and Haydon, *Diary*, vol. 3, p. 614 – on the 1832 Reform Bill).

81 The Steen is now in the Philadelphia Museum of Art. On the iconography of saying grace in Dutch art, see Franits, *Paragons of Virtue*, pp. 142–8. Greuze had first come to fame with a scene of family Bible-reading (*La lecture de la bible*, Salon of 1755: see Barker, *Greuze and the Painting of Sentiment*, p. 28). Illustrations to 'The Cotter's Saturday Night' had been made by several Scottish artists including David Allan and Carse, while William Allan painted *Burns Composing The Cotter's Saturday Night*.

82 Devine, *The Scottish Nation*, pp. 135, 147, 149.


84 Morrison, *Painting the Nation*, p. 132.

85 Devine, *Scotland's Empire*, pp. 250–64. This active participation of Scots in the Empire contrasts strongly with the generally negative view of imperialism expressed in the historiography of the Scottish Enlightenment: see S. J. Brown (ed.), *William Robertson and the Expansion of Empire*.


87 For a summary of these events, see Burleigh, *A Church History of Scotland*, ch. 4.

88 This polarised English perception was evident when Haydon, during a lecture tour in 1846, criticised his late friend Wilkie for his sycophancy towards the great. The *Art-Union* (8 (1846), p. 113) objected that 'The fault of the national character is the very opposite', and that Scots were generally not keen enough to please.

89 Burnet, 'Recollections of My Contemporaries', p. 236. Wilkie wrote to the Earl of Leven, 28 November 1816 (NAS GD 26/13/301), of 'the obligations that not only my father and myself but almost every branch of my family have received from your Lordship'.
90 Lockhart, review of Cunningham’s *Life of Wilkie*, p. 401.

91 Wilkie, however, had a painful wrangle with his first aristocratic client, the Earl of Mansfield, with whom he fell out over the price of the *Village Politicians*. On several occasions early on in his career, Wilkie’s grandee patrons preferred to offer him a modest price for his pictures but then to add a substantial supplementary payment. In this way, they could both behave responsibly towards the market and enjoy the dispensation of aristocratic largesse (see Tromans, *David Wilkie*, p. 13).

92 The scene is set out by Shee, *Life of Sir Martin Archer Shee*, vol. 1, pp. 409–18. It seems that the naming of Wilkie as Lawrence’s successor as principal court painter on the eve of the election for the presidency determined the academicians to register their independence by rejecting him. See RA *General Assembly Minutes* (RA Library), vol. 4, pp. 82–3 (25 January 1830). Unfortunately, taking a gamble on a false rumour of the result, the *Morning Chronicle* of the next day ran the story that Wilkie had in fact won and was the new President of the Royal Academy of Arts. Even more unfortunately, Haydon saw this and hurried to make sure Wilkie knew: ‘Down came Wilkie and was really affected. He let himself out completely – sat down on the sofa and began to lecture me on the difference of my conduct from his – “though,” said he, with exquisite diffidence, “I have not always been right, but you see how it has ended!”’ (Haydon, *Diary*, vol. 3, p. 423). Haydon had to write a note later in the day explaining that he had made a mistake.

93 Hoock, *The King’s Artists*, pp. 60–1.


95 It has, however, been claimed by the Irwins (*Scottish Artists at Home and Abroad*, p. 186) that it was Wilkie’s strategy ‘to form a body of Scottish painters working closely together in the southern capital, whose pictures, shown collectively at the Royal Academy and the British Institution, would awake London to the recognition of Scottish painting as a distinguishable entity’. All I can say is that this is not true. The paranoia of some English commentators regarding Scottish plots led them to repeat the story that Wilkie, when on the hanging committee of the Academy exhibition, intervened in favour of fellow Scots. But, when offered this opportunity to exercise a little patronage of his own in 1813, Wilkie looked after the interests of all his friends, including the English John Jackson and the Irish William Mulready (Farington, *Diary*, vol. 12, pp. 4,327–8; Cunningham, *Life*, vol. 1, p. 378; Redgrave and Redgrave, *A Century of Painters*, vol. 2, p. 295).

97 Lord Elgin, addressing the opening dinner of the RI’s 1826 exhibition, reported in the *Edinburgh Evening Courant* (18 February 1826), n.p.; RI minute of 18 January 1825 (NAS NG 3/4/32).
98 Forbes, ‘Scottish Historical Painting in the 1820s’, p. 155.
100 Allan, however, had to wait a decade (1835) to be upgraded to full membership. There was some suggestion that, by pushing the claims of his early friend Allan to RA membership, Wilkie actually held back his chances (Wilkie himself seems to acknowledge this in a letter to the portraitist Thomas Phillips, 24 October 1824: NLS 9835/198-9). Allan’s breakthrough eventually came in the wake of his success with the *Murder of Rizzio* in 1833. The minimal presence of Scots at the London Academy was complained of by the *Athenaeum* (8 September 1832, p. 586) at a time when there had been no Edinburgh-based full RA for almost a decade, and only one Scottish RA in London (Wilkie).
102 Hoock, *The King’s Artists*, pp. 101–2; Forbes, ‘“Dodging and Watching the Natural Incidents of the Peasantry”’. David Allan’s preface to the great Glasgow Foulis edition of the *Gentle Shepherd* of 1788 is the classic early statement of this model of Scottish painting.
103 Also in 1821, the *Broken China Jar* was shown in Aberdeen, before the start of regular exhibitions there. Before this, Wilkie’s work would of course have been known in Scotland through engravings: an impression of Burnet’s 1809 print after Wilkie’s *Jew’s Harp* was sent up to their old master Graham, ‘which he carried into the [Trustees’] Academy to show the students, and to say how proud he felt in educating such a student’ (Burnet, *Practical Essays*, p. 107), and Burnet’s engraving of the *Fiddler* was shown at the Society of Incorporated Artists in Edinburgh in 1812.
104 Smailes, ‘A History of the Statue Gallery at the Trustees’ Academy’, p. 131. The copy of the *Transfiguration* was bought jointly with the landscape-painter and picture-dealer Andrew Wilson, who had given up the mastership of the Trustees’ Academy in 1826 to return to Italy, where he sought Old Masters for the RI’s collection. Like the BI in London, the RI had hopes – in their case largely realised – of transforming themselves into a National Gallery (see Thompson, *Pictures for Scotland*, ch. 2).
105 On these policies, see Colvin-Smith, *The Life and Work of Colvin Smith*, p. 19. The Scottish Academy wrote bitterly to Thomas Lawrence of the ‘sense of the injustice done the [Edinburgh] Academy and Scottish artists in general in withholding from them the Royal protection without any cause whatever assigned’ (22 December 1828: RA Lawrence papers, vol. 5, p. 290; the letter, however, adds thanks to Lawrence himself for his support). See also the letters to Francis Cameron, the RI’s Assistant


107 Wilkie to Wilson, January 1829 (NLS 3812/24-5).

108 Wilkie to Nicholson, 22 January 1829 (RSA).

109 See Noble, ‘Versions of Scottish Pastoral’. Forbes, ‘“Dodging and Watching the Natural Incidents of the Peasantry”’, stresses the suppression of Scottish self-representation that was a consequence of the success of this persistent myth of everyday life.

110 Cf. Forbes, ‘Private Advantage and Public Feeling’, p. 91: ‘Edinburgh’s would-be academicians conceived of professional authority primarily in terms of commercial power, and at this stage there was little echo in their campaigning either of a residual civic humanism or the kind of anti-commercial arguments that so often appeared in the public apologetics of London’s Royal Academicians’. The historical painter David Scott established a Life Academy Association with some friends in 1827 (W. B. Scott, Memoir of David Scott, pp. 37, 39), but a durable public life class was only established in Edinburgh following the Academy’s move into the Institution’s building in 1836.

111 ‘Noctes Ambrosianae no. XLI’, Blackwood’s, 25 (March 1829), pp. 380–1. The coup de grâce was delivered by the Academy when, halfway through the run of their exhibition, they added to it a large Rubens, the Adoration of the Magi from the collection of Lord Hopetoun, thus trumping the Institution even on its own original Old Master territory.

112 Nicholson to David Roberts, 1 May 1829 (Ballantine, The Life of David Roberts, p. 32): leading the defection of this rump was Allan. For the dénouement, see also Forbes, ‘Private Advantage and Public Feeling’, pp. 94–5.

113 14 December 1829 (EUL). Geddes, a gentleman painter with a sideline in Old Master dealing, was himself one of those Scottish artists more drawn to the Institution than the Academy (Smailes, Andrew Geddes 1783–1844, pp. 47, 62, 112, n. 70).


116 15 October 1834 (Glasgow Dilettanti Society letterbook, Strathclyde University Archives, Glasgow). The Highland Family was borrowed from the Earl of Essex.

117 Draft of letter from Wilkie to the Duchess of Sutherland, Brighton, November 1831 (NLS 9836/45).
118 Alison, ‘The British School of Painting’, p. 76.
120 On the coming into focus of a Scottish style in the 1830s, see Errington, 
Master Class, pp. 20–1. William Simson, who purchased Wilkie’s picture 
on behalf of the RSA, told the Academy’s Secretary David Octavius Hill 
that it would be ‘in some respects more instructive than a finished 
picture’ (London, 17 April 1842: RSA). The composition informed Hill’s 
own huge group portrait of the seceding ministers of the Disruption of 
1843 (not completed for over twenty years), which also made use of Hill’s 
pioneering photography.
121 Athenaeum (1843), p. 511.
122 Simson showed another Columbus at La Rábida in 1839 (bought by 
Willoughby Gordon) and a Wounded Guerilla in 1840.
123 ‘They were descendants of Rubens, through Wilkie. I have always loved 
and appreciated them’ (Sickert, The Complete Writings on Art, p. 231). 
This noble lineage forms a sharp contrast with Hazlitt’s characterisation 
of Scottish painting of the early nineteenth century: ‘What has the dry, 
husky, economic eye of Scotland to do with the florid hues and luxuriant 
extravagance of Rubens? Nothing. They like Wilkie’s pauper style better’ 
124 From an 1889 lecture, quoted by Errington, ‘Gold and Silver in Shadow’, 
pp. 55–6; the oil sketch cannot be identified today.
125 Pinnington, Sir David Wilkie and the Scots School of Painters, p. 9.
127 Pinnington, Sir David Wilkie and the Scots School of Painters, p. 19. Eve 
Blantyre Simpson, writing in the Art Journal in 1890 (p. 312), rhapsodised on the theme of this landscape, apparently finding no irony in its 
idyll being populated predominantly by the destitute and crippled: ‘On 
his way along that two miles of high-road from Cults to Kettle he saw 
many subjects which he depicted as soon as he got hold of pencil and 
slate, for a grey-headed beggarman, a maimed soldier, a mendicant 
fiddler, were noted and quickly immortalised by the demure little lad 
with the vigilant eyes’.
For other statements of this version of Scottishness in art, see, for 
example, Brydall, Art in Scotland, p. 218 and Bate, Art at the Glasgow 
International Exhibition 1901, p. 5.
129 Pinnington, Sir David Wilkie and the Scots School of Painters, p. 114.
130 It is important to bear in mind that, by the 1880s, there were many 
Impressionist-influenced painters in Scotland for whom this harping on 
national character in art was little more than an English eccentricity (see 
Paterson, ‘A Note on Nationality in Art’): it was artists of this persuasion
whom McKay had in mind when he wrote of ‘the rather slighting tone often adopted in art circles towards Wilkie and his work’ (*The Scottish School of Painting*, p. 91).

134 [Carey,] ‘The Young Wilkie’, p. 431, writing of the 1813 NGS version of the portrait which was, in the 1830s, in the possession of Wilkie family members in Fife (cf. Rev. T. J. Crawford, ‘Parish of Cults’, p. 566). This is the version I refer to here, a repetition of the portrait made at Cults in 1807 (the earlier version is now in a private collection: Miles, *Sir David Wilkie 1785–1841*, no. 5).
135 Cunningham, *Life*, vol. 1, pp. 358–9; Boase, ‘Sir David Wilkie’s Chair’.
Conclusion

In 1822, the year Wilkie exhibited his *Chelsea Pensioners* at the Royal Academy, there also appeared the engraving by Raimbach after the painter's *Blind-Man's Buff*, a picture painted a decade earlier. Marcia Pointon writes of this print: "The engraving is a high quality work, even at the time evidently a collector's item. It is dedicated to King George IV [who owned the original painting] and both the refinement of execution and the dedication ensure decorum and maintain continuity of status for the original conception."¹ The engraving duly went on show in the windows of the leading printsellers where, however, decorum was soon under duress. An anonymous feature-writer later recalled passing Colnaghi's elegant shop in the West End of London and seeing outside it a group of children gathered to admire the image.² Their presence attracted a further group, and then a third, until a crowd of young viewers were jostling for a glimpse of Wilkie's scene of a rather risqué game. The writer was so moved as to wish to join in himself, although he does not say he actually did so. Perhaps there was no room left on the pavement, or more likely he would have felt awkward among so many children, not all of whom were likely to have been entirely respectable.

This, then, was Wilkie the people's painter, bringing reactionary monarch, liberal social commentator (the piece appeared in the reformist *Athenaeum*) and London children into some sort of alignment, if not actual relationship. The intellectual watches the urban crowd admiring the King's picture representing a presumably rural community. This circuit of gazes defines a version of the real, a reality that equates to a limited consensus between all involved: if they can agree about anything, it is about this image. In the Introduction, I sought to defend my lack of detailed sociological reception analysis by implying that Wilkie's universal appeal was to some extent a figment
of his actual audience's imagination. Our writer imagines all levels of society configured through Wilkie's truth to nature, yet he is himself unwilling or unable to move beyond the role of spectator to this process, a process which is indeed ultimately entirely spectatorial. The writer's hesitancy in losing himself in the mêlée he observes also speaks of the formality and supervision that had entered into Wilkie's vision of communal life in the post-war years. It was at this time, around 1820, that Wilkie's vision of the actual was being forced to take refuge in the past – in communal scenes such as the Penny Wedding (the pendant to Blind-Man's Buff), in the Hogarthian Reading of a Will, and in the first thoughts for what would become The Preaching of Knox. Wilkie thereby helped picturesque history into its vigorous modern existence.

The picturesque, in its basic sense of a vision of reality guided through the optic of the classic painters of the past, was a constant characteristic of Wilkie's imagery. When he first appeared on the London exhibition scene in 1806, there were comparisons between the Village Politicians and naturalism in other cognate art forms, especially with the new literalness apparent in the landscape paintings of some of the young followers of Thomas Girtin. Naturalism of this species implied, above all, the abandonment of the Old Master models of the academic and picturesque traditions. But Wilkie remained a devoted follower of art history, placing himself in a genre tradition passing through the Netherlandish masters of the seventeenth century and French painting of the eighteenth. Naturalism, as a uniquely potent expression of originality, lay at the heart of Romanticism and its aspirations for art's autonomy and greater social standing. It was acknowledged in the Introduction that Wilkie was no expressionist Romantic; and yet we have seen Wilkie making the case for art's independence and high status in other ways.

The Introduction also referred to Wilkie's obsessive empiricism (his need to copy from things), which to his friends could seem such an eccentricity. For Wilkie's audience, the actual presence to them of the people and things that he represented was agreed to be his route to their hearts. In the Scottish Enlightenment's models of visual culture, the direct experience of the objects of vision was equated as much with feeling as with dispassionate analysis. This can be seen echoed in the anatomical illustrations of the Bell brothers, which sometimes seem as tragic as they are frank. As was argued in Chapter 2, this generated a proximity between Wilkie's work and theirs, which in turn led to the boundary dispute described there. Here we saw Wilkie wishing to maintain painting's capacity to generate its own social truth, one
which he also sought, by and large, to keep independent of literature. During the years of his first great Academy successes, at least, Wilkie eschewed illustration – and, as was shown in Chapter 4, when representing history he preferred scenes which had only very recently been described by writers, or which never, archivally speaking, actually happened, but which nevertheless allowed the painter to go to work as a special kind of historian. At the end of Chapter 4, I suggested that Wilkie’s journey to Palestine, undertaken in 1840 in the ostensible guise of a reforming Luther of Christian iconography, simply proved again that painting had its own traditions of representing sacred history which it ultimately proved undesirable – even impossible – to abandon. So, from the Village Politicians, a revision of Teniers, to the last project of his career, Wilkie’s aspirations for his art were based upon an idea of painting having its own unique role in visual culture, of it having no duty to submit to the dictates of the genii of abutting disciplines such as Wordsworth or Charles Bell. Thus it had no reason to abandon its own defining traditions, and therefore its participation in a naturalism of universal principles could only be limited. In Wilkie’s imagery of the everyday, indeed, I see a hypothetical engagement with, and prompt exhaustion of, the category of Romantic naturalism in the field of genre painting.

The realism that Wilkie was seen to have achieved with his first pictures evaporated after about 1815, and the exhaustion just referred to was signalled by the more intrusive semantic structures which Wilkie imported into his genre scenes in the post-war years. The Chelsea Pensioners was many things – a war memorial, an exploration of the limits of sympathy, an opportunity for an anti-Semitic visual joke – but no-one imagined it to be a naturalistic representation of anything the artist had ever seen. The genre painting that flourished in England in the years after Wilkie’s death continued to assume the need for the kind of strongly determined narrative structure that the Pensioners represented – a very different model from the minimally plotted pictures with which Wilkie first made his name. As the early Victorians came to look back upon Regency culture with distaste, they turned decidedly to earlier eighteenth-century models of genre. Richard Redgrave’s suffering young governesses of the 1840s, for example, are conceived entirely along the lines of eighteenth-century iconography, referencing familiar novelistic plotlines, complete with in-depth backstory. The Pre-Raphaelites’ vision of modern life, such as it was, was largely filtered through poetry on the one hand and the Hogarthian model on the other. William Powell Frith, that chronicler of Victorian set-piece social panoramas, is often seen as having built upon Wilkie’s
Pensioners; but he had little affinity with Wilkie’s earlier work.6 When Wilkie’s Rent Day had been brought out at the 1832 sale of its first owner, the Earl of Mulgrave, ‘the company simultaneously cheered the picture by clapping their hands’.7 But twenty years later, when the picture again seemed about to be sold, Frith advised the Preston cotton master and art-collector Thomas Miller not to bother with what was only an historical curiosity: ‘Beyond the character and expression (no slight thing to get over), there is little or nothing to recommend it, no exquisite grace and beauty . . ., no . . . refinement, and the story to me not so interesting’.8 As was claimed in Chapter 5, Wilkie’s legacy was predominantly to Scottish art (Scottishness was one of the semantic props to which Wilkie turned in the post-war years). There, it was especially his later work which was built upon by painters such as Thomas Duncan. Dark, rich, Baroque colouring, along with nostalgic visions of an earthily decent Scottishness, became the hallmarks of the ‘fine old Scotch school’ to which Sickert paid tribute in 1910 upon its passing into history with the death of Orchardson. Sickert was at this time, along with his Camden Town associates, launching a renewed campaign to force everyday London life to reveal itself in paint.9 At this pregnant moment in the development of British Modernism, he looked back on the Scottish school of anecdotal painting, as if to retrieve the everyday from where Wilkie had deposited it.

Notes
1 Pointon, ‘From “Blind Man’s Buff” to “Le colin maillard”’, p. 16.
2 Anon., ‘The Living Artists’.
3 Public Ledger, quoted in Solkin, ‘Crowds and Connoisseurs’, p. 162.
4 Hemingway, Landscape Imagery and Urban Culture, p. 294.
5 When members of the Pre-Raphaelite circle established the Hogarth Club in 1858, they ‘fixed upon this name to do homage to the stalwart founder of Modern English art’ (W. H. Hunt, Pre-Raphaelitism and the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, vol. 2, pp. 142–3).
8 15 April 1852 (RA, Miller papers, uncatalogued).
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